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Dear friend,
It is nice that you are planning to attend the Antennas and Propagation
Symposium (APSYM 2006) at Cochin University of Science and Technology
- Department of Electronics. I welcome you warmly to this important event.
“APSYM 2006” is the 10th one in the series, which we started in 1988. A
chronological listing of the earlier APSYMs is given below.
Sixty four papers are scheduled to be presented during APSYM 2006. The APSYM 2006 organising
committee has planned an excellent technical programme with fifteen invited talks by eminent scientists in
the field from India and abroad. This time a special European ACE session has been planned, in which
Scientists from different parts of Europe will be talking on the latest developments in the field of Microwaves.
In order to provide online access, the information about the advance programme is also available
in the website www.doe.cusat.edu/apsym.
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OUR TRIBUTES TO THE GREAT PIONEERS
JAMES CLERK MAXWELL
The founder of Electromagnetic theory of Radiation. His
theoretical prediction of the existence of Electric and
Magnetic fields associated with wave propagation
carrying energy of Electromagnetic nature was a breakthrough in the history of Science. A new era of
Electromagnetism was thus opened by this great scientist.
HEINRICH HERTZ
Experimentally demonstrated the generation, propagation
and detection of electromagnetic waves. Thus he gave a firm
experimental support for the theoretical conclusions drawn
by James Clerk Maxwell.
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The First Indian Scientist who marked his footprints
in the world of Electromagnetics. In fact, Bose
generated millimeter waves using a circuit developed
in his laboratory and used these waves for
communication, much earlier than the western
scientists. He also developed microwave antennas
(horns) which are still considered to be ideal feeds.
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II. ANALYSIS OF OPTIMIZED ANTENNA

VI. CONCLUSION
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expressions for cut-off frequencies of various
modes in an elliptic hollow waveguide are
available [3]. These are used to determine the cutoff frequencies for resonant modes in the elliptic
disc and slot. These values are compared with
direct simulations in Table 1. The discrepancy
between the two sets may be due to the effect of
fringing fields and the effective dielectric constant
being different for different modes and from H r
of the substrate. However, the number of modes
provided by the two analyses are comparable. It is
due to this large number of modes generated by
the disc and slot that the geometry is wideband.

In this paper, an optimized UWB antenna is
investigated and the effect of various parameters
is studied for better design. We have presented a
general methodology for designing the antenna,
which could be useful for the CPW UWB antenna.
The simulated return loss and the radiation
patterns are reported with nearly omni-directional
radiation patterns over 3.1-10.6 GHz.
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Fig. 2 Configuration of planar CPW fed UWB
antenna (units in mm)

Table 1
RESONANT FREQUENCIES FOR VARIOUS MODES IN ELLIPTIC DISC AND SLOT

This optimized antenna was simulated with CST
Microwave Studio. The simulated return loss and
radiation patterns matched with those reported in
[2]. The simulations were also carried out by
varying the feed gap and the A value of slot. It
was found that 0.3mm gap between the ground
plane and the disc was optimum for return loss
greater than 10dB over the bandwidth. The value
of A was adjusted so that the lower edge
frequency matched with 3.1GHz. It was observed
that 2b was nearly equal to O1 / 4 and 2A should
be nearly equal to O1 / 2 , where O1 corresponds
to the wavelength in the substrate at the lower
edge frequency.
III. CPW ANTENNA
With the optimized dimensions known for an
UWB antenna, we designed our own antenna on
FR4 substrate with H r 4.3 , h=1.58mm and
tanį=0.02. For this, we scaled the dimensions as
follows

a' a

7.8
and B '
4.3

B

7.8
4.3

(1)

where primed values correspond to the CPW
antenna and unprimed for the antenna described
earlier. The ellipticities were optimized for
designed return loss and found to be 0.71 for the
disc and 0.55 for the slot.

CREMA,CUSAT

Mode

Computed resonant
frequencies for
unloaded elliptic disc
(a=8.5mm, b=5.5mm,
İr=7.8)
(GHz)

TMc11

Fig. 3 Return loss versus frequency for CPW fed
UWB antenna of Fig. 2.

The feed position of the UWB antenna is very
critical for the desired return loss. We have
selected a CPW feed and the slot width at the
feed point corresponds to 100ohm impedance, and
in this case the slot width is 0.3mm as shown in
Fig. 2. This slot width fixed the off-centering of
the disc from the slot by ( B ' b ' slot width).
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Fig.3 shows the simulated return loss versus
frequency. It is seen that the antenna has more
than 10 dB return loss from 2.5 to 11 GHz. Fig. 4
shows the simulated radiation patterns for this
antenna at 3, 6 and 9GHz. We observe that at
lower frequency the antenna behaves like a
monopole antenna. This antenna has nearly omnidirectional pattern as required for UWB
applications.
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Vertex Truncated Ultra Wideband Printed Triangular Monopole Antenna
K. P. Ray *(1)and Y. Ranga(1)
(1) SAMEER, IIT Campus, Powai, Mumbai, India, 400076, E.mail: kpray@rediffmail.com

Abstract: A microstrip-fed printed monopole configuration of
vertex truncated equilateral triangular patch has been studied,
which gives ultra wide impedance bandwidth ratio of 12.4:1 for
voltage standing wave ratio of 2 and over 23:1 for voltage
standing wave ratio equal to 2.7. Experiments have been
carried out to measure bandwidth and radiation patterns of this
ultra wideband printed monopole antenna, which tally well with
simulated results.
.

Introduction: The demand for printed monopole antennas are increasing for ultra wideband
(UWB) technology because of their compactness, low cost and simplicity to integrate them
with printed circuit configurations. Various shapes of these antennas have been reported,
which yield ultra wide bandwidth. A printed circular monopole antenna (PCMA) has been
reported to yield large bandwidth from 2.78 to 9.78 GHz for voltage standing wave ratio
VSWR < 2 [1]. A printed inverted cone antenna is also reported to yield ultra wide bandwidth
performance of over 10:1 for VSWR< 2 with improved omni-directional radiation pattern [2].
Among the different triangular monopole antenna (TMA) configurations, a strip line fed
printed equilateral TMA (PETMA) is reported to give 2.1 to 3.0 times bandwidth as
compared to that of a simple strip monopole with reduction in height of 0.63 times [3].
Similarly, a coplanar wave-guide fed TMA has been reported for ultra-wideband operation
[4]. Another printed triangular monopole antenna, which is fed by microstrip line, has been
reported to give large bandwidth from 4 to 10 GHz for the VSWR < 3, with almost omni
directional radiation pattern in H plane [5]. Very recently, a small size PTMA topology has
been reported, wherein wide bandwidth has been obtained by adding slots in the antenna
structure [6].
In this paper, a simple compact configuration of vertex truncated PETMA has been
proposed for very large bandwidth. The theoretical study of this configuration has been
carried out using HP high frequency structure simulator (HP HFSS) three-dimensional
electromagnetic simulator [7]. Very wide bandwidth obtained using proposed configuration
completely covers wide communication channels like DCS1800 (1.71-1.88 GHz), DCS1900
(1.85-1.99 GHz), WiBro (2.3-2.39 GHz), GSM (900-1800MHz), UMTS (1885-2200 MHz),
WCDMA (1.92-2.17 GHz), DMB (2.605-2.655 GHz) and UWB (3.1-10.6 GHz) [8].
Vertex truncated printed equilateral triangular monopole antenna: Normal vertex fed
PETMA, is investigated first. The height of the PETMA is estimated from the formulation
given for planar monopole antennas equating its surface area with that of a same height
equivalent cylindrical monopole antenna, to cover the lower band edge frequency of 900
MHz [9, 10]. The bandwidth of 1607 MHz for VSWR < 2 is obtained for vertex fed PETMA
when designed on glass epoxy substrate with dimension 9.0 cm x 9.0 cm, İr = 4.4, h = 0.159
cm and tanį = 0.02. It has been noted that for vertex fed PETMA, multiple loops are formed
in the input impedance plot but the impedance variation is very large swinging from very

Fig. 4: Simulated radiation patterns for the antenna of Fig. 2

CREMA,CUSAT
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high impedance to low impedance in the Smith chart resulting in not very large bandwidth. It
is similar to an equilateral triangular microstrip antenna, where the impedance at the vertex is
very high at the resonance frequency corresponding to fundamental mode [10].
When it is fed at vertex, there will be large impedance variation between various modes of
the equilateral triangular microstrip antenna. So, it is expected that if the sharp vertex of the
PETMA is truncated off partially, the input impedance of the antenna will reduce and the
loops will be formed in the lower impedance region in the Smith chart, leading to less
variation of input impedance at various modes yielding wide bandwidth. The modified
(vertex truncated) PETMA fed with a microstrip line is shown in Figure.1 (a). The effect of
shifting the feed-point x away from the center of the truncated width on the bandwidth is
investigated. The feed point is moved away from center in the step of 1.0 mm and bandwidth
of the configuration is noted. Input impedance loci in the Smith chart for two values of x; 0
and 4.0 mm are shown in Figure 1(b). It is observed that when feed point is moved away
from center, loop size reduces and smaller loops in the impedance loci are formed. This is
because for the off-centered feed, the impedance variation amongst higher order modes is
reduced. It is observed from Figure. 1 (b) that for x = 4.0 mm, the complete input impedance
loci, starting from lower frequency of 0.80 GHz to 5.0 GHz is inside VSWR < 2 circle
yielding very large bandwidth. This modified PETMA was fabricated using FR4 substrate, as
mentioned above and measurements were carried out for input VSWR and radiation patterns.
The measured and simulated input VSWR of optimized vertex truncated PETMA
configuration in the frequency range of 0.50 to 20.00 GHz is compared in Figure. 2.

PETMA was simulated up to 12 GHz. Measurements of radiation patterns in both the planes
are carried out at two frequencies; 1 GHz and 5 GHz and are compared with simulated
radiation patterns in Figure. 3. Figure. 3 (a) and (c) compare the elevation radiation patterns,
whereas Figure. 3 (b) and (d) compare the azimuthal radiation patterns

Figure. 2 Simulated and measured VSWR plots of vertex truncated printed equilateral
triangular monopole antenna

Figure. 1 (a) Vertex truncated printed triangular monopole antenna, (all dimensions are in
mm), (b) Impedance variation of a vertex truncated printed triangular monopole antenna for
x=0 and
x=4.0 mm
microstrip feed at the
The measured and theoretical plots of VSWR are in good agreement. This configuration
yields ultra wide bandwidth. The measured bandwidth for the VSWR < 2 is from 0.86 to
10.70 GHz against the theoretical values of 0.800 GHz to 9.86 GHz. Both measured and
theoretical bandwidth extends up to 20 GHz if the input VSWR up to 2.7 is tolerated. This
leads to very large band width ratio of measured value of 12.4:1 in comparison with the
simulated value of 12.3:1 for VSWR < 2, the corresponding frequency ratios are 23.9:1 and
25:1 respectively for VSWR < 2.7. The radiation pattern of the proposed vertex truncated
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Figure.3 Radiation Pattern at (a) 1 GHz elevation pattern (b) 1 GHz azimuthal pattern (c)
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5 GHz elevation pattern (d) 5 GHz azimuthal pattern
simulated
measured.
There is agreement between the measured and simulated radiation patterns. Minor deviations
between two are because of reflections from near by objects in the laboratory. At lower
frequencies upto 3 GHz, azimuthal radiation patterns are close to omni directional, whereas
in elevation it is figure of eight because of very small ground plane. At higher frequencies,
radiation patterns in both the planes remain similar to those at lower frequencies with more
variations in elevation plane. In the azimuthal plane maximum dip is about 16 dB in higher
frequency range. Cross-polar levels are 15 dB down as compared to corresponding co polar
levels upto 5 GHz, which becomes only 4 dB down at 12 GHz.
Conclusions: Study of printed vertex truncated equilateral triangular monopole antenna that
gives larger bandwidth than any other reported printed monopole antenna configurations has
been investigated for UWB applications. The measured bandwidth ratio of the proposed
configuration is 12.7:1 for VSWR < 2 and 23.9:1 for VSWR < 2.6, which tally well with the
simulated results. The radiation patterns of this antenna are similar to that of a corresponding
cylindrical monopole antenna. Vertex truncated PETMA yield larger bandwidth and
completely covers all the communication channels like DCS1800, DCS1900, WiBro, DMB,
GSM, UMTS, WCDMA and UWB.
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Abstract: A new feeding technique is proposed here for wideband operation
of rectangular microstrip patch antennas. This method is based on
capacitively coupling the radiator with a very small feed patch. We have
demonstrated nearly 43% impedance bandwidth for antennas on stacked
air-dielectric substrate with only one metal layer above the ground. This
method is equally useful for other patch geometries.

Introduction: Microstrip patch antennas have several advantages such as low cost, low
profile, light weight, and are easy to fabricate. In addition, these antennas are conformal and
hence can be easily incorporated into any mobile system. Based on these characteristics
microstrip antennas are increasingly preferred for wireless personal communications
applications. In this context, as newer wireless standards become popular, the demands on
antennas are also bound to increase.
It is widely known that the use of microstrip antennas is often limited by its low
radiation efficiency and small bandwidth. Several schemes have been suggested to improve
the bandwidth of these antennas, including the use of (i) stacked dielectric arrangement,
usually with multiple metal layers; (ii) slots of various shapes on the patch [1]; (iii)
meandered probe feed [2], or (iv) capacitively-coupled feed [3, 4]. While some of these were
indeed easy to fabricate, they do not offer enough bandwidth required in several applications,
and/or result is large size for the patch. Stacked arrangements with multiple metal layers
often require a laborious precise assembly. The meandered probe, on the other hand would
be extremely difficult to fabricate by standard procedure. Adding capacitive patches along
radiating edges of the patch result in a larger footprint for the antenna.
Narrow bandwidth has been a major disadvantage of microstrip antennas in practical
applications. Several modifications of microstrip antennas have been employed for the
present-day wireless communication systems, where the required operating bandwidths for
antennas are about 7.6% for a global system for mobile communication, 9.5% for a digital
communication system, 7.3% for a personal communication system. One such bandwidth
enhancement technique uses coplanar directly coupled and gap-coupled parasitic patches [5].
This antenna has a compact configuration such that the antenna size is minimized.
Experimental results show that, with the use of an inexpensive FR4 substrate such an antenna
can have an impedance bandwidth of about 12.7% [5], which is far higher than that of a
direct-driven antenna. In another work [6], a novel and broadband semi-disc MSA has been
designed. Using new bandwidth enhancement and size miniaturization methods, this small
antenna is shown to have a broad impedance bandwidth of 32.4% (1.86-2.58GHz), which is
used to provide the antenna with multiple frequency band operation. In yet another MSA
design by Guo et al. [7], several other techniques including the use of high dielectric
substrate, short circuit and shorting pin are used to miniaturize the antenna. In this case, two
antenna patches were used to provide dual band operation.
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The proposed antenna configuration on the other hand has a very small feed patch
(strip) which is in the same plane as the radiator patch, and is coupled capacitively to it. An
airgap is provided between the substrate and the ground plane for enhanced bandwidth. A
similar feed arrangement has been proposed earlier for an annular ring antenna [8] and
rectangular patch [9]. However the length of the feed strip was comparable with the radius of
the radiating ring, and the bandwidth was only about 20% in the first case [8]. In the second
case this was about 26% [9] even with an air gap of 15mm. In the proposed configuration the
bandwidth is above 40% for the patch geometries studied. The asymmetry in radiation
characteristic caused by the presence of the feed patch is marginal at most frequencies of
interest. Preliminary experimental results show good agreement with numerical simulations.
Antenna Configuration: The geometry of the proposed antenna with a capacitive feed and
stacked dielectric is shown in Fig.1. This antenna consists of two patches. The larger patch
works as the radiator and the smaller patch serves as a feed patch which couples the energy to
the radiator by capacitive means. The radiator patch has dimensions of length (L1=15.5mm)
and width (W1=16.4mm). The feed patch has been optimized for dimensions length
(L2=1.158mm) and width (W2=3.72mm) and a distance (d=0.5mm) between the patches.
These patches are on a microwave laminate from Rogers Corp. USA (dielectric constant = 3.,
loss tangent = 0.0013, thickness h1= 1.56mm.) The dielectric is placed at a height h2 = 6mm
above the ground plane (dimensions 150 x 150mm2). The pin of the SMA connector is
extended to reach the feed patch and is soldered there.
L1
L2
w1

w2

for S11 using Agilent PNA (N5230A) and radiation pattern in an in-house microwave
anechoic chamber. As shown in Fig. 2, the measured S11 is better than 10dB (VSWR<2) for
frequencies in the range 4.34 to 6.74GHz. This corresponds to a percentage bandwidth of
43%. The slight difference between the simulated and measured results may be attributed to
the infinite ground plane assumption in the simulations and fabrication inaccuracies. The
antenna gain is above 5dBi in the frequency band mentioned above. The measured radiation
patterns of the proposed antenna are plotted at several indicative spot frequencies within this
band and are shown in Fig. 3. The cross polarization level at the boresight is very low, but
degrades at other angles. The E-plane radiation patterns of the antenna are symmetrical at all
frequencies, but there is a small asymmetry in the H-plane patterns, particularly at higher
frequencies within the region. The backlobe radiations are less than -20dB within the
frequencies. Similar performance has also been obtained for other patch configurations such
as triangular and semi-elliptical patches where the feed patch is located parallel to the straight
edge.
Conclusions: We have presented a feed arrangement for an ultra wideband microstrip patch
antenna configuration that is simple to construct and easy to adapt for various patch
geometries. Simulated and measured results indicate that the proposed antenna has a wide
impedance bandwidth of 43% (S11<-10dB) and has low backlobe radiation. The antenna
gain is better than 5dBi in the band of interest. Radiation patterns at all frequencies within
the band are similar, but the cross polarization level needs further investigation. Further
experimental characterizations of the antennas are presently going on to extend the bandwidth
even further. With these, the antenna can be used for emerging ultra wideband (UWB)
applications. Investigations are going on with other patch geometries including fractals. We
are also working on an analytical model for this type of feed mechanism to better understand
the antenna performance.
0

-5

Return Loss (dB)

Compared to these bands of operation, the WiMAX is a new radio technology that
supports high-speed data transfers and enables the personal area networking industry to
greater quality of service. As this standard evolves, signals may be transmitted between 3.1
GHz and 10.6 GHz at power levels up to –41 dBm/MHz. The data rate over UWB can range
from 110 Mbps at a distance of 10 meters up to 480 Mbps at a distance of 2 meters in realistic
multi path environments, while consuming very little power and silicon area. However these
links do not use the entire 7.5 GHz band to transmit information, but a specific minimum
bandwidth of 500 MHz at a -10 dB level. Yet, for antennas to be used in this application, it is
preferred that they operate in as much of the bandwidth as possible. This therefore calls for
ultra wideband antenna designs. Antennas with fractional bandwidth greater than 0.25 are
typically considered ultrawide band.
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Fig.1 Geometry of a rectangular patch antenna with a new capacitive feed arrangement.
Experimental Results: The performance of the proposed antenna configuration was
simulated and optimized using IE3D (version 11.15). A prototype was fabricated and tested
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Fig.2 Experimental validation of the wideband characteristics of the antenna.
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Abstract Conformal mapping method (CMM) is used here for the analysis
of microstrip line with finite strip thickness. CMM is a simple technique and
can yield closed-form design equations. CMM results are compared with the
results based on boundary element method.
Introduction: Planar transmission lines, like the microstrip and CPW, form the basic
building blocks of many microwave hybrid and monolithic integrated circuits (MICs) [1].
Both these transmission lines have been studied using various approaches over the years [13]. In most of these studies, the metallization thickness is considered to be infinitesimally
small to reduce the complexity in determining the characteristics of the line. Full-wave
analysis [2-3] have also been used, but are often complex and do not give the electrical
parameters in a CAD-friendly closed form. Wheeler [4] and Goano et. al., [5] have presented
the finite metallization thickness effect on planar lines using CMM, but some of the details
are not available in the work.
In this paper, we focus on presenting the details of the CMM procedure to take into account
the finite strip thickness of microstrip line. The geometry under consideration is shown in
Fig. 1.
h0

t

A

Fig.3 Normalized radiation pattern (measured) of the ultra wideband antenna at selected
frequency points. .
H-plane co-pol.,
E-plane co-pol.,
E-plane cross pol.,
H-plane Cross pol.

C2

w

h

Hr

Ac
C1

Fig. 1. Microstrip geometry under consideration.
Theory: The conformal mapping procedure involves the transformation from one plane to
another. When used with regard to planar transmission lines, it can transform a complex
geometry into a simpler geometry, from which the characteristic impedance and effective
dielectric constants can be determined easily. In the CMM, the microstrip geometry is
divided along the dashed line AAc. The total capacitance of the geometry consists of partial
capacitances contributed by the air and dielectric regions, i.e., C H r C1  C 2 , where C1 is the
capacitance of the dielectric region and C 2 is the capacitance due to the air region. The strip
thickness is included in the air region. For determining the characteristics of line, another
capacitance Cair is also computed, where Cair represents the capacitance per unit length with
dielectric replaced by air. Using these capacitances, the characteristic impedance and
effective dielectric constants can be obtained as follows
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A

³
0

The conformal mapping procedure for C1 is well documented and is given by [6]

( w  1)
dw
( w  w2 )( w  w4 )( w)

w

³

A F ( w) dw

(4)

0

This expression is applied to the various dimensions of the air region, i.e.,
w4

C1

K ( k1 )
2H 0 H r
K c(k1 )

³

 jh0

(2)

A F ( w) dw
0

w3

where, K c(k ) K (k c) , k1 tanh S a (2 h) and k1' 1  k12 . In this paper we lay emphasis on the
conformal transformation of the air-region of microstrip geometry.

a

The air region and the corresponding mappings to obtain a parallel plate capacitor are
depicted in Fig. 2. Symmetry in the geometry is considered and hence only one-half of the
air-filled region is used.

 jt

³

A F ( w) dw

(5)

w4
w2

³

A F ( w) dw
w3

Eliminating A from these equations gives
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Z5
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t

Fig. 2. Mapping of the dielectric and air-regions into a parallel plate capacitor.
The polygon in Fig. 2(a) is mapped on to the real axis and the upper-half of the w-plane as
shown in Fig. 2(b). This transformation is done using the following mapping:

z

A

³
0

( w  w3 )
dw  B
( w  w2 )( w  w4 )( w  w5 )

w4

³

w2

(6)

³

F w dw  F w dw 0

0

1

1
dw
( w  w2 )( w  w4 )( w)

³
0

w

³

w4

0

Having determined values of all the mapped points in w-plane, we do the final transformation
from the w-plane to the t-plane as shown in Fig. 2(c). The transformation used is

t6

t5

³

1

F w dw  F w dw 0

Eqs. (6) are non-linear equations, and are solved to determine w2 and w4 numerically. For
this we used Newton-Raphson method [8] and Gauss-quadrature integration, with the initial
guess such that w2 > 1 and 0 < w4 < 1.

t-plane
t4

t
h0

f

1.0

w4

which maps the upper half of the w-plane and the real axis to the interior of t2-t4-t5-t6-t2. The
capacitance for this region can now be expressed as
C2

2H 0

(3)
where, k 2

where, A and B are constants. Here, B = 0, as z5 = 0 is mapped into w5 = 0. Conformal
mapping procedure allows us to choose three nodes [7]. We use w3 = 1, w1 = f and w6 = -f ,
(Fig. 2(b)). Thus, eq. (3) can be rewritten as:

(7)

K (k 2 )
K c(k 2 )

(8)

1  w4 / w2 .

Thus, the total capacitances are given by:
CH r

C1 H r  C 2

and C air

C1 H r

1  C2

(9)

Results: Table 1 compares the characteristic impedance of microstrip line obtained using
CMM, and boundary element method (BEM) [9]. It may be observed that there exists some
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difference in the final values. This can be due to the assumption of magnetic wall boundary
condition at the air-dielectric interface, which may not hold good in the true sense especially
when h z h0. Further, the present study was conducted for microstrip with no lateral shielding
and that in [9] is based on shielded microstrip line.

A New Feed Technique for Microstrip Ring Antennas and its Application in
Multi-Ring Multi-band Antennas

Table1: Comparison of Z0 obtained using CMM and BEM [9]
(h = 1 mm, h0 = 1.5h, t = 0.05 mm).
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Hr = 2.65
Hr = 9.6
Z0 [9] Z0 [CMM] Z0 [9] Z0 [CMM]
0.25 103.5
105.8
61.5
61.8
0.50 76.0
78.2
44.5
45.3
1.0 50.5
52.3
29.0
30.1
1.5 38.5
39.3
22.0
22.6
2.0 28.5
31.3
16.5
17.9
a/h

Abstract: In this work we propose a new feed scheme for microstrip ring
antennas that enables a systematic approach for the design of multi-band
antennas. Discontinuities in a feeding transmission line have been designed
to make it couple the energy to the ring at the resonant frequency. To
validate the concept, an antenna with three rings have been fabricated and
characterized. It has been observed that, by this approach, the combination
of three ring antennas operate in the same three bands as the individual
rings (if these were to operate separately). The antenna showed reasonable
bandwidth in each of the bands, good cross polarization rejection and has a
gain of about 5.5 dBi at all the bands of interest. Furthermore, the
harmonics of the lower resonant rings are filtered out by the nature of the
feed arrangement.

Conclusions:
A detailed procedure for implementing conformal mapping for microstrip line with finite
metallization thickness is presented. The results obtained match closely with those available
in literature. Further study is needed to characterize shielded microstrip and other planar
structures like coplanar waveguide and coplanar strip geometries.
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Introduction: With the wide proliferation of wireless systems and the trend to incorporate
multiple functions into a single terminal, the design of multi-functional mobile terminals has
come to the forefront of research and development. This requirement of increased
functionality within a confined volume places a greater burden in today’s transmit-receive
systems. Antennas that operate in several frequency bands and that can be integrated on a
package for mass-production are high in demand. Many of these applications are for personal
communication systems and hence have the additional requirement that the antennas be small
and conformal. The microstrip antenna is widely accepted as one of the best suited to fulfill
these demands.
In the present work, we investigated ring antennas as these have the potential of being
extended toward multi-band operation as several concentric rings could be used in an
antenna. Indeed Song et al have reported one such configuration of multi-ring monopole
antenna [1]. However this configuration is not conformal. Ring antennas are usually excited
either with capacitive strip for wideband operation [2] or with patches or rings in other layers
of a stack [3]. Neither of these feed configurations can excite multiple concentric rings
simultaneously. It may be recalled that popular feed schemes in (solid) patch antennas are
not preferred for ring antennas [4, 5].
A tri-band antenna consisting of ring-slot and a coplanar waveguide feed has been
reported in [6]. But slot antennas usually require larger real estate. In yet another study,
using concentric annular rings for dual band microstrip antenna, the second ring was placed
within the first ring, each ring operating in the TM12 mode.
In contrast we propose here an out-of-plane capacitive feed arrangement for the ring
type microstrip antenna. By adjusting the dimensions of the capacitive strip on the open
circuited microstrip transmission line in layer beneath the radiating patch optimum coupling
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to the radiator can be achieved. An air layer is provided between the dielectric layers with
the microstrip line and the radiating ring to improve the bandwidth and the coupling. In this
work we demonstrate the usefulness of this feed scheme to design square ring antennas.
However it must be pointed out that this scheme can be extended easily for rings of any other
shape, including fractals.

Dielectric substrate
Air
Dielectric substrate

Feed microstrip line
Figure 2. Schematic of the new feed scheme for the triband antenna
Table I Geometric parameters of single
band antennas for various bands
Parameter
Ring
dimension
(mm)
Width of
feed strip
Length of
feed strip
(mm)

Ring

Dielectric substrate
Air
Dielectric substrate

2.4GHz
23.7

3.5GHz
16.8

5.78GHz
10.4

0
-5

Return Loss (dB)

Proposed Feed Structure and its Optimization: The proposed antenna structure has three
layers: two dielectric layers of RO 3003 (Hr = 3, tanG = 0.0013, thickness = 1.56mm) and an
air gap between them, suitably adjusted to maximize the antenna performance. The dielectric
layer at the bottom has a microstrip transmission line patterned on one side of this (with
copper ground on the other side). The antenna configuration is shown in Figure 1. The feed
microstrip line has a discontinuity introduced purposely to affect line characteristics as well
as couple energy to the radiating ring. We used a rectangular strip as the discontinuity.

Rings

-10
-15

1.6

1.6

1.7

11.4

7.6

9.8

-20
-25
-30
1.5

2.5

3.5

4.5

5.5

6.5

Frequency (GHz)

Table I1 Gain of the triband antenna
obtained using ADS simulations

Feed microstrip line

Figure 1. Schematic of the new feed scheme for the ring antenna
For operation as a single band antenna at 3.5GHz, the outer dimension of the square
ring (width = 1mm) is found to be 16.8 mm. The feed microstrip line has a rectangular patch
at its end, having dimensions width = 1.6mm, length = 7.6 mm. An air gap of 0.5mm
between the dielectric slabs has been found to give the best results.
Application of the New Feed Scheme for Multi-band Antennas: Based on the algorithm
described in Section II, we have redesigned single band antennas for 2.4 GHz and 5.78 GHz.
For consistency we have taken uniform air gap of 0.5 mm and ring width of 1 mm at all
bands. Other geometrical parameters are compared in Table I. We now combined the above
designs to form a single tri-band antenna. The ring dimensions are kept as is, but to account
for the mutual interaction, the dimensions of the feed strip are adjusted using IE3D
simulations. The proposed tri-band antenna configuration is shown in Figure 2.
Results & Discussion: EM simulations show that the resonant frequencies of these antennas
do not change when these antennas are combined (Figure 3). Furthermore, resonances due to
the excitation of higher order modes in the single band antennas have disappeared in the
multi-band design. Therefore we can conclude that this antenna configuration ensures
dominant mode excitations in all resonance bands. This is further verified using the radiation
patterns, which are also unaltered while combining the rings. The antenna also showed
reasonable gain characteristics. The values of boresight gain at the resonant frequencies of
the antenna are listed in Table II.
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Frequency (GHz )
2.44
3.5
5.78

Gain (dBi)
5.44
5.27
6.52

Inner ring (5.8GHz)

Middle ring (3.5 GHz)

Outer ring (2.4GHz)

Three rings

Figure 3 The simulated return loss characteristics
of the three single band antennas along with that
of the tri-band antenna.

The tri-band antenna has been fabricated and characterized using a vector network
analyzer. The measured S11 is shown in Figure 4. These results verify that the resonant
frequencies of these antennas differ only marginally compared to simulations. The shift may
be due to the infinite ground used in simulations and/or slight inaccuracies in assembling two
layers of dielectric substrates. The radiation pattern taken in the anechoic chamber is given
here. Here we have taken the co and cross polarization patterns in the E- and H- planes of the
antenna. The E-plane is aligned with the length of the feed strip. The radiation patterns are
plotted at the three resonant frequencies and are given in figure 5.
Conclusions: In this work we proposed a new feed mechanism for ring type microstrip
antennas. It has been observed that the combination of the three rings does not affect the
resonant frequencies of the individual rings. Only a slight change in the feeding structure was
required for combined multiple rings. Furthermore, the harmonics of the lower resonant
rings are filtered out by the feeding arrangement. Due to the unique feed arrangement, the
antenna also showed a cross polarization level better than -20dB. The tri-band antenna also
shows acceptable radiation characteristics and has a gain of above 5dBi. This prototype
antenna is designed to operate in the ISM and WiMAX frequency bands. It may however be
pointed out that this feed scheme may be easily adapted for other situations that require
multi-band operations. We suspect this may be the first systematic approach to realize
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conformal multiband antennas. The limits on the relative bands are currently being
investigated.
0

Return Loss (dB)
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Figure 4 The measured return loss characteristics of the tri-band antenna.
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Figure 5 Measured radiation patterns of the triband antenna.
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A Novel Axially Symmetric Electromagnetic Band Gap (EBG) Structure for
the Performance Enhancement of Printed Antennas
Manish Jain and Sachendra N Sinha
Department of Electronics & Computer Engineering
Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee, Roorkee-247667
Abstract—A novel electromagnetic band-gap (EBG) structure having a cross-like shape is
investigated. This structure has an extremely compact size. Several application examples
have been considered which include the reduction of mutual coupling between printed
antenna elements, replacement of the PEC ground plane with an EBG ground plane for a
low profile wire antenna design, and to achieve uni-directional radiation from a slot
antenna by backing them with an EBG surface, instead of the conducting reflector.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in utilizing electromagnetic band-gap (EBG)
structures in the electromagnetic and antenna community. The EBG terminology has been
suggested in [1] based on the photonic band-gap (PBG) phenomena in optics that are realized by
periodical structures. These Electromagnetic band gap (EBG) [2] structures provide frequency
bands (so-called band gaps or stop bands) in which waves cannot propagate in the materials. This
paper focuses on a novel cross-like EBG structure. Compared to other EBG structures such as
dielectric rods and holes, this structure has a winning feature of compactness which is important
in communication antenna applications. Its band-gap features are revealed in two ways: the
suppression of surface-wave propagation and the in-phase reflection coefficient. The feature of
surface-wave suppression helps to improve antenna’s performance, such as, increasing the
antenna gain and reducing back radiation [3]. Meanwhile, the in-phase reflection feature leads to
low profile antenna designs [4], [5].
II. CROSS-LIKE EBG STRUCTURE
The schematic of the proposed cross-like EBG structure is shown in Fig. 1. Gray parts represent
the metallic periodic structure which is etched on a dielectric substrate. The patch is connected to
the solid lower ground plane by a metal plated via.
patches

vias

Ground
plane

Fig. 1. Three dimensional view of the proposed EBG structure
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For the measurement of band gap, the configuration shown in Fig. 2 was simulated on IE3D. The
array was built on a 1.27mm thick substrate with the relative permittivity of 10.5. The
dimensions of the EBG surface are shown in Fig. 3 and the computed transmission coefficient
(S21) is shown in Fig. 4. A distinctive stop band is observed with the central frequency of 5.45
GHz. The frequency range with S21 below -30 dB extends from 4.5 to 6.4 GHz.

show a strong mutual coupling of -16.65 dB. When the EBG structure is employed, a 13.14 dB
mutual coupling reduction is achieved at 4.86 GHz, which proves that the surface wave is
suppressed.

gap

1.5mm 3.0mm 1.5mm

0.5mm
1.75mm

26mm

M1

34.5mm

3.0mm

0.5mm
EBG patches
h=1.27mm
İr=10.5
24.5mm

1.75mm

1.0mm
Via

Fig. 5. Microstrip antennas separated
by the EBG structure

Co-axial feed

Fig. 2 Measurement of bandgap

M2

0.5mm

Fig. 6. Return Loss and mutual coupling of
E-plane coupled antennas

Fig. 3. Three elements of EBG
B. Low profile wire antenna design: This application utilizes the reflection phase feature of
EBG surfaces; when plane waves normally illuminate an EBG structure, the phase of the
reflected field changes continuously from 180˚ to -180˚ versus frequency. The operating
frequency for this experiment was chosen to be 5.27 GHz. A dipole of length 0.45 Ȝ and radius
0.003Ȝ was placed 0.083Ȝ above the EBG ground plane of dimensions 1Ȝ x1Ȝ. The EBG ground
plane has been fabricated on a grounded substrate of thickness 0.022Ȝ, thus making the overall
height of the dipole 0.105Ȝ. For comparison, same dipole 0.105Ȝ above a PEC ground plane and
in free space has been considered.

Fig. 4. Band gap calculation using the setup shown in Fig. 2
III. APPLICATIONS
A. Mutual Coupling Reduction: In order to demonstrate the capability of the proposed EBG
structure to reduce the mutual coupling between patch antennas, five columns of cross-like EBG
patches were inserted between the E-plane coupled patch antennas, as shown in Fig. 5. The patch
antennas were designed at a resonant frequency of 4.86 GHz with dimensions 9.4 mm x 7 mm
and the distance between the centers of the antennas was 30 mm (0.5Ȝ4.86 GHz). The resonant
frequency 4.86 GHz falls inside the EBG band gap so that the surface waves are suppressed. The
simulated mutual coupling results are shown in Fig. 6. Without the EBG structure, the antennas
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Fig. 7. Return Loss of the dipole antenna over the PEC, Free space and EBG ground planes
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Fig. 7 compares the return loss of the dipole antenna over a PEC, in free space, and above an
EBG ground plane. The input impedance is matched to a 50-ȍ line. With the PEC surface as the
ground plane, the return loss of the dipole is only -9.32 dB. This is because the PEC surface has a
180 reflection phase, so that the direction of the image current is opposite to that of the original
dipole. For the case when the dipole is placed in free space, it has a return loss of -15.46dB. The
best return loss of -29.85 dB is achieved by the dipole antenna over the EBG ground plane. The
radiation patterns showed an improvement of 5 dB in front-to-back ratio in the case of EBG
ground plane as compared to PEC ground plane. Thus, a considerable reduction in the antenna
profile can be obtained.
VI. CONCLUSION
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COMPACT STACKED C-SLOT MICROSTRIP ANTENNA IN
SUSPENDED CONFIGURATION
Ravi M.Yadahalli (1), R. M. Vani(2), K. Usha Kiran(1), P. V. Hunagund (1) & S. F. Farida(
1
Department of Applied Electronics, Gulbarga University, Gulbarga, Karnataka.
2
University Science Instrumentation Center, Gulbarga University, Gulbarga, Karnataka.
3
Department of Electrical and Engineering, Salt Lake, Community College,
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E-mail: prabhakar_hunagund@yahoo.co.in

In this paper, a novel cross-like EBG structure has been investigated. The simulated results of
the EBG structure show a band gap from 4.5 GHz to 6.4 GHz. It has been demonstrated that the
proposed structure can be used for mutual coupling reduction between patch antennas and the
reduction of antenna profile. For the later case, the example of a dipole over a ground plane has
been considered. Similar reduction in the profile of a cavity-backed slot antenna has been
achieved with the use of the EBG surface, although the results are not included here for the sake
of brevity.

Abstract: Antenna miniaturization plays a vital role in the design of modern
personal wireless systems. In this paper, a compact stacked microstrip patch
antenna (MSA) with embedded with C shaped slot on the lower (driven)
patch is proposed and studied to miniature the size & enhance the bandwidth
at the same time. Earlier experimental work utilizing dual C shaped slot have
achieved a bandwidth of 5.4% and a frequency reduction of 15%. However,
the proposed antenna resonates at 3.368 GHz, which is lower than that of
the conventional stacked MSA (5.75 GHz) i.e., a frequency reduction of
41.42% is obtained. Also the antenna has a bandwidth of 7.4% centered on
3.368 GHz with a gain of 6.76 dBi.
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INTRODUCTION
Although a microstrip antenna has several practical advantages, like low profile and
ightweight, a single patch antenna has low gain and a narrow bandwidth. It is well known
hat a multilayer structure is a useful method to improve these problems. By stacking a
parasitic patch on a fed patch, an antenna with high gain or wide bandwidth can be realized
1]. These stacked configurations, though provide high gain and wide bandwidth, have
excessive size for the wireless personal applications. Additional effort is needed to reduce
actual geometries to obtain miniaturized designs. Several minimization techniques have been
reported to reduce the size of the planar antennas. These techniques can be classified in 1) use
of high permittivity substrate; 2) use of magnetic substrates; 3) increase electrical length; 4)
short circuits; 5) superstrates and 6) combination of them [2]. Although significant work has
been done to reduce the size of planar antennas, little attention has been given to size
reduction of stacked microstrip antennas.
Consequently, our work focuses on developing antenna geometry small enough to be
easily accommodated in mobile communication terminals and devices. The miniaturized
antenna presented here consists of two stacked, air-filled, square patches resonating at two
slightly different frequencies, fed by a strategically positioned coaxial probe. This design is
achieved by cutting a C-shaped slot in the lower patch (driven patch). All the antennas have
been simulated using IE3D simulation software [3]. For the simulation of all the antennas, an
nfinite ground plane has been assumed.
It has been reported that small dual-C slot printed antenna achieves a 15% reduction
n resonant frequency and has 10 dB return loss bandwidth of 5.4% [4]. The proposed
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antenna, incorporating a strategically placed C-slot on the driven element, provides more
reduction in frequency in comparison with small dual C-slot printed antenna and has more
bandwidth & gain, when compared to it.

than that of the conventional stacked microstrip antenna. However, the bandwidth of the
antenna decreases to 1.94%. To improve upon the bandwidth of this antenna, an air gap d1=1
mm is introduced between the two layers and is varied by 2 mm & 3 mm. By optimizing the
air gap d1, an antenna with broadband and higher gain as shown in Table 1 is obtained.

ANTENNA DESIGN

Further, an air gap d2 is introduced between ground and lower substrate in addition to
air gap d1=1 mm. As a result, both the fed and parasitic patches are in suspended
configuration. Initially the air gap d1 is kept 1 mm and corresponding measured bandwidth is
7.4%. With an increase in d1 from 1 mm to 3 mm, the coupling decreases and hence, the
bandwidth decreases from 7.4% to 6.24%. However, the gain increases with an increase in
the air gap d1. i.e., it increase from 6.76 dBi to 7.48 dBi and by increasing d1 further, the gain
of the antenna can be increased. Therefore, depending upon the wide BW or high gain
requirement, the air gap d1 between the bottom patch and ground plane can be chosen
accordingly.

The patch geometry is presented in Fig.1. The antenna consists of two square
conductors with dimensions L1 x W1 and L2 x W2 etched on substrates of dielectric constant İr1
& İr2 (İr1 = İr2) and thickness d1 and d2. Substrate 1 is backed with a ground plane. The lower
patch is embedded with a suitably placed C-shaped slot and is driven by a coaxial feed of
radius r0, located at a distance x away from the center of the lower patch. This feed is attached
to a connector through an opening in the ground plane.
There are thus nine variables for optimization L1, W1, L2, W2, İr, d1, d2, r0 and x. Here,
we wish to examine the size reduction and dependence of the antenna bandwidth & gain on
the choice of the distance d2, d1 and recording the optimum solution as a function of this
choice. Hence, seven variables remain same for each optimization
L2

Patch 1

L2

W2
d2 İr2

The proposed antenna present radiation pattern which remains in the broadside
direction throughout the bandwidth. The radiation patterns show an acceptably low value of
cross polarization and hence this type of antenna is useful in mobile communication devices.

Patch 2

L1

As noted from Table I, a variation in d1 between the lower patch and ground can affect
the performance of the antenna in different extents. For our proposed antenna, the measured
resonant frequency is 3.368 GHz and hence, the corresponding bandwidth is 7.4%, while the
gain is enhanced to 6.76 dBi. This is shown in the Return loss Characteristics of Fig.2. The
measured bandwidth of the proposed antenna is slightly decreased but there is an increase in
the gain.

ls
ts

d1 İr1

Table 1: Simulation results of compact stacked c-slot microstrip antenna in suspended
configuration.

GND

W1

ws

Antennas

Return
Loss
(dB)

Band
width
(%)

Gain
(dBi)

5.75

-29.28

15.65

-11.35

2.579

-11.54

1.94

1.1

2.737

-34.03

9.13

3.5

2.737

-17.87

6.21

3.94

2.737

-15.36

5.12

4.26

3.368

-21.4

7.4

6.76

3.526

-19.25

7.09

7.3

3.526

-15.9

6.24

7.48

Conventional Stacked antenna

L1
(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: Geometry of the compact stacked square microstrip antenna with a C- type slot
(h = 1.59 mm, İr1 = İr2 = 4.3, d1 = 1 mm, d2 = 1 mm, L1 = W1 = 24.5 mm, L2 =W2 = 25
mm, ls = 22.25 mm, ws = 21 mm & ts = 1 mm) (a) Top view, (b) Side view

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our experiment began with conventional stacked patch antenna consisting of two
square patches of different dimensions, fabricated in glass epoxy substrate with İr = 4.3. This
yields a resonant frequency of approximately 5.75 GHz and bandwidth of 900 MHz. The
thickness of the substrates h chosen in the above experiment is 1.59 mm. Later a C-shaped
slot is introduced in the lower patch of the stacked microstrip antenna as shown in the Fig.1
and when the antenna is excited, it resonated at a frequency of 2.579 GHz, which is lower
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Stacked MSA with C-slot
(d2 =d1 = 0 mm)
Stacked MSA with C-slot
(d2=1 mm, d1=0 mm)
Stacked MSA with C-slot
(d2=2 mm, d1=0 mm)
Stacked MSA with C-slot
(d2=3 mm, d1=0 mm)
Stacked MSA with C-slot
(d2 = 1 mm, d1 = 1 mm)
Stacked MSA with C-slot
(d2 = 1 mm, d1 = 2 mm)
Stacked MSA with C-slot
(d2 = 1 mm, d1 = 3 mm)
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5GHz WLAN band notched square monopole antenna for UWB systems
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Abstract: An ultra wide band (UWB) antenna with band notch
characteristics is presented. The proposed antenna is a planar square
monopole with a modified ground plane and two narrow slits etched
symmetrically with respect to the feed point. The design exhibits a 2:1
VSWR bandwidth from 3 to11 GHz in which the 5.15-5.825 GHz
IEEE802.11a and HIPERLAN/2 band has been notched. The radiation
patterns are omni directional with a reduced gain in the notched band.
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Fig. 2: Return loss characteristics of the proposed antenna
CONCULSIONS
The proposed antenna provides a frequency reduction of 41.42 %, which is more than
that provided by the small dual printed antenna C-slot. Also it provides wider BW of 7.4%
and higher gain of 6.76 dBi in comparison to small dual printed antenna C-slot.
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Introduction: Ultra Wide Band (UWB) systems transmit and receive information coded ultra
short electromagnetic pulses with very low power levels. This scheme of wireless
transmission occupies a bandwidth of more than 25% of a centre frequency or more than 1.5
GHz and is one of the most promising solutions for future communications systems due to its
high data rate and excellent immunity to multipath interference. There are mainly three types
of UWB systems specified by Federal Communications Commission (FCC) with different
technical standards and operation restriction; vehicular radar systems, communication and
measurement systems and imaging systems, to be contained between 3.1 –10.6 GHz. To
avoid this extremely wide operating bandwidth from hampering any existing electronic
systems, the emission limit is to remain within -43.3 dBm/MHz [1]. In general, there are two
ways to limit the radiated power density to conform to the standard mask set by FCC, either
by designing the antenna as a filter to suppress the unwanted radiation in a specific band or
by selecting a source pulse meeting the specified emission limit. In the present work, we
adopted the former technique to design an UWB antenna that will notch out the IEEE802.11a
and HIPERLAN/2 (5150-5350/ 5725-5825 MHz) bands from its spectrum of operation.
Many researchers have come out with different methods for realizing frequency notch; using
parasitic patches [2, 3], using a fractal slot in the ground plane [4] or by incorporating slot
type split ring resonators [5] in the antenna. The proposed technique utilizes two narrow slits
of approximately Ȝg/4 in length to get the required notch, which makes the design very
simple.
Antenna Design: Details of the proposed UWB antenna is shown in Figure 1. The structure
consists of a monopole excited by a microstrip feed line. Here, the lower edge of the band is
determined by the overall length of the element and the upper edge by the feed gap. Matching
in the overall band is obtained by modifying the ground as shown. Two perpendicular slits
are symmetrically cut along the lower edge of the square patch to produce high impedance
giving a frequency notch. A detailed parametric study by varying the length of the slit (l),
distance of the slit from the feed (d) and slit width (t) is carried out in Ansoft HFSS and the
results are shown in Figure 2. It shows that the notched frequency can be tuned by varying l,
width of the rejection band by varying d and the VSWR by t.
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Figure 5 shows the measured gain of the antenna and establishes that the antenna ceases its
radiation in the rejection band while maintaining an appreciable gain at other frequencies.

Modified U-slot loaded Rectangular Microstrip Antennas
Amit A. Deshmukh1 and G. Kumar1
(1) Department of Electrical Engineering, I. I. T. Bombay, Powai, Mumbai, India
Email: amitdeshmukh76@yahoo.com, gkumar@ee.iitb.ac.in
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$EVWUDFW The broadband and compact rectangular microstrip
antennas using modified U-shaped slots like, F-slot, Pi-slot
and T-slot, are proposed. Also the compact and broadband
rectangular ring microstrip antenna using half U-slot is
proposed.
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Figure 5 Measured gain of the proposed antenna.
Conclusion: The design, fabrication and testing of a square monopole UWB antenna with
band notch at 5.5GHz is presented. Simple in its design, the proposed antenna allows a band
rejection by introducing perpendicular slits, symmetrically cut along the edge of the square
patch. The notch frequency and the bandwidth can be tuned by varying slit parameters. The
antenna with its omni directional radiation characteristics and appreciable gain can be
suitably adapted to cater to the needs of any UWB application.
Acknowledgements: M. Gopikrishna acknowledges the University Grants Commission,
India for funding this work; Deepti Das Krishna acknowledges Dept. of Science and
Technology, Govt. of India for providing financial assistance.
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Introduction: Microstrip antenna (MSA) has several advantages like, low profile planar
configuration, but has smaller VSWR bandwidth (BW) and larger patch size in 300 – 1000
MHz frequency band. Several techniques like placing a shorting post or cutting a slot inside
the MSA to realize the compact MSA and multi-resonator gap-coupled and stacked
configurations to realize the broader BW have been reported [1]. By cutting a resonant U-slot
inside the rectangular MSA (RMSA), the BW has been increased [2]. The U-slot resonance
frequency is largely governed by its inner slot length [3]. In this paper, by modifying the
outer U-slot length, the broadband and compact RMSAs using F-slot, Pi-slot and T-slot, are
proposed. Also the compact and broadband rectangular ring MSA using half U-slot is
proposed. The slotted RMSAs are fabricated on glass epoxy substrate (εr = 4.3, h = 0.159 cm,
and tan δ = 0.02) and are suspended above the ground plane with an air gap ∆. These MSAs
were first analyzed using IE3D software followed by experimental verifications [4].

F-slot RMSA: The F-slot RMSA is shown in Fig. 1(a, b). The vertical U-slot length is
increased without changing its inner slot length. This reduces TM10 mode resonance
frequency of the patch. For the optimized F-slot RMSA with ∆ = 1.7 cm, the simulated and
measured input impedance and VSWR plots are shown in Fig. 1(c). The simulated BW is 113
MHz (13.4%), and the measured BW is 106 MHz (12.8%). This BW is smaller as compared
to that given by U-slot RMSA, which is due to its reduced frequency. The radiation pattern at
843 MHz as shown in Fig. 2(a) is in the broadside direction with cross-polarization level less
than 8 dB as compared to that of the co-polar level. However, as the F-slot is un-symmetrical
with respect to the feed point axis, the cross-polarization level increases towards the higher
frequencies. The gain is more than 8 dBi over the VSWR BW as shown in Fig. 2(b).
Pi and T-slot RMSAs: The asymmetry of F-slot RMSA is removed by extending the outer
slot length on both sides of feed point axis, giving Pi-slot RMSA as shown in Fig. 2(c). For
the three values of vertical slot length (Ls), the input impedance plots are shown in Fig. 2(d).
The Ls alters the patch resonance frequency, which changes the radiation resistance and
hence the loop size. For Ls = 6 cm and ∆ = 1.7 cm, the simulated and measured BW’s are 149
MHz (16.8%) and 142 MHz (16.1%), respectively. Due to symmetrical Pi-slot, the crosspolar level has been reduced. However, F-slot has larger reduction in the resonance
frequency. By employing the even mode symmetry of Pi-slot RMSA, a compact T-slot
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RMSA is proposed as shown in Fig. 2(e). T-slot RMSA is optimized with ∆ = 2.3 cm. The
simulated and measured BW’s are 133 MHz (15.4%) and 134 MHz (15.6%), respectively.
Broadband Rectangular ring MSA: Rectangular ring MSA is obtained by cutting a slot in
the center of RMSA. Its BW has been increased by cutting a half U-slot as shown in Fig.
3(a). For the optimized MSA with ∆ = 2.5 cm, the input impedance and VSWR plots are
shown in Fig. 3(b). Since the ring MSA is compact in size it requires a larger air gap for the
loop to be within VSWR = 2 circle. The simulated and measured BWs are 125 MHz (14.7%)
and 127 MHz (14.9%), respectively. The radiation pattern is in the broadside direction with a
cross-polar level less than 10 dB as compared to the co-polar level with peak gain of 8 dBi, as
shown in Fig. 3(c, d).
Conclusions: The broadband and compact RMSAs using modified U-shaped slots like F-slot,
Pi-slot and T-slot are proposed. They give broader BW with a broadside radiation pattern.
The BW of the compact rectangular ring MSA is increased by cutting a half U-slot.
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Fig. 2 (a) Radiation pattern at 843 MHz for F-slot RMSA, its (b) gain variation against
frequency, (c) Pi-slot RMSA, (d) input impedance plots for different values of Ls and (e)
compact T-slot RMSA

Fig 1 F-slot RMSA, (a) top and (b) side views, and its (c) input impedance and VSWR plots,
(_ _ _) simulated, (____) measured
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the antenna and isolation between the ports, for different diode states, are plotted
against frequency in Fig. 2(i) & 2(ii). Simulation results, obtained using the IE3DTM
software, agree well with the measured results. Isolation better than 30dB is obtained
between the ports.
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diagonals of the square patch. The cross-polarization level for the antenna remains
below -20 dB in the E and H plane.
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Figure 2. Return Loss and isolation between the ports, when the switch is (i) ON and (ii) OFF.
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The transmission characteristics of the antenna (S21), for different diode states,
are shown in Fig. 3. The S21 plot of a simple square patch antenna, of the same size is
also shown for comparison. The plots indicate that the gain of the antenna is
comparable under different switching state of the diode. A slight reduction in gain is
observed at 1.8GHz.
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It can also be observed that the proposed antenna operates at a much lower
frequency compared to a square patch of the same size. For the same resonant
frequency (1.8GHz), an unslotted patch has a side dimension of 40mm where as the
proposed antenna size is only 25mm. Hence, a size reduction of 61% is achieved. This
is achieved by means of reactive loading in the form of slots on the surface of the
patch. Such loading increases the surface current path and the electrical length of the
element leading to reduction in resonant frequency.

Conclusion: Design of a dual port square patch with triangular slots shunted by a PIN
diode switch, as an electronically switchable antenna is reported. According to the
switching state of the PIN diode, the antenna operates as a dual frequency dual
polarization antenna at 1.8GHz and 2.4GHz or as a dual linearly polarized antenna at
2.4GHz. The two ports are giving linearly polarized radiation along +/-450 with
isolation better than 30dB between them. The cross polarization levels are lower than
20 dB at both the ports. A reduction in patch size § 60% is obtained compared to the
square patch operating at the same frequency with out significant reduction in gain.
Acknowledgement:Deepti Das Krishna acknowledges Dept. of Science and
Technology, Govt. of India for funding this work. M. Gopikrishna acknowledges the
University Grants Commission for providing research fellowship.

The radiation patterns measured in the E and H planes are plotted in Fig. 4.
The radiation from the antenna is obtained along the +/-450 planes, i.e. along the
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RSHUDWLQJLQWKHIXQGDPHQWDO7(δPRGH$ORZεUDQGORZORVVVXSSRUWPDWHULDOLVRIWHQ
XVHG WR PRXQW WKH '5V RQ $ SURPLVLQJ FDQGLGDWH PDWHULDO LQGLDOLWH KDV EHHQ
LQGLJHQRXVO\GHYHORSHGDVDVXSSRUWPDWHULDO3KDVHSXUHLQGLDOLWHREWDLQHGE\FDOFLQLQJ
KLJKSXULW\ R[LGHV DW °& )XOO\ GHQVH FHUDPLFV KDYH EHHQ REWDLQHG E\ ILULQJ DW
a°& IRU K ZLWK  ZW RI <2 DV VLQWHULQJ DLG 'LHOHFWULF PHDVXUHPHQWV VKRZHG
εUa WDQδ a×− DQG WHPSHUDWXUH FRHIILFLHQW RI IUHTXHQF\ −SSP°& DW *+]
6XSHULRUGLHOHFWULFSURSHUWLHVFRPELQHGZLWKKLJKHUWKHUPDOVKRFNUHVLVWDQFHVXJJHVWWKDW
LQGLDOLWHPD\EHDJRRGPLFURZDYHVXEVWUDWHPDWHULDOFRPSDUHGZLWK$O2

'LHOHFWULFUHVRQDWRUV '5 DUHYHUVDWLOHSDVVLYHFRPSRQHQWVIRUPDQ\PLFURZDYHGHYLFHVXVHG
LQ &HOOXODU 7HOHSKRQHV DQG 6SDFH FRPPXQLFDWLRQ V\VWHPV>@ 7KH RSHUDWLRQ IUHTXHQF\ DQG
SHUIRUPDQFHRIDFLUFXLWXVLQJ'5VWURQJO\GHSHQGRQWKHHQYLURQPHQWRIWKHODWWHUEHFDXVHRIWKH
HYDQHVFHQWILHOG'XHWRWKLVUHDVRQ'5VDUHFHQWUDOO\PRXQWHGLQVLGHDQHQFORVXUH7KHVXSSRUWRQ
ZKLFK '5V DUH PRXQWHG PXVW KDYH ORZ εU WR DYRLG FRQILQHPHQW RI HP ZDYH ORZ GLHOHFWULF ORVV
WDQδ WRPLQLPLVHHPZDYHORVVDQGORZWKHUPDOH[SDQVLRQWRPLQLPLVH¶WXQLQJ·HIIHFW3RO\PHULF
PDWHULDOVOLNH37)(SRO\VWU\URIRDPHWFDUHEHVWFDQGLGDWHVIRURUGLQDU\DSSOLFDWLRQV2QWKHRWKHU
KDQGLIWKH'5HQFORVXUHLVLQDZDUPHQYLURQPHQWFDUHPXVWEHWDNHQWKDWRXWVLGHKHDWQHLWKHU
GDPDJHV WKH VXSSRUW QRU DIIHFW WKH '5 IUHTXHQF\ ,Q VXFK FDVHV FHUDPLFV DUH IDU VXSHULRU WR
SRO\PHUV &HUDPLFV OLNH TXDUW] IRUVWHULWH FRUGLHULWH HWF KDYH EHHQ XVHG E\ PDQ\ LQGXVWULHV IRU
VXFKDSSOLFDWLRQV
&RUGLHULWH 0J$O6L2  LV RQH RI WKH HDUOLHVW NQRZQ FHUDPLFV DQG ZLGHO\ XVHG LQ KLJK
WHPSHUDWXUH NLOQ LQVXODWLRQ DQG PHFKDQLFDO ILOWHU LQ KRWJDV H[KDXVWV 7KHVH DSSOLFDWLRQV WRRN
DGYDQWDJH RI KLJK WKHUPDO VKRFN UHVLVWDQFH DQG VWUHQJWK RI WKLV FHUDPLF 2QO\ LQ ODWH V WKH
XVHIXOQHVVRIWKLVPDWHULDOIRUHOHFWURQLFDQGPLFURZDYHDSSOLFDWLRQVZDVUHFRJQL]HG5HFHQWO\,%0
SXEOLVKHGDUHSRUWVKRZLQJWKHDGYDQWDJHRIV\QWKHWLFFRUGLHULWHRYHU$ODOOR\IRUXVHLQKDUGGLVFV
,QGLDOLWHLVKLJKWHPSHUDWXUHSKDVHRI0J$O6L2 DQGPHOWVDW&0DQ\UHVHDUFKHUVKDYH
SURYHG WKDW LW LV H[WUHPHO\ GLIILFXOW WR JHW KLJK GHQVLW\ ZLWKRXW SURSHU DGGLWLYHV 7KLV SDSHU
SUHVHQWVWKHSURFHVVLQJWHFKQRORJ\WRGHYHORSIXOO\GHQVHLQGLDOLWH αFRUGLHULWH FHUDPLFVDQGWKHLU
PLFURZDYHGLHOHFWULFSURSHUWLHV
':2'4+/'06#.
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+LJK SXULW\ !  SXUH  R[LGHV ZHUH XVHG DV UDZ PDWHULDOVIRU SUHSDULQJ WKH FHUDPLFV
6ROLGVWDWHV\QWKHVLVURXWHZDVXVHGEHFDXVHLWLVVLPSOHDQGVWUDLJKWIRUZDUG0J2$O2DQG6L2
ZHUH PL[HG LQ  UDWLR E\ EDOOPLOOLQJ LQ SURSDQRO $5 JUDGH  PHGLXP IRU K WR JHW D
KRPRJHQRXV VOXUU\ 7KH VOXUU\ ZDV GULHG LQWR SRZGHU DQG ZDV FDOFLQHG LQ DOXPLQD FUXFLEOH DW
&IRUKLQDLULQVLGHDSURJUDPPDEOHFRQWUROOHGIXUQDFH$VDPSOHRIWKHFDOFLQHGSRZGHUZDV
XVHGIRU;UD\GLIIUDFWLRQDQDO\VLVWRFRQILUPSKDVHIRUPDWLRQ7KHFDOFLQHGSRZGHUZDVWKHQEDOO
PLOOHGLQWRXJKHQHG]LUFRQLDERZOVXVLQJ]LUFRQLDEDOOVIRUKLQSURSDQRO7KHVOXUU\ZDVGULHGDW
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& ZLWK LQWHUPHGLDWH SXOYHULVLQJ 3RZGHU ZDV GLYLGHG LQWR GLIIHUHQW EDWFKHV IRU VLQWHULQJ
H[SHULPHQWVXVLQJGLIIHUHQWDGGLWLYHV$GGLWLYHVZHUHDGGHGWRUHVSHFWLYHEDWFKHVPL[HGZLWK
39$VROXWLRQDQGWKHQGULHG7KHVHZHUHFRPSDFWHGLQ∅PP∅PPDQG∅PPGLHVXQGHUD
SUHVVXUH RI  03D 6LQWHULQJ H[SHULPHQWV ZHUH SHUIRUPHG LQ WKH UDQJH −& DQG
GZHOOLQJ KRXUV RI −K %XON GHQVLWLHV RI WKH VLQWHUHG FHUDPLFV ZHUH PHDVXUHG E\ $UFKLPHGHV
PHWKRG3KDVHDQDO\VLVZDVDJDLQGRQHE\;5'XVLQJSRZGHUHGVDPSOHV
0LFURZDYHGLHOHFWULFSURSHUWLHVZHUHWHVWHGLQ−*+]XVLQJURGUHVRQDWRUPHWKRG7KHεU
ZDV HYDOXDWHG IURP WKH IUHTXHQF\ RI 7( PRGH XQGHU WKH HQGVKRUWHG FRQGLWLRQ 7KH ORVV
IDFWRU WDQδ  ZDV HYDOXDWHG DV LQYHUVH RI WKH 4X RI WKH 7(δ PRGH LQVLGH D VLOYHUFRDWHG FDYLW\
6DPSOHV ZHUH PRXQWHG RQ WKLQ 37)( VXSSRUW DQG FRXSOHG WR D Ω VWULSOLQH 7KH WHPSHUDWXUH
FRHIILFLHQWZDVHVWLPDWHGE\SORWWLQJWKHYDULDWLRQRI7(PRGH WRDYRLGDQ\HIIHFWRIFDYLW\ ZLWK
WHPSHUDWXUHLQWKHUDQJH−&
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0J$O6L2 IRUPDWLRQ FRXOG EH FRPSOHWHG DW & LQ K ;5' SDWWHUQV REWDLQHG DIWHU
FDOFLQDWLRQVDVZHOODVVLQWHULQJZHUHLGHQWLFDODQGLVVKRZQLQILJXUH&RPSXWHUDLGHGVHDUFKDQG
PDWFKZDVSHUIRUPHGRQ;5'SDWWHUQVZKLFKVKRZHGPRUHRUOHVVJRRGDJUHHPHQWZLWK,QGLDOLWH
0J$O6L2 QR DQG0J$O6L2 QR %RWKWKHDERYHFRPSRVLWLRQV
SRVVHVV KH[DJRQDO SULPLWLYH XQLW FHOO V\PPHWU\ DQG
QHDUO\ VDPH ODWWLFH SDUDPHWHUV DQG WKHRUHWLFDO
GHQVLWLHV JFP DQG JFP UHVSHFWLYHO\  1R
WUDFHRIDQ\RWKHUSKDVHFRXOGEHGHWHFWHG
7KH FHUDPLFV GLG QRW VKRZ JRRG GHQVLILFDWLRQ
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6LQFHWKHVSHFLPHQVDUHORZ−εUPDWHULDOVWKHFRQILQHPHQWRIHPHQHUJ\LVOHVVFRPSDUHGWR
FRQYHQWLRQDOUHVRQDWRUPDWHULDOV7KDWLVWKHHYDQHVFHQWZDYHUHJLRQDURXQGWKHFHUDPLFVLVPRUH
FRPSDUHGWRFRQYHQWLRQDO'5V+HQFHWKHFRXSOLQJSUREHVKDGWREHNHSWFRQVLGHUDEO\DZD\IURP
WKH VSHFLPHQV WR DYRLG DQ\ WXQLQJ HIIHFW $GGLWLRQDOO\ LGHQWLILFDWLRQ RI 7( PRGH LWVHOI ZDV
GLIILFXOW*HQHUDOO\LQWKHFDVHRIFRQYHQWLRQDO'5VWKHOHDVWSHUWXUEHGPRGHDPRQJWKHWZRORZHVW
UHVRQDQFHVFRXOGEHXQDPELJXRXVO\LGHQWLILHGDV7(%XWLQWKHSUHVHQWFDVHWKHPHWKRGRORJ\
KDGWREHVOLJKWO\PRGLILHG,QVWHDGRIORRNLQJDWWKHWZRIXQGDPHQWDOPRGHVWKHVSDQZDVIXUWKHU
LQFUHDVHG WR DERXW *+] DQG DERXW  GLIIHUHQW PRGHV ZHUH H[DPLQHG VLPXOWDQHRXVO\ ,Q WKLV
FRQGLWLRQWKHWRSHQGVKRUWLQJSODWHZDVVOLJKWO\WLOWHGWRLQWURGXFHDJDSDQGWKH7(FRXOGEH
HDVLO\LGHQWLILHG1RZWKHVSDQDURXQGWKLVPRGHZDVUHGXFHGDQGWKHFRXSOLQJSUREHVZHUHPRYHG
DZD\ IURP WKH VSHFLPHQ WLOO WKH IUHTXHQF\ EHFDPH XQDIIHFWHG 7KLV IUHTXHQF\ ZDV XVHG IRU WKH
FDOFXODWLRQRIεU7KHGLHOHFWULFSURSHUWLHVRIWKHVDPSOHVDWPLFURZDYHIUHTXHQF\ZHUHPHDVXUHG
XVLQJ WKUHH GLIIHUHQW GLPHQVLRQV ∅PP ∅PP DQG ∅PP  7KH 7( PRGHV ZHUH LQ WKH
UDQJH−*+]DQGWKHFDOFXODWHGεUZDV
7KHORVVIDFWRU WDQδ REWDLQHGXVLQJ7(PRGHZDVIRXQGWREHRQO\ð−DW*+],W
LVZHOONQRZQWKDWWKLVLQFOXGHVUDGLDWLRQORVVDVZHOODVWKHFRQGXFWLRQORVVDWWKHHQGVKRUWLQJ
SODWHV +HQFH 4X−  WDQδ ZHUH REWDLQHG IURP 7(δ UHVRQDQFHV LQVLGH D VLOYHUFRDWHG FDYLW\
,QLWLDOO\ WKH FDYLW\ PRGHV DORQJ ZLWK WKH 37)( VXSSRUW LQ SRVLWLRQ ZHUH PHPRUL]HG 7KHQ WKH
VSHFLPHQVZHUHPRXQWHG7KHIXQGDPHQWDOPRGHRIUHVRQDQFHRIWKHVSHFLPHQZDVLGHQWLILHGIURP
WKHVSHFWUXPRIUHVRQDQFHV$OLWWOHWXQLQJZDVUHTXLUHGZKHQHYHUWKHIXQGDPHQWDOPRGHDSSHDUHG
QHDUDFDYLW\PRGHWRVHSDUDWHWKHIRUPHU7KHXQORDGHG4YDOXHVZHUH!DW*+]DQ
DOOFDVHVDQGWKHIUHTXHQF\QRUPDOLVHG4VKRZHGDPD[LPXPYDOXHRI7+]FRUUHVSRQGLQJWRD
WDQδRIð−7KHεUDQGWDQδYDOXHVDUHVXSHULRUWRRUPDWFKLQJZLWKSUHYLRXVUHSRUWV>@
7KH WHPSHUDWXUH FRHIILFLHQW RI IUHTXHQF\ ZDV PHDVXUHG LQ WKH UDQJH  WR °& 7KH REWDLQHG
YDOXHV ZHUH LQ WKH UDQJH −SSP& WR −SSP& 7KLV LV LQ DFFRUGDQFH ZLWK SUHYLRXV GDWD>@
7DEOH  VXPPDULVHV WKH PLFURZDYH GLHOHFWULF SURSHUWLHV RI LQGLDOLWH VSHFLPHQV LQ WKH SUHVHQW
VWXG\



7DEOH0LFURZDYHGLHOHFWULFSURSHUWLHVRI,QGLDOLWHFHUDPLFV

'LHOHFWULFFRQVWDQW εU 

8QORDGHG4 4X 
*+]0+]
)UHTXHQF\
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í
7HPSHUDWXUHFRHIILFLHQWRIIUHTXHQF\ τI SSP&

)LQDOO\WKHSHUIRUPDQFHRIDVWDQGDUG'5 7UDQV7HFK LQVLGHWHVWFDYLW\ZHUHFRPSDUHG
XVLQJLPSRUWHGVXSSRUW PDGHRIïFRUGLHULWH SUHVHQWLQGLDOLWHDQG37)(7KHGDWDDUHJLYHQLQ
7DEOH,WPD\EHQRWHGWKDWDVOLJKWO\EHWWHUYDOXHRIORVVIDFWRUREWDLQHGRQLPSRUWHGVXSSRUW
FRXOG EH GXH WR WKH JUHDWHU VKLIW LQ IUHTXHQF\ EURXJKW DERXW E\ ODUJHU GLPHQVLRQ +RZHYHU D
VLPLODU 37)( JDYH KLJKHU ORVV IRU WKH VWDQGDUG VDPSOH 7KH OHVVHU SHUWXUEDWLRQ LQ IUHTXHQF\ E\
37)(LVGXHWRORZHUεUDQGVPDOOHUVL]H7KXVLWFDQEHXQGHUVWRRGWKDWWKHLQGLDOLWHPDWHULDORI
WKHSUHVHQWVWXG\SURYHVWREHHTXDOO\JRRGDVWKHLPSRUWHGFHUDPLF
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7DEOH4YDOXHVRI75$167(&+'5REWDLQHGXVLQJGLIIHUHQWVXSSRUWV
7KH'5∅PPðPPKDVDQεU

Thermal Analysis Using the Dielectric Constant - A New Thermal Analysis Tool
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3KDVHSXUHLQGLDOLWHFRXOGEHREWDLQHGXVLQJDVWRLFKLRPHWULFPL[WXUHRIKLJKSXULW\R[LGHVE\
FDOFLQLQJDW°&$ERXWZWRI<2FDQDFWDVVLQWHULQJDLGWRJHWIXOO\GHQVHFHUDPLFEHORZ
°&,QGLDOLWHZLWKGLHOHFWULFFRQVWDQWRIORVVIDFWRURI×−DQGWHPSHUDWXUHFRHIILFLHQW
RI IUHTXHQF\ −SSP°& DW *+] LV D YHU\ JRRG VXSSRUW PDWHULDO IRU '5 FLUFXLWV ,W FDQ EH D
SURPLVLQJ FDQGLGDWH IRU PLFURZDYH VXEVWUDWH PDWHULDO FRPSDUHG WR DOXPLQD EHFDXVH RI ORZHU εU
DQGKLJKHUWKHUPDOVKRFNUHVLVWDQFH
#%-019.'&)'/'06

$XWKRUVDUHJUDWHIXOWR'U30RKDQDQ'HSWRI(OHFWURQLFV&86$7IRUIUXLWIXOGLVFXVVLRQ
DQGVXJJHVWLRQ$XWKRUVZLVKWRDFNQRZOHGJH5)'LYLVLRQRI966&IRUYDOXDEOHLQSXWVZLWKUHVSHFW
WRDSSOLFDWLRQ6XSSRUWJLYHQE\WKH0HWDOORJUDSK\VHFWLRQRI00*LQFKDUDFWHULVLQJWKHVDPSOHVLV
JUDWHIXOO\DFNQRZOHGJHG7KLVSURMHFWZDVILQDQFLDOO\VXSSRUWHGE\,652XQGHUWKH,QGLJHQLVDWLRQ
RI6SDFH0DWHULDOVSURJUDPPH
4'('4'0%'5
 6/XQGTXLVW00LVVLVVLDQ0<XDQG'6PLWK´$SSOLFDWLRQRIKLJKSRZHURXWSXWPXOWLSOH[HUVIRU
FRPPXQLFDWLRQVDWHOOLWHVµ3URF$PHU,QVW$HURQDXWLFVDQG$VWURQDXWLFV$,$$
 ,05HDQH\DQG',GGOHV´0LFURZDYHGLHOHFWULFFHUDPLFVIRUUHVRQDWRUVDQGILOWHUVLQPRELOHSKRQH
QHWZRUNµ-$P&HUDP6RF  -XO\
 7 2NDPXUD DQG 7.LVKLQR ´'LHOHFWULF SURSHUWLHV RI UDUHHDUWK DGGHG FRUGLHULWH DW PLFURZDYH DQG
PLOOLPHWUHZDYHIUHTXHQFLHVµ-SQ-$SSO3K\VYRO3DUW1R%  
 -0:XDQG+/+XDQJ´(IIHFWRIFU\VWDOOLVDWLRQRQPLFURZDYHGLHOHFWULFSURSHUWLHVRIVWRLFKLRPHWULF
FRUGLHULWHJODVVHVFRQWDLQLQJ%2DQG32µ-0DWHU5HVYRO   -DQ 
 /J7UXPEXORYLF=$FLPRYLF63DQLFDQG/J$QGULF´6\QWKHVLVDQGFKDUDFWHULVDWLRQRIFRUGLHULWH
IURPNDROLQDQGWDOFIRUFDVWLQJDSSOLFDWLRQVµ)0(7UDQV  
 = 0 6KL . 0 /LDQJ DQG 6 5 *X ´(IIHFWRI &H2RQ SKDVHWUDQVIRUPDWLRQWRZDUGVFRUGLHULWHLQ
0J2$O26L2V\VWHPµ0DWHU/HWWYRO  
 $1DND\DPD$)XNXXUDDQG01LVKLPXUD´0LOOLPHWHUZDYHPHDVXUHPHQWRIFRPSOH[SHUPLWWLYLW\
XVLQJ GLHOHFWULF URG UHVRQDWRU H[FLWHG E\ 15' *XLGHµ ,((( 7UDQV 0LFURZDYH 7KHRU\ DQG 7HFK
077YRO   -DQ 
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Abstract: In this paper, the development of equipment for a
novel form of thermal analysis is described. The novelty of this
new technique lies in the fact that the sample is heated using
microwaves while pseudo-simultaneous measurements of its
dielectric properties at microwave frequencies are used as the
thermal analysis parameters. Physical and chemical
processes, such as solid-solid phase changes, dehydrations
and decompositions etc can be clearly revealed in different
materials as they are heated, as seen by the changes their
dielectric constant-temperature profiles. The values of the
dielectric constants are calculated employing the cavity
perturbation technique and the measurements are done using
a Network Analyser (NWA).

roduction: Microwave heating finds extensive application in consumer, commercial,
ustrial, scientific and medical fields [1,2]. The use of microwaves can be attributed to the
nificant advantages they have over conventional methods of heating, namely high
netration depth (and hence more uniform heating), instant heating (i.e. no thermal lag) and
entially high heating rate. Microwave heating is related to the dielectric properties of the
mple [3]. In general, the more lossy the material, the greater will be its heating rate.
asuring dielectric parameters simultaneously with heating, especially at elevated
mperatures, is of great importance in materials processing as the loss factor, and hence the
mple’s ability to convert microwave energy to thermal energy can vary widely with
mperature and may change dramatically as the sample undergoes chemical or physical
cesses on heating. In addition to providing information on the variation of the loss factor
h temperature, the technique can be used as new type of Thermal Analysis to investigate
ase transitions, chemical changes such as dehydration, decomposition and melting and to
dict possible thermal run away. The earlier, related technique of Microwave Thermal
alysis (MWTA) [4], which measures the thermal energy and temperature effects found in
crowave heating, is developing rapidly as it complements conventional thermal analysis
thods such as Differential Scanning Calorimetery (DSC). We report here the development
a significantly modified form of MWTA, Microwave Dielectric Thermal Analysis
CREMA,CUSAT
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(MDTA), which now incorporates the pseudo-simultaneous measurement of dielectric, rather
than thermal parameters, as a function of temperature. The main advantage of MDTA is that
the changes in dielectric constant on heating are now measured and can be used throw light
not only on the sample’s changing ability to heat in a microwave field but also to reveal the
fundamental dielectric properties associated with the chemical or physical changes occurring
in the sample. In this paper, development of an instrument for MDTA is described, which
heats the samples using microwaves and measures dielectric parameters at microwave
frequencies using the cavity perturbation technique [5].
Theory of MW heating: Total current density induced in a material when an alternating
electric field, E0 e jZt applied is given by Maxwell's equation

J
*
where H eff

J
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H /  jH eff // , is the complex relative permittivity. The real part, generally called

the dielectric constant, represents the stored energy and the imaginary term accounts for the
loss in the material.
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Experimental results: In the present study, three different types of thermally induced
processes are reported to illustrate the use of MDTA. Figures 2a and 2b show variations of
the dielectric parameters of two materials (SiC and AgI) with temperature. From figure 2a, it
can be seen that dielectric constant of SiC slowly and steadily decrease with temperature and
the values at room temperature are found to match those measured (İr* = 9.01- j*0.58 at 20
0
C) using standard rectangular cavity and the cavity perturbation method. While the SiC
shows a steady change in dielectric properties with temperature, the AgI trace shows different
behaviour. It can be seen that here the dielectric constant initially does not change
significantly until 110 0C and thereafter it sharply increases until 142 0C. This region (110 0C
-142 0C) corresponds to well-known phase transition in AgI. Using MDTA, the phase
transition temperature (Tc) is taken at centre of the transition region, i.e. 126 0C. However,
this phase change temperature found using microwave heating appears to be lower than
conventional DSC values and this is consistent with the ‘microwave effect’, which has been
reported elsewhere [6]. Figure 2b shows the imaginary part of the complex permittivity (İr//)
of these two samples measured as a function of temperature and it clearly reveals the changes
in the materials. The variation of the value of İr// for SiC with temperature shows a slow but
steady decrease with temperature. However, for AgI, it initially decreases slowly but then
starts to increase from 110 0C until 142 0C, the temperature region which corresponds to the
phase transition in the material.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the system

Fig 2a. Dielectric constant of SiC and AgI

Experimental: A schematic diagram of the complete MDTA set-up along with associated
instruments and controlling software is shown in figure 1. The function of the equipment is
to generate the required microwave power at 2.45 GHz and feed it to the sample chamber for
heating. The microwave source applies the power via a three-stub tuner and an iris. The stub
tuner is used to modify the electric field so as to get the maximum field strength at the sample
position. Tuning is monitored by an e-field probe inserted into the waveguide. The
instrument controls the microwave source module and the mechanical gates fitted to the
sample chamber. The maximum power output of the magnetron is 1 kW at 2.45 GHz. The
output power is controlled by the computer via an ADC (0-10V). The dominant TE10 mode
is propagated by a waveguide to the sample. A four-port sample chamber in the MDTA
equipment facilitates two functions: heating the sample in required mode (constant power,
linear heating etc) and measuring the dielectric parameters at pre-set time or temperature
intervals. As simultaneous operation of heating and dielectric measurement is not possible,
two sets of computer-controlled mechanical gates isolate the heating and measuring sections
from each other during measurement and heating respectively.
CREMA,CUSAT
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Fig 2b. Dielectric loss of SiC and AgI

The dehydration of materials using MDTA is illustrated by analysing zinc acetate and
copper sulphate pentahydrate. Figures 3a & 3b show the dielectric parameters/temperature
profiles for these materials, along with those for SiC, which is used for comparison. From
figure 3a, it can be seen that the dielectric constant corresponding of zinc acetate initially falls
slightly until it reaches 93 0C and then increases rapidly, reaching a maximum at 113 0C.
This temperature region corresponds to dehydration in the sample and dehydration
temperature can be taken as 103 0C. Conventional DSC thermal analysis of this sample
shows dehydration at 106 0C. In this case, MDTA and the DSC give very similar results.
Copper sulphate has an interesting dehydration mechanism which is generally held to
occur in three stages, at approximately 104 0C, 128 0C and 243 0C, depending on the
zexperimental conditions used. From the corresponding curve in figure 3a, it can seen that
the dielectric constant starts to increase from 88 0C until 97 0C, then gives a plateau until 122
0
C, after which it decreases considerably. The mid points of the changes are at ca. 98 0C and
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130 0C respectively and these correspond reasonably well with the results obtained using
conventional DSC.
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Figure 3a. Dielectric constant of SiC, Zinc
acetate and copper sulphate
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Fig 3b. Dielectric loss of SiC, Zinc acetate and
copper sulphate

The variation of İr// for the different samples is shown in figure 3b. For zinc acetate,
increases greatly as it is heated between 93 0C and 113 0C but thereafter, it decreases
rapidly. However, if the same sample is heated for a second time (i.e. after dehydration)
sample, it is seen that there is no dramatic change in İr// which clearly reveals the material has
been completely dehydrated irreversibly in the first run, as one would expect. The results for
copper sulphate (figure 3b) now clearly differentiate the first two, low temperature,
dehydration processes while those for zinc acetate are entirely consistent with the irreversible
dehydration discussed above. For both of these samples, the reasonably good correspondence
of the MDTA and DSC results suggests there is no significant microwave effect in these
materials, in contrast to the MDTA of AgI.
İr//

MDTA is at an early stage of its development in comparison with conventional
thermal analysis methods. However, the results complement the more traditional TA methods
and provide a new insight to the changes occurring in materials as they are heated.
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Abstract
A systematic study on the effect of silane coating on the dielectric and mechanical properties of
fused quartz filled PTFE substrates has been carried out. The composite substrates are
prepared through a proprietary process by which silane coated and uncoated fused quartz are
incorporated in the PTFE matrix. Filler loading in the polymer matrix is varied from 0 to 70
weight percentage to obtain optimum dimensional stability with better dielectric properties. The
filler distribution and filler matrix interface are studied using Scanning Electron Microscopy. The
microwave dielectric properties of the composite substrates are measured using X-band
waveguide cavity perturbation technique. UTM studies have been carried out to find out the
tensile strength and elongation of the hot pressed composite

Introduction
Fluoropolymer based dielectric materials provide excellent electrical, thermal and mechanical
properties while used as circuit materials for microwave applications. PTFE based materials
with tailored dielectric properties are the most commonly used substrates and are fabricated
either by incorporating ceramic fillers or woven glass in the polymer matrix [1, 2]. The selection
of ceramic fillers depends mainly on the end properties of the composite substrate. Some of the
commonly used fillers are fused quartz, titania, strontium titanate etc.
Often, the processing of these composite substrates is very critical owing to its heterogeneous
nature. Processing of these composite systems has to be designed in such a way that the
particulate filler are uniformly distributed through out the polymer matrix with minimum
porosity [3]. Another major draw back of the composite substrate is the high moisture absorption
of the particulate ceramic filler. Since water has high permittivity and loss tangent, even a small
amount of water can have detrimental effects on laminate material’s performance. To preclude
the hydrophilic nature of the filler, usually silane coating is employed. The hydrophobic coating
over the particulate filler helps in improving ductility, copper bond strength and reduces water
absorption [4]. It has been reported that unexpectedly good results are noticed while silane
coating is employed on fillers used for the fabrication of PTFE based composites [5]
In the present study, low loss and low dielectric microwave substrates have been fabricated by
incorporating silane coated and/or uncoated fused quartz and microfiber glass in the PTFE
matrix through a proprietary process. The substrate materials thus obtained were characterized to
ascertain the effect of silane coating on the dielectric and mechanical properties.
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coated filler during processing. In addition, better matrix filler interface is also seen for the
samples prepared with silane coated filler.

The raw materials used were 50 micron PTFE powder (H71 grade) supplied by M/S Hindustan
Fluoro Carbon, India, Fused quartz supplied by M/S Saint Gobain, France (99.9% purity) and
chopped microfiber glass from M/S Binani Glass, India. Phenyl trimethoxy silane procured from
M/s Sigma Aldrich, USA was used as silane coating agent. Also di(propylene) glycol obtained
from M/S Merck, Germany was used as lubricant to enhance the efficiency of mixing.

A proprietary process comprising of sigma mixing, extrusion, calendering followed by hot
pressing/thermolamination called as SMECH process has been employed to fabricate nearly
isotropic, pore free PTFE laminate with excellent dimensional stability. Composites filled with
silane coated and uncoated fused quartz were prepared through SMECH process by keeping all
other process parameters constant. The density of the PTFE composites was found out by
dimensional method. M/S Philips make SEM was employed to study the filler distribution and
the matrix filler interface. The water absorption in the silane coated and uncoated samples were
carried out as per IPC-TM-650 2.6.2.1.

a)
b)
Figure. 1 SEM micrograph of cross section of a) PTFE/fused quartz (silane coated) composite b)
PTFE/Fused quartz (uncoated) composite
Water absorption of coated and uncoated filler loaded (60wt%) composites has been studied as
per IPC-TM-650 2.6.2.1. Water absorption obtained for silane coated sample is 0.125% where as
that for uncoated sample is 0.45%. It can be seen that water absorption of silane coated sample is
comparatively less than that of uncoated one. This result shows that surface modification of
particulate filler has got profound influence in controlling the water absorption characteristics of
composite substrates.
3.1
2.20

3.0
2.9

2.15

Density (g/cc)

The dielectric constant and dissipation factor of the composite samples were measured up to
13MHz using Hewlett-Packard 4192A model impedance analyzer. High frequency dielectric
measurements were carried out using X-band waveguide cavity perturbation technique. Ultimate
tensile strength of the samples was measured using Shimadzu make (model AGS–1000G) UTM.
The measurement parameters were conform to ASTM-D638.
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The particle size analysis shows that the fused silica filler (Saint Goban, France) has a wide
particle size distribution ranging from 1 to 100 microns with major portion occupying 5 to 25
microns. Although small particle diameter exhibits narrow particle size distribution, the greater
interparticle attraction forces and friction leads to poor packing fraction in composites whereas
wider particle size distribution leads to better packing fractions [6]. In order to study effect of
particle size distribution on the packing fraction, 5 Pfused quartz (M/s Chettinad quartz
products, India) with narrow particle size distribution was loaded in the PTFE matrix. It was
found that the loading of the particulate filler beyond 58 wt% in the PTFE matrix was rather
difficult using fillers having narrow particle size distribution Whereas, we could load up to 60
wt. % of filler with excellent dimensional stability in the case of fused silica filler having wider
particle size distribution (5 to 50 microns).
From the SEM picture (Fig.1), it can be seen that the distribution of filler is more uniform in
composites fabricated with silane coated filler. This is due to the improved flow-properties of the
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Silane coating was carried out as explained in Ref.4. The pH of water was adjusted to 3 using
acetic acid. 63 parts of this acidified water was added to 100 parts of the fused silica filler.
Vigorous agitation was given for the concentrated slurry in a mixer. After one hour of mixing,
phenyltrimethoxy silane was added drop wise and continued mixing for about 10 minutes. The
volume of the PTMS was calculated to obtain 1wt% silane coating over the filler. Then the
mixture was transferred to a glass container and dried at 120°C.

2.1
80

Wt% of fused quartz

Figure 2. Variation of density and dielectric constant with respect to fused quartz loading
The composite system in the present study comprises of PTFE, fused quartz and microfibre
glass having permittivities 2.1, 3.78 and 6.26 respectively. Variation of density and dielectric
constant with respect to wt% of silane coated fused quartz is shown in Fig 2. As expected, the
permittivity of PTFE composite increases with respect to an increase in filler loading since there
are more polarizable ions in the polymer matrix. The density also shows the same trend.
However, the density drastically decreases beyond a filler loading level of 60 wt% due to the
formation of porosity since there is not sufficient polymer to encapsulate the fillers. Present
study shows that through the process methodology employed, it is possible to load PTFE matrix
up to 60wt% to obtain a dimensionally stable substrate.
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Same experimental procedure has been employed to fabricate PTFE composites filled with
uncoated fused quartz. Interestingly, we could load only up to a filler percentage of 58 wt% in
the case of uncoated samples. It is found that the density of these samples are less compared to
samples filled with same weight % silane coated filler. Although silane coated composites have
better density than uncoated ones, their permittivities are observed to be less than that of later.
This infers that the silane coating on ceramic filler slightly reduces the effective dielectric
constant due to the obscuring of effective polarizability of the particulate fillers.
Ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of coated and uncoated samples is given in Table 1. It can be
seen that the sample prepared using silane coated filler has better strength and more ductility
than that of uncoated ones. The increase in tensile strength of silane coated sample can be
attributed to a better matrix - filler interface where as enhanced rheology is responsible for the
improved ductility.
Table 1. Comparison of mechanical properties
Sl.
No.
1
2

Wt.% of
Filler
58
60

UTS of PTFE composites (MPa)
Coated filler
Uncoated filler
5.60
4.81
5.56
3.57

Elongation at break (%)
Coated filler
Uncoated filler
10.2
6.8
9.9
5.3

Conclusion
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Abstract
CeTiTaO6 ceramics, doped with ZnO, were prepared in the solid state ceramic route.
The cylindrical samples were sintered at temperatures between 1360-14500C. The densities
were measured using Archimedes method. Samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction
and scanning electron microscopic methods. Microwave dielectric properties of the
cylindrical samples were measured using the network analyzer. Small doping of ZnO reduced
the sintering temperature and increased the dielectric constant (Hr). The variation of
temperature coefficient of resonant frequency (Wf ) also decreases on small doping and
increases on higher doping concentrations. Considerable grain growth is also observed on
doped samples.
1. Introduction

Dimensionally stable low permittivity and low loss fused quartz filled PTFE substrates have
been prepared through SMECH process. Phenyl trimethoxy silane (PTMS) has been used as a
precursor for surface modification of fused quartz fillers. Silane coating helps in precluding
moisture absorption there by providing better matrix-filler interface which in turn improves the
mechanical properties. Further, silane coating also improves the rheological properties leading to
better distribution of the filler in the polymer matrix. Present study shows that up to 60 wt%
silane coated fused quartz can be loaded in the PTFE matrix with optimum dielectric and
mechanical properties.
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Ceramic materials with better dielectric characteristics are of increasing importance as
the field of solid-state electronics continue to expand rapidly. The main factor is the
reliability of the components used in the electronic equipments. It was Richtmyer in 1939
who first proposed that a piece of dielectric material can act as a resonator [1]. For a ceramic
material to be used as good dielectric resonator it must have high permittivity (Hr >20), high
unloaded quality factor (Qu>1000) and a small temperature coefficient of resonant frequency
(Wf  ±20ppm/qC). Rather, their cost of production is low in comparison with other high
frequency devices and they are characterized by light weight and compactness. Hence they
can be effectively used in microwave appliances to resonate at the frequency of the carrier
signal and to allow that signal to be efficiently separated from other signals in the microwave
band [2]. A large number of ceramic dielectric materials have been developed over the years
satisfying these conditions [3-6].
LnTiNbO6 were prepared by modified Czochralski growth and its characterization were
reported by Qi et al and they also reported its crystal growth by laser heated pedestal growth
technique. Lanthanide based titanium niobates and tantalates having good dielectric resonator
properties were reported by Surendran etal and Sebastian et al [9-10]. Lanthanide based
titanium tantalates though possess good dielectric resonator properties, they require high
processing temperature to get optimum dielectric properties (Temperature >1575qC). Suitable
dopants were generally used to reduce the sintering temperature and also to improve the
dielectric properties of different systems.
ZnO, WO3 and CuO have being used as dopant on MgTiO3–CaTiO3 systems and it’s
microwave dielectric properties were studied by Cheng-Liang Huang et al [11-12]. Various
glass additives are used as a dopant and its influence on the microstructure, phase, sintering
and microwave dielectric properties of Ba(Mg1/2Ta2/3)O3 system were investigated by
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Surendran et al.[13] The effect of sintering time on the microwave dielectric properties and
crystal structure of Y2BaZnO5 ceramic was investigated by Yoshida et al [14]. Doping effects
on the dielectric properties of cerium oxide as a ceramic dielectric resonator was studied by
Santha et al [15,16,17]. The choice of dopant is an important factor in determining the
sintering and dielectric behavior of ceramics.
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3. Results and discussion
The pure CeTiTaO6 ceramics was sintered at 1450 qC. The doping of ZnO reduced the
sintering temperature by more than 100qC. The density is greater than 95 % of the theoretical
density for all the samples. Figure 1 shows the variation of the sintering temperature with
respect to the percentage of doping of ZnO.
The XRD patterns of pure CeTiTaO6 ceramics and typical 4 % ZnO doped samples are shown
in figure 2. It is evident from the XRD patterns that there is no considerable phase change for
the doped sample when compared with the XRD pattern of pure sample. Secondary phases of
Zn0.17Ta0.33Ti0.5O2 (JCPDS 39-292) and Ce2O3 (JCPDS 49-1458) can be observed in the 4 %
ZnO doped sample of CeTiTaO6. The presences of these minor secondary phases is one of
the reasons for the lowering of sintering temperature. The microwave dielectric properties of
zinc oxide doped samples of CeTiTaO6 are given in tables 1. Figure 3 shows the variation of
microwave dielectric properties of CeTiTaO6 with various doping concentrations of ZnO.
Doping of ZnO increases the dielectric constant (Hr) for all the samples while the variation of
temperature coefficient of resonant frequency increases on doping concentrations up to 3%
and decreases for 4 wt% doping
CREMA,CUSAT
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* b
a

0

0

Polycrystalline samples of LnTiTaO6 ( Ln = Nd and Ce) ceramic materials were prepared
from powders of analar Pr6O11, Sm2O3, Dy2O3, TiO2 (CDH, 99.9%) and Ta2O5 (NFC, India)
by the conventional solid state ceramic route. The chemicals were weighed in stoichiometric
ratios and mixed thoroughly in acetone medium in an agate mortar. The samples were dried
and calcined at 1200 oC for 5 hours in electrically heated furnace. A definite mass of calcined
powder was mixed with 1 weight percent Zinc Oxide and ground well. To this 5 % polyvinyl
alcohol was added as a binder and again ground well and dried. The powder was then pressed
in the form of a cylindrical pellet at 100 MPa pressure using a hydraulic press. In a similar
way pellets were made with 2,3 and 4 weight percent doping. The sintered samples were
polished well and the density was measured using Archimedes method. Polished samples
were thermally etched at a temperature 50oC below the sintering temperature and used for
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) (Hitachi S 2400). Powdered samples were used for Xray diffraction studies using Cu KD (Philips Expert Pro) radiation. The dielectric properties of
the samples were measured in the microwave frequency range using the network analyzer
(Agilent 8753 ET) and the variation of resonant frequency with temperature was measured
with the help of Keithly 2000 multimeter attached with Keithley 2001 model TC scanner.
The entire data acquisition process was controlled by a software ‘Integrated Microwave
Materials Characterisation Tool’ (IMMACT). The specimen was placed at the center of a
cylindrical cavity whose size is 3-4 times greater than it. The microwave was coupled to the
specimen through E-field probes and TE01G mode of resonance whose quality factor is
intimately related to the dielectric loss, was identified. The dielectric constant (Hr) and the
unloaded quality factor (Qu ) were then calculated using the computer interfaced network
analyzer. The coefficient of thermal variation of resonant frequency (Wf) was also measured
over a range of temperature 30-70oC.

*

*

Fig. 1 Variation of sintering temperature
of CeTiTaO6 with ZnO doping
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Fig.2 XRD patterns of (a) Pure CeTiTao6
(b) 4% ZnO doped CeTiTaO6 ceramics

Table 1. Microwave dielectric properties of ZnO doped CeTiTaO6 ceramics
Percentage Frequency Qu x f Dielectric
Wf
of ZnO
(GHz)
(GHz) constant (Hr) (ppm/K)
0
4.688
9700
41.09
70
1
4.702
8539
41.29
55
2
4.684
6918
41.48
53
3
4.887
5811
41.86
49
4
4.622
8966
42.59
55
.

Figure 4a. SEM image of sintered
pellet of pure CeTiTaO6

Figure 4b SEM image of sintered
pellet of 4 % ZnO doped CeTiTaO6

The SEM images of the sintered samples of pure and typical 4 % ZnO doped
CeTiTaO6 ceramics are shown in figures 4a and 4b respectively. It is evident from the
SEM images that the samples are well sintered. Considerable grain growth is observed in
the image of the doped sample which may be another reason for the variation in the
properties of these ceramics.
4. Conclusion
High temperature processing requirements of CeTiTaO6 ceramics can be reduced by ZnO
doping with improvement in the microwave dielectric properties. The reduction in
sintering temperature is due to the formation of small amount of secondary phases, even
then the major phase remains as CeTiTaO6 itself. CeTiTaO6 with 2 % and 3 % ZnO
doping is found to have increased dielectric constant and deceased variation of
temperature coefficient of resonant frequency while compared with pure CeTiTaO6.
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Abstract
Ba(Zn1/3Ta2/3)O3 has been prepared with different dopants that gave best
microwave dielectric properties at room temperature. Effects of different dopants on the
low temperature microwave dielectric properties BZT were investigated. With decrease
in temperature, loss tangent was found to decrease marginally and then increase at
temperatures lower than 100 K. Increase in loss factor at lower temperatures were found
to be less for dopants with smaller ionic radii. Dielectric constant was found to be almost
independent of temperature. Temperature coefficient of resonant frequency slowly
decreased from a positive value to negative value when temperature was lowered.
Temperature at which Wf becomes zero was found to vary for different dopants. There is a
temperature stable region for tanG, Hr and Wf which varies for different dopants.
Introduction
Effect of different dopants on microwave dielectric properties as well as the
mechanism by which different dopants improve the microwave dielectric properties of
BZT varies from dopant to dopant. The cryogenic behaviour of dielectric properties of
single crystals has generated a lot of interest as a tool which can throw light into the
intrinsic dielectric loss factor of crystals1. In an ideal crystal the main reason for dielectric
loss at microwave frequency is due to the interaction of the microwave field with the
lattice vibration. Hence the quality factor increases at cryogenic temperature. The
intrinsic Q factor of a low loss material is limited by the loss tangent of the dielectric
which in turn depends on the unharmonicity terms in the potential energy when pair of
atoms is at a mean separation1,2.
Microwave dielectric properties of Ba(Sn,Mg,Ta)O3, Ba(Zr,Zn,Ta)O3 and
(Zr,Sn)TiO4 at cryogenic temperatures down to 20 K were studied by Wakino3,4. They
observed that tanG of all materials decreased up to 100K and then showed an increase.
Dielectric loss tangents of these materials increased proportionately to the temperature
and their third harmonic distortion levels showed a strong correlation with dielectric loss
tangents. In addition unannealed BMT may contain a large number of point defects like
oxygen vacancies which also decrease the quality factor at cryogenic temperatures..
Stein5 et al. studied the dielectric properties of BMT at cryogenic temperatures and
observed that the dielectric loss of BMT increases with decrease of temperature due to
the presence of paramagnetic impurities. The present investigation aims at studying the
low temperature microwave dielectric properties of BZT.
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BZT has been synthesized in pure and doped forms as described elsewhere .
Microwave dielectric property measurement as function of temperature was done using a
microwave setup with a cryogenic attachment. The cryogenic system is a commercial
cryo-cooler (APD-204S) in which cooling is performed by means of a thermodynamic
close cycle of helium gas. The dielectric resonator was mounted on the cold head of the
cryocooler taking utmost care to establish good thermal contact between the cavity and
the cryocooler using indium foil. The chamber was evacuated to pressure less than 10-5
mbar in order to reduce the convection losses. Radiation losses are minimized using a
thermal shield maintained at 77K by attaching to the cryostat first stage. Microwave was
coupled to the DR using low loss microwave cables to the resonator through two opposite
loop probes. The DR was excited with microwave sweep oscillator HP8350B and the
resonant frequency and Q-value of TE011 modes was measured using the full bandwidth
at half power point method by scalar network analyzer (HP8757D). The DR was cooled
down to 20 K and the temperature was then raised in steps. A temperature controller
(Lake Shore 331S) was used to control temperature by a PID regulator using a Si diode
sensor and a heater fixed on the cold finger. A second Si-sensor was attached to the top of
the cavity. It was allowed to warm up sufficiently slowly to keep the resonator in thermal
equilibrium. At each temperature point, the resonant frequency (f), 3-dB bandwidth (ǻf)
and insertion loss (IL) were recorded. using a personal computer and an IEEE 488 data
bus linking the sweep oscillator, scalar network analyzer and the temperature controller.
A visual programming language HP VEE 7.0 was employed for controlling instruments,
developing the data interface, creating a customized data display and data collection and
storing the data into a data base for evaluation of the unloaded Q-value. The unloaded Qvalue of the resonator was obtained, using the relation, Q0 = QL [1-10 –(IL/20)] –1, where QL
(=f / ǻf) is the measured loaded Q-value.
Results and discussion
Fig.1 show the variation of tanG with temperature for undoped BZT and BZT
doped with 0.5 mol % dopants. Dopants used for 0.5 mol% dopant addition were Ti, Mn,
Sb and In which gave excellent microwave dielectric properties in the earlier
investigation. For undoped and doped BZT, it can be seen that the tanG marginally
decreases as the temperature is decreased. When the temperature is below 100K, increase
in tanG become drastic. Increase in tanG is found to be maximum for undoped BZT. For
doped BZT, increase in tanG is found depend on ionic radius of the dopant. Dopant with
smallest ionic radius is Ti which has minimum increase in tanG at lower temperatures. As
the ionic radius increases, increase in tanG also increases and is maximum for In which
has the highest ionic radii. Same trends can be seen in Fig.2 which shows the variation
of tanG with temperature for undoped BZT and BZT doped with 1.0 mol % dopants.
Here too, the increase in tanG at lower temperatures is found to be maximum for undoped
BZT increases with ionic radius of the dopant. Loss factor increase is minimum for
doped BZT with Zr, which has minimum ionic radius among the dopants and the loss
factor increase is found to be maximum for Ce which has highest ionic radii. Variation
of tanG with temperature is similar to the observation of Wakino22 and Stain23 described
before and could be due to the large number of point defects like oxygen vacancies22 or
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due to the presence of paramagnetic impurities which decrease the quality factor at
cryogenic temperatures.
Fig.3 and Fig.4 show variation of dielectric constant with temperature for
undoped BZT and doped BZT with 0.5 mol% and 1 mol % dopants. From figures it can
be seen that the dielectric permittivity varies with the dopant but remains almost constant
over the temperature range. The dependence of dielectric permittivity on ionic radii is
similar to that of loss tangent. Hence it can be seen that dielectric constant is temperature
stable. Fig.5 and Fig.6 show variation of temperature coefficient of resonant frequency
with temperature. It can be seen that temperature coefficient of resonant frequency
decreases with temperature and become zero at a particular temperature and then changes
to a negative value on further cooling. There is temperature stable for Wf which varies for
different dopants as shown in figures. Temperature at which Wf becomes zero is found to
be different for different dopants and is given in table-1 from which no specific trends
with respect to ionic radius could be obtained. Reduction in Wf could be due to the small
reduction in dielectric constant which reduces WH and there by affects Wf . But this effect
may not be prominent enough to change sign of Wf and then move it in negative direction.
Hence a weak phase transformation is expected to cause this effect. However more
studies are needed to understand the mechanism behind the variation of Wf at cryogenic
temperatures.
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Figure-1 & 2 Variation of loss factor with temperature for 0.5 and 1 mol% dopant
addition
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Abstract
The requirements of ceramic dielectric resonators used at microwave frequencies are
high dielectric constant (Hr > 100), large quality factor (Q >10,000) and low temperature
coefficient of resonant frequency (Wf). But many dielectric resonator ceramics have
higher sintering temperatures (above 13500C) and are too high to use the low meltingpoint silver and copper electrode. Bismuth-based dielectric ceramics were well known as
low-fired materials and had been investigated for various applications. BiNbO4 is one
among the promising material with low sintering temperature for microwave dielectric
resonator. This material has good quality factors, especially considering low cost and
simplicity of the materials compared with complex perovskites. Here we report our work
on low temperature synthesis of BiNbO4 by co-precipitation method. This method is not
reported for the preparation of BiNbO4 in the literature. The details about synthesis
procedure and characterization are presented in this paper.

1. Introduction
Communication at microwave frequencies has lead to the proliferation of commercial
wireless technologies such as cellular phones and global positioning systems. The
requirement of ceramic dielectric resonators used at microwave frequencies are high
dielectric constant, a high Q value(reciprocal of dielectric loss) and a low temperature
coefficient of resonant frequency [1-5] . Most of the known commercial microwave
dielectrics such as SnxZr1-xTiO4 and Ba(Mg,Ta)O3 are can be sintered only at very high
temperatures (>1400˚ C). The so-called passive integration for miniaturization is
performed using multiplayer ceramic technology whereby green ceramic tapes of
different materials corresponding to different passive functions are laminated and co-fired
at low temperatures. Therefore it is necessary to develop microwave dielectric materials
that can be sintered at temperatures lower than the melting point of internal metal
conductor such as Cu or Ag. Recently, BiNbO4 was reported to be promising microwave
dielectric material with relatively lower melting point [1-5]. The reported values for
BiNbO4 are the temperature coefficient of resonant frequency ~50 ppm/˚C, the dielectric
constant ~ 45, and Q=14,000 [1-5].
Generally traditional solid state method is used for the preparation of oxides and its
drawbacks are well documented in the literature. The wet-chemical techniques such as
combustion, alkoxide sol-gel and coprecipitation were found to produce these oxides with
several advantages namely, nanosized particles (hence high surface area), high reactivity
and very good homogeneity in composition. Sometimes metastable phases also formed
by these methods. Recently citrate gel method was reported to prepare nanocrystalline
BiNbO4 powders [1]. Co-precipitation is one of the more successful techniques for
synthesizing ultrafine ceramic powders having narrow particle size distribution [6-13].
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3. Results and Discussion
Fig 1 shows XRD pattern of the co-precipitated powders calcined at different
temperatures ranging from 200 to 400˚ C for 6 hours. At 200˚ C the peaks corresponding
to bismuth oxide (45-1344) and niobium oxide (43-1042) were seen in XRD. It can be
observed that the incipient product phase begins to form at temperatures as low as at
400˚ C. The complete phase formation occurs at 600˚ as observed from Fig.3. It is the
lowest temperature reported for the formation of BiNbO4 phase. These powders are
highly crystalline as compared to that prepared by ceramic method supported by the
strong intense XRD peaks. The crystal structure is orthorhombic and all the d-lines
pattern match with reported values (JCPDS- 16-295). The calculated lattice parameters
by least square fit are a = 4.981 Å b= 11.713 and c = 5.673 Å. Fig.3 illustrates the XRD
for samples prepared by the solid state method and calcined at different temperatures. At
lower temperatures, the XRD peaks corresponding to individual oxides are observed and
the product phase begins to form only at 600˚ C. The XRD shows the reaction is
incomplete as the individual oxides also present along with the product. However, all the
peaks corresponding to the phase formation is complete only at 800˚ C (fig.4) For
compassion, ideal XRD pattern of BiNbO4 was also shown in that figure. The average
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2. Experimental
For preparing BiNbO4 compound, niobium (V) oxide, bismuth (III) nitrate, bismuth oxide
and ammonium hydroxide were used as starting materials and they were of AR grade
(Loba cheme). For the preparation of BiNbO4 by coprecipitation, stoichiometric amount
of Bi(NO3)3.5H2O was dissolved in minimum amount of dilute HNO3 to avoid
precipitation of Bi ions and required quantity of Nb2O5 was dissolved in minimum
amount of HF after heating in hot water bath for 5 hours and both are mixed together. An
excess ammonium hydroxide is added by dropwise with constant stirring to the above
solution mixture until pH > 9 at room temperature to ensure complete precipitation. After
precipitation, it is filtered and washed several times with distilled water to remove the
anions and dried in an oven at 100˚C for 12 hrs. The oven-dried precursor was calcined at
various temperatures ranging from 200 to 800˚ C for 12 hours to get phase pure samples.
For comparison, the samples are also prepared by the conventional ceramic method.
Bismuth oxide (Bi2O3) and niobium oxide (Nb2O5) are taken in stoichiometric ratio and
mixed, ground several times and heated at 800˚ C for 12 hours. To ensure completion of
reaction, the powders were reground after first cycle of calcination and heated few times
at this temperature. The XRD (Rigaku miniflex X-ray Diffractometer) was employed to
characterize these powders. The powder X-ray pattern were recorded for all the samples
calcined at various temperatures by using Cu-Kv. For lattice parameter and interplanar
distance (d) calculation, the samples were scanned in the 2T range of 10 – 80o for a
period of 5s in the step scan mode. Silicon was used as an internal standard. The standard
least squares method was used to determine the lattice parameters.

Cu kD

Intensity (a. u.)

The purpose of this study was to prepare ultrafine BiNbO4 powders using co-precipitation
technique from simple water-soluble inorganic salts. This process can avoid complex
steps such as refluxing of alkoxides, resulting in less time consumption compared to other
techniques. The only drawback of this method is that all the cations should have similar
solubility product.
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particle size for the coprecipitated powders (calcined at 600˚ C for 6 hours) calculated
from Scherrer’s formula (t = K Ȝ/BcosșB) where t is the average size of the particles,
assuming particles are spherical, K=0.9, Ȝ is the wavelength of X-ray radiation, B is the
full width at half maximum of the diffracted peak and șB is the angle of diffraction) were
ranging from 50 nm. The measured dielectric constant was 43 for BiNbO4 prepared by
co-precipitation method.
4. Conclusions
A simple co-precipitation method was used to prepare ultrafine particles of BiNbO4. This
method has advantage of forming this phase at much lower temperature as compared to
samples prepared by traditional solid-state method.
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Abstract
0.83ZnAl2O4-0.17TiO2 (ZAT)/PTFE composites were synthesized by
powder processing method. The effect of different volume fraction of ZAT (0 –
0.6) on the dielectric properties of the composites were investigated at 1 MHz and
7 GHz. The dielectric properties (dielectric constant and dielectric loss) were
found to increase with the ZAT content. The experimental results were compared
with that of the theoretical values predicted using Lichtenecker, Maxwell-Garnet,
Jayasundere, Poon-Shin formulae. They were found to agree well with the
predicted values for low filler content.

1. Introduction
The recent developments in electronics and circuit assembly technology
demands low dielectric constant materials for the packaging of RF, microwave
and optical products [1]. These substrate materials must possess low dielectric
constant for increasing the signal propagation speed, low dielectric loss, good
frequency with temperature in a wide spectral range and good mechanical strength
[2]. Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) has been widely used in packaging and
substrate applications due to its low dielectric constant (Hr | 2) and excellent
physical and chemical properties. But the applications are limited due to the high
coefficient of thermal expansion and poor thermal and mechanical strength. One
way to improve their property is to form a ceramic-polymer composite consisting
of ceramic particles in a polymer matrix. Many studies were conducted in
ceramic-polymer composite materials for various applications in packaging and
substrate industries [1-5].
Earlier studies [6] reveal that 0.83ZnAl2O4-0.17TiO2 (ZAT) ceramics
possess good thermal stability and microwave dielectric properties. The dielectric
constant of ZAT is 12 and the dielectric loss is less than 0.001 at 5 GHz. Thus the
addition of proper volume fraction of ZAT as a filler into the polymer matrix can
improve its property to certain extent. The dielectric property of the composite
depends on the volume fraction, size and shape of the filler and also on other
factors such as preparation method, interface and interaction between the filler and
the polymer [4]. The effective dielectric properties (Hr and tanG) of the composite
are estimated using classical mixing formulae such as Maxwell-Garnet equation,
Lichtenecker, Jayasundere, Poon-Shin formulae and the experimental results were
compared [2,7].

2. Experimental
The 0.83ZnAl2O4-0.17TiO2 (ZAT) ceramics were prepared by the
conventional solid state ceramic route. ZAT/PTFE (Hindustan Fluorocarbons,
Hyderabad, India) composites were prepared by powder processing method. The
powdered ZAT was mixed with acrylic acid solution for 1h and dried. This will
provide an active surface for binding with polymer since acrylic acid is a wellknown polymerizing agent. Different volume fractions (0 to 0.6) of treated
ceramics and PTFE powders were dispersed in ethyl alcohol using ultrasonic
mixer for about 1 h. Then a dry powder mixture was obtained by removing the
solvent at 70oC under stirring. The homogenously mixed PTFE/ZAT powders
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were then compacted under uniaxial pressure of 50 MPa for 1 minute. The
cylindrical and rectangular pellets thus obtained were kept at 310oC for 2hrs.
The thin pellets with diameter 14 mm and thickness 1 mm were electroded
by uniformly coating with silver paste on both sides in the form of ceramic
capacitors. The low frequency dielectric properties were measured by LCR meter
(Hioki 3532-50). HP 8510 Vector Network Analyzer was used to characterize the
composite materials at microwave frequencies. For this purpose rectangular
samples of dimensions (40x2x1 mm3) were made and the dielectric properties
were measured using cavity perturbation technique [8,9].
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3. Results and Discussion
Fig. 1(a) and (b) shows the variation of dielectric constant and dielectric
loss with volume fraction of ZAT at 1 MHz and 7 GHz respectively. It is seen that
both the dielectric constant and loss increases with the amount of ZAT. PTFE has
a dielectric constant of nearly 2. The increase in the dielectric constant of the
composite is due to the comparatively high dielectric constant of the ZAT filler
(Hr = 12). The dielectric properties of the ZAT/PTFE composite are largely
influenced by several factors such as air gap, water content and interface phase
between the ZAT and the PTFE. A comparative study of the Fig. 1 (a) and (b)
shows that the dielectric loss increases in the microwave frequency (7 GHz) as
compared to that at low frequency (1 MHz). As volume fraction of the filler
increases the density of the composite is lowered due to the air gap and weak
binding. This will lead more air and water content inside the composite. At low
frequency, the polar liquid dielectric material (ie. water) has both electronic
polarization and dipolar orientational polarization. At microwave frequency range
the large dielectric loss is due to the dipole relaxation of water [2] and also the
increase of interface phase between ZAT and PTFE. These losses are increased
with the increase in the amount of ZAT filler.
The prediction of the effective dielectric constant of the composite from
the dielectric constant of the components and the volume fraction of the filler is a
very important factor for engineering applications. The following equations are
used to calculate the effective dielectric constant of the composites with low filler
content:
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Figure 2. Comparison of experimental and theoretical dielectric constants of
PTFE/ZAT composites (a) at 1 MHz (b) at 7 GHz

where Heff is the effective dielectric constant of the ceramic/polymer composite, Hi
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is the dielectric constant of the filler, Hm is the dielectric constant of the matrix and
f is the volume fraction of the filler.
Fig. 2 (a) and (b) shows the comparison between the experimental and the
theoretical values of dielectric constant obtained from the above equations at 1
MHz and 7 GHz respectively. The results show that the experimental values are in
good agreement with the theoretical value predicted using Jayasundere equation
for low filler content (upto 0.3 volume fraction) and beyond that the deviation
increases. This is due to the fact that the dielectric constant is largely influenced
by the homogeneity of the component distribution. Also the mixing formulas are
based on the assumption of low filler content and they fail for dense mixtures.
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4. Conclusion

Abstract: A Microwave band pass filter using ring resonator is designed,
fabricated and tested. Band pass filter characteristics are studied by
measuring the return loss and transmission characteristics of the microstrip
line fed dielectric ring resonator. S-parameters, electric field and magnetic
field distributions are computed using FEM method and compared with
measured results. The measured values agree with predicted values
obtained using FEM. Centered at 2404 MHz the dielectric ring resonator filter
shows a measured 3-dB band width of 20.6 MHz.

The ZAT/PTFE composites are prepared by the powder processing
technique. The dielectric properties of the composites are studied at 1 MHz and 7
GHz. It is seen that as the amount of ZAT increases the dielectric constant and
dielectric loss also increases. The experimental effective dielectric constant is in
good agreement with that predicted using Jayasundere equation.
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Introduction: Dielectric resonator filters present a number of advantages such as low loss,
high temperature stability, compactness etc. But one main drawback is that a number of
spurious resonances appear. To avoid these resonances, a specific cavity and coupling
window configuration must be used [1]. With the advance development of improved
dielectric materials and the rapid expansion of cellular and satellite communications,
dielectric resonator filters have been the source of much research. The dielectric resonator is
the basic unit of a ceramic cavity filter. At the resonant frequency most of the
electromagnetic energy is stored within the dielectric resonator. The most important
characteristics of a dielectric resonator include: its field patterns, Q factor, resonant frequency
and spurious free band width [2]. These factors are dependent on the dielectric materials
used, the resonator’s shape and the resonant mode used. The filters that are currently being
used in wireless base stations can be divided into two main categories, coaxial cavity
resonator filters and dielectric resonator filters [3-6]. While co-axial cavity filters have
limited quality factor (Q) values, they offer the lowest cost design and are still being widely
employed, particularly in wide bandwidth applications. With increased demands for high
performance wireless systems, dielectric resonators are emerging as the baseline design for
wireless base stations [7].
Filters composed of dielectric resonators give excellent in-band performance, but have poor
spurious characteristics due to their crowded mode spectrum. The first step in obtaining a
filter with good spurious performance is to optimally design the resonator dimensions to give
a well spaced mode spectrum. Kobayashi and Miura presented mode charts specifically for
these purpose and suggested the introduction of a concentric hole in TE10į mode DR to
markedly improve spurious performance [8]. In this paper we propose a dielectric ring
resonator loaded microstripline band pass filter with spurious response. The coupling
between the resonant modes of dielectric ring resonator and a microstripline are studied. The
band pass filter is evaluated by experiment and simulation studies.
Design of filter: The filter comprises a dielectric ring resonator, mounted over glass-epoxy
substrate. Figure 1 (A) shows two perpendicular microstriplines etched on a rectangular glass
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epoxy sheet mounted inside an aluminium cavity with SMA connection. Figure 2(A) shows
the schematic diagram of dielectric ring resonator couple to the input/output microstriplines,
which is loaded inside the rectangular aluminium cavity. The ring DR is excited by an input
coupling probe, a microstripline (3 mm x 60 mm) of 50 ohms impedance. The filtered signal
is extracted by an out put coupling microstrip line (3mm x 60 mm) which is designed
perpendicular to the input microstrip line. The whole system is enclosed within a rectangular
aluminium box of dimensions length = 82 mm, breadth = 82 mm and height = 25 mm.
The dimensions of the dielectric ring resonator are as follows: height = 10 mm, outer
diameter = 20 mm and inner diameter = 12.5 mm, with a relative dielectric constant İr = 69.
Dielectric ring resonator is formed by sintering a dielectric powder material. The resonance
frequency of the ring resonator is determined by height, outer and inner diameters, and
dielectric constant of the material. The S-parameters are measured with Agilent 8714 ET
network analyzer. The E-field and H-field patterns are computed and optimized using Ansoft
HFSS software.
Results and Discussion: Figure 1 (B) shows E-field pattern of the microstripline mounted
inside the aluminium cavity, (C) shows H-field pattern distribution showing the high intensity
at the input feed and low intensity at the output microstrip line. Figure 2(A) shows the
dielectric ring resonator coupled to the microstrip line, loaded inside the aluminium cavity. If
a high frequency signal at a frequency outside of the pass band of the dielectric resonator is
applied, it is basically reflected and sent back from the input terminal without exciting the
basic resonance mode in the dielectric resonator. It follows therefore that the frequency
characteristics of the dielectric resonator filter is basically a band pass characteristics of the
dielectric resonator as shown in figure 2. However low order modes such as the HE11į mode,
EH11į mode or TEmnp modes are present in the dielectric resonator in addition to the TE01į
mode.
Figure 2 (B) shows E-field pattern of the microstripline fed dielectric ring resonator mounted
inside the aluminium cavity, figure 2 (C) shows H-field pattern distribution showing the high
intensity at the input feed and low intensity at the output microstrip line. At the resonant
frequency of the DR, the magnetic field equals the electric field and electromagnetic waves
can be transmitted with minimal loss. Only at a resonant frequency electromagnetic fields can
sustain in the DR. The resonant frequencies of the dominant and spurious modes of a DR are
important in the design of a DR filter. Figure 3 (A) shows the calculated return loss and
transmission characteristics using Ansoft HFSS software. Figure 3 (B) shows the measured
return loss (S11) and transmission characteristics (S12) of the band pass filter adopting
fundamental TE01į mode of the ring dielectric resonator. It is observed that the resonant peak
corresponds to the 2404 MHz frequency with a 3 dB bandwidth of 20.6 MHz. The rejection
level is larger than 30 dB from 2460 MHz. Simulation results agree with measured results.
Some discrepancy between them can still be observed, which can be attributed to the
unexpected tolerance of fabrication.
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(A)

(B) electric field

(C) magnetic field

Fig.1. (A) Top view of the microstripline coupled rectangular aluminium cavity, (B) E-field
pattern of the microstripline mounted inside the aluminium cavity. (C) H-field pattern
distribution showing the high intensity at the input feed and low intensity at the output
microstripline (Simulated using Ansoft HFSS).

Conclusions: A band pass filter employing a dielectric ring resonator is designed and
fabricated and tested. The filter performances were evaluated through finite element analysis
method and measurements using network analyzer. Resonant frequencies of the lower order
modes were predicted. The simulated electric and magnetic field distributions of the
microstripline and ring dielectric resonators were obtained. Centered at 2404 MHz the
fabricated dielectric ring resonator filter shows a measured 3-dB band width of 20.6 MHz.
Therefore the band pass dielectric ring filter can operate in the 2.4 WLAN frequency range.
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(C) magnetic field

Figure 2. (A) Top view of the microstripline coupled dielectric ring resonator loaded
rectangular aluminium cavity, (B) E-field pattern of the microstripline fed dielectric ring
resonator mounted inside the aluminium cavity. (C) H-field pattern distribution showing the
high intensity at the input feed and low intensity at the output microstripline (Simulated using
Ansoft HFSS).
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Figure 3 (A) shows the simulated return loss and transmission characteristics using FEM
method. (B) shows the measured return loss (S11) and transmission characteristic (S12) of the
band pass filter.

Abstract— Beta tricalcium phosphate bio ceramics are known for their better biocompatibility
and good bioresorption characteristics. Since they are biomaterials they have good interactions
with microwave frequencies. E-TCP powder and pellets are prepared and is prepared and studied
at the S-band microwave frequencies. Dielectric parameters such as dielectric constant, dielectric
loss, conductivity and S-parameters are evaluated. This study is meant for measuring the rate of
bioabsorption through microwave imaging.
Keywords- Bioceramics; beta tricalcium phosphate (b-TCP); dielectric properties,
osteoconductivity; Microwave absorption

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years the use of Ca-P materials for bone substitution, augmentation and repair
has gained clinical acceptance in many areas of orthopedics and dentistry. Dental
applications include fillers for periodontal bony defects, alveolar ridge augmentation,
immediate tooth root replacement, coatings for dental implants and maxillofacial
reconstruction. Medical applications include ear implants, spine fusion, repair of bony
defects and coatings for orthopedic metal implant. Beta tricalcium phosphate (Ca3(PO4)2,
b-TCP) is found to be more biocompatible than hydroxy apatite bioeramics[1]. b-TCP
was prepared by heating an intimate mixture of stoichiometric amounts of dicalcium
phosphate anhydrous (DCPA) and Calcium Carbonate (CaCO3) at a temperature of 650
celsius [2 ].In this paper stress is made on the measurement of dielectric parameters and
S-parameters at microwave frequency.
II. THEORY AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Cavity perturbation technique [3] is used for the study of dielectric parameters. In this
technique generally rectangular or cylindrical wave-guide resonators are employed. The
experimental setup is shown in figure 1. When a dielectric material is introduced into a

Fig.1: Experimental setup
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cavity resonator at the position of maximum electric field, the resonant frequencies of the
cavity are perturbed. The contribution of magnetic field for the perturbation is minimum
at this position. So from the measurement of the perturbation due to the sample, the
dielectric parameters can be determined. For permittivity measurements b-TCP samples
in the form of a cylindrical pellet of thickness 3mm and diameter 10mm is used. For this
the powder is pressed in to pellet, under a pressure 1 ton/inch2. Then the pellet is sintered
at 1000qC for 6 hours. When the pellet is inserted into cavity the field inside is perturbed.

The field perturbation inside the cavity is given by Kupfer et al [4].

120

0

(1)

100

Intensity (cps)

|

From the measurement of S-parameters, absorption coefficient can be found. Samples in
the form of powder are used. Beta tricalcium phosphate (b-TCP) was prepared by heating
an intimate mixture of stoichiometric amounts of dicalcium phosphate anhydrous and
Calcium Carbonate at a temperature of 650qC. b-TCP powder is filled in a perspex holder
of 35 mm x 70 mm which is the inner dimension of the S-band wave guide, is kept
between two coaxial to wave guide adapters and tightened. Using the network analyzer,
the S-parameters S11 and S21 are measured. Reflection coefficient R and transmission
coefficient T are given as R= _S11_2 and T = _S21_2 .The absorption coefficient A can be
obtained from the simple relation A+R+T = 1 [5]. The measurement is repeated for
different thicknesses of b-TCP powder and the variation in scattering parameters is
studied.

-10

where d: is the complex frequency shift. Vc and Vs are the volumes of the cavity and
sample respectively. E and E0 are the perturbed and unperturbed fields in the cavity. H-r
is the relative complex permittivity of the sample material. Complex frequency shift is
related to the quality factor, Q as

S11 and S21(dB)

 d:
:

_
( H r  1 ) ³ E . E * dV
0
V
s
2
dV
2 ³
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Qs and Qo are the quality factors of cavity with and without sample. Quality factor Q is
given by Q = f / 'f where f is the resonant frequency and 'f is the corresponding 3dB
bandwidth. For small samples we assume that E = E0 and for dominant TE10p mode in a
rectangular wave guide,
E0 = E0maxsin(Sxa) sin( Spz/d), p=1,2,… (3)
From equations (1) to (3) the real and imaginary parts of the relative complex permittivity
are given by
Hr/

H r //

1

§ Vc
¨¨
© Vs

·
¸¸
¹

§ Qo  Q s
¨¨
© Qo Q s

·
¸¸
¹

fo  f s
2 fs

Vc
4 Vs

(4)

(5)

The real part of the complex permittivity, Hcr is generally
known as dielectric constant and the imaginary part Hccr is related to the dielectric loss of
the material. The effective conductivity of the medium Ve is given by V + ZHccr. When the
conductivity V due to free charges is negligibly small (good dielectric) the effective
conductivity is due to electric polarization and is reduced to
Ve = ZHccr = 2 S f H0 Hccr
(6)
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Figure.4

The XRD and FTIR of beta TCP are measured (Figure.3&4) and are found to be
correlating with that of standard beta TCP [1].
The dielectric parameters of b-TCP are tabulated in Table 1. In the frequency range 20003000 MHz, b-TCP shows a variation in dielectric constant from 3.61-3.80. The dielectric
constant is less for b-TCP because of its lower polarizability.
The conductivity of dielectric materials in a microwave field depends upon the dielectric
loss factor, here as frequency increases the dielectric loss factor increases. The dielectric
loss is a direct function of relaxation process, which is due to local motion of polar
groups. At high frequencies, the friction between molecular chain increases, which leads
to higher dielectric loss. This dielectric loss factor causes the so-called conductivity
relaxations. At this relaxation region, polarization acquires a component out of phase
with the field and displacement current in phase with the filed, resulting in thermal
dissipation of energy, his generates dielectric loss which in turn generates conductivity.
In the presence of microwave field the dielectric constant depends on the dipolar
polarization as well. The dielectric parameters of b-TCP and human bone marrow falls in
the same range [7].The S-parameter of b-TCP HAP has been studied and it is observed
that beta tricalcium phosphate is a very good absorber of electromagnetic radiation. The
S11 and S21 characteristics of perspex holder are shown in fig.2. Microwave absorption of
b-TCP powder samples of different thickness is shown Fig.5. From the reflection study it
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Table 1: Dielectric parameters of b-TCP
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Fig.5 Variation of absorption with thickness and frequency

has been observed that reflection increases with thickness indicating a decrease in the
transmitted power. It is also observed that the reflection coefficients of perspex and bTCP vary with frequency. This may be the reason for fluctuation in the absorption as the
frequency varies. b-TCP shows an average increase in absorption of microwave power as
the thickness is increased. From S11 and S21 measurements it is inferred that, b-TCP is a
good absorber of electro magnetic wave in the microwave frequency range. This energy
may be dissipated in the form of heat. Thus they can be considered for many other
applications such as packing and shielding materials.

Abstract: Millimeter waver radar technology is recently
attracting significant research interest due to applications in
automotive industry. Such radar systems have stringent
microwave performance requirements and automotive
applications warrants low-cost and small footprint system
solutions. Up-integration of radar functions to a small number
of microwave integrated circuits (MMIC) and developing
suitable packaging technologies are necessary to meet the
conflicting cost-performance trade offs. Flip chip packaging of
MMIC has the potential to meet such trade offs. Use of flip chip
technology in automotive environment needs use of underfill
materials to ensure reliability. However, very little data exist on
the microwave properties of underfill materials. This paper
reports the results of our investigation on characterizing
underfill materials up to 40 GHz.

CONCLUSION

The dielectric properties of b-TCP are studied and variation in absorption
characteristics of b-TCP is discussed. This study facilitates the bioabsorption analysis
through microwave imaging. And the study reveals that these materials are also probable
candidates for EMI shielding
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Introduction: Traditional applications of millimeter waver radar systems are in military.
Commercial applications of millimeter wave radar systems are attracting significant attention
in recent years driven by automotive applications. Typical radar applications in automotive
arena include adaptive cruise control (ACC), blind spot detection, line departure warning,
collision avoidance, and pedestrian detection. Unlike military applications, commercial radar
systems need to meet stringent performance requirements as well as lower cost. A high level
integration oriented strategy is necessary to meet conflicting performance and cost
requirements. Up-integrating functions in to a small number of microwave integrated circuits
(MMIC) are a proven method of ensuring high levels of functionality and performance.
Interconnect design of microwave/millimeter wave integrated circuits poses several daunting
challenges due to the high frequencies of operation and exacting system performance
requirements. Harsh operating environment and reliability requirements exasperate the
situation in automotive applications. Flip chip packaging as electrical and mechanical
interconnection offers very distinct advantages for systems working in millimeter wave
frequency ranges. Excellent electrical properties have been demonstrated in radar bands for
multi-chip modules1, extending well into millimeter wave ranges. In addition, flip-chips offer
many other advantages such as high port density, short interconnect self-alignment of the die,
smaller profile and foot-print as well as high assembly throughput. However, the flip-chip
approach also creates significant problems of its own notably in the long-term reliability of
packaged devices and systems. One proven technique to ensure reliable operation of flip-chip
packaged integrated circuits is to use an inorganic-filled epoxy resin underfill material2. A
suitably formulated underfill material will act as a buffer medium and mechanical anchor
between the flip-chip and substrate. The thermo-mechanical CTE (coefficient of thermal
expansion) mismatch of these assembly materials can lead to reliability issues. The presence
of the underfill material has a significant effect on the electrical performance of the flip-chip
interconnect and the MMIC itself due to the relatively higher values of dielectric constant and
CREMA,CUSAT
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Dielectric Measurements: A microstrip ring resonator technique was used to measure the
dielectric properties of candidate underfill materials. The ring resonators were designed and
their performance analyzed through full electro-magnetic field simulations using HFSS High Frequency Structure Simulator (from Ansoft Corporation) by assuming a range of
dielectric parameter values. Ground-signal-ground probe structures (250µm) were also
included in the test pattern. Excellent agreement between design/simulation and measurement
was obtained for this testing. An Agilent network analyzer and Cascade Microtech probe
station were used to measure scattering parameters of the resonators. From the resonance data
both dielectric constant and loss tangent were extracted. Large, flat and relatively thin
(0.5mm) samples of cured underfill, complete with a ground plane, were required for high
frequency electrical characterization measurements. These samples were formed by
dispensing a candidate underfill into the milled depression, 0.5mm x 6.5cm x 7.6cm, of an
aluminum mold, itself measuring 0.3cm x 8cm x 9cm. Aluminum was a good material for
underfill adhesion and it also provided the ground plane for the sample. The exposed surface
of the underfill was made flat by laying a silver coated alumina substrate on the top of the
mold and clamping it tight with four binding clips. The silver surface acted as a release film
as it easily separated from the underfill after curing. Open-air curing did not generate a flat
surface, and release agent would contaminate the sample’s surface. Multiple ring resonators
were created on the surface of the molded underfill by screen-printing a thick-film conductive
ink and curing. The 4 x 4 array had four different diameter sizes in each column: 1.8, 2.8,
3.8, and 4.8mm. The silver-filled thermosetting conductive ink, Dow Corning PI-2600
conducting ink, was deposited through a 360 mesh stainless steel (15µm dia.) screen having a
5µm emulsion. The ink was then cured at 120 °C for 20 minutes. The PI-2600 generated
uniform printed features with a smallest feature dimension of 110µm. The printed rings had
a width of 200-220µm, were 10-15µm thick at the center of the conductor feature. The
printed microstrip ring had a gap of 113µm at the CPW launch and a gap of 155µm at the
ring feedline interface, see Figure 1.
Six underfill materials were characterized for high frequency packaging applications using
the ring resonator configuration. The dielectric constant and loss tangent were calculated
based on the measured scattering parameters. Four different ring mean diameters were chosen
to give four fundamental resonant frequencies from 12-33 GHz. The ring, a 350µm pitch
CPW launch, was used followed by a transition to a microstrip feedline.
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loss tangent of such materials as compared to air2. The changes in dielectric properties of the
medium in the immediate vicinity of bump interconnect will result in serious problems due to
impedance mismatches and excitation of unwanted higher order surface modes in the
substrate. Several research groups have investigated flip-chip packaging of MMIC’s. Most of
that work focused on improving the electrical performance through various design
modifications to the transmission lines – on both the substrate and the chip – including bump
interconnect geometry3.Very little has been published on the effect of underfill material on
the microwave/millimeter wave performance. Even when this aspect of the design is
considered on ‘before and after underfill’ basis, there was no significant reported effort on the
actual dielectric characterization of various underfill materials at frequencies above 10 GHz4.
The manufacturers of underfill materials typically have not documented dielectric properties
of underfills for frequencies greater than 800 MHz. The investigation reported here bridges
this gap by studying the very important role of underfill materials reporting the methods
employed and results obtained on dielectric characterization; the measurement of dielectric
constant and loss tangent of underfill materials up to 40 GHz.
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Figure 1: Ring resonators printed on
molded underfill epoxy

Figure 2: Simulated and measured data

The results for selected underfills and a sample of un-filled epoxy resin are given in Table 1.
The data is graphically presented in Figure 2. The thickness and surface roughness of the
conductor print measurements were measured from SEM analysis of cross-sections and were
used in deriving dielectric parameters.

UF Resin only
No-flow UF
High Tg UF
Low Modulus
Cyanate Ester
Glob Top
UF Resin only
No-flow UF
High Tg UF
Low Modulus
Cyanate Ester
Glob Top
UF Resin only
No-flow UF
High Tg UF
Low Modulus
Cyanate Ester
Glob Top

n (res
mode)
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3

f0 GHz
13.37
13.21
12.70
12.62
12.45
12.29
26.60
26.47
25.38
25.10
24.71
24.39
39.68
39.48
37.59
37.38
36.51
35.98

S21
at f0
-35.22
-37.75
-39.23
-39.35
-35.18
-36.66
-31.14
-33.51
-33.77
-34.05
-30.90
-31.71
-26.34
-29.22
-29.96
-29.84
-26.99
-27.32

BW
Q
GHz loaded
0.64 20.88
0.66 20.09
0.64 19.79
0.70 18.12
0.55 22.54
0.69 17.74
1.38 19.26
1.31 20.26
1.06 23.88
1.22 20.63
1.08 22.88
1.26 19.45
1.77 22.41
1.85 21.55
1.73 21.72
1.79 20.95
1.71 21.50
1.90 19.01

Er

Tan D

3.04
3.13
3.45
3.50
3.61
3.73
3.08
3.12
3.45
3.55
3.68
3.80
3.12
3.16
3.56
3.61
3.81
3.95

0.006
0.008
0.010
0.016
0.003
0.017
0.028
0.025
0.017
0.025
0.019
0.028
0.026
0.029
0.029
0.031
0.029
0.036

Table 1: Measured Dielectric Properties of underfill materials

Phase Shifter Flip-chip: The phase shifter device, shown figure 3, uses thin film
ferroelectric technology with barium strontium titanate (BST) to achieve a tunable dielectric
constant, and is used extensively in the phase array antenna of the radar. The operating
frequency of the phase shifter is in the 12-18 GHz band. Silver thick film conductors were
printed and fired on a 0.9mm thick substrate in a CPW configuration for test. The center
conductor width is 178µm and the gap is 114 µm to allow for a 350µm probe style. A TRL
(Thru Reflect Line) calibration and scattering parameter measurement was performed to
determine the baseline performance of the flip-chip before underfill and at the endpoints
during reliability testing.
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Figure 3 Phase shifter MMIC before and after flip chip packaging with underfill
Phase Shifter Low Modulus Magnitude S21 at 16Vdc Bias
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Figure 3: Frequency Shift and Stability of Phase Shifter Flip-chips after 800 cycles of –40/105 °C
Temperature Cycling Reliability Testing

Conclusion: Dielectric constant and loss tangent of six underfill materials were measured
using microstrip ring resonator technique with a novel molding method. Measured dielectric
data is used to select a suitable underfill for flip chip packaging of a phase shifter MMIC.
Reliability testing and electrical characterization indicate high-reliability performance with
minimum impact due to the presence of underfill material under the chip.
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Abstract: Equal height circular lens is the most appropriate choice for multiple beam forming. A
modified geometry and design approach for Equal height circular lens has been proposed. An
Equal height circular lens at UHF frequency band has been designed and fabricated. The
results for the designed lens are in agreement with the design value.

Introduction: Wide-angle scanning capabilities of Rotman lens [1], [2] are well-established [3][6]. Design approach of the Rotman lens is based on geometrical ray optics tracing technique.
The Rotman obtained by conventional design approach [1] have unequal height of array contour
and feed contour. Feed contour and array contour must have equal heights, as far as possible to
couple the maximum power from the feed contour to array contour. P.K. Singhal et al. [7]
reported a design approach to equalize the height of array and feed contour.
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Lens Design: Figure 1 shows the cross- section of a trifocal Rotman-type lens. One focal point
F0 is located on the central axis and the two others F1 and F2 are symmetrically located on either
side of a circular focal arc (also called feed contour). Contour I2 is a straight line and defines the
position of the radiating elements. I1 is the inner contour of the lens (also called the array
contour). Two off axis focal points F1 and F2 are located on the focal arc at angles +E and -E. It is
required that the lens be designed in such a way that outgoing beams make angles -D , 0 and +D
with the x axis when feeds is placed at F1, F0 and F2 respectively. It may be noted that in this
proposed approach the two off axis focal points are located at angles rE whereas in the approach
suggested in [4] these were located at angles rD. The array contour I1 is defined by coordinates
(X, Y). The position of the radiating elements on the straight-line I2 is determined by single
coordinate N, measured relative to point O1. Point’s O1 and O lie on the contours I2 and I1
respectively and connected by transmission line of length W (0).

LRDE,, Defence Research & Development Organisation, C V Raman
Nagar, Bangalore – 560 093, E-mail : singhak62@yahoo.com

Figure 1: Trifocal Rotman Lens
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DESIGN SPECIFICATION:
This paper describes an example of the design of Equal height circular lens to feed
array of microstrip antenna. It is required to the design the lens for the following requirements
Angular coverage = ± 35
Number of antenna elements=7
Number of input beams =5
Central frequency = 800 MHz
The complete structure is assumed to be fabricated in a Microstrip on substrate of thickn
1.6mm and dielectric constant 4.7.

Figure3: Geometry of Lens

Fig 4:Set-Up for Radiation Pattern Measuremen
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In Rotman lens, four basic parameters are selected: straight front face, two symmetri
off axis focal points and an on axis focal point. Array contours and transmission lines
designed in such a way that the outgoing beam makes an angle - Į, 0 and Į with the axis of
lens and terminates normal to their respective wave-front, when feed point is placed at F1,
and F2 respectively.
The orientation of wave front for each focal point is shown in figure. 2 A ray originat
from point F1 on the feed contour may reach the wave-front through a general point P(X, Y)
the array contour, transmission line W(N), point Q(N) and then tracing a straight line at an an
-Į. Also the ray may reach the wave front from F1 to O, transmission line W (0) and termina
normal to wave front
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Figure 5: RADIATION PATTERN WHEN INPUT AT PORT 1, 2,3,4,5
Input port to
Output port
1-10
1-11
1-12
1-13
1-14
1-15
1-16
2-10
2-11
2-12
2-13
2-14
2-15
2-16
3-10
3-11
3-12
3-13
3-14
3-15
3-16
4-10
4-11
4-12
4-13
4-14
4-15
4-16
5-10
5-11
5-12
5-13
5-14

Coupling
coefficient
(dBm)
-18.2
-19.0
-24.2
-19.0
-23.0
-24.6
-15.6
-21.4
-17.8
-17.0
-16.2
-29.4
-15.8
-14.2
-15.6
-12.2
-12.6
-10.2
-17.6
-18.2
-18.8
-15.4
-18.2
-20.6
-16.6
-20.6
-18.6
-20.6
-13.4
-15.0
-22.6
-28.6
-27.0

Input Port
to input Port
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
2-1
2-3
2-4
2-5
3-1
3-2
3-4
3-5
4-1
4-2
4-3
4-5
5-1
5-2
5-3
5-4

Coupling
coefficients(dBm)
-17.4
-20.0
-18.2
-15.8
-19.4
-18.2
-27.8
-15.4
-13.4
-12.6
-12.4
-14.8
-15.4
-25.8
-14.8
-23.4
-20.6
-14.6
-14.0
-21.0

Table 1.1, 1.2 Coupling from Input Port to Output
Port & Input Port

-3
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Angle(Degree)
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Equivalent Circuit Representation of Waveguide Slot Doublet

Table 1.3: Direction of outgoing beam
Port No.
1
2
3
4
5

Angle (Degree)
-38
-28
0
+20
+40

Priyanka Mondal and Ajay Chakrabarty
Department of Electronics and Electrical Communication Engineering, Indian Institute of
Technology, Kharagpur, India, 721302, E.mail: pri.mondal@gmail.com,
bassein@ece.iitkgp.ernet.in

Abstract: In this paper, analysis of an isolated slot doublet in a rectangular
waveguide is done using Magnetic Field Integral Equation (MFIE). The
equation is solved using Galerkin specialization of Method of Moment (MOM)
and reflection and transmission co-efficients are obtained. Equivalent circuit
of the waveguide slot doublet is represented on the basis of these coefficients.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: Table 1.1&1.2 shows the amplitude coupling from input ports
to output ports and input ports to input ports. Figure 4 shows setup for the radiation pattern
measurement. Figure 5.1 to 5.5 shows the radiation patterns for input at different feed ports.
Table 1.3 shows the direction of the outgoing beams for input at different feed ports. The
designed Rootman lens is covering an angular area from +40degree to -38 degree
CONCLUDING REMARKS: Geometry for Equal height circular lens with tapered line
section type multiple beams forming lens has been proposed in which design complexities are
greatly reduced. Various coupling coefficient and radiation pattern of the designed lens have
been determined. The designed Equal height circular lens is covering an angular area from +40
degree to -38 degree.
REFERENCES
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Introduction: Waveguide slot doublets are widely used as radiating elements of arrays where
horizontal polarization and omnidirectional radiation pattern is required. Because of
compactness and lightweight these arrays are used in communication systems and beacon
radar systems. To design an array with desired radiation pattern characterization of an
isolated slot doublet becomes essential. In [1], image theory was applied to analyze the
isolated slot doublet. Here, the structure is analyzed directly solving the Magnetic Field
Integral Equations for both of the slots.
Analysis Procedure: Waveguide slot doublet consists of two broad wall longitudinal slots of
dimension 2L×2W milled at an offset of xs from the z-axis is shown in Fig.1. The crosssectional dimension of the waveguide is 2a×2b. The electric field at the slot is assumed to be
x-directed and it is assumed that there is no variation of the electric field in the x-direction,
i.e. in the direction of the slot width.
The electric field at the slot aperture at y = b is expressed as [2]:
G
E1

M

uˆ x ¦ E1 p e1 p

(1)

p 1

Where e1p is defined as:
 pS c
½
( z  L ) ¾ G ( y c  b)
e1 p ( xc, yc, z c) sin ®
2
L
¯
¿

L d zc d L
for x  W d xc d x  W
s
s

=0
elsewhere
The electric field at the slot aperture at y = -b is expressed as:
M
G
E2 uˆ x ¦ E2 p e2 p

(2)
(3)

p 1

Where e2p is defined as:
 pS c
½
( z  L ) ¾ G ( y c  b)
e2 p ( xc, yc, z c) sin ®
¯ 2L
¿

=0
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elsewhere
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E1 p

^I  ¬ª L  L ¼º ¬ª L ¼º ¬ª L  L ¼º ¬ª L ¼º`
u ^ª¬ L  L º¼ L  ª¬ L  L º¼ ª¬ L º¼ ª¬ L
ext
1

ext
1

E2 p

int
11

int
11

1

1

inc
1

ext
2

int
21

ext
1

int
22

int
11

1

1

int
21

int
12

1

ext
2

1

º Linc
 Lint
22 ¼
2

`

1

int
int
ª¬ Lext
º ª¬ Linc
º
2  L22 ¼
2  L12 E1 p ¼

(9)

(10)

Now, the reflection and transmission co-efficients at the aperture plane of the slot can be
written as:
S p cos E L p odd ½
S 2W
§Sx ·
§ SW · M
(11)
*
sin ¨ s ¸ sin c ¨
®
¾
¸ ¦ E1 p  E2 p
3
2
4a bkKE
1  S 2 ( p ) ¯ j sin E L p even ¿
© 2a ¹ p 1
© 2a ¹
T

1

p odd ½
S p cos E L
S 2W
§Sx ·
§ SW · M
sin ¨ s ¸ sin c ¨
®
¾
¸ ¦ E1 p  E2 p
3
2
2
4a bkKE
1  S ( p ) ¯ j sin E L p even ¿
© 2a ¹ p 1
© 2a ¹

(12)

Fig. 1 Isolated slot doublet in a rectangular waveguide and co-ordinate system.
From the continuity of tangential magnetic field at y = b and y = -b,
int
int
H zinc
H zext1
1  H z11  H z12

(5)

H zinc2  H zint22  H zint21

(6)

H zext2

inc
where, H zinc
1 , H z 2 are the incident magnetic fields at the aperture plane at y = b and -b.
int
int
H z11 , H z 22 are internally scattered magnetic field due to self aperture field and H zint21 , H zint12 are
due to mutual interaction. H zext1 , H zext2 are the externally scattered magnetic fields at the slot
aperture.
Plane wave spectral approach is used to determine the magnetic field at the slot, due to the
electric field existing at the slot aperture. Internally scattered magnetic field is obtained
solving the Helmholtz equation.
To determine the electric field distribution at the aperture, it is necessary to determine the
basis function co-efficient Ep.
Using Galerkin specialization of Method of Moment the testing functions can be written as
 qS
½
w1q ( x, y, z ) sin ®
z  L ¾G y  b
xs  W d x d xs  W ,  L d z d L
¯ 2L
¿
=0
elsewhere
(7)
 qS
½
w2 q ( x, y, z ) sin ®
z  L ¾G y  b
xs  W d x d xs  W ,  L d z d L
¯ 2L
¿
=0
elsewhere
(8)
Following the procedure of Method of Moment we obtain,
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Fig. 2 Equivalent circuit of an isolated slot doublet.
Equivalent Circuit Representation: The isolated slot doublet can be representation by a Tnetwork as shown in Fig.2. If the T-network is terminated by a characteristic impedance of
Z0, then
1 *  T
2T
Z1
and Z 2
(13)
1 *  T 1 *  T
1 *  T

Fig. 3(a) shows the computed field distribution across the slot length for different offsets of
the slot doublet. For numerical computation standard X-band waveguide having dimensions
2a = 22.86, 2b = 10.16 mm is used. Slot dimensions are 2W = 1 and 2L = 16 mm. Fig. 3(b)
shows the computed shunt conductance as a function of frequency. It is seen that, series
impedance Z1 is negligibly small over the frequency range 8 to 12 GHz. So, the doublet can
be represented by shunt admittance.
Conclusion: Analysis of an isolated waveguide slot doublet in a standard rectangular
waveguide is presented and it is observed that for standard waveguide the doublet can be
represented by shunt admittance. Computed results agree well with the published results.
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aperture field distribution
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COMPARISON OF THE NORMALIZED ADMITTANCE AND SUSEPTANCECONDUCTANCE FOR LONGITUDINAL SLOT IN RECTANGULAR
WAVEGUIDE
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Abstract
Computation of the admittance, conductance and suseptance of longitudinal shunt slot in a
rectangular waveguide is given here. For theoretical computation the values obtained from Method of
Moments (MOM) and simulated data obtained from computer simulation technology (CST) are
used.A moment methods with entire basis function is used for solving the electric field in the slot.CST
simulation based on finite integration technique (FIT) is also performed. Theoretical results compare
very well with simulated results.

1

I.INTRODUCTION

normalized conductance

6

2

Planar slotted waveguide antennas are extensively used in radar seeker due to its low profile
lightweight and compactness. An analysis of single longitudinal slot in the broad wall of rectangular
waveguide is presented. The equivalent shunt admittance of the slot is obtained from moment method
solution (MOM) of the field in slot aperture and compares these values with Computer Simulation
Technology Microwave Studio (CST). It is fully featured software package for electromagnetic
analysis. The solution also provides the resonant frequency (or resonant length) of the slot. The
reflection coefficients can be measured quite accurately for comparison with simulated theoretical
data and computed data. From the reflection coefficients, we get the normalized admittance and
susceptance, etc. We are working for standard waveguide, nonstandard waveguide (both a and b
variable) and reduced height waveguide. We are working in Ku-band waveguide in broad wall
longitudinal slot.

1

II. CONDUCTANCE-SUSCEPTANCE CALCULATION WITH THE HELP OF EQUIVALENT
SHUNT ADMITTANCE

5
4
3

0
8
(b)

Xs = 2 mm
Xs = 6 ,,
Xs = 9 ,,

9

10
11
frequency, GHz

The scattering of longitudinal slot in broad wall of a rectangular wave-guide is usually modeled by
means of equivalent shunt admittance. The reflection coefficients TE10 mode, the slot admittance is
obtained as, Y / Y0 2* /(1  *)

12

Fig. 3. Computed normalized (a) aperture field distribution across the slot length and (b)
shunt conductance as a function of frequency for different offsets of the slot doublet.
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[1] J.C. Coetzee and J. Joubert, “Analysis procedure for arrays of waveguide slot doublets
based on the full T-network equivalent circuit representation of radiators”, IEE Proc.Microw. Antennas Propag, Vol. 147, No. 3, pp. 173-178, 2000.
[2] S. Gupta, Ph. D. Dissertation, E & ECE Dept., IIT Kharagpur.
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Fig.1. Longitudinal Slot on the Broad Wall of a Rectangular Waveguide
The reflection coefficients measured quite accurately for comparison with simulated data and
computed data. The simple shunt model implies that the scattering off the slot is symmetrical, i.e., the
back scattering equals to the forward scattering. The co-efficient of basis functions as unknowns
which solved by using the method of moments (MOM).The complex reflection or transmission coefficient are obtained in terms of these complex co-efficient. This is not exactly true for real slots. The
resonant length is that length which yields a zero equivalent shunt susceptances. We computed
resonant length versus the displacement of the slots for the different offset position. Here the
calculation of * , was taken from the back scattering and from the forward scattering, respectively.
These theoretical values are verified by CST simulation techniques.These electromagnetic simulation
based on the finite integration technique (FIT).

Proceedings of APSYM2006, Dec. 14-16., Dept. of Electronics, CUSAT, India.
Now, reflection co-efficient,
Y0  Yin 1  Yin
*
Y0  Yin 1  Yin
Yin
where, Yin
1 Y
Y0
G +j B =  2* /(1  * )
Susceptance and conductance values were checked for different offset around the resonant length a
for the different frequencies. For standard waveguide and the reduced waveguide (20%, 40%, 60%
the theoretical data and computed data are similar. property of the graphs are quite similar.

III. CASE STUDY
Theoretical results obtained on the basis of theoretical analysis and the computed results obtain
from CST Microwave Studio. Ku-band standard waveguide is taken and Waveguide wall thickness
1.015 mm; Slot width = 1 mm. Plots with white background are obtained from analysis and the plo
with shaded background are obtained from CST simulation.
Variations of G and B with slot length (around the resonant length) for different offset of the slot
10% reduced width waveguide (Width of the waveguide = 14.22 mm):

Fig..2. Slotted standard waveguide(offset-2) and reflection coefficient graph from CST.
From the measured or computed reflection coefficients for fundamental TE10 mode the equivalent
normalized slot admittances and hence susceptances-conductance can be calculated.

Fig.3. Equivalent circuit of the slot.

Fig..4. G and B graph for offset-2
From the fig.3. the equivalent shunt admittance of the slot is Y. Considering transmission line model,
if transmission line characteristic admittance is Y0 and and the line is matched terminated, then
Yin = Y + Y0
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Variations of G and B with frequency (around the resonant length) for different offset of the slot on
10% reduced width waveguide (Width of the waveguide = 14.22 mm):
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ABSTRACT

Fig.5. G and B graph for offset-2

Slot coupled waveguide junctions are commonly used in various applications. These
junctions are used to generate desired polarized fields. The H and E plane T-junctions are
analyzed by several Researchers. However, in the present work a slot excited rectangular
waveguide is analyzed. The analysis consists of the estimation of self-reaction and
discontinuity in modal current. The self-reaction is evaluated from the TE and TM modes.

IV.CONCLUSION
The method of moments using entire basis functions has been applied to the solution of the field in a
longitudinal slot in rectangular wave guide. The measured susceptance-conductance curve is found to
be excellent. The basis solution presented here can be used for computing the backward as well as the
forward scattered wave amplitudes. The graphs are similar for moment method solution of the field
and computed simulation technique.

REFERENCES

INTRODUCTION : The basic theory on slot radiators is reported by Watson[1]. Several
experiments are conducted by him and the data on coupling and impedance is reported.
Several waveguides are coupled by rectangular slots and the theory of coupling was
explained by him. A few types of coupling contain shut-series, series-series, series-shunt,
shunt-shunt coupling of rectangular waveguides are analysed.
The theory of diffraction by holes is reported by Bethe [2] . However, the holes being small,
and they are not used as radiators. Stevenson [3] has developed theory of slots in rectangular
waveguides. The analogy with transmission line is developed and established by him. The
detailed formulae for reflection and transmission coefficients are derived. Closed form
expressions are presented with assumptions on the slots.

[1]. David M.Pozar, Microwave Engineering.
[2]. R.F. Harrington, Field Computation by Moments Methods.
[3]. R.J. Stegen.”Longitudinal shunt slot characteristic”, Hughes Tech
Memo.261, Nov 1971

Marcuvtz et al. [4] reported a paper on the representation of electric and magnetic fields
produced by currents and discontinuities in waveguides. It was shown that the discontinuity
can be replaced by equivalent electric and magnetic currents.
Rumsay [5] has developed the concept of the self-reaction in electromagnetic waves. This
theory is found to be extremely useful for the analysis of slot coupled waveguides and
junctions. In the present work the concept of self-reaction and discontinuity in modal current
are made use of for the analysis of slot excited waveguides.
FORMULATIONS
For the purpose of analysis in the guide, the electric field distribution in the aperture plane of
the slot can be assumed to be of the form
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(1)

But eemn and em
mn are orthogonal in nature. The expressions for the modal voltages are
obtained from
W L
e
Vmn

x

(7)

m

(8)

 W L

2L
a

e

³ ³ E s . e mn dx dz

a/2

W L

z

2W

m
Vmn
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The transverse component of the magnetic field in the guide is of the form
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Fig. 1 Longitudinal slot exciting the coupled guide
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are the characteristic admittances of TE and TM modes
are modal vector functions for transverse component of

From the above equations, the self-reaction is given by

2S , O being the wavelength and E is the maximum electric field in the slot,
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are the normalized eigen functions for the electric and magnetic fields [6].

The relations between the modal vector functions for the electric and magnetic fields are of
the form
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The discontinuity in modal current, I is found out from the paper reported by Marcuvitz and
Schwinger [7].
The admittance loading of the present configuration is given by
Y

The electric field in the aperture plane of the slot can be expressed in terms of modal voltages
e
m
Vmn
and Vmn
and modal vector functions eemn , em
mn as
e
Vmn
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It can be reduced to the form

For the coordinate system shown in fig. 1, the variables are related as
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RESULTS
From the equations presented above, the normalized admittance is computed as a function of
slot length for the centre frequency of X-band. The results are presented in a tabular form.
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EFFECT OF BROAD DIMENSION OF RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE ON
THE NORMALIZED CONDUCTANCE OF OPEN SLOT RADIATOR
R. Ramana Reddy (1), G.S.N. Raju (2)
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ABSTRACT
The rectangular waveguide narrow wall inclined slot radiators are used for the generation of
horizontally polarized fields. The analysis of these radiators for their admittance
characteristics is carried out by several researchers. However, the characteristics are
controlled by basic slot parameters. In the present work, some studies are made to find the
behaviour of admittance by waveguide dimension. The variation of normalized conductance
and susceptance of a typical slot with the broad wall dimension is presented.

From the results it is found resonance takes place at a slot length of about 1.5 cm.
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INTRODUCTION : The basic theory of slots in rectangular waveguides is reported by
Stevenson [1]. The theory of slots is developed with the following assumptions.
1. The walls of the guide are perfectly conducting and have negligible thickness.
2. The slot is narrow, i.e. the ratio of length to width of the slot is much greater than
unity.
3. The penetration of the field into the region behind the face containing the slot is
negligible. In other words, problem is treated as if the guide face containing the slot
has an infinite perfectly conducting plane on it.
4. The length of the slot is such that it is at resonance.
The well known results of Stevenson for the slot conductance are applicable only at
resonance. Closed form expressions on the impedance characteristics of the centred slots are
reported by Lewin [2]. The centred slots do radiate and the conductance changes marginally
with slot shape.
The effect of slot inclination and its thickness on impedance characteristics are found to be
significant and are reported by Oliner [3].
The Oliner work is centred around the slots in the broad wall of a rectangular waveguide.
Oliner work assumes that the slot radiates into half space and it has rectangular ends. Slot
conductance is determined using variational expressions and susceptance is estimated from
the energy storage considerations.
Hsu and Chen [4] applied variational formulae developed by Oliner. The internal reactive
energy is included and the admittance properties are studied.
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Armstrong et al. [5] reported the design of circularly polarized linear array. The design
criteria is based on analytical and empirical data. Perturbation technique is applied for the
design of linear antenna array by Murty et al. [6].
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Elliot et al. [8] reported a paper on the design of small slot arrays. The effect of mutual
coupling is also presented.
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and the normalized admittance is given by y n

x
T

(4)

The expression for discontinuity in modal current [9] is given by

The equivalent shunt admittance parameter is given by Y
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Consider an inclined slot (fig. 1) in the narrow wall of a rectangular waveguide.
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FORMULATIONS

(3)

Using the above expressions and plane wave spectrum approach, the expression for the selfreaction is simplified. The real and imaginary parts of self-reaction are given by

Josephson [7] reported the analysis of longitudinal slots in rectangular waveguides. The
displaced slots are considered in the analysis.

Most of the works on the slot radiators have one limitation or the other. In the present work
an open inclined slot radiator in the narrow wall of rectangular waveguide is considered and
the analysis is carried out using the concepts of self-reaction and discontinuity in modal
current. The analysis consists of both analytical and computational approaches. The results on
admittance characteristics of an inclined slot radiator in a non-standard narrow wall of a
waveguide are obtained. It also includes the finite slot of resonant length. The slot of present
interest does not protrude into broad wall and hence there are no EMI problems. The
variation of normal conductance and susceptance with the dimensions of the broad wall is
computed. The double integrals involved are evaluated numerically after testing for
convergence.

 a y u E slot ȟ, Ș, o

Ȧȝ o
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 1 Geometry of inclined slot

Using the expressions (1-8), the computations are carried out to obtain the variation of g and
b as a function of the broad dimension of the rectangular waveguide and the results are
presented in the following table.

Assuming the electric field distribution in the aperture plane of the slot in the form of
E slot ȟ, Ș, 0

a ȟ E o sin k L  Ș

for | K | d L, | [ | d W

(1)

where a [ is the unit vector along [ - axis.
The self-reaction <a, a> of the equivalent magnetic current impressed in the slot is given by

a, a

 ³³ H tan ȟ, Ș, 0 . M ds

(2)

It is found from the results, that the variation of the broad dimension of the guide is effecting
the conductance and susceptance as well. The results are obtained for f = 9.375 GHz and
a = 1.5 cm, length of slot = 1.48 cm, inclination of the slot = 10 o , width of slot = 0.16 cm. It
is also found that for higher dimension of the broad wall, the conductance is small. Similarly,
is the case with the susceptance.

where H tan is the tangential component of the magnetic field
M is the equivalent magnetic current and it is given by
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Broad Dimension
2.28600
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2.35000
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2.80000
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2.95000
3.00000

g
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0.019418087
0.018129051
0.016958315
0.015891787
0.014917463
0.014025111
0.013205774
0.012451841
0.011756567
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Low Profile Monopole Antenna on an Artificial Magnetic Conductor

b
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-0.16228189E-05
-0.15207584E-05
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-0.13421272E-05
-0.12637211E-05
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Abstract: An artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) is realized by
printed slot frequency selective surfaces (FSS) implemented on a
grounded dielectric slab. This structure acts as a GO/STOP
surfaces for transverse electric (TE) / transverse magnetic (TM)
polarization, depending on the direction of a plane wave
excitation, thus acting as an artificial hard/soft surface. The
realized FSS is proposed for the design of a low-profile monopole
antenna. The simulated and experimental results of return loss
and radiation pattern are presented, demonstrating the effect of a
high impedance surface on scattering and radiation characteristics
of a low- profile antenna.
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Artificial hard and soft surfaces, recently introduced in electromagnetics [1], are characterized by
surface anisotropic impedance with GO and STOP characteristics with respect to the propagation of
surface waves [2]. Different approaches have been used for the realization of hard and soft surfaces.
Traditionally, they are realized by dielectric-filled corrugations initially proposed in the design of
corrugated horn antennas [3]. Another common method is to introduce perfect electric conductor (PEC)
strips on a dielectric slab of certain thickness [4], [5]. The main characteristics of such strip-loaded
surfaces can be modeled by using an ideal model, which represents alternating PEC and PMC strips with
vanishing widths [2], [6]-[8]. These anisotropic surfaces are polarization-dependent, such that the hard
surface behaves like a PMC for TE-polarized waves and as a PEC for TM-polarized waves propagating
along the strips (corrugations) and acts as a GO surface allowing the propagation of surface waves. The
soft surface has STOP characteristics for surface waves and behaves like a PEC for TE-polarized waves
and as a PMC for TM-polarized waves propagating in the direction transverse to strips (corrugations) [2].
New designs of artificial hard and soft surfaces composed of printed dipole/slot FSS structures on
a grounded dielectric slab have been recently presented in [9], [10] (Fig. 1). These FSS structures
represent AMC surfaces with anisotropic impedance characteristics controlled by the resonance properties
of periodic dipole/slot cells in the presence of a grounded dielectric slab. They are implemented on
electrically thin substrate (compare to electrically thick substrates used in strip loaded hard and soft
surfaces discussed above), which make them attractive for low profile antenna applications. Based on the
idea presented in [9], an artificial magnetic conductor with printed slot FSS is designed. EMPiCASSO
commercial software [11] is used for the full-wave analysis of proposed FSS configuration. This printed
slot FSS is proposed for the design of a low-profile monopole antenna. The simulated and experimental
results of return loss and radiation pattern are presented, which show considerable improvement in the
radiation characteristics of the monopole due to the presence of an artificial magnetic conductor.
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II. Characteristics of the Printed Slot Frequency Selective Surface

III. Low-Profile Monopole Antenna: Design and Experiment

The printed slot FSS structure [9] (as shown in Fig. 1) acts as a hard/soft surface with GO/STOP
characteristics for surface waves. With the plane wave incident in the direction of the slots, TM
polarization doesn’t interact with the structure, thus showing the behavior of the phase of reflection
coefficient for a grounded dielectric slab; the TM polarization in this case doesn’t “see” the slots and the
phase behavior is close to that of a PEC (ground plane with a thin dielectric slab). The TE polarization, on
the other hand, strongly interacts with the structure and exhibits high impedance surface behavior
(characteristic of artificial magnetic conductors). Thus with the plane wave excitation along the slots, this
structure behaves as a hard surface exhibiting PMC behavior for TE polarization, while for TM-polarized
plane wave there is no interaction with the slots. In the other case, when the plane wave is incident
perpendicular to the slots, the structure exhibits high impedance for TM polarization and low impedance
for TE polarization, thus acting as a soft surface. The results for the phase of reflection coefficient versus
the angle of incidence T (0 $ being normal to the surface) are demonstrated in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).

Recently, high impedance surfaces (in particular, electromagnetic band-gap (EBG) mushroomlike structures) have been used in low-profile antenna designs in order to suppress surface waves and
enhance the antenna radiation [12]. Here, we propose to use the above discussed printed FSS as a high
impedance surface to improve the performance of low-profile antennas. A slot FSS, printed on a
grounded dielectric slab (RO4003C, Roger’s Corporation, H r 3.38, h 0.813 ), was designed at the
frequency of 10 GHz. A quarter-wavelength horizontal monopole (length 9 mm) was used as a radiator
placed in a close proximity (1.2 mm) to the slot FSS acting as an artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) at
the resonance frequency. The slot FSS consists of an array of 5 x 10 cells of printed slots of dimensions
16 mm × 0.5 mm with the cell size 16.4 mm × 8.19 mm. A prototype of this structure was fabricated and
its picture is shown in Fig. 3(a). The simulated and measured return loss of the monopole mounted on an
AMC surface compared to a PEC surface is shown in Fig. 3(b). It is clear that the monopole is matched in
the case of AMC at approximately 10 GHz (around the resonance frequency of the slot FSS) and is
mismatched in the case of PEC (resulting in poor radiation characteristics).
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Fig 1. (a) 3-D view (b) top view of AMC realized by printed slots on a grounded dielectric slab. All
dimensions are in mm, L = 10, D =5.127, W = 0.25, t = 0.25, h = 1, and H r 4.
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(b)
Fig 3. (a) Picture of the monopole over an AMC (b) Simulated and measured return loss of the prototype
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Fig 2. Phase of the reflection coefficient with respect to angle of incidence (a) Hard slots (b) Soft slots
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Fig 4. (a) Simulated radiation pattern and (b) Measured radiation pattern of the designed monopole
antenna above an AMC and a PEC surface
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The radiation pattern of the monopole mounted on the above designed AMC structure is
compared with its patterns over a PEC. The idea was to compare both the patterns to see the effect of the
presence of an AMC on the performance of such a low-profile antenna. The simulated and measured
E-plane radiation pattern is plotted in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b). When the antenna is mounted on a PEC, its
front-side radiation pattern is almost uniform as it radiates the power equally in all directions. Comparing
this pattern with the pattern of the same antenna over the AMC shows that the AMC pattern has a power
level of 6-10 dB higher than the PEC pattern. This shows that the AMC surface enhances the gain of the
horizontal monopole as compared to its inefficient radiation in the presence of the PEC (due to reversed
image currents).
V.
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INVESTIGATIONS ON A FRACTAL SHAPED APERTURE IN A
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Conclusion

In this paper, an AMC surface is designed using printed slot FSS which acts as a hard/soft surface
for TE/TM polarization depending on the direction of plane wave excitation. The FSS structure with the
monopole was designed, fabricated, and measured, showing proper matching and enhancement of
radiation for the low-profile antenna.
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Abstract: In this paper, a new fractal geometry, which is a modification of Devil’s staircase fractal, is used as a
diaphragm in a rectangular waveguide. The problem of multiple apertures in the transverse cross-section of a
waveguide has been formulated in terms of a Magnetic Field Integral Equation (MFIE) using the “Generalized
Network Formulation for Aperture Problems” [1]. The MFIE has been solved using the method of moments and
the numerical results are compared with those obtained with HFSS, which show a good agreement. The results
show that the proposed fractal diaphragm is capable of providing multi-resonance behavior.

I. INTRODUCTION:
Aperture in the transverse cross-section of a waveguide is a classical problem in
electromagnetic theory which has received considerable attention from researchers. The
aperture type discontinuity is frequently used in the design of microwave filters, impedance
matching networks, transformers, and corrugated structures. In most of these applications, a
single resonant or a non-resonant aperture is used. Since fractal geometries offer a multiband
behavior [2], it should be possible to obtain multiple resonances with a single fractal shaped
diaphragm.
In this paper, we present the results of preliminary investigations on one such fractal
diaphragm. The problem has been formulated in terms of an MFIE which is solved using the
Method of Moments with rooftop expansion functions. The method is based upon the
“Generalized Network Formulation for Aperture Problems” proposed by Harrington [1].
II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
A. Problem Geometry: The geometry of the fractal aperture considered in this paper is a
modification of Devil’s staircase fractal [3]. The generation steps of devil’s staircase fractal
are shown in Fig. 1. It is known that the resonant frequency of a narrow rectangular aperture
lies within the operating band of the waveguide, if the aperture dimension parallel to the
broad wall is sufficiently large [4]. Along with this consideration and the fact that the wave
guide dimension should satisfy a 2b for largest bandwidth for dominant TE10 mode, we
have taken an image of the original fractal geometry along the base line and rotated it by 900.
The resulting geometry of the aperture under consideration is shown in Fig.2 for three
iterations.
B. MoM Formulation: The problem configuration is shown in Fig. 3, which consists of N
rectangular apertures of arbitrary dimensions in the transverse cross-section of a rectangular
waveguide of dimensions a u b . The length and width of the nth aperture are assumed to be Ln
and Wn , respectively. The waveguide is excited by TE10 mode incident from z  0 region,
with the diaphragm placed at z 0 . Equivalence principle [1] is used to decouple the
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problem into two equivalent problems, one for z  0 region and another for z ! 0 region.
Enforcing the boundary conditions on the apertures, we obtain an integral equation which is
solved by method of moments. A Galerkin procedure is used with rooftop functions and the
characteristics of the fractal aperture are studied by evaluating the scattering parameters.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS:
A general program has been written to compute the electric field distribution on the
apertures from which the input reflection coefficient can be found. Firstly, a convergence test
was carried out for the number of sub-sections required along x and y directions as well as for
the number of waveguide modes for each of the three geometries shown in Fig. 2. The
variation of S11 with frequency for the three iterations of the fractal apertures for a
waveguide having cross-sectional dimensions 22.86mm u 10.16mm is shown in Fig. 4. In
order to validate the results, the geometry was implemented in Ansoft’s HFSS and those
results are also shown in Fig. 3 and tabulated in Table I. For the 1st iteration, the resonant
frequency is obtained due to the single aperture of Fig. 2(a) which is out of the operating
band of the guide. However, for 2nd iteration, an additional resonant frequency appears due to
the two apertures of lengths a / 4 and 3a / 4 and the previous resonant frequency remains
unchanged. In the 3rd iteration, the lowest resonant frequency is due to the four additional
apertures and the third resonant frequency also shifts downwards. Thus, we obtain three
resonances in the pass band of the waveguide.
Table I
1st iteration
2nd iteration
3rd iteration
Method
f1
f1
f2
f1
f2
f3
Present Method
14.7
8.45
14.5
7.3
8.5
10.4
HFSS
14.5
8.6
14.7
7.5
8.4
10.5
Difference (%)
1.38
1.74
1.36
2.67 1.19 0.95

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig.1. Generation steps for Devil’s staircase fractal
(a) 1st iteration (b) 2nd iteration (c) 3rd iteration

b/9
a/4
b/3

b/3
b
a/2

a/2

a

3a/4

b/9

(a)

(b)

IV. CONCLUSION:
a/8
a/8

From the numerical results, it can be seen that the fractal diaphragm exhibits a multiresonant behavior with the number of resonant frequencies equal to the number of iterations.
This characteristic of the fractal diaphragm can be useful in the design of multiband
impedance matching networks and filters.

b/27
b/27
b/9
b/9
a/4
a/4
3a/8
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Fig.2. Geometry of the problem (a) 1st iteration (b) 2nd iteration (c) 3rd iteration
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Abstract: Photoimageable thick-film technology has been used to fabricate
an integrated waveguide antenna working around 74GHz. Measured data
for the antenna, including return loss, radiation pattern and gain, are
presented that demonstrate the potential of this fabrication technology to
achieve the resolution and fine line geometries needed for very high
frequency millimeter-wave circuits.

a
Fig.3. Waveguide diaphragm with multiple apertures

(a)

Introduction: The millimeter-wave frequency band is attractive for wireless communication
because it offers wide channel bandwidths with consequent high information rates. Also, this
frequency band makes it possible to achieve compact designs because of the very short
wavelengths. It is very convenient for short-range communication, and as such is employed
for position detection and control of mobile robots, where it also provides high angular
resolution. The millimeter-wave band is not suitable for long-range communication because
of significant attenuation in the atmosphere around 60 GHz due to atmospheric absorption.
This is a significant shortcoming where communication is concerned. However, it is widely
used for short-range applications, and new technologies are being developed to convert mmwave signals to optical signals for transmission through optical fibers for long-range
communication applications. Despite its large potential, development and application of mmwave systems have not been promoted because of high production cost. However,
photoimageable thick film process is a cost effective process and offers a line resolution
comparable to that of etching, and of thin-film, for mm-wave circuit fabrication [1]. In this
paper, we show the results for a novel antenna array integrated within a multi-layer ceramic
substrate working at 74 GHz, and fabricated using a photoimageable thick-film process.
Radiation occurs from an array of narrow slits 30 micron wide located in the upper broad
wall of an integrated waveguide, which is 1 mm wide. The position and width of the radiating
slits is crucial to obtaining high performance, and thus the antenna serves as a component for
demonstrating the potential of the fabrication process.

(b)

Structure of the Integrated Antenna: The structure of the antenna is shown in figure 1. The
top and bottom walls of the waveguide were formed from printed layers of thick-film
conductor. Two narrow sidewalls were formed by first photoimaging trenches in the
dielectric, and then filling these trenches with conductor. The radiating slits were
photoimaged in the top surface of the conductor. In order to produce good radiation
characteristics the slits need to be precisely offset from the axis of the waveguide, so as to
interrupt the current flow in the broad wall. Since several slots were used to create an array,
axial positioning was also crucial to ensure that the slots radiated in phase [2]. The energy is
coupled to the waveguide using a 50 : ҏmicrostrip transmission line with a tapered transition
such as was proposed in [3]. A novel side fed H-plane power divider was used to feed the two

(c)
Fig. 4.Variation of S11 with frequency (a) 1st iteration
(b) 2nd iteration
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4- slot sections of the array [4]. The centre-to-centre slot spacing was Og/2 and the end slot
was placed at a distance of Og/4 from the short-circuited end of the waveguide.
b
Dimension
Length (mm)
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
k

f

c
e

a

h

5.142
4.182
4.945
1.560
3.247
1.197
4.082
2.6485
0.1
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dr ~2 mm

wr ~0.01 mm

wr ~0.02 mm

(b)

(a)

Figure 3 Micro photographs showing the circuits and dimensions of very fine geometries
printed using phtoimageable thick film techniques

Figure 1 The structure and dimension of the integrated waveguide antenna array (2X4).

Comments on substrate integrated waveguides: The substrate integrated waveguide
technology can be utilized for fabrication of different passive components such as filters,
multiplexers, antennas and power dividers. One of the advantages of using photoimageable
thick film printing techniques for substrate waveguide integration is the feasibility to make
continuous vertical waveguide walls, through the use of trenches rather than VIAs. This gives
a wider bandwidth, and less loss, when compared to waveguides integrated in LTCC, where
the walls are made of VIA fences.

Fabrication Process: The key steps in the fabrication process are summarized in figure 2.
Commercially available dielectric and conductor pastes were used in this study. The
dielectric had a dielectric relative permittivity of 8. A negative process was used for
photoimaging the dielectric and conductor. The pastes were exposed to UV using a Quintel
(Q7000) mask aligner, and developed using 1% Na2CO3 solution. Using this technique it was
found to be possible to achieve reasonably fine resolution, with 20 ȝm gaps and 10 ȝm lines.
Photographs and dimensions of some of the circuits fabricated with fine resolution using the
photoimageable thick film printing technique are shown in Figure 3 (a-b). Figure 3 (a) shows
a miniature microstrip hybrid ring of diameter 2 mm and width 10 ȝm and figure 3(b) shows
a compact microstrip branch line coupler (4mm X 4mm) having width of 20 Pm.

Measurement results:
Novel slotted waveguide antenna array: Results are presented for an integrated waveguide
2x4 antenna array designed for E-band operation (60 GHz – 90 GHz). The geometry of the
2x4 array and the dimensions were shown previously in figure 1. The slots were designed to
resonate at a frequency of 74 GHz. The waveguide feed was designed to give a phase
difference of 180 degree between the two slotted wave guides in the array. The equivalent
slots were positioned on opposite sides of the centerline to produce a further 180 degree
phase difference so that the slot pairs are fed in phase. For maximum coupling, two inductive
walls were placed in the feeding waveguide separated by a distance f (see figure 1), which
was optimized to be 1.2 mm.

d
k

5.5 mm

(d)
(c)
(b)
(a)

Step a: The ground plane was printed
on the top of the supporting alumina
substrate and then fired.
Step b: The dielectric layer was printed
and the trenches forming the sidewalls
of the waveguide were photo-imaged by
exposing to UV through a chrome
mask.
Step c: Conductor was printed to fill
the trenches and hence form the metallic
sidewalls of the waveguide.
Step d: the top conductor layer was
printed and exposed to form the upper
surface of the waveguide, with the
radiating slots.

4.3 mm

Figure 4 Micro photograph of a typical waveguide integrated antenna array
The measured return loss for the 2x4 array is shown in figure 5 (a), with the azimuthal,
copolar and cross polar radiation patterns plotted in figure 5 (b).

Figure 2 Key fabrication process for substrate integrated antennas.
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Figure 5 (a) The return loss (b) copolar and cross polar azimuthal radiation patterns of a 2X4
integrated slotted waveguide antenna array.
Discussion: The integrated antennas gave good results, close to the predicted values. Crosspolarization levels were better than 20dB, with return losses also better than 20dB at the
matched frequency. This performance is comparable to that of much larder, non integrated
antennas working at these frequencies. There are two principal advantages to using the
integration technique that has been discussed: firstly, it enable high antenna performance to
be obtained from a relatively small substrate area and, secondly, the use of a waveguide
antenna provides isolation between the antenna and surrounding circuitry in a highly
integrated multilayer assembly. It has been shown that the photoimageable process is capable
of yielding the required dimensional accuracy needed for making very high frequency
circuits.
Conclusion: High performance waveguide antennas, working at high mm-wave frequencies,
have been successfully integrated into multilayer circuits, fabricated using photoimageable
thick-film technology. The results demonstrate a useful mm-wave circuit technique that
offers potential for close integration of the antenna with the active circuitry in a mm-wave
hybrid receiver sub-assembly.
Acknowledgements: The work was done as a part of a project “Millimeter wave antenna
integration into MCM technology”, funded by the EPSRC, UK.
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Abstract : A Multi Beam Antenna for long Range 3-D Surveillance Radar is required to generate an ultra low
side lobe beam in Azimuth to avoid Jamming and to get better clutter performance and a cosecant squared
shaped beam (during transmit) along with stack of simultaneous multiple beams (during receive) in elevation to
extend the Radar coverage to high elevation angles. Present paper describes a comprehensive design and
development approach towards establishing a very high performance multi beam antenna technology cost
effectively meeting stringent electrical, mechanical and environmental requirements.

Introduction: Multi beam antennas (MBA) is the most critical sub system of 3-D
radars where it has become possible to generate three co-ordinates of the object i.e.,
distance, azimuth and height. A multi beam antenna is one with a capability to form
many beams in different directions from a single aperture The antenna is required to
form a very low side lobe narrow beam in azimuth (Peak SLL < -35 dB, Average SLL
< -50 dB), shaped beam in elevation during transmit for the required coverage and
multiple low side lobe beams simultaneously in elevation during receive from a
single aperture. The antenna consists of a planar array, a shaped beam former and
a multi beam former along with associated electronics and interconnecting cables.
Design and development of high performance multi beam antenna (MBA)
system present several challenges to the antenna designer. In the present paper, a
design and manufacturing methodology towards realizing the multi beam antenna
technology with improved performance with optimum weight and volume has been
described.
Design and Development : An over view
A computer aided design approach followed by innovative manufacturing
methodologies has been adopted in establishing the core competency in the
following critical areas:
[1] Design and development of an ultra low side lobe linear array of 4 m length
consisting of 48 triplate dipoles as radiating elements fed by air dielectric stripline
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power divider network. A design and manufacturing methodology [1] for achieving an
ultra low peak SLL, a good input match and ability to handle a high peak power
(more than 15 KW) has been established.

Frequency : f0

[2] Design and development of high power, compact, light weight shaped beam
forming network for generating shaped beam using waveguide corporate power
divider network [2]. This innovative design has benefited enormously in improving
the performance, reducing the volume and weight as compared to internationally
available systems.
[3] Design and development of low weight, high performance multi beam forming
network using modified Blass matrix to generate multiple low side lobe beams in
elevation [3-4] at pre-fixed elevation angles with no deviation in beam positions with
frequency in the required band of operation.
Performance Evaluation & Test Results
All the three core elements of multi beam antenna system have been evaluated
rigorously for its performance characteristics. The test results are summarized in the
following paragraphs.
1.
Ultra Low Side Lobe Planar Array : The 4 meter long linear array uses airdielectric strip line feed network integrated with 48 triplate dipoles as radiating
element. The array has been fabricated using precision machining and EDM wire
cutting technologies to achieve the tolerances. Numbers of such linear arrays are
used to make a planar array. Photograph of the present planar array is shown in Fig.
1. The array has been tested in Planar Near Field Test Range and the measured
radiation pattern at center frequency is shown in Figure 2. The array has shown an
excellent performance with a peak SLL better than –40 dB for 300 MHz & better than
–35 dB for 600 MHz in S-band with a very good input VSWR.

Fig. 2 Measured Radiation Pattern of the Array Antenna

2.

High Power Shaped Beam Forming Network

Shaped beam former network (SBFN) generates amplitude and phase which
when fed to the planar array forms a cosec-squared pattern in elevation. The
compact, light weight, high power shaped beam antenna feed network based on
non-standard, reduced height waveguide unequal power divider network, with
integrated high power cables has been designed, fabricated and evaluated.
Photograph of the SBFN is shown in Fig. 3. The measured test result of the SBFN is
shown in Fig. 4. The innovative design technique has improved performance with
substantial weight reduction, compared to the imported system.

Fig. 3 SBFN under test

Fig. 1 Photograph of Planar Array
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Frequency : f0

Fig. 4 Measured Pattern of SBFN
3.

Modified Blass Multi Beam Forming Network
The receive beam former is designed & developed to generate 7 low side
lobe beams of different beam width in pre fixed position in elevation plane
during receive. It uses 7 channels of air-line cylindrical directional coupler
[3] integrated as a modified Blass matrix [4] with inter connecting true
delay lines to form 7 beams at the specific beam pointing location. The
photograph of the feed network is shown in Fig. 5. Rigorous evaluation of
the feed network has been carried out and the results are shown in Fig. 6.
A Peak side lobe level better than –30 dB and beam pointing accuracy
less than 0.1 degrees over a band of 600 MHz has been obtained.

Fig. 6 Measured radiation pattern of 7 beams

Conclusion: The development of indigenous core competency in establishing Multi
Beam Antenna Technology has enhanced self-reliance in two innovative ways :
x

Self reliance for the country in the field of Multi Beam Antenna Technology fore
3-D radars, which were being sourced from outside the country till recently at a
huge cost.

x

Computer aided design (CAD) and knowledge aided design (KAD) capabilities to
meet the stringent electrical, mechanical and operational requirements of similar
radars for various other applications
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Abstract: The electrical characteristics of polymer materials at
millimeter wave frequencies up to 100 GHz are presented. The
permittivity and losses in the material are calculated using
planar resonant and non-resonant techniques. The
performance of a CP traveling wave antenna fabricated on a
polymer substrate is also evaluated.
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Microwave Tomography and Materials Research Laboratory,
Department of Electronics, Cochin University of Science and
Technology, Kochi-682 022, E-mail: ktm@cusat.ac.in

Introduction: High volume commercial wireless applications at millimeter wave frequency
bands demand inexpensive high performance circuit technologies. Polymers are particularly
suitable for applications involving conformal and flexible circuit designs. In this paper the
microwave characteristics of a new non-fluorinated polyolefin based grafting polymer have
been investigated. The new polymer is conventional PCB friendly but with superior high
frequency properties. The transmission properties of the material were measured using two
alternative test structures, namely meander lines and resonant rings. From the measured
transmission data obtained using a network analyzer, both the line loss and the permittivity of
the substrate material were obtained. Through calculation, the measured total line loss was
separated into individual sources of conductor and dielectric loss, and these percentage loss
calculations give a useful insight into the importance of the loss mechanisms in the substrate
material. The performance of the material at microwave frequencies was also evaluated
through the radiation characteristics of a CP traveling wave antenna designed for 15 GHz.
Measurement Techniques: The test circuits consisted of 50: straight and meander Finite
Ground Coplanar Waveguide (FGCPW) lines as shown in Figure 1 (a) and a resonant ring
structure shown in Fig. 1 (b). The circuits were measured up to 100 GHz using an HP8510C
VNA, with the test circuits mounted on a Cascade on-wafer probe station.

r
w

s
Wg

(a)

cg

(b)

Figure 1 Test circuits with their dimensions (a) the straight and meander FGCPW lines (b)
the ring circuit.
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(1)
c
where f is the frequency and c is the velocity of light in free space. From Heff the relative
permittivity can be calculated as explained in [1].
2) Resonant ring measurements: It is well known that when the electrical circumference of
the ring is an integer number of wavelengths, a resonance will be obtained. Resonances were
measured for two different resonant rings with the same radius of 3mm and width of 0.18mm
but with different coupling gaps (cg=0.12mm and 0.07 mm) to ensure that the ring was not
too tightly coupled to the feed lines. Using standard microstrip design equations the actual
relative permittivity is deduced from
nc
fn
(2)
2Sr H eff f
where n is the resonance number and r is the mean radius. The measured data obtained from
the non-resonant FGCPW meander lines and the resonant ring structures are compared in
Figure 2 (a). The data obtained from these two independent measurements agrees well, with
the difference in the data obtained from two sets of measurements being less than 1.5 %.
(B) Losses
The total loss (Įt) per unit length will be the ratio of the difference in the S21 magnitudes of
the two FGCPW lines, to the difference in the physical lengths of the lines. The measured
total loss in dB/mm for the polymer is shown in Figure 2 (b). A detailed investigation of the
surfaces of copper conductor on polymer was performed using a Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM), and from the results the surface loss of the conductors was calculated.
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Figure 2 (a) The variation of relative permittivity in polymer with frequency obtained from
meander line and resonant ring measurements (b) The total losses and conductor losses in
dB/mm in FGCPW lines printed on polymers.
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(3)

where K is the complete elliptical integral of first kind, Rs is the surface resistance (calculated
from the surface roughness obtained from the SEM data), t is the thickness of the conductor,
and a, b, c, kab, kac, kbc, k1 and k1’ are variables that depend on the FGCPW geometry [2]. The
loss data are plotted in Fig 2 (b). Having calculated the conductor loss, the dielectric loss was
simply found from the difference between the total loss and the conductor loss. For interest,
the total loss is re-plotted as dB/wavelength in Fig 3 (a). It can be seen that the total loss in
dB/wavelength decreases with frequency, and becomes almost independent of frequency
above 50GHz. This is a significant result because many planar microwave components are a
specific fraction of a wavelength long, and the result indicates that the loss per component is
almost independent of frequency above 50GHz.
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The bulk conductor loss was calculated theoretically from (4) using the loss analysis given in
[2]. Note that

Loss Tangent (Tan(G

Results:
(A) Relative Permittivity
1) Non resonant FGCPW meander line technique: The effective permittivity was obtained by
measuring the difference in transmission phase ('I) through the two FGCPW lines. The
effective permittivity, Heff, can be obtained from (1) by measuring 'lp (difference in the
physical lengths of the two lines), and 'I (phase difference) at different frequencies,
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Figure 3 (a) Total loss plotted in dB/wavelength and (b) the loss tangent, for polymers at mmwave band.
The variation of loss tangent with frequency for the polymer is shown in Figure 3 (b). It
should also be noted that the loss tangent curve for polymer plotted in Figure 3 (b) shows
Debye relaxation around 80 GHz. At the Debye relaxation frequency (fW) the loss tangent
reaches the maximum value, which is mainly determined by the permittivity at dc (Hr0),
permittivity at infinite frequency (Hrf) and W the relaxation time.
Antenna Design and Measurement Results: A circularly polarized rectangular microstrip
antenna array [3] working at 15 GHz was designed on the polymer substrate to evaluate the
practical performance of the material. The antenna is shown in Figure 4. The structure is
composed of eight planar rectangular radiating patches each with dimension Lp and Wp. Lp is
the resonant dimension for the fundamental mode, and Wp is the optimum width to give good
radiation from the patch. Each patch is linearly polarized with an annular spacing of O/8
between the patches. A circular slot line channel of width Ws runs in the ground plane and
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excites the patches successively 45 degree out of phase and will lead to circular polarization.
The amount of energy fed into the patches is controlled by setting variable slot line offset for
the patches. The antenna shows good return loss and circular polarization at the resonant
frequency. We have focused on new materials aspects in this paper, and due to limitations of
space we have not shown the CP patterns and return loss, but these have been reported
elsewhere [3] for this antenna on other materials and show good performance. The return loss
was found to be better than 20dB, with a CP bandwidth around 3% for the polymer material.
Input Port
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LINEAR ARRAY ANTENNA PATTERN OPTIMISATION USING
GENETIC ALGORITHM
Sona O. Kundukulam and K. S. Beenamole
Electronics & Radar Development Establishment
Bangalore

Output Port
ABSTRACT

A simple Genetic Algorithm (GA) has been implemented for optimizing the radiation
pattern of linear array antenna. Validity of the proposed method is established by the
comparison of the simulated results using GA with the calculated radiation patterns using
standard equations.
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Figure 4 Geometry of the traveling wave feed circularly polarized planar antenna array
designed on polymer substrate of permittivity 2.6 and height 0.508mm.
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In the design of a microwave antenna array, classical optimisation methods do not solve
the problem successfully, because they generally find only local minima and maxima, and
hence do not find the optimal solution. Combination of Genetic Algorithm and other synthesis
methods have already been reported [1,2] for the synthesis of linear arrays. In this paper, a
simple GA [3] is applied to directly change the amplitude and phase of each element of the
array until the desired radiation pattern is achieved.
A SIMPLE GENETIC ALGORITHM

-5
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150

Genetic Algorithms solve problems in the same way that nature solves the problem of
adapting living organisms to the harsh realities of life in a hostile world: evolution. The
mechanics of a simple genetic Algorithm are surprisingly simple, involving nothing more
complex than copying strings and swapping partial strings. Simplicity of operation and power
of effect are two of the main attractions of the genetic algorithm approach.
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Figure 5 Measured radiation pattern for the traveling wave fed CP antenna array.
Conclusion: This study has shown that modern polymer materials exhibit a good
microwave/millimeter wave performance. The excellent agreement between the results from
the resonant ring and meander line measurements shows the validity of the latter broadband
measurement technique.
References
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A simple Genetic Algorithm that yields good results in many practical problems is
composed of three operators:
(i) Reproduction
Genes are the basic building blocks of Genetic Algorithms. A gene is a binary
encoding of a parameter. A chromosome in a computer algorithm is an array of Genes.
Each chromosome has an associated cost function, assigning a relative merit to that
chromosome. The chromosomes are ranked from the most-fit to the least-fit, according
to their respective cost functions. Unacceptable chromosomes are discardrd, leaving a
superior species-subset of the original list.
(ii) Crossover
The operation of crossover is a form of “mating” which combines two chromosomes
to produce two new chromosomes. The crossover operation randomly selects a site
along the length of the chromosome, and then splits the two chromosomes into two
pieces by breaking them at the crossover site. The new chromosomes are then formed
by matching the top piece of one chromosome with the bottom piece of the other, as
shown in Fig. 1.
CREMA,CUSAT
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(iii) Mutation
The operation of mutation randomly changes the value of a single bit (Fig. 2).
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i 1

In the case of a coded GA, each element of the array is represented by a string of bits
where one part of the string corresponds to the amplitude and the other corresponds to the
phase. Each element of the array is represented by its amplitude and its phase. This
relationship is shown in TABLE 1. The process cycle for the simple GA optimizer developed
for antenna design optimization is depicted in Fig. 3. The radiation pattern for four element
array is calculated using standard equations [4] and the radiation pattern is sampled to get Q
sampling points. The fitness function for these sampled points is defined as Eq. (1) [2]

0 1

1

1

0

Parent 2 1 0

0

1 0

1

0

0

where P0 is the penalty constant with the value within (0,1), Sdi is the desired radiatio
value and Sci is the computed value using GA respectively. The fitness value is calc
a weighted sum of the individual comparisons for getting more precision in the shape
of the pattern.
RESULTS
The Genetic Algorithm was developed for a population of 16 arrays with an inter
spacing of d=0.825O. Fig. 4 shows the desired radiation pattern and the pattern o
using GA after 300 generations. Result shows that the optimized pattern is in close ag
to the desired pattern. The maximum fitness versus generation is plotted in Fig. 5 for
trials. The current distribution values listed in Table 2 correspond to the radiation
shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig 1 An illustration of single-point crossover
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Fig. 4 The calculated and desired radiation patterns for a 4-element array
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TABLE 1 The relationships between
elements of GAs and arrays
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Fig 2 An illustration of the mutation process
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Antenna Array
Bit chain (string)
One element
One array
Several arrays

TABLE 2 The optimized amplitude
and phase values using GA
Element
1
2
3
4

Amplitude Phase (deg.)
0.274678
0.682403
1.000000
0.995708

-113.647059
-84.000000
-69.882353
-99.529412
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Development of Algorithm for Adaptive Antenna Array for satellite
Communication
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Abstract: Adaptive array antennas involve processing of signals induced
on an array of sensors to steer the antenna beam towards the desired signal
and produce null towards interference. Adaptive array have the property of
spatial filtering, which makes it possible to receive energy from a particular
direction while simultaneously blocking it from another angular direction. The
capacity of smart antennas to direct transmit and receive energy toward a
desired direction makes them useful for military satellite applications.
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Fig. 5 Variation of fitness with generation for four different runs

CONCLUSION

The Genetic Algorithm is applied to optimize a shaped pattern for a linear array antenna
by comparing the desired and calculated patterns. The capacity of simple GA to solve
complex synthesis problems has been demonstrated by the results showing the good
agreement between the desired and calculated radiation patterns, using GA.
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Introduction: Processing signals from different sensors involves amplifying each signal
before combining them. The amount of gain of each amplifier dictates the properties of
the antenna array. To obtain the best possible cancellation of unwanted interferences, the
gains of these amplifiers must be adjusted. For optimal processing, the typical objective
is maximizing the output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). For an array with a specified
response in the direction of the desired signal, this is achieved by minimizing the mean
output power of the processor subject to specified constraints. In the absence of errors,
the beam pattern of the optimized array has the desired response in the signal direction
and reduced response in the directions of unwanted interference. Finally we will
implement the adaptive processing in a FPGA platform to reduce the processing power
required. This FPGA processor will execute the adaptive algorithms to adjust the required
weighting on antennas, direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation methods[2] including
performance comparisons, diversity-combining methods to combat the effect of
interference in space applications.

3. Randy L. Haupt, “An Introduction to Genetic Algorithms for Electromagnetics”, IEEE
Antennas and Propagation Magazine, Vol. 37, No. 2, April 1995
4. C. A. Balanis, ”Antenna Theory, Analysis and Design”, 3rd ed. New York: Wiley, 2005

Fig:1 Block Diagram: Adaptive array antenna
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A block diagram of a narrowband communication system is shown where signals induced
on an antenna array are multiplied by adjustable complex weights and then combined to
form the system output. The processor receives array signals, system output, and
direction of the desired signal as additional information. The processor calculates the
weights to be used for each channel.
Adaptive Beam-forming: The basic requirements of an adaptive Nulling antenna array
are that it should provide enough gain margin to the user (or users) to satisfy the link
calculations and at the same time suppressing the interfering signals. To achieve this, the
elements of the antenna should have enough gain individually and should be physically
configured in such a way as to be able simultaneously to point pattern nulls in the
direction of interfering sources. To be sure of being able to place independent nulls on as
many as N-1 interference sources, a satellite nulling antenna array needs to have at least
N independently weighted antenna elements. The algorithm is the most crucial in steering
the main beam in the direction of the SOI (signal of interest).
LMS algorithm: This algorithm is based on method of steepest decent. Changes in
weight vectors are made along the direction of the estimated gradient vector [1].


Accordingly, W ( j  1) W ( j )  k s ( j )
Where W ( j ) = weight vector before adaptation
W ( j  1) =weight vector after adaptation
ks = scalar constant controlling rate of convergence and stability ( ks <0)
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analysis of LMS algorithm we can prove that if 0² k s ² 

1
k

¦

, then e(k) indeed

d 2 (i )

i k  n 1

converging. If we choose ks too small then algorithm will adopt the change very slowly,
and if we chose ks too big, then error will not converge [1].

Fig:2
Fig:3
Fig:2 Adaptive Array Antenna Creating Nulls towards the Undesired Signal Directions
Fig:3 Adaptive Antenna Scanning two signal form -35˚and from 55˚.



( j ) =estimated gradient vector of H 2 with respect to W.
Where the difference between the desired response and the output response forms the
H ( j) d ( j)  W T X ( j)
error signal
T
W =transpose of the weight vector and W T X ( j ) is output at j th sampling instant




( j ) =  [ H 2 (j)]=2* H (j)*

Fig:4 LMS algorithm converging around 46-47 iteration for both signals.

 ( H (j))

 ( H (j))=  [ d ( j )  W T X ( j ) ]
= -X(j)


( j ) = -2* H ( j ) *X(j)
using the gradient estimation formula the weight iteration rule becomes
W ( j  1) W ( j )  2ksH ( j ) X ( j )
i.e., the next weight vector is obtained by adding to the present weight vector the input
vector scaled by the value of the error. The LMS algorithm [1] is directly usable as a
weight adaptation formula for digital systems.
The LMS algorithm requires about 2M complex multiplications per iteration, where M is
the number of weights (elements) used in the adaptive array. The response of the LMS
algorithm is determined by three principal factors: (1) the step-size parameter, (2) the
number of weights, and (3) the eigen-value of the correlation matrix of the input data
vector. Convergence of the mean of the weight vector to the wiener solution is insured if
and only if proportionality constant ks is set within certain bounds. From the stability
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Implementation of Adaptive Algorithm in FPGA platform: Operating a fully adaptive
antenna array requires a considerable increase in digital signal processing. Instead of one
stream of data coming from a single antenna, adaptive antenna arrays produce multiple
data streams, which must be processed. Adaptive array antenna used for beam-forming
application, which involves N data streams from N antenna elements. The data stream
from each antenna is put through an adaptive finite impulse response (FIR) filter. We will
implement the adaptive algorithm in the FPGA based system so that the time required for
adaptation reduces. FPGA kit allows a large number of multipliers and accumulators to
be configured and interconnected in such a way that it performs certain tasks. This fine
gain parallelism allows adaptive beam forming technique to be implemented much more
efficiently than on a DSP based application specific integrated circuit for real time
application. For real time application of digital beam forming the FPGA has four main
processing modules 1. Coefficient update block: updates weights using LMS algorithm
2.input signal delay block: delays input signals according to the no of taps, 3. FIR
algorithm block: carries out weight vector multiplications and scalings, 4. Tree adder
block: carry out summations. In narrowband applications, the adaptive FIR filters
simplify to a single weight vector. In a simple example with four antennas and a
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narrowband system (such that the adaptive filters result in a single multiplication) the
processing requirements approach one-half billion multiple accumulates (MACs) per
second, for a sample rate of 105 mega samples per second. This sample rate is for a
single beam and does not include the processing requirements for the adaptive update
algorithm. While this level of processing could be achieved by a digital signal processor
(DSP), the processing capability of a standard DSP would soon be exhausted if it had to
support multiple beams or if the number of antennas was increased to produce finer
beams. In this scenario, the processing requirements could easily reach several billion
MACs per second[3].
Conclusion: When performing software simulations of adaptive LMS spatial filters,
calculations are normally carried out with floating point precision. Unfortunately, the
resources required of an FPGA to perform floating point arithmetic is normally too large
to be justified, and measures must be taken to account for this. Another concern is the
spatial filter tap itself. Numerous techniques have been devised to efficiently calculate the
convolution operation when the filter’s coefficients are fixed in advance. For an adaptive
filter whose coefficients change over time, these methods will not work or need to be
modified significantly. First, the issues involved in transitioning to a fixed point
algorithm will be detailed. Next, the design of the filter tap will be considered. The
reconfigurable filter tap is the most important issue for high performance adaptive filter
architecture. Our objective is to create an adaptive filter IP core for use in an embedded
PowerPC system. In this hybrid design, the microprocessor is used to handle memory
transfers and give inputs to the FIR filter. The filter core performs the convolution and
returns the result.
The microprocessor runs the training algorithm in software and updates the filter core
when new coefficients are available
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DEVELOPMENT OF LINEAR BLADE ANTENNA ARRAY FOR
AIRBORNE IFF APPLICATION
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Bangalore –560037
Email: gauravkumaram@rediffmail.com

Abstract:
This paper describes the design and development of an airborne, lightweight Linear Blade
Antenna Array for indigenous Airborne Surveillance system. The antenna aperture
dimension has been fixed to 1.12m × 0.2m based on the space available. This gives the
antenna aperture gain of 12.5 dB. The antenna configuration is optimized to make it compact
and lightweight to meet the platform requirement. The sidelobe level requirement is -24 dB in
azimuth plane with a null depth of –20 dB for monopulse application. The antenna needs to
have a power handling capability of 5 kW (peak), 50 Watt (avg.) and weight less than 3.5 Kg
(with feed network). The theoretical design based on Inverted ‘F’ antenna technique was
carried. The simulation has been carried out in CST Microwave studio and the simulation
results are found to be in good agreement with the measured results. The antenna was
tested for its VSWR, impedance bandwidth, radiation pattern & gain. A bandwidth of 16% for
a return loss of -10 dB was achieved. The sidelobe level in azimuth plane is found to be
better than -24 dB.

Keywords: IFF, Blade Antenna, Inverted F antenna, monopulse, hybrid ring.
1. Introduction

Fig: 5 Adaptive filter block
The benefits of this design are that a complete system prototype can be built quickly by
utilizing the high level software(verilog / VHDL) for mundane tasks such as I/O, and also
that the training algorithm used can be easily interchanged to evaluate their effectiveness.
Of course, performance is slower but this can be overcome by training only at specific
intervals (when signal statistics change), or by moving parallelizable sections of the
training algorithm into the core as needed.
References:
[1] B. Widrow, P. E. Mantey, L. J. Griffiths & B. B. Goodeb “Adaptive Antenna
Systems” ( IEEE Proc, December 1967, pp.2143-2159).
[2] B.D.Vanveen and K.M.Buckley, “Beamforming: A versatile approach to spatial
filtering”IEEE ASSP Magazine,pp.4-24,April 1988.
[3] Article written by Michael Gay and Isabel Phillips of QinetiQ’s Real-Time
Embedded Systems
http://www.afrlhorizons.com/ETB/ETBriefs/Apr06/5657_400.html
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The Identification Friend or Foe [IFF] system plays a vital role in the air defence syste
country. IFF system in civilian sector is called Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR). T
system comprises of Interrogator and a compatible Transponder that is fitted on th
aircraft. It operates as per the recommendations of Annexure 10 of Internationa
Aviation Organisation (ICAO) and STANAG 4193. The Interrogator transmits pulsed
in a specified direction. Aircraft fitted with compatible transponder receives the interro
signal and replies back in the form of another coded signal.
The IFF system operates at a frequency of 1030 MHz during transmission and 109
during reception. In order to meet this requirement of dual frequency operation, the a
has been designed for a center frequency of 1060 MHz with a bandwidth
± 35ofMHz for
VSWR of 1.6:1. The system is required to have two ports viz. Interrogate (INT) and c
(CNTRL) port to give a SUM pattern and a DIFF pattern from the same aperture.
2. Array Configuration
Based on the available dimension of 1.12m
× 0.2m, the antenna is designed to consist
elements at an inter element spacing of 0.495
λ. The antenna array elements are fed with a
way azimuth power divider through eight cables of equal length.
3. Radiating Element
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Blade antenna based on Inverted F antenna has been selected as the radiating eleme
the requirements of small size that in turn satisfies the requirement of light weight, lo
and low profile.
An inverted-F antenna is a post loaded antenna fed by a probe. As shown in fig. 1, th
of inverted F antenna is the inverted L antenna (ILA), which consists of a short mono
a vertical element and a wire horizontal element attached at the end of the monop
height of the vertical structure is constrained to a fraction of the wavelength and so it
profile structure. The horizontal portion is nearly a quarter wavelength long. The IL
inherently low impedance due to its short vertical monopole loaded with a long hor
wire at the end. To increase the radiation impedance, another inverted L-shaped el
attached at the end of the vertical element and this is called the Inverted F antenna a
in fig. 2, which is presently adopted ‘Blade Antenna’.

Fig 5: Azimuth Pattern

Fig 6: Fabricated Blade Antenna with radome

The fabrication of the blade antenna has been carried out by machining out from a
aluminum (Al-6061T651) block of 180mm x 70mm x 38mm. The fabricated antenna
radome is shown in Fig. 6. The measured return loss plot and the radiation pattern ar
in Fig 7 and 8 respectively.

Fig 1: Inverted ‘L’ Antenna

Fig 2: Inverted ‘F’ Antenna

The parameters of IFA that plays the vital role in determining the antenna characterist
H: is the height of the horizontal element above the ground plane.
LF: is the horizontal distance from the feed point to the open end of the antenna.
LB: is the horizontal distance from the feed point to the closed end of the antenna
Here, the desired tuning of the element can be achieved for any frequency, by adjus
the short-end & open-end lengths of the element.
The theoretical design for a blade antenna was carried out and simulation has been
CST Microwave Studio to obtain the optimum performance. The simulated blade ant
shown in Fig 3. Here, a cylindrical structure of teflon has been placed at the open
support the horizontal element. The return loss at 1.06 GHz is -33.7 dB as shown i
The 10 dB return loss bandwidth is around 15%, which is 160 MHz. The simulated a
radiation pattern is shown in Fig 5 and is found to be omni-directional. It was found t
bottom ground plane of the antenna contributes a lot to the antenna performance. H
dimension and shape of the ground plane was optimised for the antenna functionality
as aerodynamic point of view because of its intended airborne application.

Fig. 3: Simulated radiating element
Fig. 4: Simulated Return Loss Pl
CREMA,CUSAT
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Fig 7: Measured return loss plot

Fig 8: Azimuth Pattern

4. Feed Network
The feed network comprises of two elements namely the azimuth power divider and a
ring. The feed network is also called the monopulse comparator. In order to obt
required side lobe levels, Taylor distribution for -30dB SLL has been chosen. The the
design of 8-way power divider has been done. In order to achieve high accuracy a
insertion loss, the individual power divider were realized using microstrip line on a
dielectric substrate of
εr = 2.17 and loss tangent of 0.0019.
As the antenna array is required to have a SUM pattern and a DIFFERENCE pattern,
ring has been designed. To make it compact, the hybrid ring was integrated with the
power divider and configured on the same substrate and optimized for the in
application and minimum volume. The simulation was carried out to obtain an am
balance of± 0.1 dB and phase imbalance±of3° over the frequency band as shown in Fig
The simulated return loss plot is shown in Fig. 10.
The fabricated monopulse comparator is shown below in Fig 11. The amplitude and p
all the eight ports are given below in Table 1. It was observed that the variations in m
CREMA,CUSAT
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coefficients & phase for -30 dB sidelobe level using Taylor’s distribution so as to obta
& difference pattern as shown in Fig 14.

amplitude and relative phase at all eight ports are within
± 0.1 dB and± 3° respectively w.r.t.
the design goal.

Fig. 9: Simulated Monopulse comparator
Port No 1

Input Freq.
In GHz

Port No 2

Port No 3

Fig. 10: Simulated Return Loss Plot
Port No 4

Port No 5

Port No 6

Fig. 13: Simulated Return Loss Plot
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Fig 14: Simulated Sum & Difference Pa

The eight blade antennas with their radomes have been assembled on a 2mm thic
sheet of dimension 1.12m
× 0.2m as shown in Fig 15.

Table 1: Measured Amplitude and Pha

Fig. 15: Linear Blade Antenna Array
All the eight outputs from the fabricated array shown in Fig 13 are connected
monopulse comparator through cables of equal length. The weight of the linear array
to be 3.1 Kg. The measured return loss plotΣ at
and ∆ port are shown in Fig. 16 and
respectively.
Fig. 11 Fabricated Monopulse comparator
The measured return loss plot at both
Σ and∆ port are shown fig. 12(a) and 12(b).

Fig. 16: Measured return lossΣatport
Fig 12(a) Measured return lossΣatPort

Fig. 17: Measured return loss∆atport

Radiation pattern measurement was carried out in the far field range. The azimuth p
shown below in Fig. 18.

Fig 12(b) Measured return loss∆atPort

4. Linear Array
The linear array was also simulated & the return loss plot for all the eight elements is shown
in Fig 13. In the simulation, all the eight elements of the array were excited with the
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Fig. 18: Measured Azimuth Pattern
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5. Conclusion
A linear blade antenna array of dimension 1.12m
× 0.2m was developed for Airbor
application with stringent specification. The blade antenna was designed as an Inv
antenna. A novel approach has been followed towards design of the compact mo
comparator. The 3 dB beamwidth for the simulated pattern & measured pattern were f
be 16.9o & 15.9o respectively. The over all performance of the linear array exceeds the
goal.
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Abstract
A comprehensive study of finite phased arrays
of Patch antennas and Vivaldi antennas is
presented for missile seeker radar, with
emphasis on the active admittance, scan
blindness and scanning performance. The
search, detect and track a high velocity target at
a long distance by missile seeker is becoming
more and more difficult as the target RCS
becoming smaller due to application of stealth
technology. Active phased array as missile
seeker due to its potential to offer high power is
a possible solution. For smaller array
configuration of both patch and vivaldi, VSWR
vs. scan angles, Active Admittance vs. scan
angles are calculated using MATLABTM 6.5
showing small variation with scan angles from
00 to 450.Also the patch and vivaldi array
designs have been simulated showing the
radiation pattern of single antenna and planar
four element array using CST Microwave
StudioTM, Version 5 in KCSTC, IIT Kharagpur.

Index Terms-Active Admittance, phased array
antenna, patch antenna,vivaldi antenna.
I.INTRODUCTION
Electronic scanning meets the growing need for
radars to provide longer detection ranges and
faster data rates and accommodates increased
target densities. With electronic scanning, the
radar
beams
are
positioned
almost
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instantaneously and completely without inertia,
time lags and vibration of mechanical system.
Phased arrays of printed antennas elements
constitute a potentially successful approach to
the goal of low cost scanning arrays. Phased
arrays may contain hundreds and thousands of
elements, and may operate at microwave or
millimeter wave frequencies on dielectric
substrates. In phased array radar surface wave
coupling can lead to scan blindness, where no
effective power is transmitted or received by the
array. Another point of interest to the array
designer is the variation of antenna impedance
with scan angle, which is important for
impedance matching. The usual kind of array
for radar, and the kind with which this paper is
concerned, has been that in which the radiating
elements are arranged in a periodic lattice in a
plane or in a line and are each excited by an
individual generator. The phases of the
generators are varied linearly from one element
to the next to form a beam, which can scan
about the broadside direction to the plane or the
line. Grating lobes can be avoided in an array
antenna if the element spacing is restricted [4]

O

,where T 0 is the scan angle.
1  sin T 0
Since past forty [1] years there has been good
deal of interest in an unusual phenomenon,
which occurs in certain of the phased arrays. It
to d d
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has been observed that the element pattern
exhibits a dip or null at an angle closer to
broadside than that at which an endfire-grating
lobe can exist. Although the possibility of such
dip was expected at the latter angle, it was not
expected at angles closer to broadside and was
somewhat of a surprise.
Therefore the radiation pattern of the phased
array is equal to the radiation pattern of its
single element (assuming all the elements of the
array are identical) multiplied by the array
factor
i.e.
Ea T
E1 T u A.F ,
where

E1 T field due to single element., and the
array is “blind’ at those angles for which the
element pattern has a null.
II. CORRECTION OF PHASE TO
NEUTRALIZE MUTUAL COUPLING
EFFECTS
The mutual coupling between the array
elements is always present in phased arrays.
These coupling effects may produce increased
sidelobe levels, main beam squint, filled or
shifted nulls, grating lobes, and array blindness
at some scan angles. The effect of the mutual
coupling between the elements in an array is
incorporated in the expression for the active
impedance of an antenna. The impedance of an
antenna element when placed in an array defines
the active impedance. The active impedance
turns out to be a sensitive indicator not only of
the bandwidth, but also of the scan performance.
The more gradual the variation of the active
resistance with scan, the slower is the active
reactance scan variation and the more gradual is
the mismatch scan loss.
The active admittance of the M-th element in an
N-element array is given as follows
Y M act

YM 1
N

V1
V
V
 Y M 2 2  ....  Y M M  ....  Y M N N
VM
VM
VM

¦ YM r
r 1

Vr
VM

where V1, V2, ……., VN are the driving voltages
of the corresponding elements.
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From the above equation it is noticed that the
active admittance of an element in the array is a
complex quantity, which depends on the
position of the element in the array. In a phased
array, the current on the mn-th element in the
antenna array located at (mDx, nDy) depends on
the active admittance by the following relation

IM

Ve

 j ( mI x  nI y )

u YM act
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initially placed along the x-axis, let us assume
that all the elements have identical amplitudes
but each succeeding element has a progressive
phase lead current excitation relative to the
preceding one. An array of identical elements
all of identical magnitude and each with a
progressive phase is referred as a uniform array.
The array factor can be

If the active admittance of an element in the
array is known, then the phase variation due to
the mutual coupling can be estimated.
III. SELECTION OF ANTENNA ELEMENTS
AND BEAM STEERING CONCEPT
The performance of different antenna elements
has been studied to achieve an antenna system
with the following design requirements:
x
Coverage of r 45q
x
Operating in the Ku-band
To design an array with the desired
specification the performance of different
antenna elements [3] have been studied in
regards of its scan performance and high
frequency performance. The desired features of
an antenna element are as follows:
x
compact size
x
high efficiency
x
broad bandwidth
x
low sidelobes
x
low
cross-polarizati

Therefore phase can be written as
PHASE= (m  1) E x  (n  1) E y ……………..…C
Now while plotting the radiation pattern of the 4
element planar array we will first fix I 0 to a
value of 0 degree and vary T 0 and in the
second case we will just do the reverse one i.e.
fix theta at a value of 90 degree and vary phi
from 0-45 degree in the expression no …C.
Therefore we are changing the progressive
phase among the elements to steer the main
beam in our desired location.
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

(a)
(b)
Fig.2. (a) Planar four element patch antenna
array
(b) Planar four vivaldi antenna array
obtained by considering the elements to be point
sources. The array factor of the linear array can
be written
as
M

¦I

AF

m

Software simulations of planar four element
patch antenna and vivaldi antenna array using
CST Microwave Studio [2] along with plotting
VSWR vs. scan angle and Active Admittance
vs. scan angle using Matlab 6.5 have been done
in order to predict the performance of antennas
over the scan angle in array configuration at
higher frequency (17GHz).

e j ( m  1)( kd x sin T cos I  E x )

m 1

where Im is the excitation coefficient of each
element. The spacing and progressive phase
shift between the elements along the x-axis is
represented, respectively, by dx and E x .And m
is the no. of elements in the x-axis. If N such
arrays are placed next to each other in the y
direction a distance dy apart and with a
progressive phase E y , a rectangular array will

Fig.3.Variation of active admittance of element
1 over scan angle (Planar four element patch
array)

be formed .The array factor of the entire planar
array can be written as
N

AF
Fig.1.Planar phased array element rectangular
grid geometry and beam scanning notation.
Here in the case of patch and vivaldi antenna
array respectively we are considering the case
of planar 4-element array. If M elements are
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M

¦I [¦I e
n

n1

where, E x

Ey

m

j(m1)(kdx sinT cosIEx )

]e

j(n1)(kdy sinT cosIEy )

m1

Fig.4.Variation of VSWR of element 1 over
scan angle (Planar four element patch array)

 kd x sin T 0 cos I 0 …………A

 kd y sin T 0 sin I 0 ………………….B
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Fig.8. Scan performance of planar four element
vivaldi array
(c) Phi fixed, desired theta direction 0
degree
(d) Phi fixed, desired theta direction 45
degree
(a)

(b)

Fig.5.(a)Radiation pattern of single patch
antenna
(b)Radiation pattern of single vivaldi
antenna

(a)

(b)

Fig.6. Scan performance of planar four element
patch array
(a) Phi fixed, desired theta direction 0
degree
(b) Phi fixed, desired theta direction 45
degree
Active Admittance
0.007

0.006

Activeadmittanceinsiemens

0.005

0.004

Patch antennas can be used as phased array
radar elements as scan range is more incase of
patch array compared to vivaldi array. The
above result shows that though the beam was
shifting due to change in phase shift between
elements, after 200 in case of vivaldi array any
increase in progressive phaseshift to change the
beam direction was not effective in moving the
peak of the beam. This is due to narrow
beamwidth of the vivaldi notch antenna element
(Fig.5b) (i.e higher gain of the Vivaldi notch
radiator). Therefore, to increase the scan angle it
is required to have low gain antenna elements
like microstrip patch in the array so that the
radiation pattern is very wide and scanned array
factor does not fall outside the element radiation
pattern. Active admittance variation and VSWR
variation is also less in case of patch array. Also
the surface wave excitation and mutual coupling
also contribute a lot for scan blindness in phased
array antenna.
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Fig.7.Variation of active admittance of element
1 over scan angle (Planar four element vivaldi
array)
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Abstract: The effect of a conducting parasitic strip, loaded co-planar with a
dielectric resonator antenna excited in the broadside radiation mode is
presented here. An improvement in the impedance bandwidth from ~7 % to
~17 % (by >50%) is achieved for optimum design parameters. Radiation
mode remains broadside, with moderate gain over the band of interest.

Introduction: Dielectric resonators (DR) have been proved to be highly effective in
microwave and millimeter wave applications especially because of their low conduction loss
and less bulk [1]. An interesting feature of DR is that certain low-Q modes (HEM11G, TM11G ,
TE01G , TM01G etc) can be excited, which can radiate energy rather than confining it over a
particular frequency band [2]. Shape of the resonator is an important parameter that
determines the mode of operation. Among various shapes, cylindrical shape is the most
popular and is well analyzed in [3] .Mainly two radiating modes of a cylindrical DR have
practical application, designated as broadside (HEM11G, TM11G, TE01G) and broadside-null
(TM01G) modes.
Literature [4, 5] shows that loading of metallic objects on the resonator surface can
modify the impedance as well as the polarization characteristics. The present design shows
how the addition of a parasitic coplanar strip adjacent to the microstrip fed DRA improves
the impedance bandwidth. At the optimum strip position and dimensions, dual radiating
modes of similar radiation characteristics are excited in close vicinity thereby forming a wide
impedance band.
Antenna Structure and measurement: The antenna structure is shown in Fig.1. A
cylindrical DR of permittivity İr1 = 20.8, diameter 2a = 27.3 mm and height h = 8.4 mm is fed
with a 50ȍ microstrip transmission line fabricated on a microwave substrate of permittivity
İr2 = 4. HP 8510C network analyzer is used for measuring the antenna.

x
y
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Fig 1: Antenna structure
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Results and Discussion: As the initial step, the DR is proximity-coupled to the microstrip
line so as to excite the broadside mode at a frequency of 2.605 GHz with a bandwidth
(VSWR< 2) of 7.37 % from 2.545 to 2.74 GHz. This is shown by the solid line in Fig 2. Now
a metallic strip of length L and width w is adhered at a distance of d from the feed as shown
in Fig 1. It is observed from the measurements made that the strip dimensions and its spacing
from the feed affect the impedance bandwidth of the DRA very notably. For optimum design
parameters of L=45 mm, w=2 mm and d=12.5 mm, the DRA offers a bandwidth from 2.53 to
3.01 GHz or 17.33 %. The return loss and impedance plots with and without the strip loading
are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively.
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Measured radiation patterns in the two principal planes at the centre frequency of 2.77 GHz
are shown in Fig. 5. Patterns are broadsided with cross-polar level better than -20dB
indicating linear polarization of radiation. Similar characteristics are exhibited at other
frequencies also in the operating band. Measured gain is ~5dBi at the centre frequency of
2.77 GHz.
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Introduction
With the advancement in silicon technology, significant progress adio
in r
frequency integrated circuits (RFICs) has been made, including
demonstration
the
of on
chip antenna solutions[1]. The important classes of on-chip antennas investig
includes, printed circuit monopoles, dipoles and microstrip patch antennas,
ended
int for
both wireless interconnect and air transmission applications
[2-4]. However, the uses o
printed planar integrated antennas in broadband wireless applications
are limited becaus
of their low power, efficiency and directivity performances. This
is mainly because o
losses involving (i) conductor losses in the antenna as well asrate
subst
and (ii) surface
wave effects. Hence efforts were made to improve the antenna performanc
e by using high
resistance silicon [1], use of embedded structure
[5] and multilayer antenna fabricatio
[6]. However, none of these methods could improve the antenna gain andonra
efficiency to the usable range in millimeter wave applications.
Dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs) have been established
[7] as a possible
replacement of metallic antennas, since they have the inherent
erit ofmconsisting only of
non-metal portions to eliminate the conduction loss. In addition, compared
h metallic
wit
antennas, DRAs offer several other potential advantages like ersmall
size, higher
radiation efficiency, wider bandwidth and no excitation of surface
ves.
waThey also offe
the ease of integration with other active or passive MIC componen
ts. Hence it is
anticipated that, the integration of a high permittivity dielectri
c resonator in place of th
metallic antenna could be a possible solution to reduce the source eofofsom
the losses
on conducting silicon mentioned above. With this in mind, we propose a novel
grated
inte
dielectric resonator antenna (IDRA) on conductive silicon substrate.
The characteristics

Deepthi K.V., Shameena V.A.,Gijo Augustin ,Binu Paul,C.K
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Abstract: This paper addresses the feasibility of integrating dielectric resonator
antennas on conductive silicon substrates. The antenna configuration, which has
been chosen, is a high permittivity rectangular dielectric resonator, excited using a
monolithic differential launcher. Design parameters were optimized employing
Ansoft HFSS. The proposed antenna has a usable impedance bandwidth of 2.23
GHz at 39.56 GHz and 2.4dB gain with 77% radiation efficiency.
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Antenna Geometry
The investigated antenna topology is shown in Fig. 1. The radiatingent
elem
is a
high permittivity (εdr = 55) cubical DR of side DR
L = 0.93mm. The excitation mechanis
is in the form of a printed dipole launcher, which is fed through Ω
a 50
coplanar strip line
of length LCPW = 1060µm. The dipole excitation is made in a differential mode.
W
L DR

Dielectric Resonato

0
0
-5
-10
-15
-20
-25
-30
-35

WD

L

Z

characteristics of an IDRA with parameters as mentionedig.in1Fare demonstrated. T
entire antenna structure is placed on a rectangular copper
ip ofstrlength = 10mm an
width 16mm, which acts like a ground plane. The DR is excited in
lowest
the orderTE11δ
mode, which was confirmed based on the full wave solutions of HFSS.

S11 (Magnitude in dB)

of the proposed IDRA are demonstrated in terms of some simulation
sultsreemploying
Ansoft HFSS. Fabrication and experimental investigations of the antenna are
ogress.
in pr
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Fig. 3. Radiation pattern of proposed
IDRA at 39.56 GHz
a - H plane co-polar, b- E plane co-polar
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Ref.

Fig. 1. Geometry of the proposed IDRA.
εr sub = 11.9,σ = 1S/m,
εdr = 55, LDR = 0.93, L = 2.25, W = 2, t = 0.25,
L CPW = 1.06, LD = 0.785 and W
D = 0.085 (all dimensions in mm)

[2]

The dipole has a single arm length,
L 785 µm and width, WD = 85 µm, which is
D =
printed on a silicon metal oxide layer of thickness 6.22
µm andεr = 4. The length of th
dipole and the position of DR on the substrate were optimized to maximum
yield
coupling of energy between the two. The resultant position of DR is as shown. oss
A lo
polymer passivation layer of thicknessµm
4 and εr = 3.5 provides an isolation betwe
DR and the metal dipole. The whole circuit is fabricated on acon
silisubstrate o
dimensions, length x width, L x W = 2.25mm x 2 mm, thickness t =µm,
250εr sub= 11.9
and conductivityσ = 1 S/m.

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

Results and Discussions
Several challenges are to be met in the design and fabricati
on of IDRA to operate
at millimeter wave frequencies. Effects of various antenna
ameters
par
such as launch
dimensions, permittivity of the dielectric resonator, conductivity and
hickness
t
of the
substrate are examined to obtain an optimum input impedance responsence
andtoh
yield maximum gain and radiation efficiency. It is observed the
thatgain and radiatio
efficiency of IDRA increases with resistivity of the subst
rates. However, the anten
performance cannot be increased to a maximum on the expense
h of
resistance
hig
silicon
as the later is not easily available and is costly. Hence,lue
a of
va 100Ω-cm (conductivity
1 S/m) silicon substrate is a good compromise between cost and
formance,
per
and th
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Table 1.Comparison of proposed IDRA with previously reported works
Comments
Application
Antenna type
Substrate Gain
Material
Wireless
Printed dipole
Si 10
-56 dB @
High transmission
interconnect
18 GHz
loss
Ω-cm
Air
Printed
Si 10
-6.0 dBi @ Lossy, single-ended
Transmission
monopole
40 GHz
antenna, non-uniform
Ω-cm
radiation pattern
Differential antenna
:
Air
Si 100
-5 dBi @
Lossy antenna for air
Transmission Printed dipole
21GHz
Ω-cm
transmission
Si 15
-8.0dBi @
21 GHz
Ω-cm
Air
Aperture
Very high 2.2 dB @
Very bulky
Transmission coupled printed resistance 15 GHz
(V = 124mm3) and
complicated structure
patch antenna
Silicon
Air
Micromachined
Low
-0.7 dBi @
Very bulky
Transmission
inverted F
resistance 24 GHz
(V = 36mm3) and
complicated structure
Silicon
Si 100
2.4 dB @ Differential antenna:
Air
Integrated DRA
39.56 GHz
Highly compact
Ω-cm
Transmission
(V = 3.27 mm3),
Si 15
0.96 dB @
excellent gain and
40.10 GHz
Ω-cm
radiation performance

Fig. 2 shows the variation of return loss of IDRA with frequency. antenna
The
resonates at 39.56 GHz with an acceptable bandwidth (< -10dB) of 2.23(38.35
GHz -
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40.58 GHz). Simulated radiation patterns of IDRA in the elevation and
imuth
az planes at
39.56 GHz are illustrated in Fig. 3. The angles
θ andφ are taken as illustrated in Fig. 1.
both the planes, the cross-polar isolation is better than –20dB. The ted
simula
gain of the
antenna is 2.4 dB and the resultant radiation efficiency is 77%.
Simulation was also performed on an IDRA on standard silicon ofuctivity
cond
ly to
6.66 S/m (resistivity 15Ω-cm). The gain and radiation efficiency decreased drastical
reach 0.96 dB and 28.16 % respectively. However, this is better than
reported
that on any
other printed circuit antennas. A comparison between the resultsed
report
so far in silicon
based integrated antennas are described in Table 1. It is evident
that, the proposed IDRA
has better bandwidth, radiation performance and simpler structure that
thanof the
previously reported antennas and is highly suitable for ultra miniaturi
zation of ICs and
for the integration of active devices.
Conclusions
e is
An integrated dielectric resonator antenna on conductive silicon substr
reported for the first time. Effects of various antenna parameter
s such as launche
dimensions, permittivity of the dielectric resonator, conductivity and
hickness
t
of the
substrate on the radiation performance of the antenna are investiga
ted. On silicon
substrate of conductivity 1S/m, the antenna has an impedance bandwidth
2.23 of
GHz at
39.56 GHz, gain of 2.4 dB and 77% radiation efficiency. On standard
con,
silithe antenna
gain and radiation efficiency decreases to reach 0.96 dB and 28.16 %
ctively.
respeThese
characteristics are far better than any other antenna
pe fabricated
ty
on silicon substrate
the same resistivity. This IDRA technique is useful for applicat
ions in wireless
communication devices as well as chip-to-chip interconnect.
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Application of Neural Network for solution of partial differential equation in
Electromagnetics
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Abstract: Differential equations is used in different engineering applications like in image
processing, Antenna problems control application. There are different methods to solve the
differential equation like Analytical and Numerical. Each method has its own advantage and
disadvantage. The function approximation properties of neural networks tend to be very
attractive as trial solutions for Differential equation for the boundary value problems. Ordinary
Differential equation (ODE), Partial Differential equation (PDE) has been solved by Neural
Networks [1,2,3]. The Neural network approach is accurate at the same time requires fewer
parameters than other methods. The most commonly used are the Multi Layer Perceptron
(MLP) and the Radial Basis Functions (RBF) architectures. In this paper the procedure
involved in solving partial differential equations (Poisson’s equation) using neural network is
discussed with example.
Index Terms—Boundary value problems, engineering problems, neural networks, partial
differential equations (PDEs, multilayer perceptron, radial basis function (RBF) Networks.

duction: There are many boundary value problems, which involves partial differential
ion. Only of the few can be solved by analytical methods. Generally we depend on the
rical methods to solve partial differential equation. Finite difference is the most
mon method. In finite difference method the derivative appearing in the equation and the
dary condition are replaced by their finite difference approximation. The given equation
anged to a difference equation, which is solved by iterative procedure. This process is
and gives a good result of boundary value problems.
olution of differential equations in terms of ANNs possesses several attractive features:
tely differentiable closed analytic form.
Superior interpolation properties as compared to well-established methods such as
finite elements.
Small number of parameters.
Suitability for efficient implementation on parallel computers.
Implementability on existing specialized hardware (neuroprocessors [3]) a fact that
will result to a significant computational speed.

od to solve partial differential equation using ANN:
tion of partial differential equation plays a major role for antenna analysis. The wave
ion is a partial differential equation. Every antenna problem needs to satisfy the wave
ion. In this section the general method to solve a partial differential equation is
ssed and the procedure can extend this method for the complex differential equations.
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ANN is being used for solving ordinary and partial differential [1] equation. The trial solution
is written as sum of two terms

Y
M t (x)

U
U
U
A( x )  F ( x , N ( x , wt )

(1)
The term A(x) contains no adjustable parameters and satisfies the boundary condition.
N(x,wt) is a single-output feedforward neural network with parameters ‘wt’ and input units
fed with the input vector x . The second term F is constructed in such a way so as not to
Y
contribute to the BC’s M t (x ) must also satisfy them. This term employs a neural network
whose weights and biases are to be adjusted in order to deal with the minimization problem.
The problem know has been reduced from the original constrained optimization problem to
an unconstrained one (which is much easier to handle) due to the choice of the form of the
trial solution that satisfies by construction the BC’s.
The function F discussed above is different for different differential equations, which may be
difficult to construct. This can be avoided by taking the trail solution of the differential
equation to be N(x,wt) and the cost function is constructed by taking the error due to the
equation and the error due to the boundary and is minimized by training the network.
The cost function construction is much easier, which is the salient feature of the method. This
is discussed as an example in the next section.

Equation (8) is used for updating the weights of the neural network and is discussed more
detailed in the next section.

Example
Consider a two-dimensional Poisson’s equation

 2I ( x, y )

For training the network the cost function is determined for the problem according to
equation (8).

x  [0,1] , y  [0,1] with Dirichlet BC: M (0,y) = f0 (y) , M (1,y) = f1 (y) , M (x,0) = g0 (x),
M (x,1) = g1 (x)

Eq _ error

·
§ w 2M t ( xi , y j ) w 2M t ( xi , y j )
¨

 f ( xi , y j ) ¸¸
2
2
¨
wx
wy
¹
©

(3)

As in the problem there are four boundaries the boundary errors are given by

Eb1
Eb 2
Eb3
Eb 4

M t (0, y j )  f 0 ( y j ) 2
M t (1, y j )  f1 ( y j )
Mt ( xi ,0)  g0 ( xi )
Mt ( xi ,1)  g1 ( xi )

2

2
2

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

The cost function for training the network is given by

E
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2
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(10)

A feed forward neural network with back-propagation algorithm [4,5] is used to train the
network in a sequential way. The number of input units, hidden neurons and output neurons
are two, ten and one respectively. The transfer function for the hidden neuron is 1/(1 + exp (x)) and linear transfer function is used for the output neurons.

(2)

Here Mt (x, y) = N (x, y, wt) is taken as the trial solution of the neural network instead of
equation (1), ‘wt’ is the weight to be determined by training.
In this paper two errors are taken into account for the construction of error function one due
to the equation and the other due to the boundaries.
The equation error is given by

ex (x  y 3 )

M a ( x, y )

v hj

f ( x, y )

(9)

with x  [0,1] , y  [0,1] with Dirichlet BC: M (0,y) = y3 , M (1,y) = (1 + y3 ) e-1 , M (x,0) = x
e-x,

Illustration
Consider the two-dimensional partial differential equation (Poisson’s equation)

w 2M w 2M

wx 2 wy 2

e x ( x  2  y 3  6 y)

k 1

k

v hj  K
k

wih  K

T h k 1 T h k  K

wE k
k
k 1
 D v hj  v hj
wv hj

(11)

wE k
k
k 1
 D wih  wih
wwih

(12)

wE k
k
k 1
 D Th Th
wT h

(13)

Where vhj is the weights from the input to hidden neuron, wih is the weights from hidden to
output and Th is the threshold. K , D are the learning rate and momentum respectively.
Selection of a value for the learning rate parameter, K, has a significant effect on the network
performance. Usually, K must be a small number – of the order of 0.05 to 0.25 – to ensure
that the network will settle to a solution. A small value of K means that the network will have
to make a large number of iterations. It is often possible to increase the size of K as learning
proceeds. The value of alpha should be positive but less than 1 and represent the momentum
term.
We have taken K = 0.05, D = 0.5 and training tolerance 0.5 u 10-3.
The exact solution of the PDE is M a ( x, y ) e  x ( x  y 3 ) and is compared with the Neural
Network output Mt (x, y) = N (x, y, wt). A graph is plotted between (x, y, error)
Where,

error M a ( x, y )  M t ( x, y )
(14)
In the neural network method, increasing the number of hidden units can control the
accuracy. In this approach time increases linearly with the number of parameters. It must be
noted that our experiments have been carried out on a P-III with 192MB RAM.
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Figure 1 Accuracy of the solution

Conclusion and future research
A method has been discussed for solving differential equations defined on orthogonal box
boundaries that relies upon the function approximation capabilities of feedforward neural
networks and provides accurate and differentiable solutions in a closed analytic form. This
method can be extended to three-dimensional problems. As the dimensionality increases, the
number of training points becomes large. This fact becomes a serious problem for methods
that consider local functions around each grid point. In the case of the neural method, the
number of training parameters remains almost fixed as the problem dimensionality increases.
Trials are under way to apply this method for the solution of wave equation and complicated
complex differential equations.
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Abstract: In this paper we propose a single neural network [1], which will be valid for
determination of resonant frequencies of both Rectangular and Circular Microstrip
Antenna. A single artificial neural network is developed for the same. A two-layer feed
forward network with back propagation algorithm is used. Four input units are used and
the number of neurons in the hidden and output layers is ten and one respectively. The
network designed gives the resonant frequency for rectangular or circular microstrip
antenna depending on the value of a parameter termed as antenna type. The resonant
frequency of RMA is a function of length ‘l’ of the patch, dielectric constant ‘Hr’ of the
dielectric material, and ‘w/h’ ratio of the structure, where ‘w’ is the width of the patch
and ‘h’ is the height of the substrate. Similarly the resonant frequency for a CMA is a
function of radius ‘a’ of the patch, dielectric constant ‘Hr’ of the dielectric material and
height ‘h’ of the substrate. The network developed takes four inputs [length for RMA or
radius for CMA, dielectric constant, h/w for RMA or h for CMA, Antenna type 1 for RMA
and 2 for CMA] and gives the resonant frequency as output. The neural network results
are found to be in good agreement with the theory and the results are compared.

Introduction: Artificial neural networks (ANN) have some distinguished characteristics,
including the ability to learn from data, to generalize patterns in data and to model nonlinear
relationships. Moreover, this technique has already been applied successfully in different
branches of microwave design [2] . This prompted us to develop a single ANN model for
regular patch (rectangular and circular) patch antenna, which is valid for both the antennas.
The resonant frequency of a rectangular patch antenna [3] of length L, width W and height h,
dielectric constant of the dielectric Hr in its dominant mode is given by.
c
(1)
fr
2 Leff H reff
where

H r 1 H r 1 ª

H reff



2
L  2 'l

Leff

2

hº
«¬1  12 W »¼

1/ 2

(2)

(3)
§w
·
 0.264 ¸
h
©
¹
§w
·
 0.258 ¨  0.8 ¸
©h
¹

H reff  0.3 ¨
'l

0.412 h

H reff

(4)

Leff: effective patch length (which is a function of L and h)
Heff: effective dielectric constant considering the fringing field effects (which is also a function
of L, h, and Hr).
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Similarly the resonant frequency of a circular patch antenna [4,5,6] of radius a, height h and
dielectric constant Hr is given by

1.84118c

fr

ª 
h
2h § § a ·
¨¨ ln¨ ¸  1.44H r  1.77  0.268H r  1.65
2Sa «H eff ®1 
a
¬« ¯ SH r a © © 2h ¹
H eff

Hr  1 Hr 1§
2



12h ·
¸
¨1 
2 © a S¹

1

· ½º
¸¸¾»
¹¿¼»

1

2

(5)

2

(6)

Implementation of ANN Model: The class of neural network and/or architecture selected
for a particular model implementation is dependent on the problem to be solved. These
networks can in theory perform any complex nonlinear mapping. The neural network
architecture used in this modeling effort is a multilayered feedforward neural network [1]
trained in the supervised mode using Resilient backpropagation algorithm.

Figure 1 Comparison of the Theory and ANN
output for
Rectangular Microstrip Antenna

In Resilient backpropagation (Rprop) training algorithm only the sign of the derivative is
used to determine the direction of the weight update; the magnitude of the derivative has no
effect on the weight update. The size of the weight change is determined by a separate update
value. The update value for each weight and bias is increased by a factor delta_inc whenever
the derivative of the performance function with respect to that weight has the same sign for
two successive iterations. The update value is decreased by a factor delta_dec whenever the
derivative with respect that weight changes sign from the previous iteration. If the derivative
is zero, then the update value remains the same. Whenever the weights are oscillating the
weight change will be reduced. If the weight continues to change in the same direction for
several iterations, then the magnitude of the weight change will be increased.
The network developed takes four inputs [length for RMA or radius for CMA, effective
dielectric constant, h/w for RMA or h for CMA, Antenna type 1 for RMA and 2 for CMA]
and gives the resonant frequency as output.
The number of neurons in the hidden and output layers is ten and one respectively. The
network designed gives the resonant frequency for rectangular or circular microstrip antenna
depending on the value of a parameter termed as antenna type. Sigmoidal transfer function is
used for the hidden neuron and linear transfer function is used for the output neurons. We
have taken delta_inc = 1.2 and delta_dec = 0.9
Results and Discussion: The network is trained for the RMA in the range of
5mm d L d 50mm , 2 d H r d 10 , 0.5mm d h d 3mm and for the CMA in the range
2mm d a d 10mm , 2 d H r d 10 , 1mm d h d 3mm . Two data files namely RMA and CMA are
generated and then merged into one. The data file contains five columns namely [length for
RMA or radius for CMA, effective dielectric constant, h/w for RMA or h for CMA, Antenna
type 1 for RMA and 2 for CMA, resonant frequency] and are normalized. Then one third of
the rows of the data files selected in random for training. The network is trained for tolerance
0.1 x 10-3 and the network is tested for its success. The neural network result is found to be in
good agreement with the theory and the results are compared.
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Figure 2 Comparison of the theory and ANN
output for Circular Microstrip Antenna

Conclusion: A desirable design method will be both fast and accurate. As of now such a
technique does not exist. This paper tries Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to achieve this
goal from user’s perspective. By this we mean that the model development stage may take a
large time, but once the model is developed, the user will get result in much less time
compared to other existing models. This work will involve two stages. The first stage consists
of development of the networks. This is the model development stage. It takes long
computation time, since it involves the training of the networks. Once the last network is
trained and weights are determined, the model development is complete and it is handed over
to the user. This is the second stage, where the clients use the developed model. In this stage,
the time required will be much less than the available commercials models. In this paper for
the first time a neural network is present which is valid for both rectangular and circular patch
antenna, which is the salient feature of the network.
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Abstract: A compact asymmetric coplanar strip fed
monopole antenna for multi-band applications is
presented. The antenna exhibits three resonances around 1.8
GHz, 2.4 GHz and 5.6 GHz covering the DCS/PCS/UMTS
IEEE802.11b/g/IEEE802.11a/ HIPERLAN2 bands. The multiband characteristic of the antenna is due to the various
meandered current paths excited on the radiating structure.
The antenna has an overall dimension of only 28 x 30 mm2
when printed on a substrate of dielectric constant 4.4

Introduction: Recent advances in wireless technologies has revolutionized the field of
information technology by making high speed internet and data transfer “wire free” via
mobile gadgets. This has created demand for compact antennas with multiple bands which
indeed has paved way for the design of various types of antennas such as monopole antennas,
patch antennas, PIFAs [1]-[5] etc. These antennas are commonly excited by a probe feed or a
microstrip feed with a large ground plane and has a double layer structure Uniplanar feeding
techniques gained attention due to advantages like single metallic layer structure and easy
integration to MMICs. Coplanar waveguide feed is the widely used uniplanar feeding
technique and several antennas with this feeding mechanism [6]-[7] have been reported. In
this paper a compact multi band monopole antenna is presented. Emphasis is given both in the
design of the antenna feed and the radiating structure. Asymmetric coplanar strip (ACS)
feeding is employed in this design so that a simplified single layer feed structure is obtained.
A meandered inverted C is chosen as the radiating structure so as to excite lower frequencies
within a smaller area.
.
Description of Antenna geometry:
The geometry of the proposed multiband antenna is shown in Fig.1.The antenna comprises of
a compact ACS feed and an inverted C patch top loaded monopole. The C patch is used to
effectively bring down the resonant frequency keeping the antenna dimensions within the
desired specifications. The feeding arrangement comprises of a signal strip of width S and
length Wg separated from the ground plane of length Lg and width Wg by a gap g selected
using standard design equations [8]. The radiating structure comprises of two vertical strips of
dimensions L7 x S, L2 x W2 and two horizontal strips L1 x W1 and L3 x W3.The length of the
individual strips are selected to obtain resonances at the desired frequencies. The width of the
strips is adjusted to obtain the required bandwidth. The width of the vertical strip (L0 x S) is
set as that of the signal strip for design convenience. The optimum dimensions of the strips
and the ground plane are obtained after the exhaustive simulation studies. The antenna has an
overall dimension of 28 x 30 mm2 including the ground plane when constructed on an FR4
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substrate having dielectric constant 4.4 and thickness 1.6 mm. The uniplanar antenna can be
easily printed on the single side of a substrate.

W
L3
W3
L2
W2

L4
L5
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From the parametric analysis the various resonant paths of the antenna can be calculated as
follows. The first resonance is due to the outer length of the radiating structure and the total
meandered length is found to be nearly equal to half of the dielectric wavelength excited in
the radiating structure. The second resonance is due to the inner length of the radiating
structure. The resonant length is found to be nearly equal to half of the dielectric wavelength
excited in the radiating structure. The third resonance is due to the strips L1 x W1 and the
resonant length is found to be nearly equal to the half of dielectric wavelength excited in the
strip.

L6

L
L7

W1
L0

The experimental E plane and H plane patterns of the antenna for the three resonant
frequencies are shown in Fig.3.The antenna exhibits good radiation characteristics. Also it is
found that the antenna is polarized along the X axis.

x
y

L1

S

Wg

Wg

g
Lg

X

Fig. 2 Geometry of the proposed multi band antenna
Lg=22.5 mm, Wg=7 mm, S=3 mm, g=0.5 mm Lo=3.4.mm, L1=21.5mm, W1=6.5 mm, L2=17.6 mm,
W2=7 mm, L3=26 mm, W3=6.25 mm, L4 = 19 mm, L5=4.85 mm, L6=16.5mm, L=28 mm, W=30mm

Y
(e)

(a)

(c)

Experimental Results and Discussion
The measured return loss characteristics of the prototype antenna printed on FR4 substrate
(Hr=4.4 and thickness 1.6 mm) using PNA 8362B network analyzer is shown in Fig.2.The
experimental results and the simulation results obtained from Ansoft HFSS are shown in
figure 2.
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Fig. 2 Experimental and simulated return loss characteristics of the proposed antenna.

The experimental curve obtained shows that antenna has three resonances at 1.74 GHz, 2.34
GHz and 5.58 GHz respectively. The first two bands coalesce to give a wide bandwidth of 62
% (1.32 GHz to 2.50 GHz, 1188 MHz) while the third band has a bandwidth of 17 % (5.13
GHz to 6.08 GHz, 960 MHz). The influence of different parameters on antenna performance
is also studied.
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The simulated and experimental gain of the antenna in the two bands is shown in figures 4(a)
and 4(b) .The antenna has an average gain of 2.4 dBi in the first band and 2 dBi in the second
band.
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Analysis of phase variation due to varying length and loading of dipoles
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Abstract: A theoretical method – Method of Moments is used to compute
the phase of reflected wave from wire antennas by varying the length of wire,
the position of loading and the length of load arm. This can be used as a
scattering element in a reflectearray antenna to obtain the desired phase .
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Figure 4(a) Measured and simulated gain of the antenna in the first Figure 4(b) Measured and simulated gain of the antenna in the second
band
band

Conclusion
A compact multi band antenna for DCS/PCS/UMTS/IEEE802.11b/g / IEEE802.11a/
HIPERLAN2 applications is presented and discussed. Compactness is achieved by using a
compact feed and a meandered radiating structure. The design can be effectively used for
constructing compact antennas for wireless gadgets.
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Introduction: A good amount of work has already been performed by other researchers on
wire antennas [1, 2, 3]. However, to obtain accurate solution for the phase of the reflected
wave, the current on the wire must be solved for, subject to the boundary condition on the
wire surface. This approach gives rise to an integral equation, which can be solved using
Method of Moments (MOM). In this paper, a MOM based numerical technique has been
presented for the accurate evaluation of the phase of the current on the wire antennas at
different configurations. Studies have been performed on the variation of the magnitude and
phase of current due to the variation in the length of the wire. Next, studies have been
extended for loaded antenna of same length with various positions and length of the load arm.
Loading position need to change from center to top. Both the cases are analysed separately
and the variations of phase are plotted. The plotted result are verified by the commercial
electromagnetic WIPL D software [4]. These computed graphs can be used as a ready
reference for the design of reflecting element to obtain the desired phase in the relfectarray
antenna.

Figure.1.Straight wire subject to incident
illumination
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1) Unloaded wire antenna.

WIPL-D

reflection phase

system. The assumption that the Î component of JS is very small is true for thin wire
condition (aO). Therefore, JS can be written as follows
&
Js

ẑJ z

I zc
ẑ Z
2Sa

…

³

L/2

e
)[(1  jkR )(2 R 2  3a 2 )  ( kaR ) 2 ]dz '
4S R 5

 jZH Ez i ( z )( U

a)

(2)

Where Ez i (z) is the z component of impressed electric field at the wire surface, Iz ( z ') is
surface current density, and R is the distance from the source point to the observation point
.If the observation point is on the axis of wire, U =0, then
a 2  ( z  z ' )2

R

Thus,
Ei = - Es

Ei  E s

-20

(3)

-80
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Figure.3 comparing reflection phase using WIPL-D and present theory

2) Loaded wire antenna
A phase varying element of crossed arm is connected across the wire as illustrated in figure 2.
The analysis is done for both varying the length of arm and varying the position of arm
separately. To evaluate the current distribution and the reflected phase along the wire
elements, it is required to solve for the electric field components along the elements. The
scattered electric field on a conducting wire due to the current distribution on the same wire is
given in equation (2). Considering all elements are perfectly conducting wire of same radius a
(a<< O ), the tangential component of total electric field on the surface of the wire can be
taken as zero. The surfaces of the main elements are defined as S1 and S2 and that of the
cross arms are S3 and S4. The total field contains the components of incident, E i , scattered,
E s , fields respetively. The total tangential field components on each element are written as
follows.

EtS1
(4)
(5)

The solution of equation (2) is obtained by Method of Moments and numerical integration.
Figure.3 compares the reflection phase against length of wire in wavelength with the WIPLD simulation result, in the case of a plane wave incident at an angle of incidence 300 .The
radius of wire is taken as 0.003 O . The phase is calculated at the center point of dipole. It can
be see that by varying the length of dipole from 0.2 to 1 O , 1600 phase change is possible.

0.3

length of dipole in wavelength

The electric field intensity is the sum of the impressed and scattered intensities:
E

10

-50

 jkR

Iz ( z ')(

40

(1)

Here I z z c is assumed to be an equivalent filament line–source current located on the
surface of the wire i.e. at a radial distance U = a from the z-axis. The only significant
component of current on the wire is then the axial component, which can be expressed in
terms of the net current Iz ( z ) at any point z along the wire. The current distribution will then
be modeled as an infinitely thin sheet of current forming tube of radius a, with the density of
current independent of circumferential position on the tube. The z component of the field
scattered by the wire is given by the following expression [5].
L/2

Theory

70

Consider a plane wave incident upon a wire as illustrated in figure 1.The wire radius is
assumed to be much smaller than the length L and the wave length O . For a perfectly
conducting wire, the surface current, JS has ẑ and Î components in the cylindrical coordinate

E i z  E s zS1S 1  E s zS 1S 2  E s yS 1S 3  E s yS 1S 4
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s
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0
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0
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The component of scattered electric field E s z is given in equation (1) and E s y is simplified
as [6, 7]
ES y



jK
4S k

L/2

³

L/2

Iz ( z ')(

e  jkR
)[( y  y ')( z  z ')(3  3 jkR  k 2 R 2 )]dz '
R5

(10)

A moment method solution with numerical technique was implemented to obtain the
reflected phase of the wires in all configurations using pulse basis function. Equation (2) is
solved to calculate the reflected phase of the unloaded wire, and equations (6)-(9) are solved
for loaded wire.
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position of side arms from center to one end
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APPLICATIONS
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DUAL FREQUENCY HEXAGONAL DIELECTRIC RESONATOR ANTENNA FOR DCT AND WLAN

variation of side arms in wavelength

0

Abstract : A simple dielectric resonator antenna (DRA) with hexagonal
geometry for dual frequency operation is investigated. The feed of excitation
used is a simple 50ȍ microstrip transmission line to provide a broadband
and conical radiation patterns. The experiments and simulations were
employed to investigate the proposed antenna, and a good agreement
between them was obtained. The proposed antenna offers dual frequencies
at 1.926 GHz and 2.451GHz with the first band covering the digital cordless
telephones (DCT: 1.88 to 1.92 GHz) and the second band covering the
wireless local area networks band (WLAN: 2.4 to 2.484 GHz). The radiation
patterns measured in the first band are found to be broad sided and that in
second band are conical shaped. The measured average gain is 6.1dBi and
5.4 dBi in the first and second operating bands respectively.

Figure 5. varying the length of side arms
in wavelength

For the loaded wire, keeping total length (S1+S2) of wire 0.47 times wavelength, the
reflection phase is calculated by varying the position/length of loaded arms. In position
variation it needs to change the loading position from center to end. The length of side arms
are selected as S3=S4=0.1 O and the phase is calculated by solving the equations (6)-(9) and
(2) using MOM and numerical techniques. Figure 4. illustrates the plot of calculated
reflection phase of wire antenna against moving the side arms together from center to top. In
second case, values of S1 and S2 are selected as 0.37 O and 0.1 O respectively. Both side arms
length are varying in unison. Figure 5 illustrates calculated graph of reflection phase against
change in length of side arms by keeping the loading position unchanged. Both the ways an
additional 600 phase change is possible.

Conclusion
Method of moments (MOM) based numerical technique has been presented for the
accurate evaluation of the phase of the current for different configurations of wire antenna
and the calculated graphs are plotted. The above computed graphs can be used as a ready
reference for the design of reflecting elements in reflectarray antenna.
Reference:
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Introduction
Dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs) have received extensive attentions, for they
offer high radiation efficiency of more than 98% since there is little or no loss due to the
absence of metals, lightweight, small size, low loss and ease of excitation [1]. A variety of
excitation methods are investigated such as coaxial probe, microstrip-transmission line an
aperture coupled microstrip transmission line [2, 3] etc. Various geometries of DRAs are
available; these include cylindrical, half- cylindrical, spherical, rectangular, triangular [4-5]
etc. Double or multi- frequency operations have gained wide attention in wireless
communications [6-8]. But in all cases, multiple frequencies are obtained by using more than
one element or more than one feed or additional structure, which may cause design
complexity.
In this paper, we propose a hexagonal shaped dielectric resonator antenna (HDRA).
The HDRA is fed with a microstrip line as feed and with suitable adjustment on the HDR
position, the antenna excite dual frequency suitable for DCT and WLAN applications. The
modes of excitation are the broad side HE11į mode and broadside null (conical pattern) HE12į
mode of the HDRA. The input impedance, radiation patterns and gain of the antenna are
measured and discussed.
Antenna Design
The geometry of the proposed DR is shown in Fig.1 (a). It consists of a DR of
permittivity İr1 = 69 with hexagonal geometry, side length a = 14.4 mm and height h = 11
mm is fed with a 50ȍ microstrip transmission line of length 100 mm and width 3mm,
mounted on a ground plane microwave substrate of permittivity İr2 = 4 and size 140mm x
110mm x 1.64 mm. The feed position is optimised experimentally as (xo, yo) = (13mm, 8mm)
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for the desired dual frequency operation, where xo and yo are defined respectively as the
vertical and horizontal distances from the stripline end to the DR as shown in Fig.1 (b). The
DRA is excited at the HE11į mode (broad side) at the first frequency and HE12į mode (broad
side null) at the second frequency. The experimental and simulated results are verified in
terms of impedance and radiation pattern, a good agreement is observed. The detailed results
follow in the next section.

frequency bands. The first frequency band also covers almost all frequencies for personal
communication band (PCS: 1.85-1.99GHz).
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Fig. 3 Radiation patterns measured at 1.926 GHz
Measured radiation patterns at 1.926 GHz and 2.45 GHz are shown in Figs.3 and 4
respectively and are found to be linearly polarized. It is found from Fig. 3 that the patterns at
the lower band are broad with good cross-polar level whereas the pattern of Fig. 4 shows
conical shaped radiation at the upper band. Radiation patterns at other frequencies in the band
are also seen to have similar characteristics. Conical patterns find application in vehicular
communications.

(b)
Fig.1: Geometry of the Antenna (a) Hexagonal DR (b) DRA (Top
view)
Results and discussion
To verify the above results, an HP 8510C Vector Network Analyzer is used for the antenna
measurements. Return loss |S11| for the optimized feed position for the required dual
frequency operation is xo=13mm and yo=8mm. The measured and simulated, using Ansoft
high frequency structure simulator (HFSS), return loss at this position is shown in Fig. 2 .
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Fig. 4 Radiation patterns measured at 2.45 GHz
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Fig. 2: Return Loss of the DRA
It is found that a good agreement between the measurement and simulation is obtained. It is
noted that experimentally the return loss is minimum at 1.926 GHz and 2.451 GHz. The
antenna has a 2:1 SWR bandwidth of 5.2 % ranging from 1.875 GHz to 1.975 GHz that
includes digital cordless telephone bands and 4.2 % ranging from 2.395 to 2.5 GHz that
includes the 2.45 GHz WLAN band of 2.4 to 2.485 GHz. There is an error of 1.35% and
0.78% in the resonant frequencies of measured and simulated results of the lower and upper
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Measured gains are shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b). It is noted that the antenna offers an
average gain of 6.1 dBi and 5.4dBi respectively in the elevation plane.
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MOS CAPACITOR LOADED ACTIVE MICROSTRIP ANTENNA
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Fig. 5 Measured antenna gain in the boresight direction
Conclusion
A hexagonal dielectric resonator antenna fed with a microstrip transmission line has
been presented and discussed. All the characteristics of the antenna are studied. The antenna
offers dual band operation covering DCT and WLAN.
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Abstract: A new technique for designing the frequency agile microstrip antenna is
presented. The frequency agility is achieved by symmetrical loading of two identical
MOS capacitors at the radiating edge of the patch, in which the operating frequency of
the rectangular microstrip antenna is electronically controlled by the bias voltage of MOS
capacitors. Theoretical model for the antenna is developed using modal cavity model
approach and results are also simulated with MOM based simulator. The tuning range is
found to be 1.527 GHz (61.09%), which is much better than earlier reported data and the
unloaded patch radiator. Antenna shows consistant return loss and radiation pattern for
the entire tunable frequency range.

I. INTRODUCTION
Microstrip antenna has numerous inherent advantages such as low profile, light weight,
easy fabrication and suitability of mass production. It has also been found suitable in satellite
communications, radars, missiles, high-speed space vehicles and other strategic defence
equipments, due to compatibility with planar solid-state devices in addition to diversified
applications. One of the major disadvantages of microstrip antenna is narrow bandwidth.
However, in some applications such as, frequency agile radio or radar systems, a narrow band
but tunable antenna element can be used instead of wide band antenna. Several techniques
have been proposed to enhance the bandwidth [1-5]. In previous paper, Gautam and
Vishvakarma [6] proposed a frequency agile microstrip antenna symmetrically loaded with
tunnel diodes and they obtained frequency agility of 55.92 MHz (6.67%). While in this paper
the bias dependent MOS capacitor is used to enhance the bandwidth of the microstrip
antenna. A typical schematic of the proposed frequency agile active microstrip antenna is
shown in Fig.1. As is evident, two identical MOS capacitor are used and symmetrically
positioned at the radiating edge of the patch. The resulting structure has been accurately
modeled and simulated. The equivalent circuit of MOS capacitor consists of a bias dependent
depletion-layer capacitance Cd . Thus, the effective capacitance is varies with the bias
voltage. With the change of bias voltage, the capacitance introduced at the radiating edge
changes, resulting into change in the electrical length of the patch and hence its resonant
frequency. So, the resonance of the microstrip antenna is electronically controlled by the bias
of MOS capacitor. The details of entire investigations are given in the following sections.
II. ANALYSIS OF MOS CAPACITOR LOADED ACTIVE MICROSTRIP
ANTENNA
The equivalent circuit of the proposed MOS capacitor loaded active microstrip antenna is
shown in figure 2. In which the MOS capacitor and fringing capacitance are parallel with R ,
L , and, C of the patch. Thus the total capacitance will be
C total = 2 C mos + C s + C
(1)
where, Cs is its fringing capacitance and is given as
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The input impedance of the MOS capacitor loaded active microstrip antenna can be
calculated as
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The reflection coefficient ( ȡ ) can be calculated as
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where, Z 0 is impedance of the coaxial feed (50 ȍ ).
The return loss of the antenna is given by
1
RL = 10 log 2
ȡ
and the resonance frequency is given by
1
fr =
2 ʌ L(2Cmos + Cs + C )
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Fig. 5 Variation of return loss as function of bias
voltage.
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Area A of cross-section

: 1.6 u 10-8 m

2

0

Thickness of oxide layers : 100 to 500 A
İ r of ( Si 3 N 4 ) material :7.5

İ r of semiconductor material :11.9

III. RADIATION PATTERN
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Fig. 6 Radiation pattern for MOS capacitor
loaded active microstrip antenna

Design Parameters
MOS capacitor structure : Au  Si 3 N 4  Si
( n +0.0005 ȍ cm )

(7)

-2

-10

5

Theoretical
Simulated

-1

Acceptor concentration: 1.45 u 1022 m
Gate bias voltage ( Vg ) :0-5 Volts

3

Substrate material used
: RT-Duriod 5880
Relative dielectric constant İ r : 2.35
Thickness of substrate material : 1.5784 mm
Length
: 39.14 mm
Widths
: 50.00 mm

Table: Design specification for frequency agile active microstrip antenna.

The radiation pattern for MOS capacitor loaded active microstrip antenna can be calculated
as [7]
k 0W
sin
sin ĳ sin ș
- jk r
jk 0WVe 0
k0l
2
E (ĳ ) =
cos(kh cos ș)
cos
sin ș sin ĳ cos ĳ
k 0W
ʌr
2
sin (ĳ)sin ș
2
0ĳ ʌ / 2

(8)

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The value of the MOS capacitor of MIS diode and operating frequency for MOS capacitor
loaded active microstrip antenna were calculated as a function of bias voltage using Eqs. (4)
and (16), respectively. The data thus obtained are shown in Figs. 3-4. From Fig.3, it is found
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that the value of MOS capacitor decreases with bias voltage for all the five insulator
thicknesses. A larger variation in capacitance is found near zero volt while very small at
higher bias voltages. The antenna is simulated in IE3D(Zeland software, USA). The
theoretical and simulated response of antenna for various bias voltages of MOS capacitor are
a relatively in good agreement. The range of frequency achievable for operation is 1.527 GHz
(i.e., varies from 0.5986 GHz to 2.1259 GHz), which is much better than earlier reported data
[6] and the unloaded patch radiator. The range of obtainable operating frequency band is
61.09%. It is also observed from Fig. 4 that the variation in resonance frequency with bias
voltage is faster near zeo bias voltage which becomes steady towards higher values of bias
voltage. This is because of the fact that change in frequency is soley governed by the MOS
capacitance (Eqn. (3)). It is evidently clear that the proposed MOS capacitor loaded active
microstrip antenna can be operated with varying tuning capabilities at microwave range by
controlling the bias voltage of the device integrated with the patch. The theoretical and
simulation results for return loss of proposed frequency agile active microstrip antenna as a
function bias voltages are shown in Fig 5. It is observed that the return loss remains well
below the -10 dB range ( varies from -19.85 dB to -14.3 dB). The radiation pattern of the
antenna is shown in Fig. 6. Which is invariant with the bias voltage of MOS capacitor.
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CREMA SOFT – MICROWAVE MEASUREMENT AUTOMATION SOFTWARE
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This article introduces a novel, user friendly, Graphical User
Interface (GUI) for the automation of microwave measurements
using HP8510c Vector Network Analyzer. The Matlab® based
package developed at Center for Research in Electromagnetics
and Antennas (CREMA), supports automated calibration of
the analyzer, Antenna measurements and microwave material
measurements

INTRODUCTION

An accurate Measurement setup plays a victual role in any research and
development organization. A simple, user friendly, Matlab® based package – ‘CREMA
SOFT’ is introduced for the automation and visualization of microwave measurements
using HP8510C vector network analyzer(VNA) . It integrates automated calibration,
measurement and visualization in a user friendly environment. CREMA SOFT is
equipped with S parameter, Radiation Pattern, Polarization pattern, Gain and Near field
measurement capabilities. The package also facilitates Microwave material characterization, based on Hakki, Khanna and cavity perturbation methods. Automatic calibration of the analyzer for S11, S21, Full two port and RCS is also incorporated within the
CREMA SOFT. Network analyzer front panel control operations like HOLD, CONTINUE, LOCAL and INTENSITY ON/OFF can be performed directly with the push
button options provided in the main window. It can also estimates the resonant frequencies and specified impedance bandwidths within the specified measurement band
for the device under study.

DESCRIPTION OF CREMA SOFT PACKAGE
Graphical User Interface (GUI) module exhibits the user friendliness of the
underlying source code of software package. Complete automation of the reflection and radiation characteristics measurements is incorporated in CREMA SOFT.
Onece loaded, it offers four panels for the
user to interact
(1) Calibration (2) Antenna
Measurements (3) Material Measurements
and (4) Instrument
Fig 1 : The title window of CREMA SOFT
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Settings. The title window of CREMA SOFT is shown in Fig.1
1. Calibration :The calibration panel accessible to the user from the title window
facilitates various calibration options like Auto boresight, One Port, Full Two Port,
TRL and RCS. The AutoBoresight option prompts to enter start frequency, stop frequency, Number of points with in the specified band and maximum size for the test
antenna [Fig.2].
HP8510C VNA has the gating feature which gives user the flexibility to selectively filter time domain reflection or
transmission time domain responses. In
reflection measurements, the effects of
unwanted mismatches can be eliminated
while in transmission measurements the
responses of multiple transmission
pathscan be removed. CREMA SOFT calculates the gate span from the size of the
antenna, turns the gate ON and automatiFig 2: Automatic Boresight and Calibration
cally position the AUT in the bore sight
window
direction based on the measured field
strength comparison.
One port calibration option under calibration is suitable to calibrate either port 1 or
Port 2 of the network analyzer for reflection measurements. CREMA SOFT
prompts to connect appropriate calibration standards (open, short and matched
load). Full two port option facilitates calibration of both ports of the VNA while
TRL calibrates the system with TRL standards. In RCS calibration [Fig 3] the chamber is calibrated in the specified band, prior
to the measurements. In all the cases user
has to enter the start frequency, Stop frequency, number of points and maximum
Fig 3: RCS calibration window
size of the antenna

2. Antenna Measurements
The antenna measurements panel facilitates various antenna measurements. This includes Reflection, Transmission, Radiation Pattern, Gain, and
Polarization and near field Measurements.Prior to any antenna measurements, the
Network analyzer should be calibrated in the desired band with a suitable number of
points. We can perform reflection measurement on either Port 1 or Port 2 of the
Network Analyzer by accessing ‘reflection measurement’ button provided in the
antenna measurement panel of CREMA SOFT. The package displays a plot of the
measured Return loss for various frequency points in the band of measurement [Fig
4]
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softwares like Microsoft exel, Systat
Sigmaplot etc. Similarly, transmission measurements can be performed by activating the
Transmission button in the main window. One
of the important features of CREMA SOFT is
its fully automated antenna pattern measurement capability with a resolution of up to 1ο
step angle [Fig 5]. User will be prompted to
enter start angle, stop angle, step angle and
file name in the antenna pattern measurement
Fig 4: Plot of Return loss using CREMA-SOFT
window. Prier to the measurement, the system
should be calibrated either manually or using the autoboresight calibration from the
calibration panel of crema soft. While measuring ,the package provides a real time
plot of radiation pattern at the center frequency. This provides the user an idea of
radiations around the antenna while the
pattern measurement is in progress. Each
row of the radiation pattern data file contains both magnitude (p) and phase data
(θ) of the radiation for each step angle in
Fig 5: Radiation pattern measurement window
‘.csv’ format [Table 1]. CREMA SOFT utilizes gain comparison method in order to determine gain of an antenna. Fig 6 shows
the gain measurement window. In the
gain measurement windowthe used is
Angle f1
f2
.. fn
f1
prompted for the band of the gain meaA(θ1) P[f1] P[f2] .. P[fn]
[f1]
surement, number of points, maximum
A(θ2) P[f1] P[f2] .. P[fn]
[f1]
size of the test antenna, standard an..
..
..
.. ..
..
tenna type and the file name for data stor[f1]
A(θn) P[f1] P[f2] .. P[fn]
age . The gain of the test antenna is comTable 1 : Radiation Pattern file pared with the gain of the standard antenna available in the database of
CREMA SOFT. The output file gives the gain of the test antenna for each frequency
point in the band of measurement in a ‘.csv’ file format.
Polarization pattern measurement window [Fig.7] prompts for the band
of measurement and file name to store the
measured data. The system will give a real
time plot of the polarization pattern at the
center frequency while the pattern measurement in progress which helps the user
to
Fig 7: Polarization measurement window
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Fig 8: Near field measurement window

visualize the polarization ellipse of the antenna. The Near field measurement window of CREMA SOFT is
shown in Fig 8. User can specify the
scanning area in X scanner and Y scanner panel with a step size as small as
0.01mm. The software stores raw near
field data, its FFT and the 2D polar Data
which can be processed further. The 2D
polar and 3D polar radiation patterns can
be easily obtained through the corresponding buttons [Fig 9].

3. Material Measurements
The material measurement capabilities include Hakki,
Khanna, Cavity Q and Cavity
perturbation technique. [3-6]
Selecting Hakki from
the front panel allows the user
to calculate dielectric constant
of the Dielectric Resonator (DR)
using Hakki Coleman method.
For the measurement, DR is
placed between two plates and
two probes connected to VNA
excites the DR. Dielectric conFig.9: 3D polar plot of radiation pattern using the near
stant of a sample with length, L
field data in CREMA SOFT
and diameter, d can be found
using the following relation,
år = 1 + ( c / ð d fr )2 [á(kk) 2 +â2]
where,
â = ð d fr / c[(c/2frL)2 – 1] 2
á(kk) = (â-1)/0.2 + 1 ; fr = c/ ë0
and fr is the resonating frequency.
Fig.10 shows the Hakki Coleman
measurement window. User has to enter
the band of measurement, sample dimensions and the file name to store the measured data.
Another capability included in
this package for material measurements
Fig 10: Hakki Coleman Measurement window
is Khanna method. Selecting Khanna
CREMA,CUSAT
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from the front panel, Q of the
sample can be calculated using the relation Q = f0 / (f2 -f1) where f0 is the resonating frequency and f2 and f1 are the frequencies corresponding to a value of mag[2/
(1+mag2)] ½ where ‘mag’ is the gain in dB
corresponding to f0. The resonant frequencies and the Q values get stored in the
specified file

Fig 11 Cavity perturbation measurement window of
CREMA SOFT

CREMA SOFT facilitates cavity perturbation technique to determine the dielectric constant and Q of the sample. User can specify upto five resonant frequencies
and the corresponding Q values of cavity in the cavity perturbation window of CREMA
SOFT [Fig 11]. The software detects the maximum perturbation at these resonat
frequencies(fs)on loading the sample inside the cavity and computes both the real and
imaginary parts of dielectric constant using the following relations,
Real (år) = 1 + (f0 – fs) Vc / 2fsVs
Imag(år) = Vc(Q0-Qs) /4Vs(Q0+Qs)
f0 is the resonant frequency of the air filled cavity, Vc and Vs are the volumes
of cavity and sample respectively, Q0 and Qs are the quality factor of the air filled cavity
and that of the sample loaded cavity.
4. Instrument (HP8510c) Settings:
The package enables user to perform certain commonly used operations like
HOLD, CONTINUE, LOCAL, ON / OFF of the intensity of the Vector Network Analyzer. It is recommended that the source should be kept in the HOLD mode and intensity of the CRT in the off position during the intervals between measurements. The
software gives a better flexibility for the user in this regard. Agilent provides the
modern Plug and Play USB/ GPIB interface ( Agilent 8535 ) which provides and easy
interface with Laptops.
CONCLUSION
A simple Matlab based measurement automation package has been introduced
in this article. Matlab[7]provides highly effective and efficient solution for instrument
control, versatility and ease of programming. Superior savings in time and effort in the
data acquisition process made the work a successful one. Moreover, the user is
privilaged to modify or improve the features by editing the highly modular source
code.
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Introduction: Microstrip antenna (MSA) is a low profile planar configuration but has lower
operating bandwidth (BW) and larger patch size in 300 – 1000 MHz frequency band. Several
techniques have been reported for compact and broadband MSAs [1]. For the same patch
size, the BW of MSA is increased by cutting a resonant slot [2]. In this paper, several
broadband and compact variations of equilateral traingular microstrip antenna (ETMSA)
using U-slot, V-slot and pair of rectangular slots cut inside the patch, are proposed. These
ETMSAs were fabicated on glass epoxy substrate (εr = 4.3, h = 0.159 cm, and tan δ = 0.02)
and are suspended above the ground plane with an air gap ∆. They were first analyzed using
IE3D software followed by experimental verifications [3].

Variations of U-slot loaded ETMSA: ETMSA with a U-slot is shown in Fig. 1(a). The
broader BW is due to the coupling between the patch (TM10) and U-slot modes. The ETMSA
is designed to operate at around 900 MHz. The U-slot is cut with respect to the centroid of
ETMSA. The slot dimensions were selected to have two frequencies close to each other. For
optimized MSA with ∆ = 2.2 cm, the simulated and measured BW’s are 166 MHz (17.9%)
and 171 MHz (18.6%), respectively.
By using the even mode symmetry of U-slot ETMSA, a half U-slot cut half ETMSA
(HETMSA) is proposed, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The slot is quarter wave in length. The MSA
optimized with ∆ = 2.2 cm, has simulated and measured BW’s of 111 MHz (12.3%) and 118
MHz (13.1%), respectively, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The radiation pattern is in the broadside
direction with cross-polar level less than 10 dB as compared to the co-polar level with a gain
of more than 6 dBi over the BW, as shown in Fig. 2(a, b).

Variations of V-slot loaded ETMSA: A variation of U-slot, the V-slot cut ETMSA is shown
in Fig. 2(c). The MSA is optimized with ∆ = 2.2 cm. The simulated BW is 176 MHz (18.9%)
and the measured BW is 209 MHz (22.2%). The radiation pattern is in the broadside direction
with a cross-polar level less than 15 dB as compared to the co-polar level. A compact
HETMSA with half V-slot is shown in Fig. 2(d). The slot angle is decreased to optimized the
loop inside the VSWR = 2 circle. The MSA optimized with ∆ = 2.3 cm, has the simulated and
measured BW’s of 140 MHz (15.3%) and 144 MHz (15.7%), respectively, as shown in Fig.
2(e). The radiation pattern is in the broadside direction with a cross-polarization level less
than 10 dB as compared to the co-polar level with the peak gain of 7.7 dBi.
CREMA,CUSAT
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Pair of rectangular slots cut ETMSA: ETMSA with a pair of rectangular slots is shown in
Fig. 3(a). The slots are quarter wave in length. The patch is optimized for ∆ = 1.9 cm. Th
simulated and measured input impedance and VSWR plots are shown in Fig. 3(b). Th
simulated and measured BW’s are 170 MHz (17.7%) and 167 MHz (17.4%), respectively
The radiation pattern at 961 MHz and gain variation with frequency are shown in Fig. 3(c, d)
The pattern is in the broadside with peak gain of 8.1 dBi.

Conclusions: Various broadband and compact ETMSAs using U-slot, V-slot and pair o
rectangular slots are proposed. For same substrate thickness, ETMSA with pair of rectangula
slots has larger BW as compared to the U and V-slot cut ETMSAs. The BW of compac
HETMSA is increased by cutting half U or V-slot.
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Fig. 2 (a) Radiation pattern at 902 MHz for half U-slot cut HETMSA, its (b) gain variation
against frequency, ETMSA with (c) V-slot and (d) half V-slot, and (e) input impedance and
VSWR plots for half V-slot HETMSA, (_ _ _) simulated, (____) measured

Fig.1 ETMSA with (a) U-slot and (b) half U-slot, (c) input impedance and VSWR plots for
half U-slot HETMSA, (_ _ _) simulated, (____) measured
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ABSTRACT:
This paper outlines a multiband antenna design based on fractal concepts. Fractal antennas
show multiband behavior due to self – similarity in their structure. The proposed antenna is
simulated using the method of moment based commercial software (IE3D) and results for
return loss, radiation patterns and gain are presented.

Introduction:
Fractal antennas are new member in the family of antennas [1]. Fractals are the structures that
preserve their shape at different scales. Cohen [2] was first to develop an antenna element
using the concept of fractal. The fractal concept can be used to reduce the antenna size or it
can be used to achieve multiple bands [3-5]. In the present work a plus shape patch is taken
as a base shape and in first iteration four other plus shape patches of the order 1/3 of base
shape are placed touching the base shape. Similarly next iterations can be performed but here
results of simulation studies only for base shape and first iteration is presented because for
next iterations shape of geometry becomes complicated.

Fig. 3 (a) Pair of rectangular slots cut ETMSA, (b) input impedance and VSWR plots, (_ _ _)
simulated, (____) measured; (c) radiation pattern at 960 MHz and its (d) gain variation against
frequency

Design:
For base shape a plus shaped patch is taken as shown in figure 1(a). For first iteration four
plus shapes of the order 1/3 of base shape are placed touching the base shape as shown in
figure 1(b). Same procedure can be repeated for next iterations. For each iteration plus shapes
of the order of (1/3)n of base shape are taken, where n is the number of iterations. This
geometry is simulated assuming a dielectric substrate having a dielectric constant İr =4.4 and
height of substrate is 4 mm. In our simulation a=c=45 mm and b=d=15 mm. Dimensions for
first iteration can be calculated as
e = g = (1/3)a = (1/3)c and
f = h = (1/3)b = (1/3)d
which gives e=g=15 mm and f=h=5 mm respectively. Probe Feed is used as a feed line with
probe radius 0.5-mm and length of probe is equal to the substrate thickness.
Results and Discussion:
The proposed design has been simulated using Zealand’s simulation package [6]. The
resonant frequencies for which minimum return loss occurs for various bands for base shape
and first iteration are given in Table 1. Figure 2(a) shows the variation of return loss with
frequency for base shape. Similar result for first iteration is shown in figure 2(b). It is
observed that for first iteration three bands occurs in the frequency range 8-16 GHz, while for
base shape only one band is achieved. These results clearly show as the number of iterations
are increased multibands are achieved. Radiation patterns at different bands for first iteration
are shown in figure 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c) respectively. These radiation patterns clearly show that
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the antenna radiates almost like an omni directional antenna. Figure 4 shows the gain vs.
frequency plot for first iteration.
Geometry
Fr1
Base shape
First iteration

_
11.8 GHz

Resonant Frequency
Fr2
13 GHz
13 GHz

Fr3
_
13.8 GHz

Table 1: Table for frequencies at which minimum return loss occur

Figure 2(b): Graph for return loss vs. frequency for first iteration
CONCLUSION:
A new design of fractal antenna has been proposed. This antenna is multiband and gives three
bands in the frequency range 8-16 GHz. The multiband behavior of the antenna, together with
the shape of patterns suggest a possible application of this antenna to land vehicles linked to
ground base station that might require the operation of several communication systems in a
single antenna. As usually in mobile communication systems, no polarization restrictions
have been considered.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT:
The authors thankfully acknowledge the authorities of Madhav Institute of Technology &
Science, Gwalior.

Figure 3(a): Radiation patterns at 11.8 GHz

FIGURE 1(a): Geometry for base
shape

FIGURE 1(b): Geometry for first
iteration

Figure 3(b): Radiation patterns at 13 GHz

Figure 2(a): Graph for return loss vs. frequency for base shape
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Figure 4: Gain vs. frequency plot
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Abstract A 6-element printed log-periodic dipole array antenna is designed in the
frequency range of 7.5 to 15GHz.The return loss, radiation pattern and directivity
has been determined using electro magnetic simulator.( Zeland’s Integral equation
based IE3D 8.21). The Present antenna operates from 7.5 GHz to 15 GHz with a
percentage bandwidth of 75. The radiation pattern is found to be very broad and
can be used for communication purposes.

Introduction
Log-periodic dipole array was first reported in [1]. Lot of experimental and
theoretical work has been reported in [2-4]. The log-periodic dipole array is a
frequency independent antenna. The present work describes the design and
analysis of microstrip log-periodic dipole array. The analysis of the designed
geometry has been carried out using IE3D software [5].
Antenna configuration
The log-periodic dipole array (LPDA), which is printed on one side of a low cost
dielectric substrate, is designed, as shown in Fig. 1. The array elements are
connected through a microstrip. The design procedure of this log-periodic dipole
array is similar to that presented by Carrel [2]. Design of log periodic dipole array
antenna depends upon various parameters such as geometric ratio (W), width V
and angle (Į) as given in [6].
Where,
Į = 2tan-1[(1- W/4V)
) )]
Designing Parameters in the frequency rage between 7.5 GHz to 15 GHz are
given below
W 0.865 and V = 0.157
Then, Į = 2tan-1[(1- W)/4V] = 24.260
Where τ = l2/ l1 and the spacing factor σ =( R2 - R1)/ 2 l2
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for various applications. These LPDAs offer the advantages of compact siz
lightweight, and low cost.

Fig.1 Configuration of printed LPDA
All the parameters, required for the design calculated as per [6], and are given in
table-1

Fig.3 Polar plot

Table-1
Frequency
(GHz)

Length of
the dipole
L (mm)

Spacing D
(mm)

F1=7.5
F2=8.67
F3=10.024
F4=11.59
F5=13.397
F6=15.487

L1= 19.01
L2= 16.44
L3= 14.22
L4= 12.30
L5= 10.64
L6= 9.21

D1 = 5.97
D2 =5.16
D3 = 4.47
D4 = 3.86
D5 = 3.34
D6 = 0.00

spacing (s)
between the
poles of each
dipole S
(mm)
S1 = 0.865
S2 = 0.75
S3 = 0.65
S4 = 0.56
S5 = 0.484
S6 = 0.419

Width of
dipole W
(mm)

W1 = 0.20
W2 = 0.173
W3 = 0.15
W4 = 0.13
W5 = 0.112
W6 = 0.097

Traditionally matching microstrip of constant width is used. Here it is periodically
varied as given in table-1.
Results and discussion
LPDA prototype was designed on substrate having thickness 1.6mm and ɽr=2.56.
The simulated VSWR of the LPDA is shown in Fig. 2, fig.3 shows the radiation
pattern and directivity is shown in Fig.4.

Fig.2VSWR against Frequency

Conclusion
The proposed LPDA operates satisfactorily from the 7.5 to15GHz band. Antenna
is considered on low cost substrate which can be easily designed and can be used
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Abstract: In this paper, a compact broadband rectangular microstrip
antenna with open end meandering slots in the ground plane is presented.
Three identical narrow open end meandering slots were embedded in the
antenna’s ground plane parallel to the rectangular patch’s radiating edge.
Experimental study is carried out by varying the length of open end slots.
Using open end meandering slots in the ground plane the resonant
frequency of the antenna is greatly lowered with large enhancement in the
bandwidth. With the proposed design a broad bandwidth of 40% is achieved
with an extreme reduction of 82.9% in the antenna size when compared to
rectangular microstrip antenna without slots.

Fig.4 Directivity Vs frequency
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INTRODUCTION
Modern communication devices and applications such as mobile cellular handsets,
cordless phones, blue tooth devices and WLAN’s call for an extreme compact antennas
covering a wide operational bandwidth. In the literature, meandering technique (using narrow
slots) when applied to the ground plane of the microstrip antenna was proved to be one of
effective method in reducing the size of the microstrip antenna and enhancement of
bandwidth [1]. However, the obtained bandwidth in this case is comparatively very less when
met with the requirements of the above said applications. Further enhancement in the antenna
bandwidth and size reduction was very much in need. Many combinations of radiating patch
and the ground plane slots were configured and analyzed to achieve extreme compact and
broadband antennas. T. W. Chiou et al [2] introduced slots in the ground plane that helped to
enhance operational bandwidth of a terminal antenna at the upper end of the invested
frequency band. Recently broadening of the lower operational frequency band was achieved
using two open end slots in the ground plane under the radiating element (inverted F-type
patch) [3]. It was found that the use of two parallel open end slots in the ground plane
decrease the resonant frequency of the ground plane and enhance the bandwidth of the lower
operational frequency band. The obtained bandwidth is 50% for –6 dB return loss in this case.
In this paper, we present a compact broadband rectangular microstrip antenna with
open end meandering slots in the ground plane. Three identical narrow open end slots were
embedded in the antenna’s ground plane. These slots are aligned with an equal spacing of L/4
parallel to the rectangular patch’s radiating edge. Experimental study was carried out for
different open end slot lengths. Using three open end meandering slots the resonant frequency
is greatly lowered with large enhancement in the bandwidth. With the proposed design a
broad bandwidth 40% (-10 dB return loss) is achieved with extreme reduction of 82.9% in the
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antenna size. The obtained antenna bandwidth and size reduction are more when compared to
R. Hossa et al [3].

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The prototype antennas with the proposed geometry have been fabricated and
measured experimentally using Vector Network Analyzer (Rohde and Schwarz, Germany
make ZVK model). The obtained results are tabulated in Table 1.

ANTENNA DASIGN
First, a reference antenna (RA) i.e., a rectangular microstrip antenna of patch size
(L, W) = (11.33, 15.24) mm is designed for operating frequency of 6 GHz (Hr = 4.4 and h =
1.6 mm) for TM10 mode [4]. This rectangular patch in turn is fed by a 50: center fed
microstrip line feed of dimensions (Lf50, Wf50) = (6.187, 3.060) mm, through a quarter wave
transformer having (Lt, Wt) = (4.922, 0.500) mm as shown in Fig. 1(a) [5-6]. Here the
microstrip line feed is used to excite the patch as the planar feed makes the structure suitable
for integration with associated microwave circuitry.
Later three identical narrow open end slots were embedded in the antenna’s ground
plane that are aligned with an equal spacing of L/4 parallel to the radiating edge of the
rectangular patch as shown in Fig. 1(b). The embedded open end slots are narrow (Ws = 1
mm) and have a slot length of Ls + Lo. Ls and Lo are the slot lengths inside and outside the
projection image of the radiating patch in the ground plane respectively. The slot length Lo
for the prototypes is fixed to be 11.2 mm (as the groundplane size is taken to be 38x38mm)
while the slot length Ls is varied for different slot lengths. As the reduction in the resonant
frequency is more significant for longer slot lengths [1], hence a detail study was carried out
for the longer slot lengths ‘Ls’ i.e., from 12mm to 13.5mm by an interval of 0.5mm. However,
for the reference antenna (RA) Ls = Lo = 0.

W

Patch

Radiating edge

L/4
Patch

Ws

L

L/4

Wt

Lt

Ls
Lf50

(a)

Ground plane

Table 1: Measured results of rectangular microstrip antenna with open end
meandering slots in the ground plane.

Lo

Ls

fr

(mm) (mm) (GHz)
0
11.2

11.2
11.2
11.2

0
12

Return
loss
(dB)

5.987 –18.50
f1 = 1.12 – 14.82
f2 = 1.33 – 18.59
f3 = 2.05 – 10.61
12.5
1.11
–17.11
13
1.09
–23.06
13.5
1.08
–30.13

Band
Reduction
width
in size
(MHz, % )
(%)
275, 4.5
71.5, 6.3
184, 13.8
60, 2.9
318, 28.6
424, 38.6
430, 40

-

82.2
78.8
67.5
82.4
82.6
82.9

From the Table 1, the reference antenna with out any slots is resonating for
5.987 GHz. A bandwidth of 4.5% (–10dB return-loss) is obtained. As the meandering slot
length, Ls increases from 0 to 12mm, it is seen from the table that the antenna resonates for
three frequencies f1, f2 and f3 having great lowering in their resonance frequencies when
compared to RA. It is also seen that f1 and f2 have more bandwidth when compared to RA.
But f3 has reduction in the bandwidth which is less than RA.
Later, when Ls increases from 12mm to 12.5mm, f3 disappears and the frequencies f1
and f2 further lowers and their bands merge with each other. Here, the antenna gives a size
reduction of 82.4%. It is also found that the bandwidth of the antenna in increased greatly due
to merging of the two frequencies bands of f1 and f2. From the table, a measured bandwidth of
28.6% is achieved which is 6.35 times the bandwidth of RA.
Again when the slot length Ls is further increases to 13mm, the resonance frequency
slit lowers further slightly and resonates at a frequency fr = 1.09 GHz giving a size reduction
of 82.6%. The bandwidth is also found to be further increased to 38.6%.

Lo

Wf50
Substrate

Open end slot
Later as the slot length increases to 13.5mm, Ls = 0.88W, the resonance frequency
lowers slit slightly and resonates at a frequency which is 0.183 times the resonant frequency
of RA giving a size reduction of 82.9%. Moreover, from the table it is seen that the
bandwidth of the antenna is further increased to 40%, which is 8.88 times the RA. At this
optimized slot length an optimum bandwidth has been achieved. For the further increase in
the slot length the bandwidth decreases. The variation of the return loss with the frequency
when Ls = 13.5mm is as shown in Fig. 2. The coplanar radiation pattern of H-plane and Eplane are taken for this antenna for the slot length 13.5mm. E-plane was found to smoother
than H-plane. A gain of 5.2dB is obtained.

(b)

Fig. 1: Geometry of rectangular microstrip antenna with open end meandering slots
in the ground plane. (a) Top view, (b) Rear view.
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TRIANGULAR MICROSTRIP ANTENNA
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Gulbarga University, Gulbarga (Karnataka) 585 106, India.
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Abstract: Single feed two-element conventional equilateral
triangular microstrip antenna (TCETMA) is designed for X-band
frequency gives an impedance bandwidth of 480 MHz. The
resonant frequency of this antenna shifts towards the extreme
ends of X-band by using a common parasitic element between
the driven elements of TCETMA. Using a slot at the center of
driven elements the antenna operates at dual bands. The
impedance bandwidth of this antenna is found to be 500 MHz.
If the slot is placed at the center of parasitic element, the
impedance bandwidth increases to 680 MHz. Further the
impedance bandwidth increases to 760 MHz by inserting a slot
at the center of driven and parasitic elements. These wide and
dual band operations of antenna may find application in
microwave communication systems. Details of antenna design
are described and experimental results are discussed.

Fig. 2: Variation of return loss with frequency for rectangular microstrip antenna
with open end meandering slots in the ground plane when Ls = 13.5mm.
CONCULSIONS
Compact broadband rectangular microstrip antenna with open end meandering slots in
the ground plane is designed, fabricated and studied in detail. It is found that by inserting
open end meandering slots in the ground plane, the resonance frequency of the antenna is
significantly lowered. And at the same time there is enhancement in the bandwidth. With the
proposed design an extreme reduction of 82.9% in the antenna size is obtained with a wide
bandwidth of 40%, which is 8.88 times the rectangular microstrip antenna without any slots.
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Introduction: Microstrip antennas (MSAs) have limited applications due to their narrow
mpedance bandwidth i.e. 1 to 2% [1]. Various techniques are available in the literature to
nhance the impedance bandwidth of MSAs made of different types. One of the most
ttractive features of the equilateral triangular type microstrip antenna is that, the area
ecessary for the patch becomes about half as large as that of a nearly square microstrip
ntenna [2]. Dual band antennas with small physical size and good performance are an
ncoming challenge to meet the needs of integration, cost and efficiency of the emerging
wireless world [3]. In synthetic aperture radar (SAR), a dual-frequency printed circuit
ntenna can be used to avoid the use of a separate array for each band for reduced weight
nd surface [4]. Dual frequency antennas are useful where integration of two services is
equired where two bands cooperate. In view of this an effort is made to enhance the
mpedance bandwidth of the antennas and to operate in dual-frequency band. The proposed
ntennas are designed on commercially available glass-epoxy substrate of thickness h=1.66
mm and dielectric constant Hr = 4.2. First the TCETMA is constructed by using corporate
eed technique.
The gap-coupled slot in driven elements equilateral triangular microstrip antenna
GSD-ETMA) is constructed by inserting a slot at the center of the driven elements coupled
with a parasitic element in the form of gap-coupled to the two driven elements. The dimension
f the slot used in the radiating element is usually taken in terms of O0. The length of the slot
s taken as O0/5 and width is O0/32, where O0 is the free space wavelength in cm. This slot is
onsidered as wide slot as its width is comparable to its length [1]. The wide slots are more
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effective in enhancing the impedance bandwidth of MSAs.The gap-coupled slot in parasitic
element equilateral triangular microstrip antenna (GSP-ETMA) is constructed by inserting a
slot at the center of the parasitic element only. The gap-coupled slot in driven and parasitic
elements equilateral triangular microstrip antenna (GSDP-ETMA) is constructed by inserting
a slot at in both the driven and parasitic elements at their center.
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where, fH and fL are the higher and lower cut-off frequency of the band respectively when its
return loss becomes -10 dB and fc is the center frequency of this band.
-5

0
-5

RETURN LOSS, dB

Description of antenna geometry: Fig.1 shows the geometry of TCETMA. The twoelements in this figure is kept at a distance of 3O0/4 from their center. The distance between
the radiating patch and parasitic element is selected as 3O0/4 to add the radiated power in free
space by the two radiating elements [5]. The antenna is fed by corporate feed technique. This
feed arrangement consists of quarter wave transformer, microstrip bend, two-way power
divider and matching transformers for better impedance matching [6]. At the tip of the 50 
microstrip line feed a SMA connector is used for feeding the microwave power.
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Fig 5: Variation of return loss
verses frequency of TCETMA.

Fig 6: Variation of return loss
verses frequency of GSD-ETMA.

The experimental impedance bandwidth of this antenna is found to be 480 MHz i.e. 4.5%. The
variation of return loss versus frequency of GSD-ETMA is shown in Fig. 6. From this figure
the impedance bandwidth is found to be 500 MHz i.e. 4.89 % which is 1.09 times more when
compared to impedance bandwidth of TCETMA and the antenna operates at two bands of
frequencies.

Fig.1 Geometry of TCETMA

Fig.2 Geometry of GSD-ETMA
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Fig.3 Geometry of GSP-ETMA

Fig.4 Geometry of GSDP-ETMA

The geometry of GSD-ETMA is shown in figure 2. The gap between the radiating and
parasitic element is taken [7] as 0.025 Og, where Og is the operating wavelength in cm [1].
Fig.3 shows the geometry of GSP-ETMA. The geometry of GSDP-ETMA is as shown in
Fig.4.
Experimental results: The impedance bandwidth over return loss less than -10 dB for the
proposed antennas is measured for X-band frequencies. The measurement is taken on vector
network analyzer E8362B. The variation of return loss versus frequency of TCETMA is
shown in Fig. 5. From this graph the impedance bandwidth is calculated using the formula

Fig 7: Variation of return loss
verses frequency of GSP-ETMA.
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Fig 8: Variation of return loss
verses frequency of GSDP-ETMA.

The increase in bandwidth and shift in the resonant frequency at the extremity of the X-band
is due to the use of slot and parasitic element in this antenna. The variation of return loss
versus frequency of GSP-ETMA is shown in Fig. 7. From this figure the impedance
bandwidth is found to be 680 MHz i.e. 6.72 %, which is 1.37 times more than GSD-ETMA.
Fig.8 shows the impedance bandwidth curve of GSDP-ETMA and its impedance bandwidth is
found to be 760 MHz i.e. 7.37 % that is 1.1 times more than the GSP-ETMA. Hence it is clear
that the use of optimum slots in the driven and parasitic elements is quite effective in
enhancing the impedance bandwidth and makes the antenna operate at dual-band of
frequencies.

BW = [(f2 – f1)/fc] u100 %
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Conclusion: From the detailed experimental study it is found that, the proposed antennas such
as GSD-ETMA, GSP-ETMA and GSDP-ETMA are quite capable of enhancing the
impedance bandwidth when compared to TCETMA. These antennas can also operate in the
dual-frequency band. This shows the superiority of gap-coupled technique and use of parasitic
element with slot over TCETMA in controlling the resonant frequency of the antenna. Such
broadband and dual-band antennas may find applications in wireless communication systems.
Acknowledgement: The authors would like to acknowledge there thanks to Sri D.Govind
Rao, Scientist, LRDE, Bangalore, LRDE, for providing measurement facilities and useful
discussions.
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Abstract: The slot microstrip antennas have advantages over
conventional microstrip antenna for enhancing the impedance
bandwidth. In this presentation an experimental effort is made
to enhance the impedance bandwidth of two-element
rectangular microstrip array antenna by inserting different
optimum slot configuration in the radiating patches. The results
show the wide and multiband operation of the antenna
operating at 15-30 GHz. These wideband and multi-band
operation of the antennas may find applications in microwave
communication systems. The design concepts of antenna are
described and experimental results are presented and
discussed.

Introduction: Microstrip antennas (MSAs) are increasingly finding applications in
microwave communication systems as they are found to be lightweight, planar configuration
and inexpensive to fabricate. However, they possess the intrinsic limitations as the narrow
impedance bandwidth nearly 1 to 2% [1]. Various techniques are available in the literature for
broadening the impedance bandwidth of MSAs [2-4]. As the slot loading technique is simple
and strait forward in enhancing the impedance bandwidth of MSAs compared to other
techniques available in the literature. Hence an effort is made to enhance the impedance
bandwidth of the two-element rectangular microstrip array antenna by using optimum slots
with proper dimensions in terms of operating wavelength Ȝ0 in the radiating patches, where Ȝ0
is the free space wavelength in cm. In this presentation a comparative experimental study is
made by inserting circular, square ring, pair of longitudinal and I-shaped slots in the radiating
element of microstrip array antenna to see their impedance bandwidth. The antennas are
designed and fabricated on low cost glass epoxy substrate of thickness h=1.66 mm and
permittivity İr = 4.2. The artwork of these antennas is designed by using computer software
AutoCAD 2000 and fabricated using photolithography process.
Description of antenna geometry: The geometry of circular slot microstrip array antenna
(CSMAA) is as shown in Fig 1. The two radiating elements shown in this figure are kept at a
distance of 3Ȝ0/4 in order to add the radiated power in free space by the individual element
[5]. The circular slots are placed at the center of the radiating elements. The feed arrangement
consists of matching transformer, quarter wave transformer, microstrip bends and two-way
power divider for better impedance matching between feed and radiating elements and
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maintaining uniform TE10 mode [6]. At the tip of microstrip line feed a 50 ȍ SMA connector
is used for feeding the microwave power.

Fig.1 Geometry of CSMAA.
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where, f1 and f2 are the lower and upper cut-off frequencies of CSMAA , respectively when
its return loss becomes –10 dB, and fc is the center frequency between f1 and f2.

Fig.2 Geometry of SRSMAA.

Fig 5 : Variation of return loss verses
frequency of CSMAA .

Fig 6 : Variation of return loss verses
frequency of SRSMAA.

The slot that couples energy from the strip line to the patch can be either resonant or
non-resonant. If it is resonant, it provides another resonance in addition to the patch resonance
[7]. Thus from the graph, it is observed that, the antenna operates for three band of
frequencies. The total bandwidth of this antenna is found to be 25.65%. Fig. 6 shows the
graph of return loss versus frequency of SRSMAA. The total bandwidth of this antenna is
found to be 28.05% which is 1.1 times more than that of the CSMAA.

Fig.3 Geometry of PLSMAA.

Fig.4 Geometry of ISMAA.

The geometry of square ring slot microstrip array antenna (SRSMAA) is as shown in Fig.
2. In this figure a square ring slot of width Ȝ0/32 parallel to radiating and non-radiating edges
kept at a distance of 1mm from the edge. Figure 3 shows the geometry of pair of longitudinal
slot microstrip array antenna (PLSMAA). The pair of slots is placed parallel to the radiating
edges kept at a distance of 1mm from the edge. The length of the slot is taken as Ȝ0/4 and
width of the slot is taken as Ȝ0/32. This slot is considered as wide slot as its width is
comparable to the length. The wide slot is selected, as it is more effective in enhancing the
impedance bandwidth when compared to narrow slot [1]. The PLSMAA is modified in to Ishaped slot microstrip array antenna (ISMAA) by placing a transverse slot at the center of
PLSMAA, which forms a shape of ‘I’ as shown in Fig. 4.
Experimental results: The return loss of the designed antennas is measured on vector
Network Analyzer. The variation of return loss versus frequency of CSMAA is shown in Fig.
5. From this graph the impedance bandwidth is determined by using the equation
BW = [(f2 – f1)/fc]×100 %
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Fig 7 : Variation of return loss verses
frequency of PLSMAA.

Fig 8 : Variation of return loss verses
frequency of ISMAA.

The variation of return loss versus frequency of PLSMAA is as shown in Fig. 7, which is
resonating for three band of frequency. The total impedance bandwidth is found to be
29.48%, which is 1.05 times more than SRSMAA. In ISMAA the center slot that is parallel
to the length of the patch adds another resonance causes wide impedance bandwidth as shown
CREMA,CUSAT
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in the Fig. 8. The total magnitude of impedance bandwidth is 32.04 %, which is 1.09 times
more than the impedance bandwidth of PLSMAA.

Conclusion: From the above experimental study it is quite clear that the impedance
bandwidth of the antenna can be enhanced considerably by inserting a slot in the radiating
elements. In this study the impedance bandwidth is enhanced from 25.65% to 32.04 % by
inserting different optimum slots in the radiating elements. This shows the predominant effect
of slot in enhancing the impedance bandwidth. Further it is amply clear from the experimental
study that by the insertion of slots the antenna operates at multiband of frequencies. Thus the
wideband and multi-frequency operation of these antennas may find application in microwave
communication systems.
Acknowledgement: The authors would like to thank the authorities of Department of Science
& Technology (DST), Govt. of India, New Delhi, for sanctioning the FIST project to the
Dept. of Applied Electronics, Gulbarga University, Gulbarga.
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Abstract: The meander line antenna (MLA) subjects to reduce the physical dimension of the
overall antenna size while still maintain the required electric length to achieve different
resonant frequencies for global system mobile (GSM), personal communication system
(PCS), digital communication system (DCS), microwave sensor and radar application. The
novel design of meander line antenna provides a wide band and characteristics with 50 ȍ
input impedance.

Introduction: Small antennas for mobile handset applications are very attractive recently due
to the increasing demand of wireless communication devices. In addition, an idea of
integration antennas inside System-In-a-Package (SIP) is currently receiving much attention
to further reduce the size and lower manufacturing cost. The size of the MLA is small, of the
orders of wavelength. The features of MLA consisting of one wire have been shown in [1][4]. The MLA has a feature that its input impedance can be easily matched by the use of
impedance step-up and balance mode impedance loading. A compact meander-type slot
antenna with non-uniform slot line widths to yield lower operating frequency has also been
reported [5]. In another study, dual-frequency antenna has been designed by using a tapered
meander slot antenna with a short-ended microstrip line feed and fabricated on a high
permittivity substrate [6]. However, these designs are not suitable for the applications of SIP
because of their large dimensions. Moreover, high dielectric constant can possibly produce
small size antennas, but the idea cannot be applied in SIP applications as thin and low
dielectric constant substrates are usually used in such applications. The MLA with multifrequency capabilities exhibits high gain, ultra-wide bandwidth, multiple polarizations,
increased directivity control, reduced power needs, inherent 50 Ohm impedance and
improved efficiency in a surprisingly small package (compact in size).
The MLA (Meander Line Antenna) is a new type of radiating element, made from a
combination of a loop antenna and frequency tuning meander lines. The electrical length of
the MLA is made up mostly by the delay characteristic of the meander line rather than the
length of the radiating structure itself. MLAs can be designed to exhibit broadband
capabilities that allow Operation on several frequency bands.
If number of turns of tapered meander line increases operating frequency reduced. As
the frequency increases, the operating modes have not only wider bandwidth but also better
return loss values [7]. Meander antenna or meander pattern, is an antenna with the wire
folded and forth where resonance is found in a much more compact structure than can
otherwise be obtained. In all three cases the radiation resistance, bandwidth and efficiency
reduces as size is decreased, and tuning becomes increasingly critical.
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Design: The antenna is constructed by making tapered meander line antenna in a perfectly
conducting plane supported by a dielectric substrate of 1.6 mm thickness and relative
dielectric constant 4.52, fig.1 shows the top view of antenna and design parameters. The
dimensions of major parts of the antenna are listed in table 1. Spacing between the parallel
slots is 1 mm the width of slot is 1 mm and 3 mm.
Table 1 (all dimensions in mm)
A
3

B
4

C
8

D
9

E
10

F
11

G
12

H
1

I
1

Simulation and Results: The resonant properties of an antenna have been simulated using
the method of moment based commercial software (IE3D) [8]. IE3D is a full-wave, method
of moments based electromagnetic simulator solving the current distribution on 3D and
multilayer structures of general shape. Simulation results are shown in figure 2 and figure 3
which shows return loss, efficiency v/s frequency respectively. Band width of meander line
antenna can be significantly increased if substrate with lower dielectric constant is used.
Probe Feed is used as a feed line of 50 ȍ with probe radius 0.4 mm and length of
probe is equal to the substrate thickness.
Conclusion: We proposed a multi band ascendant tapered meander line antenna for
frequencies 5.7 GHz, 6 GHz, 6.6 GHz & 8.9 GHz operation. Antenna has high radiation and
antenna efficiency.

Fig.2: Return Loss v/s Frequency

Acknowledgement: Authors thankfully acknowledge the all authorities of Madhav Institute
of Technology & Science Gwalior (M.P.) - 474005 INDIA.

Fig.1: Proposed Geometry

Fig.3: Efficiency v/s Frequency
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ABSTRACT
The microstrip patch antenna is very popular because of it’s low profile, conformal, low cost,
ease of fabrication and can be deployed for a wide variety of applications. However,
microstrip antennas inherently have narrow bandwidth which is the main drawback. In order
to enhance the bandwidth, the air gap is introduced between the substrate and ground
plane. In this paper, a 2×2 rectangular microstrip antenna with an air gap is presented and
proposed as a feed for parabolic reflector antenna particularly in balloon tracking in the
Radio Theodolite system. It has several advantages over the horn or wire dipole as a feed
due to their light weight, simple low cost structure and ability of integrating with microwave
circuit. The impedance bandwidth for VSWR<2:1 in case of without air gap is around 2.2%
whereas it is 4% with an air gap of 2 mm which meets the requirement of Radio Theodolite.

I INTRODUCTION
The microstrip patch is a suitable candidate as an antenna in the field of wireless
communication, RF sensors and radar system because of it’s simple low cost structure. There
was rapid advancement in last two decades. However the development is restricted by it’s
narrow band property. There are several methods of bandwidth enhancement such as aperture
coupling, stacked elements, coplanar parasitic elements, introduction of air substrate etc.
Here, we have presented 2×2 rectangular microstrip antenna with an air gap introduced
between the substrate and ground plane and proposed as a feed for parabolic reflector
tracking antenna. An air gap reduces the effective dielectric constant and increases the
thickness of the microstrip configuration, as a result bandwidth increases. The antenna is
developed at 1.68 GHz with a substrate of relatively high dielectric constant εr =3.2 and
thickness h=3.18 mm.
The 2×2 microstrip antenna is proposed as a feed for the parabolic reflector tracking antenna.
Fig.2 shows the developed feed for the tracking antenna. The feed is placed normal to the
axis of the parabolic disc inside a cylindrical radome along the axis of the parabola at a
distance 0.77 m from the vertex. The elements are symmetrically displaced from the bore
sight axis. The displacement decides the scanning angle of the tracking antenna. The
elements are kept independent to allow the beam scanning in two orthogonal direction. The
tracking technique uses the simultaneous lobe comparison method. The antenna system is
proposed to be deployed in the Radio Theodolite at 1.68 GHz.
Radio Theodolite is a receiver that receives the signal sent by Radiosonde (a balloon borne
transmitter). It receives the information regarding the humidity, temperature and pressure of
the atmosphere. The Theodolite also tracks the radiosonde signal with suitable tracking
mechanism like sequential or simultaneous lobbing. The gain of the antenna system is 31 dB
at 1.68 GHz. F/D for this parabolic disc is 0.37. The bandwidth required for the antenna
system is more than 40 MHz which was one of the main objective in the development. Fig. 1
shows the antenna system for Radio Theodolite.
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Fig.3 Rectangular Microstrip Patch Antenna (a) Top view (b) Side view

Fig.1 Parabolic reflector tracking antenna
in Radio Theodolite system

Fig. 2 Photograph of the developed
feed for the antenna shown left

III BANDWIDTH ENHANCEMENT

II RECTANGULAR MICROSTRIP PATCH ANTENNA
This consist of a rectangular radiating patch on one side of a dielectric substrate which has a
ground plane normally on the other side. In this design, the air gap is introduced between the
substrate and ground plane to get the required bandwidth as discussed in the next section.
The rectangular microstrip patch can be thought as a transmission line along the length L of
the patch antenna as shown in Fig.3. The width and length of the patch in the fundamental
mode (TM10 ) is given by
c § ε r +1·
W =
¨
¸
2 ⋅ f0 © 2 ¹
L=

c
2 ⋅ f 0 ε re

−

1
2

− 2 ⋅ ∆l

ε re =

2

+

2

10 ⋅ h ·
¸
¨1 +
W ¹
©

−

1
2

ε
ε eff

f nm (∆ ) = f (0) ⋅

where fnm(0) is the resonant frequency when there is no gap and εeff is effective permittivity of
the composite structure shown in Fig.4:

(2)

ε eff =

ε (∆ + h )
(h + ε r ⋅ ∆)

(3)
h

(4)

π ⋅x

for 0 ≤ x ≤ L/2
(5)
L
where Ri is the input resistance, Re is the input resistance at the edge, and x is the distance
from the center of the patch to the feeding point. The value Re of normally varies from170
to 200 Ω.
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Input impedance at the feed point for a microstrip antenna is an essential parameter; it should
be accurately known so as to provide a good match between the coaxial to antenna. Assuming
no variation of input impedance along W, the input impedance varies from zero in the center
to the edge resistance approximately as

Ri = Re ⋅ sin 2

(7)

It is noted that, as the air gap width ∆ increases, εeff decreases and resonant frequency
increases.

and normalized line extension [2] is

(ε + 0.300 ) ⋅ (Wh + 0.264)
∆l
= 0.412 ⋅ re
(ε re − 0.258) ⋅ (Wh + 0.813)
h

(6)

(1)

respectively, where c is the velocity of light, f0 is the desired resonant frequency of the
patch, εr is the dielectric constant of the substrate, εre is the effective dielectric constant of
the substrate and is given by [1]

ε r +1 ε r −1§

It is well known that the decrease in dielectric constant, increase in substrate thickness
implies an increase in percentage bandwidth in microstrip antenna. Therefore an air gap
between the substrate and ground plane results a decrease in dielectric constant and an
increase in substrate thickness. Hence the bandwidth increases. Additionally, the resonant
frequency can be tuned externally by means of adjustable screw between the substrate and
ground plate(Fig.4). The formula for resonant frequency in Tnm mode is given by [3]
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Air gap

∆

(b)

Fig.4 2×2 microstrip antenna with air gap, proposed feed for parabolic reflector tracking
antenna (a) Top view (b) Side view

2×2 rectangular microstrip antenna is printed on a common substrate of dielectric constant εr
=3.2 and thickness h=3.18 mm. The shape of the antenna is made circular as it is to be fitted
on a circular radome of diameter of 23 cm. The antenna is stacked with another aluminum
circular plate (ground plane) of same diameter keeping some air gap to get the larger
bandwidth. The gap between the substrate and plate is variable by adjustable screw to tune
the desired frequency. The space in the ground plate can be used for microwave circuits such
as LNA, hybrid ring, attenuator etc. It reduces the cable losses, as a results, noise figure of the
system improves.
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COMPACT DRUM SHAPED MONOPOLE ANTENNA FOR NEW
GENERATION MOBILE APPLICATIONS

Fig. 5 shows the impedance characteristics of an element in the array. 2×2 rectangular
microstrip antenna is printed on a common substrate of dielectric constant εr=3.2 and
thickness h=3.18 mm. The impedance bandwidth for VSWR<2:1 in case of without air gap is
shown in Fig.5(a). The VSWR 2:1 circles in the smith chart indicates the bandwidth around
37 MHz (2.2 %) whereas it is 66 MHz (4%) in case of an air gap of 2 mm shown in Fig 5(b)
which meets the requirement of the Radio Theodolite system.

Bybi P.C, Jitha B, Gijo Augustin, Binu Paul, C.K Aanandan, K. Vasudevan and
P.Mohanan
Center for research in Electromagnetics and antennas (CREMA), Dept.of Electronics,
CUSAT,
Cochin., India, 682022,

ABSTRACT: A wideband drum shaped monopole antenna
having a 2:1 VSWR bandwidth greater than 80% (1456-3477
MHz) is presented. The wide bandwidth along with omni
directional pattern and moderate gain makes it suitable for
existing and modern mobile applications.
INTRODUCTION
Wideband antennas are gaining prominence and becoming very attractive in modern
wireless and mobile communication systems. These antennas avoid multiple band designs [1,
2] of narrow band elements and hence are simpler. One of the most popular antenna
employed in wireless and mobile communication systems is the monopole antenna because of
simple structure and powerful merits such as wide impedance bandwidth, omni-directional
radiation pattern and moderate gain.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 5 Input impedance of an element in the array (a) without air gap (b) with air gap ∆=2 mm

In this paper we report a wide band printed drum monopole, fed by a microstrip line. The
parameters which affect the operation of the antenna are analyzed both numerically and
experimentally.

V CONCLUSIONS
A 2×2 rectangular microstrip antenna is proposed as a feed for parabolic reflector tracking
antenna in Radio Theodolite system. It has certain advantages as a feed over the conventional
horn or wire dipole with balun such as light weight, simple, low cost and integrity with
microwave circuit. The bandwidth enhancement of the microstrip antenna is obtained
introducing an air gap between the substrate and ground plane. We have achieved 4%
impedance bandwidth for VSWR<2:1 with an air gap of 2 mm whereas it is 2.2 % in case of
without air gap.

ANTENNA DESIGN
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Fig. 1 Geometry and optimized dimensions of the proposed antenna
[L =81, WG = 67, LG =35.5, WM =3, WR = 24, LR =33, BR = 8, d = 6.5, g =1.5, h=1.6
(units in mm) İr =4.2]
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Fig. 1 presents the geometry of the proposed drum shaped monopole antenna for wide band
operation. The antenna is designed to cover the present day requirement of the
communication channels with VSWR of 2:1 over the designated frequency range. The
radiating drum shaped monopole with parameters WR = 24mm, LR= 33mm and BR= 8mm
and the 50 microstrip feedline of width WM of 3mm are etched a substrate of thickness
1.6mm and relative permittivity 4.2. The truncated ground plane of length LG =35.5mm and
width WG =67mm below the microstrip feed line is etched on the other side of the substrate.
The offset distance (d) of the patch relative to the feed strip and the feed gap (g) between the
ground plane and the radiating patch are optimized for wideband performance.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The impedance characteristics of the antenna were simulated using the Ansoft HFSSTM V10.
Based on the variation of d from 0 to 9.75mm the return loss characteristics are analyzed
(Fig.2.a). The -10dB bandwidth changes significantly with varying offset distance‘d’ [3]. The
optimized offset distance is found to be d =6.5mm.The simulated return loss curves with
different feed gap ‘g’ [4] are plotted in Fig.2.b. It is observed that the performance of the
antenna changes with varying feed gap ‘g’. The optimized feed gap for maximum bandwidth
is found to be g =1.5mm.

(a)

Fig. 3 Simulated and measured return loss curves for the proposed antenna[ L =81, WG = 67, LG =35.5
WM =3, WR = 24, LR =33, BR = 8, d = 6.5, g =1.5, h=1.6 (units in mm)İr =4.2]

Fig.4 shows the measured radiation patterns in the X-Z and Y-Z planes at 1.8, 2.4 an
GHz respectively. The antenna offers nearly similar radiation pattern throughout the
except at the higher band edge. The pattern is found to be omni directional along the
plane and figure of eight shape in the Y-Z plane. The antenna is linearly polarized alon
Y direction along the entire band. The measured antenna gain, is shown in fig.5.

(b)

Fig. 2.a. Simulated return loss for different offset distance d [L =81, WG = 67, LG =35.5, WM =3, WR =
24, LR =33, BR = 8, g =1.5, h=1.6 (units in mm) İr =4.2]
Fig. 2. b Simulated return loss for different feed gap g [ L =81, WG = 67, LG =35.5, WM =3, WR = 24,
LR =33, BR = 8, d =6.5, h=1.6 (units in mm) İr =4.2 ]

It has been shown in the simulation that by selecting the proper offset distance d and feed gap
h, much enhanced impedance bandwidth can be achieved for the proposed antenna. The
strong electromagnetic coupling between the ground plane and the patch is responsible for
the enhanced bandwidth.
The prototype of the drum monopole antenna with optimal design, ie d= 6.5mm and g =
1.5mm was fabricated and measured. The measurement was performed using Agilent
E8362B PNA series network analyzer. Fig.3 shows the simulated and measured return loss
curves. The measured return loss agrees well with the simulation. The measured bandwidth
of -10dB is from 1.46 to 3.48GHz, and in simulation from1.45 to 3.35GHz. The measurement
confirms the wideband characteristic of the proposed drum shaped monopole antenna, as
predicted in the simulation.
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Fig. 4 Measured radiation pattern of the proposed antenna at (a) 1.8 GHz (b) 2.4 GHz (c) 3.4 GHz
[ L =81, WG = 67, LG =35.5, WM =3, WR = 24, LR =33, BR = 8, d = 6.5, g =1.5, h=1.6 (units in
mm)İr =4.2]
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Fig. 5 Measured Gain of the proposed antenna [ L =81, WG = 67, LG =35.5, WM =3, WR = 24, LR =33,
BR = 8, d = 6.5, g =1.5, h=1.6 (units in mm) İr =4.2]

CONCLUSION
A wide band drum shaped antenna fed by microstrip feed line capable of serving the needs
of new generation mobile applications has been proposed and successfully implemented. It
has been shown that the operating bandwidth of the antenna heavily dependent on the feed
gap and the offset distance due to the impedance matching. Wide impedance bandwidth and
omni-directional patterns with moderate gain are the striking features of the design.

Abstract: A multiband antenna which can cater both the 2.4
GHz (2400MHz - 2485 MHz ) and 5.8 GHz (5725MHz - 5825
MHz ) Wireless LAN bands is presented. Experimental analysis
using Agilent E8362B PNA, shows a 2:1 VSWR bandwidth of
upto 23.1% and 19% for 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz respectively.The
antenna is simulated using Ansoft’s HFSS v10, which shows
good agreement with simulated results. Measured radiation
patterns are observed to be nearly omnidirectional which is
suitable for applications like wireless access point.
I INTRODUCTION
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Wirelss communication has evolved exponential growth during the last decade,
leading to the development of highly integrated communication devices which incorporate latest communication protocols like Wireless LAN and Bluetooth. A wireless
access point facilitates communication between PCs, Laptops, Wireless routers and
other such communication devices. To fulfil the requirements of modern handheld
communication devices ,development of a compact, multiband antenna with omnidirectional radiation proporties and moderate gain is of prime interest.Many techniques
have been used to develp antennas [1,2,3] which fulfill the needs of modern communication systems.Printed monopole antennas are a good choice for the short range communication devices becaue of their low cost, light weight and easy fabrication.As per
IEEE recommendation, the 2.4 GHz WLAN occupies a spectrum from 2400 MHz – 2485
MHz whereas the 5.8 GHz Hyperlan occupies the 5725MHz - 5825 MHzThe present
scenario in the wireless communication systems indicates a shift of operating frequency from the 2.4 GHz band to the 5.8 GHz band for various reasons. Hence a single,
compact antenna supporting both these WLAN bands is of great significance.
In this manuscript we propose a dualband antenna capable of serving the
needs of Wireless Access Point. Various antenna parameters are optimized using Ansoft
HFSS™ v10 to meet the design goals at both frequency bands of interest. The prototype
of the proposed and antenna is constructed and tested. Details of the simulated and
measured antenna characterestics are presented and discussed.
2.ANTENNA GEOMETRY
Fig.1 shows the proposed geometry of the multiband, triangular patch loaded
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monopole antenna. It is constructed
on a substrate with dielectric constant, εr =
4.4 and thickness, h = 1.6 mm. The proposed
antenna consists of a of a triangular patch
on layer 1, excited by the planar strip monopole on layer 2. Note that the ground plane
of diamension 30 x 25 mm is printed on the
back surface of layer 1. A 50 microstrip line
with truncated ground plane etched on layer
2 serves as the feed and radiating monopole. The overall size of the antenna including the feeding mechanisum is (25 x 50 x 3.2
) while the ground plane diamension is (30 x
25 ) mm. The monopole provides resonance
at higher band while the loaded triangular
patch resonates at the lower band. The position of the triangular patch is optimized
experimently for optimum impedance matching.
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19 % in the 5.8 GHz band. Considering the bandwidth specifications of 2.4 /5.8
GHZ WLAN operating band, the antenna found to be a good candidate.
In the proposed structure, the strip monopole provides the higher resonance.
The experimental study for different values of the monopole legth is provided in Fig 3
with all other paramenters including the ground dimensions a constant.
0

Return loss, dB
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Fig. 1 Geometry of the
proposed Antenna

3.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1

The proposed antenna is simulated
using commercial electromagnetic solver- Ansoft HFSS and a prototype of the same is
constructed and tested. Fig. 2 depicts the experimental results along with the simulated
results for the antenna diamension L = 20. A good agreement between simulated and
0
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Frequency, GHz

Fig. 3 Tunning of second resonant frequency by
varying the parameter ‘L’

The triangular patch is prototyped for different dimensions of L, keeping all
other parameters constant and effect of patch diamension ‘L’ are studied. Fig 3. shows
the typical return losses for the cases of L = 15,20,25. It is evident form the plot that the
first resonance of the antenna can be tunned by varying the diamension ‘L’ and keeping
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Fig. 2 Measured and Simulated Reflection characteristics of the proposed Antenna
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experimental results are observerd. It is evident from the plot that the first band corresponds to ( 2.23 - 2.81) GHz while the second resonance include ( 5.54 - 6.71) GHz. It is
clearly seen that the antenna can provide % bandwidth of 23.1% in the lower band and
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Fig. 4 Tunning of first resonant frequency by varying
the parameter ‘L’

all other parameters constant.
Simulated current density plots of the proposed antenna is shown in figure 5. It
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is clear from the figure that at 2.4 GHz the triangular patch is more excited while
at 5.8 GHz the monopole is excited more.
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THE DESIGN OF NOVEL CROWN CIRCULAR FRACTAL ANTENNA
Raj Kumar, J. P. Shinde1 and P. Malathi2
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This paper presents the novel crown shaped circular fractal antenna. The new proposed antenna
introduces the self-similarity in fractal antenna based on nearly circular – triangular geometry.
This crown shaped antenna has been designed on substrate of dielectric constant Hr = 4.3 and
thickness 1.53mm. The antenna has been fabricated and tested. It has been observed that antenna
is radiating at multiple resonant frequencies. The resonant frequency for the solid conventional
nearly circular patch of dimension a/b=0.98 with a = 40 mm is 1.44GHz. This resonant
frequency is shifted to 0.938GHz.by application of fractal geometry in antenna which indicates
the physical size reduction of antenna. The simulated and experimental results of the nearly
circular triangular antenna are in good agreement. This nearly circular fractal geometry has been
studied with two interactions.
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Fig. 5 Current density plots of the proposed Fig. 6. Measured radiation characterestics of
antenna for various frequencies. a) monopole the proposed antenna. a. 2.4 GHz b. 5.8 GHz.
at 2.4 GHz , b) monopole at 5.8 GHz, c) triangular patch at 2.4 GHz, d)triangular patch at
5.8 GHz

Fig 6. shows the measured nearly omnidirectional radiation patters at 2.4 GHz
and 5.2 GHz respectively. The gain of the antenna is also measured using gain comparison method. It has an average gain of 2.2 dBi and 3.3 dBi in the 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz
bands,respectively.
4. CONCLUDSION.
A compact dual band, triangular patch loaded monopole antenna is presented.
Various antenna parameters are studied and optimized for 2.4/5.8 WLAN bands. The
antenna offers omnidirectonal radiation characteristics with moderate gain suitable for
the use in wireless access points.
5. REFERENCE.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Microstrip antennas are commonly used in a broad range of applications such as GSM 900,
GSM1800, UMTS and PCs. This is primarily due to their simplicity of fabrication, ease of
production, low manufacturing cost and light in weight. Nowadays, the size of electronics
systems has decreased drastically, whereas their functionality has increased. The antennas have
not experienced the same evolution. The antenna size with respect to the wavelength is the
parameter that will have influence on the radiation characteristics. For efficient radiation, the size
should be of the order of half a wavelength or larger. But as antenna size reduces, the bandwidth,
gain, efficiency and polarization purity of antenna deteriorate [1-3].
Micro strip antenna with fractal geometry is right choice for miniaturization, operation of
antenna at several resonant frequencies broad band coverage. Because of this, there has been a
lot of interest in fractal geometry in antennas. The multi-band properties of these antennas have
been investigated by N.Cohen [5] and others [6-8]. The circular polarization with multi band in
Fractal antenna has not been in much research progress. The generation of circular polarization
with multi band properties and compact size is much more advantageous in comparison to linear
polarization. The circular polarized antennas transmits and receive in all planes and give a
higher probability of link because it transmit and receive in all planes. In this paper, the new
geometry of fractal antenna has been studied for circular polarization. This new antenna provides
multiband, compact size and bandwidth improvement at higher resonance.
2. DESIGN EXPRESSIONS:
The resonant frequency of conventional microstrip circular patch can be calculated using the
following expressions [9] as given below,
C Dnm
fr = 
where Dnm =1.841
(1)
2SreffHr
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reff = ro[1+2h/2roHr{ln(ro/2h)+(1.41Hr+ 1.77) + h/ro(0.268Hr + 1.65)}]1/2
(2)
where ‘ro’ is physical radius of patch, and ‘reff ‘ is the effective radius of patch.
This above expression can also be used to calculate the resonant frequency of fractal antenna of
given geometry as shown in Fig.1. It is seen that effect of fractal geometry with several iterations
is not affecting the antenna properties, except the shift in the frequency because of removal of
metallization.

ro
Feed Point

reff

Fig. 3, Return loss of solid Circular Microstrip
Patch Antenna

Fig.1, Solid circular patch.

Fig. 4, Return Loss of Crown Shaped Fractal
Antenna

3. DESIGN OF CIRCULAR FRACTAL ANTENNA
Nearly circular solid microstrip antenna has been designed on substrate Hr= 4.3 and h=1.53 mm.
The dimension of solid circular patch been taken as, b/a= 0.98, where a = 40 mm. This solid
patch has been fed with single feed position at 45q and 1 mm inside from circumference as
shown in Fig. 1. For fractal antenna, nearly equilateral triangle in first iteration is subtracted from
this nearly circular patch. In second iteration, the nearly circular solid patch is constructed inside
the first subtracted triangle and a triangle has been subtracted from small second nearly circular
patch. Like this, nth iteration can be repeated for this geometry. This geometry of antennas has
self-similarity. Here, the antenna has been designed with 2nd iteration. The crown circular fractal
antenna has been simulated with the same feed position as of nearly solid circular patch antenna
by FDTD source code. The fractal antennas has been constructed with 2nd iteration since higher
order iteration do not have much effect on antenna properties.
Feed Point

Fig. 5, Simulated Radiation pattern of Crown shaped Fractal Antenna
At 0.938 and 1.87 GHz

Fig. 2, Crown Shaped Circular Fractal Antenna
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4. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The nearly solid circular patch antenna and crown circular fractal antenna has been simulated
with feed position at 45q and 1 mm inside the circumference. Both antenna has been designed
and fabricated. The simulated centre frequency of solid circular patch has been observed at 1.48
GHz and experimental center frequency is 1.44GHz. as shown in Fig. 3. The shift in the
frequency in comparison to the simulated resonant frequency is due to fabrication and the
manufacture tolerance of the substrate dielectric constant. Similarly, the crown circular fractal
shaped antenna has been tested and the experimental result in the form of return loss is shown in
Fig. 4. It is observed from Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 that the first resonant frequency of the circular
shaped fractal antenna has been shifted to 0.938GHz. The frequency is shifted to the lower side
by 0.502GHz in comparison to solid near circular patch antenna. This indicated the size
reduction of the antenna by 58%. It is also observed from Fig. 4, the higher mode of crown
circular fractal patch provides the circular polarization with improved bandwidth at higher
resonance. This figure also indicated that antenna resonating at multi-band. The simulated
radiation of antenna is shown in Fig.5. The study of this new antenna requires further
improvement..
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The crown circular shaped fractal antenna has been designed and tested. The simulated results
are in good agreement with experimental results . It has been predicted by applying the fractal
properties to microstrip antenna, the size has been reduced at first resonant frequency around
58% and higher order mode provide the circular polarization with improved bandwidth. This
crown circular shape fractal antenna has the privilege of size reduction, multi band and circular
polarization and useful for Mobile Communication and military applications where RCS of
antenna is an important parameter.
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Abstract— Here, two quarter wavelength microstrip stubs with a shorted slot line are used to
design compact wideband bandpass filters (BPF). Wideband characteristics are obtained
using broadside-coupling between the stubs and the slot line. The 3-dB fractional bandwidth
(FBW) is varied by varying the coupled line widths. The filter has the advantages of
compactness, wide bandwidth, low insertion loss (IL) and ease of fabrication. The prototype
fabricated filter of FBW 69.4% show a maximum IL less than 1.0 dB over 64 % of the
passband. The basic BPF occupying area is less than 0.18Ȝg × 0.20Ȝg, where Ȝg is the guided
wavelength at the midband frequency. Good agreement between measurements and
simulations are obtained.
1. INTRODUCTION
High performance, low cost, low insertion loss, compact wide-band BPF is highly desirable
for the next generation wireless and satellite communication system. For this purpose,
parallel coupled microstrip line (PCML) filters are most popular for their simple design
procedure [1, 2]. At the expense of implementation area, filter performance improves in a
straightforward manner with increasing filter order. Some other popular versions of the
coupled-line filters are using hairpin and open-loop resonators. Different shapes were
proposed to improve filter performance and simultaneously to obtain compactness. The
design procedures for all the filters uses classical filter theory and are based on either edgecoupled or end-coupled resonators. Wideband coupled-lines BPF having 3-dB fractional
bandwidth (FBW) greater than 20% becomes difficult to fabricate due to the close line
spacings required to enhance the coupling of the first and last coupled stages.
In [3], ground plane aperture technique was proposed for enhanced coupling to design a
multi-pole compact BPF having 60% 3-dB fractional bandwidth (FBW). In [4], this idea of
enhanced coupling by etching a slot in the ground plane was extended to design a parallel line
wideband BPF having FBW up to 30% with spurious band suppressions. All these BPFs had
gradual cutoff. Filters using strong coupling produced by broad-side coupled lines have
inherently wideband characteristics. Broadside coupling has some additional advantages that
cannot be obtained by its edge-coupled counterparts. A broadside-coupled single section filter
can produce multi-pole stopband or low IL multi-pole passband. For examples, in [5] a
wideband microstrip BPF was designed using broadside-coupled half-wavelength microstrip
lines. However, the upper stopband width was less than its passband width. In our previous
attempt, a compact BPF having high FBW of 95-115% was designed for ultra wideband
communication in microstrip line using broadside slot coupling at the crossings [6]. Here,
broadside coupling has been used between microstrip and slot lines. The slot line is etched in
the ground plane of the microstrip line and is therefore a single substrate structure, unlike [5].
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FILTER DESIGN

II.

The basic BPF section is shown in Fig. 1. Open ended circular slot of inner radius Ri and
outer radius RO is etched in the ground plane. This slot of width WS is coupled to two
microstrip stubs, each of width Wm and length Lm. The separation between the stubs is gm1 at
the open end and gm2 at the feed end. The gap width gs in slot line is initially made equal to
gm1. The coupling between the slot and microstrip line is dominantly magnetic. The pass band
center frequency is determined by the coupled microstrip line length, Lm. It is quarter
wavelength at the passband centre frequency. The full wave simulation software, IE3D® has
been used for simulations. Average current distributions at the passband centre frequency and
at the upper stopband center frequency are shown in Fig. 2. Current minima exist at the two
microstrip line ends. When a current minimum occurs near the coupled line feed point Pl,
power transfer is stopped, thus producing a stopband. At the upper stop band center
frequency the coupled line lengths, Lm is equal to half-wavelength. The BPF characteristics
are insensitive to small variations in slot line length. Decreasing the stub lengths Lm by
increasing gm2 shifts the BPF passband towards higher frequency side. Slight increase in gm1
with respect to gs initially decreases the IL.
The FBW can be varied by varying the line impedances. Decreasing the line width
decreases the FBW. The simulated scattering parameters for different coupling widths are
shown in Fig. 3. In each case, slot width is kept equal to coupled microstrip line width. The
higher cutoff frequency can be increased by decreasing the inner radius, Ri whilst the lower
cutoff frequency by decreasing the outer radius, Ro.
In the next step, a LPF section is cascaded to improve the stop band characteristics. The
LPF used is a U-shaped structure comprising of two shunt stubs of lengths șs and
characteristic impedance Zs separated by a narrow width line segment of lengths șm and
characteristic impedance Zm (see Fig. 4). Its transmission response is given by
S 21
A

A

D

>
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Z0

cos T m  Z mYs sin T m tan T s , B

jZ m sin T m

IV.
CONCLUSION
Broadside coupling between microstrip line and slotline is used to design compact, wideband
BPF. A single section BPF can produce good rejection characteristics. The rejection
performance can be further improved by cascading a LPF. The BPF has a number of
advantages; a maximum IL of 1.2 dB over 70.4% of the pass band; single section skirt
attenuation rate greater than 30 dB/ GHz on the both sides of the passband. Total rectangular
occupying area is less than 0.31Ȝg × 0.14Ȝg when the LPF section is included; otherwise it is
less than 0.18Ȝg × 0.20Ȝg. The filter is easy to fabricate as no via or holes are required. The
present BPF has the least occupying area compared to other reported compact wideband
BPFs [4-6]. It has higher FBW than those reported in [1-5]. Also, FBW can be varied
between 44% and 76%.
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and

@

C j Ym sinT m2Ys cos T m tan T s  Z mYs2 sin T m tan 2 T s
where, Ys and Ym are the characteristic admittances of the shunt stubs and the connecting
narrow-width line segment. The rejection band can be controlled by varying the LPF
dimensions. Two examples are shown in Fig. 5. In each case BPF to LPF separation, S is
fixed at 1.0 mm. The separation value was optimized by the full wave simulation software. In
the first example, a deeper rejection just after the BPF passband was obtained, while in the
second example, the 22 dB stop band extends up to 15 GHz.
III.
FABRICATION AND MEASUREMENTS
A prototype BPF was designed having FBW 69.4% and center frequency 3.253 GHz. The
substrate used was 0.381mm thick RT/duroid® 5880 having dielectric constant, ȯr = 2.2.
Shown in Fig. 6 are the simulated and measured S-parameters of this filter. Measurements
have been carried out using a HP 8510C vector network analyzer. The measured IL is less
than 1.0 dB from 2.364 to 3.807 GHz. The filters have no undesired pass band below the
main passband with DC is completely blocked. On the upper side, 30 dB stopband extends
from 5.248 to 9.142 GHz. The measured and simulated group delays are compared in Fig. 7.
Maximum passband group delay variation obtained is 0.9 nS. A photograph of the fabricated
BPF is shown in Fig. 4.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. The basic BPF: (a) complete filter structure black (white) portion represents the
microstrip (etched slot) and (b) ground plane structure.
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COMPUTER –AIDED DESIGN OF MICROSTRIP MONOPULSE COMPARATOR
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Airport Road, Bangalore-560 017.INDIA
senthil@isac.gov.in

(b)

(a)

Fig. 2. Microstripline average current distributions at (a) passband and (b) stopband centre
frequencies. Maximum values of average currents are 42.6 and 41.1 amp/m for (a) and (b)
respectively.

Abstract: High performance microstrip monopulse comparator at SBand has been developed for ground station tracking antenna
application. Construction of eight-port comparator with four rat-race
hybrids has been developed and experimentally tested & implemented
in a Ground station. Microstrip monopulse comparator has been
developed in .0 – .3 GHz frequency range. The grou nd station
antenna utilizes diplexer network to perform transmit and receive
operations simultaneously. The measured insertion loss is about 0.
dB, return loss is better than 30 dB and isolation is better than 30 dB
over the required frequency range. Excellent amplitude & phase
balance response along with good isolation between error ports are
obtained.
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Fig. 4. Photograph of the BPF.

Fig. 3. Simulated S-parameters for different
widths; in each case Wm = Ws, Mean radius =
5.75 mm.

Introduction
0

The driving parameters in the design of satellite receive terminals are G/T (Gain to Noise Temperature),
the weight and size of the antenna system. For a given noise temperature of the receiver, the G/T requirements
can be met by increasing the gain of the reflector and / or by reducing the noise temperature of the antenna feed
system. Feed system noise temperature is dictated by losses in the feed and transmission lines connecting the
feed to receiver LNA (Low Noise amplifier). Losses can be reduced by proper design of feed system using low
loss waveguide components. The monopulse tracking system requires a sum signal and error/difference signals
in two orthogonal planes (viz. X and Y or azimuth and elevation) one of the compact ways of realising this is to
use four radiating elements and feeding them using a monopulse comparator. This paper describes the low loss
microstrip comparator network. Monopulse comparator is an eight-port network with one sum channel and three
difference ports (Azimuth, Elevation and Diagonal difference) from four equal amplitude and phase input ports.
This paper discusses the specifications, design challenges, EM (Electro Magnetic) simulation and measured test
results.
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Fig. 5. Dependence of overall rejection performance on LPF dimensions; in each case BPF
dimensions are Ri = 5.5, Ro = 6.0, W = 0.5, gm1 = 0.6, gm2 = 0.8, gs = 0.4 and S = 1.0 mm.
LPF I : lm = 6.0, Wm = 0.5 and ls = 6.0, Ws = 1.5 mm; LPF II: lm = 6.0, Wm = 0.5 and ls = 4.0,
Ws = 1.5 mm. The same substrate RT/duroid 5880 was used.

Description
The monopulse tracking system requires azimuth and elevation difference signals and a sum signal
from four equal amplitude and phase signals. From radiation efficiency and tracking performance point of view, it
is essential that the comparator networks are low insertion loss, minimum amplitude and phase imbalance, and
high isolation between the output ports. Rat-race hybrid is the basic building block in the monopulse comparator
assembly. Three or four hybrids can be used to construct the comparator. Three-hybrid configuration has less
hardware requirement and more flexibility of phasing. Both the configurations (3 Hybrids, 4 Hybrids) give the
same sum pattern and differed in difference pattern. Four-hybrid configuration is selected due to its better
difference pattern characteristics. Figure shows the block diagram of such arrangement. The azimuth and
elevation error signals are connected to servo system and the diagonal error port is not used and it is terminated
with 50 ohms load. The sum port is connected with Diplexer network without any transmission lines to avoid any
further insertion loss. Microstrip configuration is selected due to its size & weight.
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Conclusion

Rat-race hybrid is a four-port network in which a signal incident on any one of the ports gets divided
between two output ports with the remaining port being isolated. Rat race hybrid consists of a ring . 5
wavelengths in circumference having four arms separated by 60° angular rotations. This has a common input
arm, there are two output arms spaced one-quarter wavelength away and a fourth terminated arm spaced a
quarter wavelength away from one of the output arm and three quarters of a wavelength from the other output
arm. Theory and its theoretical S-parameters are given in [2].

The microstrip comparator constructed of four hybrids has been designed and developed at S-band (2.0
–2.3 GHz). The measured results are very good and meet all the required specifications. Additionally the
measured performance matches close to the simulated results. The comparator assembly has been integrated
with the radiating elements to construct the tracking feed system and is used to illuminate the 0 met er
Cassegrain reflector system. The comparator assembly with four radiating elements is used to track & receive
the signals from low earth orbiting satellites. Null depth of 35 dB and better was achieved in the two tracking
error channels across the frequency band of 2.2 to 2.3 GHz. Radiation patterns (sum and difference patterns) of
feed at 2.25 GHz is shown in figure4. Auto track performance of the S-band Ground station is very good
reflecting the superior performance provided by the monopulse comparator.

Circuit Simulation

References

Rat-Race Hybrid

A rat-race circuit element has been designed and simulated in commercially available LINMIC software
[ ] for its S-parameters. The ring impedance and ci rcumference have been optimised to get better S-parameters
at 2.0-2.3 GHz frequency band. After finalising a retrace element, using mitered bends and microstrip straight
lines the comparator network has been modelled and simulated. Importance has been given in optimising the
amplitude and phase imbalance at the frequency band of 2.2 - 2.3GHz (Tracking band). Amplitude balance at
2.02 – 2. 2 band is not that critical since this ba nd is used only to obtain sum pattern for transmission mode.
The simulated return loss of the sum port is better than 30db. Amplitude and phase imbalance is negligible in
simulation. The optimised comparator layout is shown in figure 2.

. “LINMIC circuit simulator software”, Janson microwave, Germany.
2. Harlan Howe, “Stripline Circuit Design”, Artech House, 974.

Fabrication & Testing
The optimised network has been fabricated on a .6 mm thick Teflon Fibre Glass (TFG) microwave
substrate using PCB etching method. The complete network is plated with solder for 5 microns thickness to
provide the environmental protection. Accuracy of the PCB fabrication is 0 microns. The assembled com parator
network has been tested in Microwave Network Analyser (HP 85 0C). The electrical characteristics (retu rn loss,
insertion loss, amplitude and phase imbalance, and isolation response) have been verified for the required
frequency range of 2.20 to 2.30 GHz. The measured insertion loss of the network is about 0.2 dB. Return loss
response is better than 30 dB and is shown in figure 3. The amplitude and phase imbalances are ± 0. dB and
±2° respectively. The isolation between sum port and difference port is better than 30 dB over the required
bandwidth. Measured return loss, isolation, amplitude & phase balance characteristics of comparator at 2.25
GHz are given in Table . The phase values provided are with respect to Port A.
Input
Table. Return loss, Isolation, amplitude & phase
response of the comparator
Port identification

Return loss (dB)

Sum port

-36.3

Azimuth Difference

-37

Elevation Difference

-34.6

Sum

Az. Diff

Isolation (dB)
Sum to AZ. Difference

40

Sum to EL. Difference

-36

Az. Difference to El.

-47

Difference

CREMA,CUSAT

El. Diff

Output

Amplitude

Phase

(dB)

(degrees)

A

-6. 8

0

B

-6. 7

-0.7

C

-6. 7

-0.9

D

-6.23

- .6

A

-6.26

0

B

-6. 3

0.3

C

-6.27

- 80.4

D

-6. 8

- 80.9

A

-6.26

0

B

-6.24

- 78

C

-6.22

.6

D

-6.30

- 79.2

Figure : Block Diagram of Monopulse comparator net work

Figure 2: Schematic of microstrip comparator
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SIMULATION & ANALYSIS OF SOLID STATE IFF TRANSMITTER
FOR AIRBORNE APPLICATIONS
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Abstract:
This paper presents brief overview of the simulation and analysis of an L–band IFF transmitter f
airborne applications that provides a peak power of 2.5 kW and average power of 25W. At the sa
time, it complies with the severe constraints on size, volume, weight, power consumption and the
dissipation as required in the airborne environment. This transmitter development is done us
modular approach. The transmitter designed at the center frequency of 1030 MHz as per IC
standard to cater for civil and military applications. It requires to switch its output between th
Interrogate Σ
( ) and Control Ω
( ) channel for Receiver Sidelobe Suppression (RSLS). The ma
parameters of the transmitter such as peak power, average power has been analysed and link bu
analysis done to ensure that the required output power is obtained considering the losses induce
each component. The entire simulation & analysis is carried out in AWR microwave office & VS
The mode pulses generation is carried out in MATLAB platform. The simulated time and spec
domain response for the various interrogation modes at the key points are presented. The output p
power variation with temperature is also presented.

Figure 3: Return loss response of sum port in microstrip comparator

Key words: IFF, SPDT, RSLS, Solid state.
1. INTRODUCTION
The IFF (Identification Friend or Foe) also called Secondary Surveillance Radar (SS
instantly comprehends whether the target is an enemy or a friend and mostly works in tand
with the primary radar. The SSR system operates as per the International Civil Aviati
Organisation (ICAO) standards. IFF radar system is constituted by two subsystems i.e
Interrogator and a Transponder. The airborne interrogator transmits coded signal in
specified direction. Aircraft fitted with compatible transponder receives the interrogatio
signal and reply back in the form of another coded signal. These coded replies are rece
by the interrogator and processed for identification. It is capable of differentiating betwe
friendly and enemy targets, picked up by the primary radar by comparing the respo
received from the interrogated target with its own database. Additional target details such
height, range and azimuth is also available. In addition, it can extract the target status
communication failure, emergency and hijack based on the reply received from interrogat
in mode 3/A. The Interrogator comprises of Antenna, Transmitter, Receiver and Sign
Processor. The design of a solid state transmitter is being presented. The major sub mod
of the Tx are RF source, Solid-state pulse amplifier & high power SPDT switch. Mode puls
from the mode pulse generator is applied to the pulse power amplifier and then fed to
SPDT switch to obtain the output power on Interrogate & Control channel. The bloc
diagram is shown in Fig.1. The IFF operates basically in four Mk-X modes viz. 1, 2, 3/A a
C. The interrogation signal format for the Mk-X mode (shown in Fig. 2) comprises of thre
Figure 4: Sum and difference patterns of the feed
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pulses with duration of 0.8 ± 0.1
ȝs each and the mode identification is decided by the puls
separation between P1 and P3. The pulse P2 is used for RSLS.
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Mode Pulse Generator and On-Off Modulator
A Matlab module (Matlab_SRC4) is incorporated into the VSS system as shown in the Fig
This Matlab code has been developed to generate TTL level mode control pulses t
determines the mode of operation of the interrogator. The time interval between the th
pulses is as per the ICAO standards. Simulation was carried out for different modes
operation and the time response of one of the modes is shown below in Fig-7.

Figure 1 Transmitter Block Diagram

Figure 2 Mk X Mode Signal Forma

2. MODELLING AND SIMULATION
Simulation of the IFF transmitter has been carried out in AWR using Visual Syste
Simulator (VSS). The VSS schematic block of entire transmitter chain comprising of mo
pulse generator, RF source block, on-off modulator, pulse power amplifier and a high po
RF SPDT switch is shown below in Figure 3. The insertion loss of all the components a
plumbing loss is simulated by equivalent attenuation.

Figure 6 Mode Pulse Generator

Figure 7 Time domain wave form for Mo

The CW output from the crystal oscillator is fed to an on-off modulator which gets th
modulating signal from mode pulse generator. The modulated signal for Mode C is shown
Fig. 8. The sub-system model of the power amplifier from VSS is integrated with the swit
as shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 3 VSS Schematic of Transmitter Cha
Transmitter description
RF Source Block

Figure 8 Modulator o/p in time domain for Mode

The RF source block shown below in Fig-4 consists of a continuous wave oscillator, isola
and variable attenuator. This attenuator has been used to regulate the desired RF powe
at the input of the pulse amplifier, which is 10 dBm in this case. The isolator is used
protect the oscillator from reflected power.The power spectrum at the crystal oscillator out
is shown in Fig-5.

Figure 4 RF Source Bloc

CREMA,CUSAT

Fig 9 Pulse Amplifier with Switch

Power Amplifier and RF SPDT Switch
The pulse power amplifier is the most crucial component of the transmitter and has be
modeled and analysed in VSS as an independent entity. In order to achieve an overall ga
56 dB so as to obtain the amplifier output of 66 dBm, the power amplifier design is carri
out in the cascaded configuration. It has got three stages of amplification. The first stage
buffer amplifier that accepts the 1030 MHz signal from the Tone generator of 0 dBm a
gives an output of 30 dBm. This signal is then applied to the pre-amplifier stage with a g
of 17 dB. This 47 dBm output from the pre-amplifier stage is applied to the driver amplifie
stage. The driver amplifier is configured with two parallel paths, each having a gain of 10
thus providing 54 dBm output to provide the final stage that is the power amplifier. Th
stage is realised with the four amplifiers having gain of 10dB each and operating in paral

Figure 5 Power spectrum of Crystal oscillat
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The output of 60 dBm obtained at each amplifier is combined to get the desired outp
66dBm. The schematic of the Pulse Power amplifier configuration modeled in VSS is sh
in Fig. 10.
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3. POWER AMPLIFIER ANALYSIS:
An approach to study on the selection of Power amplifier (PA) has been done. The crit
parameters of an amplifier are:
P1dB (1 dB compression point) – defined as the output power level where the gain is
reduced by 1dB from its small signal gain.
Psat (Saturation point) – defined as the point where any increase in input power does
produce a corresponding increase in output power.
Output power versus input power:
The power amplifier is made to operate very close to saturation region to achieve h
efficiency and relatively stable output power. It is found that the output powers of 65.8
66.06 & 66.22 dBm is obtained for input power of 8, 10 & 12 dBm respectively. Th
resultant plot is shown in Fig-14.
Harmonics:

Fig 10. Power Amplifier Configuration in VSS Environme
The output of the power amplifier in time domain and frequency domain is depicted in Fi
and 12 respectively.

The fundamental, nd2 and 3rd harmonics power output is found to be 65.92 dBm, 22dBm an
14.5dBm respectively for an input power of 10dBm as shown in Fig. 15. The variation o
2dBm in input power has a negligible effect on these levels.

Figure 14. Input power versus Output power

Fig-15: Harmonic response

Effect of frequency variation and Temperature variation

Figure 11 Amplifier output in time domain Figure 12 Amplifier output in frequency dom
The amplified signal from the power amplifier is fed to a RF SPDT switch that channelis
into INT (P1, P3) and CNT (P2) signal on two different ports. The high power RF SP
switch has a switching speed of 100 nsec (max.). The time domain waveform a
interrogate port and control port for mode C is shown in Fig. 13.

Simulation was carried out to observe the effect of variation in the frequency of the inpu
the amplifier by ± 0.2 MHz. The effect at the output of the amplifier is shown in Fig. 16. T
o
study on the stability of the output of IFF-TX over the ambient temperature range
–20
C to
+55oC has been carried out. The resultant plot is shown in fig 17.

Figure 16. Effect of input frequency variation

Figure 17. Cascaded outpu

Figure 13 SPDT output in time domain for Mode
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EXPLORATION OF HIGH POWER IMPATT DIODES WITH 4H-SiC FOR
MM-WAVE APPLICATIONS

CONCLUSION
This report gives the end-to-end simulation of IFF transmitter with the time domain
frequency domain response at the key points. Power level is not affected over the d
range of operation under the required operational conditions. For the RF input p
variations of ± 2dB, the variation at the output of the power amplifier is ± 250W, which
within acceptable limits. The simulation enables to validate design parameters of transm
Simulation Results are in good agreement with the desired results.
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The prospect of 4H-SiC material for being used as a base material for high
power IMPATT diodes is explored following a computer simulation method.
Different device properties like negative conductance, mean square noise
voltage per bandwidth and noise measure are computed using a small signal
model for mm-wave applications around the atmospheric window frequencies
like 35, 94 and140 GHz. The device properties for application in short
distance communications around a frequency of 60 GHz are also explored.
INTRODUCTION
Ever since its evolution, IMPact Avalanche Transit Time (IMPATT) diodes have been
accepted as power devices for millimeter wave applications. Several works on IMPATT diode
have confirmed that the underlying base material properties play important roles in
determining the performances of the device. Some favourable material properties for
IMPATT diode operation are high saturation drift velocity, high breakdown voltage and high
thermal stability. 4H-SiC with a high value of thermal conductivity possesses all such
properties and thus makes itself suitable for being used as a base material for IMPATT diode.
Though many researchers have already reported many experimental and theoretical works on
SiC IMPATT [1-4], still then there are a lot to explore about the SiC IMPATT diode. So in
this present work, we have tried to explore the device properties of 4H-SiC IMPATT diode
using a small signal model for mm-wave applications around 35, 60, 94 and140 GHz. The
power performance and noise behavior of the diode is determined. As expected some
advantages over traditional Si double drift region IMPATT diodes are found.
DESIGN CONSIDERATION
Double drift region (DDR) structure of IMPATT diode is mostly used for realization
of high power mm-waves. The structure has the doping distribution of the form n+npp+. A
one dimensional schematic diagram of the DDR IMPATT diode structure is shown in figure
1. The n+ and p+ regions of the diode are heavily doped with each having a doping
concentration of 1.0×1026 m-3. Each n and p regions has a moderate doping concentration of
3.5×1023 m-3. The n+ and p+ regions are generally used for ohmic contacts and their widths are
considered to be negligible. The width of the n-region and p-region are determined with the
help of a standard formula as follow.
vsn , sp
Wn , p
(1)
2f
Where Wn , p is the width of n-region or p-region, v sn , sp is the saturated drift velocity of the
electrons or holes and f is the frequency of operation. The total active region width is
considered to be the sum of the n region and p region. These values of doping concentrations
and diode active region width are taken for optimum conversion efficiency and operation at
corresponding frequency. The net doping concentration at any space point is determined by
using the exponential and error function profiles. Material parameters like carrier ionization
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rate, saturation drift velocity, mobility, permittivity etc used for the simulation purpose are
obtained from the research reports [5].
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power and high frequency applications and thus 4H-SiC is a good candidate for IMPATT
applications around the frequencies 35, 60, 94 and 140 GHz.

Active Region
n+

n

p

p+

0
x1
W
Figure 1: A 1-D schematic diagram of the proposed DDR IMPATT diode.

Table 1: MM wave properties of Si and 4H-SiC IMPATT diodes at 35, 60, 94 and 140 GHz.

METHODOLOGY
The computer simulation method consists of DC analysis, small signal analysis and
noise analysis. The equations involved in these analyses are nonlinear in nature and thus their
solution involves complexity. So we have first considered the diode to be consisting of small
space points. The diode active layer width is divided into several number of space points with
a space step of 1 nm. The DC analysis is done by solving simultaneously three important
device equations namely Poisson’s equation, the carrier continuity equation and the space
charge equation using a double iterative DC simulation program. The DC electric field
profiles, carrier current profiles, breakdown voltage etc are obtained from this analysis.
The high frequency analysis of the diode is carried out using a small signal simulation
method developed by our group. The small signal model takes into account the contribution
from each space point and effectively determines the device parameters such as negative
conductance (-G), susceptance (B) and negative resistance (-ZR) of the diode. The variations
of these values with frequency are also computed with the help of a double iterative computer
program.
The fundamental process involved in the IMPATT diode operation leads to noise
generation in the device. So noise is an important aspect of the present study and the noise
characteristics of the diode structure are computed using a generalized noise simulation
program. The noise characteristics like mean square noise voltage per bandwidth (<v2>/df)
and noise measure (NM) of the device are computed from this analysis.
The details of the computer simulation method are presented elsewhere [1,6,7].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The potential of 4H-SiC for millimeter wave applications for operation around are
explored using the simulation method describe above. The results thus obtained are presented
in Table 1 and Table 2. Table 1 provides information about the breakdown voltage, power
density and efficiency while Table 2 reveals the noise properties of the IMPATT diodes under
consideration. It can be seen from Table 1 that the IMPATT diode exhibits higher value of
breakdown voltage for lower frequency. This is due to the fact that the active width of the
diode decreases with increase in frequency of operation. Further, for all frequencies of
interest, the values of breakdown voltage for 4H-SiC IMPATT diode are 9-10 times higher
than those for the Si IMPATT diodes. This in turn provides high values of power density for
4H-SiC IMPATT diode as compared to the values of power density for Si IMPATT diodes. It
can also be seen from Table 1that similar trend is also reflected in the computation of
efficiency of the diode.
The noise properties like mean square noise voltage per bandwidth and noise measure
are presented in Table 2. Table 2 reveals that the 4H-SiC IMPATT diodes are noisier as
compared to Si IMPATT diodes. This is because the power generation mechanism in
IMPATT diode is such that it generates more noise when we go for more power output. This
has been explained in our earlier report [1]. However, IMPATT diodes are meant for high
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Frequency
(GHz)
35
60
94
140

Breakdown Voltage
(V)
Si
4H-SiC
45.2
441
33.0
293
23.1
221
15.3
156

Power Density
(W/m2)
Si
4H-SiC
1.04u108
7.72u108
1.79u109
2.59u108
8
2.92u109
8.09u10
4.79u109
8.72u108

Efficiency
(%)
Si
4H-SiC
8.6
15.3
8.4
15.2
7.4
12.9
8.2
11.6

Table 2: Noise properties of Si and 4H-SiC IMPATT diodes at 35, 60, 94 and 140 GHz.

Frequency
(GHz)

Mean square noise voltage per bandwidth
(V2s)
Si

4H-SiC
-15

Noise Measure
(dB)
Si

4H-SiC

-14

35

3.0u10

30.0

33.1

60

8.1u10-16

2.41u10-15

26.1

32.2

94

-16

5.51u10

-15

24.9

31.3

1.99u10

-15

22.8

30.7

140

5.0u10

1.10u10

-16

5.82u10

CONCLUSION
A systematic and thorough study of 4H-SiC IMPATT diode reveals its potential in
terms of power performance and noise behaviour. The devices properties obtained around the
frequencies of interest i.e. 35, 60, 94 and 140 GHz are strongly in favour of 4H-SiC for being
used as a base material for mm-wave applications in comparison to conventional Si IMPATT
diodes. Some care is also required for reducing noise from 4H-SiC IMPATT diode.
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The general formula connecting permeability and frequency of an SRR array has the form

0

0
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-40

S21,dB

The SRR array is fabricated on a single-sided FR4 substrate with dielectric constant İr = 4.36 and
thickness h = 1.6 mm using the conventional photolithographic technique. Two types of SRR
arrays
are
considered,
SRR1
with
resonant
frequency
9.5GHz
(r1=.6mm,r2=1.8mm,c=.5mm,d=.2mm and w=.6mm ) and SRR2 with 4GHz(
r1=1.6mm,r2=2.7mm,c=.9mm,d=.2mm and w=1mm). A time varying magnetic field, polarized
perpendicular to the plane of SRR will induce circulating currents according to Faraday’s law.
Because of the split gap in the SRR, this circulating current will result to build up a charge across
gap with energy stored as capacitance. For frequencies below resonance currents in the SRRs can
keep up with the driving force produced by externally varying magnetic field and a positive
response is achieved. However, as the frequency of the external magnetic field is increased the
currents can no longer keep up and eventually begin to lag, resulting in an out-of-phase or negative
response.
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Figure 2.Transmission spectra of SRR loaded waveguide at different position along x-axi
obtained by simulation;
(a) SRR1 (r1=0.6mm, r2=1.3 mm, c=.5 mm, D=.2 mm and w=.6 mm, N=12)
(b) SRR2 (r1=1.6mm, r2=2.7 mm, c=.9 mm, D=.2 mm and w=1 mm, N=5)

µeff =1 íFȦ2 / (Ȧ2 í Ȧ20m +jȦȗ)
Where

F = ʌ(r1/a)2 represents the fractional area occupied by the SRR
Ȧ0m is the magnetic resonance frequency tunable in the GHz range.
ȗ = 2a/( r1µ0) is the damping factor due to metal losses

FILTER FABRICATION

The effective magnetic permeability presents a highly resonating peak at the resonant frequency f0
,It is at this point the magnetic permeability becomes highly negative , being less negative as
frequency is increased. At the point at which magnetic permeability equals zero is known as
magnetic plasma frequency. Therefore the range in which the magnetic permeability is negative is
Ȧ0m < Ȧ< Ȧpm,.

The model of the waveguide filter and its cross-sectional view are shown in fig 3(a). and fig 3(b)
respectively.FR4 substrate is used as the holding arms of the SRR array which minimizes the
insertion losses and a screw-gauge is connected externally to vary the position of the array.

Where Ȧpm = Ȧ0m / ¥1-F is the magnetic plasma frequency.
FILTER DESIGN

Fig 3(a) Model of the waveguide filter

An X-band waveguide is used for the design of the filter. The SRR array is inserted in the wave
guide along its axis. At the center line of the waveguide, i.e, at x=11.5mm, the H field lines are
exactly perpendicular to the plane containing SRR array producing maximum interaction. The Xband waveguide is excited in the TE10 mode with an SRR array insert is simulated using Ansoft
HFSSTM v10 . The transmission coefficient S21 as the SRR array is moved towards the waveguide
wall is given in figure2.

(b) Cross-sectional view

The X-band waveguide excited in the TE10 mode with two coaxial-to-rectangular waveguide
transitions as input and output. An HP 8510C Network Analyzer is used to measure the
transmission coefficient ŇS21Ň.
0
-10
-20

Figure 2(a) shows the results for SRR1 where resonant frequency lies in the x-band. It can be seen
that as the array is moved towards the wall, attenuation decreases. A different result is obtained for
SRR2 whose second resonance lies in the x-band. The width of the stop band varies with the
distance x of the SRR array along the x-direction. The stop band is very narrow when the strip is
near the waveguide wall and reaches a maximum value when the structure is placed at the center of
the waveguide, as is evident from Figure 2(b). Here, x = 0 corresponds to the rings in contact with
the narrow wall of the waveguide. Use of second resonance allows better tuning than the first
resonance at the same frequency with less number of SRRs.
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Figure 4. Experimental result of transmission spectra of SRR2 loaded waveguide at different
position along x-axis
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Figure 4. Experimental result of transmission spectra of SRR2 loaded waveguide at
different position along x-axis

RESEARCH SESSION IX
It can be seen that for values of x>5mm , the stop band width varies with an attenuation
above 40dB. An absorption dip is observed in the waveguide pass band at 8.5 GHz,
which is extendable up to 9.5GHz.

MICROWAVE DEVICES II

CONCLUSIONS
Construction of waveguide band reject filter in the X-band by loading a split-ring-resonator
(SRR) array having is reported .The width of the rejection band can be controlled by
adjusting the position of the array inside the waveguide. A maximum band rejection up to 1
GHz is possible with an attenuation ~ 50 dB.
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DESIGN OF HIGH POWER LOW LOSS COMPACT SHAPED
BEAM FEED NETWORK FOR SHORT RANGE
3D SURVEILLANCE RADAR
Preeti Dongaonkar, Shubha Elizabeth Avirah and Anil Kumar Singh
Electronics & Radar Development Establishment
Defense Research & Development Organisation
C. V. Raman Nagar, Bangalore, India

Abstract: Present paper deals with design and development of a compact feeder network based on air
dielectric stripline with phase gradient coaxial cables to get the required amplitude and phase distribution for
shaped beam pattern with 200 coverage. The design of sixteen way feed network of unsymmetrical topology
with T-junctions and modified hybrid rings power dividers to get low sidelobe level outside the shaped region
which is mandatory for radar antennas is elaborated. The design has been optimized using EM CAD tools to
get less than r 0.2 dB ripple in shaped region and a side lobe less than –25dB across a bandwidth
r150MHz (9%) in S Band.

I. Introduction: Generally, 3-D radar systems uses a shaped antenna pattern to cover the
given elevation region [1]. In this paper we discuss a feed network based on air dielectric
stripline with phase gradient coaxial cables to get the required amplitude and phase
distribution for shaped beam pattern. While synthesizing a shaped beam pattern with
phase alone synthesis, to get a low side lobe outside the shaped beam region large
amplitude taper is required from less number of elements. For large amplitude taper
distribution or when the numbers of antenna elements are less, the power division ratio to
be handled by a single power divider in a corporate feed network is quite large. This
leads to individual power divider modules with less impedance bandwidth. This
drawback of the common corporate feed network is overcome by using sixteen way feed
network of unsymmetrical topology with T-junctions and modified hybrid rings power
dividers. This design methodology gives low sidelobe level outside the shaped region,
which is mandatory for radar antennas.
II. Design Of Air Dielectric Stripline Feed Network: High power feed network, which
will give the suitable amplitude distribution, is achieved through a 16 way in phase
corporate network with unequal power division at each level. Air dielectric is chosen so
that losses are less and power-handling capability is high. Teflon bushes are placed at
appropriate places to support the central conductor. These Teflon supports are specially
designed to give good mechanical strength at the same time no adverse effect in the
electrical performance of power divider. Design of power divider with a very high taper
is very difficult because of the high power division ratio of more than 10 dB between two
ports. Usually when the number of elements ‘N’ is a power of two (N=2n, n is an integer)
like 16,32,64 etc, at every stage two way power divider can be used which can be
connected as shown in Figure1a. Due to symmetry of this topology it is very easy to
achieve equal phase at all the ports of the feed network. But this conventional topology is
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DESIGN OF ADAPTIVE EQUILIZER FOR SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT
AND CHANNEL EQUILIZATION
Moutusi Mondal(1), Mainak Mukhopadhayya(1) ,Ajay Chakrabarty(1)
Dept of Electronics & Electrical Communication Engineering,IIT-Kharagpur,Pin-721302,
Email:moutusi.etc@gmail.com
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Abstract

x

In digital communication system, the basis form consists of a transmitter channel, and
receiver connected together. The function of transmitter is to convert a message signal
generated by digital sources into a waveform suitable for transmission over the channel. In
communication system, the present channel distortion, which is not known priorities the
channel distortion results in inter symbol interference (ISI) and additive noise as much
possible. The solution of the ISI problem is to design a receiver that employs a means for
compensating or reducing the ISI in the received signal.

Fig 4. Amplitude Distribution Across 16 ports Fig 5. Simulated Shaped Antenna Pattern
at f0, f0 GHz r 150 MHz
with measured amplitude and phase.

I.INTRODUCTION
V. Results & Conclusion: The amplitude distribution of the feed network at f0, f0 r 150
MHz is shown in Fig 4.The simulated pattern from amplitude and phase distribution is
shown in Fig 5. The pattern shows a ripple of r 0.2 dB, which is much within the
specified limits. The feed network is very compact, weighing about 2.5 kg and can handle
a power of 15KW or more. This type of feed network is very useful for light weight short
range 3-D surveillance radar systems.

From the definition of the equalizer we have:
He(ejZ) = [ Hc(ejZ)]-1
Equalization with filters uses filters to compensate the distorted pulses. The equalizer based on
algorithm for automatically adjusting the equalizer coefficients to optimize a specified
performance index and to adaptively compensate for time variations in the channel
characteristics are called adaptive equalizers.
There are two modes that adaptive equalizer works:
x decision mode
x training mode
Adaptive equalizer assume channel is time varying channel and try to design equalizer filter
whose filter coefficients are varying with time according to change of channel. Transversal
filter are actually FIR discrete time filter.

VI. References:
[1] Merrill L. Skolnik, Introduction to Radar Systems, Chapter 2, 3 rd Edition, Tata
McGraw-Hill.
[2] Bharathi Bhat & Shiban K. Koul, Stripline Like Transmission Lines for
Microwave Integrated Circuits, John Wiley & Sons.

Fig.1.Basic communication system with equilizer
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II.TRANSVERSAL FILTER
A tapped delay line filter or finite duration impulse response (FIR) filter, the transversal filter
consists of three basis elements as
1. a unit-delay elements,2.a multiplier,3.an adder
The number of delay elements used in the filter determines the finite duration of its impulse
response. The delay elements are each identified by the unit delay operator Z 1 .when the
Z 1 operates on the input u(n),the resulting output is u(n-1).the multiplier in the filter is to
multiply the tap input by a filter coefficients referred to as a tap weight. A multiplier
connected to the k-th tap input u (n-k) produces Z k * u (n-k), where Z k is the respective tap
weight.

Proceedings of APSYM2006, Dec. 14-16., Dept. of Electronics, CUSAT, India.

3. Tap-weight adaptation:
W (n+1) = w (n) + µu (n) e*(n).
At each iteration or time update, this algorithm requires knowledge of the most recent
Values: u (n), d (n), and w (n).

Fig.4.Linear Transversal Filter in Training Mode
Typically, adaptive equalizers used in digital communication require an initial
training period, during which a known data sequence is transmitted. Thereby making it
possible for adjustment to be made to the equalizer coefficients in accordance with adaptive
filtering algorithm employed in the equalizer design.

Fig.2.Transversal Filter
III.LEAST MEAN SQUARE ADAPTATION ALGORITHMN

Fig.5.Linear Transversal Filter in Decision Directed mode

Consider a transversal filter with tap inputs u(n), u(n-1), ….., u(n-M+1) and a
Corresponding set of tap weights w0 (n), w1(n)… wM-1(n). The tap inputs represent
Samples drawn from a wide-sense stationary stochastic process of zero mean and
Correlation matrix R.

IV.CASE STUDY
• The degree of adaptive filter is 11.
• The impulse response of the channel is a raised cosine function;
hn = ( ½)[1+sin(2ʌ(n-2)/w)], n=1,2,3
0 otherwise
• The signal applied to this channel consists of a Bernoulli sequence taking
Values 1 or 0 with probability 0.7 each.
• The additive noise is Gaussian noise with zero mean, and variance ı2 = 0.002.
• The step size parameter of the adaptation algorithm (the filter) is µ1 = 0.06 for
the training mode and µ2 = 0.0005 for decision mode directed mode.
• The adaptive filter is working on training mode for the first 1000 samples.
• The adaptive filter is working in decision directed mode for the samples
between 1000 samples and 5000 samples.
• The equalized signal is passed through a slicer; the slicer is actually a
quantizer. The rule of quantization is that it quantizes the signal to 1 when the
signal is greater than 0.5 and quantizes to 0 when the signal is less than 0.5.

Fig.3.Signal flow graph representation of LMS algorithm
The desired response at the filter output is denoted by d(n). By comparing this estimate
The desired response d (n), we produce an estimation error denoted by e (n).
e (n) = d(n) - d(n)
= d (n) –WH(n)u(n)
From this we have,
1. Filter output:
y (n) = uH(n) w (n).
2. Estimation error or error signal:
e (n) = d (n) – y (n).
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PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT OF MICROSTRIP LOW PASS FILTER
BY APPLICATION OF DEFECTED GROUND STRUCTURE
Susanta Kumar Parui, and Santanu Das
Dept. of Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering
Bengal Engineering and Science University, Shibpur
Howrah-711103, India, Phone 91 033 26684561-63
E-mail: arkapv@yahoo.com & santanumdas@yahoo.com
Institute website: www.becs.ac.in
Abstract:. In this paper, we have proposed a scheme for enhancement of the performance of a
stepped impedance, ladder type lowpass filter by incorporating Defected ground structure (DGS).
The DGS cell consists of two rectangular slots connected by a thin slot symmetrically under the
microstrip line. The slowwave characteristic of DGS microstrip line has been utilized here to obtain
sharp, wide and deep lowpass characteristics of the proposed structure. The structure has been
simulated by full-wave MOM based IE3D software and compared the result with experimental
measurement by vector network analyzer.
Key words: DGS, microstrip, lowpass filter

Fig.5.Different stage of the system after training mode
I. INTRODUCTION

Fig.6.Different stage of the system of decission mode
V.CONCLUSION
Adaptive Equalizers are the most important device to encounter unpredictable channel
behavior for communication system and must be augmented for any telecom device carefully
especially for rural area where distance between base station and receiver may be huge,
corresponds to a long distance channel of highly unpredictable behavior for faithful
transmission.
REFERENCES
[1]Simon Haykin, Adaptive Filter Theory, Communications Research Laboratory, McMaster
University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
[2]T. K. Sarkar, M. C. Wicks, M Salazar-Palama, and R. J. Bonneau, Smart Antenna, IEEE
Press.
[3]M. A. Halim, Adaptive Array Measurements in Communication, John-Wiley.
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In recent age, defected ground structure (DGS) for planar transmission lines has drawn a
wide interest because of their extensive applicability in antenna and microwave circuits [1][3]. DGS etched in the metallic ground plane of microstrip line, are attractive to obtain deep
stop band and unwanted frequency rejection characteristic and compact design. Various
shapes of DGS cells, such as rectangular, square, circular and dumbbell have appeared in the
literature. D. Ahn et al. reported the design of a lowpass filter using microstrip DGS for the
first time [1]. One-dimensional periodic DGS was studied by Kim et al [2] and showed
lowpass characteristic. Since DGS have an inherent resonance property, many of them have
been applied to design of filter circuit. In this paper, we have designed a conventional 5th
order, stepped Impedance, L-C Ladder type lowpass filter with cutoff frequency 5 GHz [4].
We have incorporated DGS cells under input and output feed line to enhance the performance
of the filter.
II. DESIGN OF DGS
We have designed DGS cell consist of two rectangular slots of length 4.4 mm and width 4
mm are connected by a thin transverse rectangular slot of width 0.4 mm and length 2.0 mm
symmetrically under 50 ohm microstrip line, assuming the substrate with thickness 0.79 mm
and dielectric constant of 3.2 as shown in Fig.1(a). Here we put different number of DGS
cells with separation of 5.5 mm under microstrip line to study lowpass filtering
characteristics. Simulated result shows 3-cell structure provides better sharpness and wider
stop-band characteristics compare to 1-cell or 2-cell structure as shown in Fig. 1(b). The
frequency response of DGS can be tuned by adjusting the width of transverse rectangular slot
or by changing area of each rectangular slot.
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parameters are L= 4.69 mm, W1 =5 mm, L1 =3 mm, W2= 0.5 mm, L2 = 3.75 mm, W3 =6.0
mm, L3 = 4.042 mm, W4 =W2, L4 =L2, W5=W1, L5=L1.

Rectangular
slot
Microstrip Line

The performance of the filter has been obtained by full-wave MOM based IE3D simulation.
The simulated scattering parameters are plotted in Fig. 3(b). Plots show the cut off frequency
has been obtained at 5 GHz and achieved center stopband at 10 GHz and 15 dB rejection
bandwidth of 8.5 GHz. We achieved the sharpness factor of 8 dB/GHz at lower transition
edge.

transverse
thin slot

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1: (a) Layout of Microstrip line with DGS cells (b) Plot of Frequency response of S21
L3

L1

III. SLOWWAVE CHARACTERISTICS OF DGS

W1
W3
W

From classical definition, the value of effective dielectric constant of microstrip lies between
air dielectric constant and substrate dielectric constant. But the effective dielectric constant of
the microstrip with DGS is greater than substrate dielectric constant. It increases towards the
edge of stopband. It can change either with the number of DGS cells or with the dimension of
each DGS cell. The slow-wave factor of the microstrip line is defined by square roots of
effective dielectric constant. So, the slow-wave factor at passband varies with the dimension
of DGS cell and maximum value is achieved at the edge of stopband.

W2

1

2

L2

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3: (a) Layout of lowpass filter and (b) Simulated S-parameter plot of he filter

Slowwave factor

4

The circuit has been fabricated by chemical etching method on Arlon make PTFE substrate
PCB. The experimental measurement has been carried out by Agilant make vector network
analyzer of model N5230A. The measurement result for magnitude (dB) of S11 and S21 has
been shown in Fig. 4(a) and phase characteristics of S21 in Fig. 4(b). The stopband center
frequency has been accurately measured at 8.8 GHz from phase plots of S21. The 15 dB
rejection bandwidth of 8.1 GHz and 3dB cutoff frequency of 4.5 GHz is measured from
magnitude plots of S21. The calculated sharpness is given by 7 dB/GHz. The measured
results almost comply with the simulation. The small inaccuracy has been obtained due to
fabrication tolerances.

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
1

2

3

4

5

Freq.(GHz)

Fig. 2: Slowwave Factor vs frequency plot with/without DGS line

The plots in Fig. 2 show that the slow-wave factor of microstrip line with 3 cells DGS has
been increased towards edge of stopband whereas it is almost constant with frequency for line
without DGS.
IV. DESIGN OF LOWPASS FILTER
We have designed a conventional 5th order, stepped Impedance, L-C Ladder type lowpass
filter, which use a cascaded structure of alternative high and low impedance transmission
lines. The high-impedance lines act as series inductors and low impedance lines act as shunt
capacitors. A layout of such microstrip filter is illustrated in Fig. 3(a). The circuit has been
designed on a substrate with thickness 0.792 mm and dielectric constant of 3.2. Input lines
have width (W) of 1.92 mm assuming 50 Ohm external feeding lines. Other design

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: Measured S-parameters: (a) Magnitude Plot of S11 and S21 & (b) Phase Plot of S21

V. FILTER INTEGRATED WITH DGS
We have etched two DGS cells under input and out put feed line as shown in Fig. 5. The
dimension of DGS has been mentioned earlier.
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An Integrated Design for FPGA based GPS Receiver Interface
1

2

1
DGS cell under
input line

DGS cell under
output line

Meena D1, Taniza Roy1, L G M Prakasam1, Karthik K. S.2
ERD, LRDE, C.V.Raman Nagar, Bangalore,India,560093, dmeenasatish@rediffmaill.com
2
Department of Electronics & Communication, K. L. E. C.E.T, Belgaum
Abstract: This paper emphasizes on the design methodology behind the
formulation of a generic FPGA based GPS receiver interface library module
in a most commonly used Simulink environment. This module builds a link
between GPS receiver and the system, which uses information. The module
integrated with Simulink environment will directly generate the code for a
FPGA circuitry residing on a target board. The user friendly GUI associated
with the component eases the configuration of the module. In addition the
other required inputs have to be fed as real time signals for the proper
functioning of the hardware. The GPS receiver considered here is expected
to work on Trimble Standard Interface protocol. The performance of the
design module has been enhanced with a communication controller
supporting RS232 communication for TSIP protocol implementation. The
configuration and communication parameters are stored in core memory of
FPGA to provide the versatility, which can be accessed from any system.
Thus the work highlights the entire implementation aspects considered the
integrated design approach for this generic library module. The integrated
environment of the model makes the component more flexible, user friendly
and reliable for any FPGA based real time applications with GPS receivers.

Fig. 5: Layout of proposed scheme for filter integrated with DGS

The simulated results in Fig. 6(a) show that sharpness factor at lower cutoff has been
improved from 8 dB/GHz to 40 dB/GHz and the 20dB rejection-bandwidth increases from
40% to 70%. Maximum stop band attenuation of 38 dB is achieved instead of 24 dB without
DGS. The measured result has been shown in Fig. 6(b). The calculated sharpness factor from
measurement plot has been given by 45 dB/GHz.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6: S-parameter of filter with DGS (a) Simulated Magnitude plot and (b) Measured magnitude Plot

VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a scheme to incorporate DGS cells under input and output feed lines of
stepped Impedance, ladder type low pass filter to enhance the performance. The proposed
DGS cell consists of two rectangular slots connected by a thin slot symmetrically under the
microstrip line. We have achieved wide bandwidth, high sharpness and deep stopband
attenuation. The pass-band ripple is maintained at a low value. Finally the structure is simple
to design, easy to fabricate and take no additional fabrication space for such improvement.

1. Introduction: The main focus of the paper is to discuss briefly the design of a generic
ibrary component, which helps to interface GPS receiver to various systems. Unlike the
other methods, this design provides the complete solutions using digital methods without any
additional hardware requirements using FPGAs. A serial communication controller
mplemented by using digital methods eases the interface design. This generic GPS interface
ibrary component can be tuned to synchronize any GPS receiver, which works on TSIP
protocol. The entire design is developed using VHDL and System Generator models of
Xilinx and integrated with Mat lab Simulink environment.
2. Design architecture: The library component integrated with the Simulink environment
acts like a media for communications between data processor and GPS receiver. The GPS
receivers offer two full-duplex serial ports and a 1-PPS open-collector timing output for the
ime reference. TSIP protocol communication is based on dual RS-232 data ports (Ref Fig.1).

REFERENCE
[1] C.S.Kim, J.S.Park, D.Ahn and J.B. Lim, “A novel one dimensional periodc defected ground structure for
planar circuits,” IEEE Microwave and Guided wave Letters, Vol. 10, No. 4, pp. 131-133, 2000.
[2] D. Ahn, J.S.Park, C.S.Kim, J.Kim, Y Qian andT. Itoh, “A design of the lowpass filter using the novel
microstrip defected ground structure,” IEEE Trans. On MTTs, Vol. 49, no.1, pp. 86-93, 2001.
[3] Liu H.W., Li Z.F., Sun X.W. and Mao J.F., “An improved 1-D periodic defected ground structure for
microstrip line,” IEEE Microwave and Wireless Comp. Letter, Vol. 14, no. 4, pp. 180-182, 2004.
[4] Jia-Shen G. Hong and M.J. Lancaster, “Microstrip filters for RF/microwave applications,” John Willey &
Sons, Inc. 2001.

Fig. 1:Interface Block diagram
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From a reference clock, the required baud rate clocks are generated and configured for the
RS-232 serial communication. The primary output of the GPS unit is time-tagged position at
an approximate interval of one second. Other available information includes satellite status
and diagnostics of receiver operational status etc, depending upon the protocol. The entire
design is placed as generic library in Simulink so that user can access this module easily. The
interactive GUI of the component provides the facility to alter the baud rate parameter along
with necessary information pertain to it. The paper describes integrated library model with
interactive GUI followed with the detailed design of the FPGA based interface.
2.1 Integrated library component: This is accomplished through following two steps.
Firstly basic VHDL based models are ported as the System Generator models of Xilinx. This
establishes a link between Simulink environment to FPGA based development environment.
Secondly these models have been integrated to form a library component in the normal
Matlab Simulink environment. The underlined fact of this component is that the FPGA based
GPS interface module has been brought to a commonly used environment to have more
flexibility in the usage. In addition, like other Simulink models this model also can be used
for any real time applications by providing necessary inputs. This component has been
developed as a part of new Radar application library of Simulink (Ref. Fig. 3). The generic
nature of the component makes it suitable for any other systems interface with GPS receivers.
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characteristics and filter control packets. Once the initialization is completed request packets
are sent from the data processor to the GPS receiver in synchronization with the signals
generated from the control circuitry. Each request packet expects report packet with specific
packet ids as per the standard TSIP protocol [1], [2].
3. Design implementation and Results: The model from the Simulink environment can be
directly used as a System Generator model to realize the GPS interface (Ref. Fig. 3). Model
expects the required inputs in the proper format for the hardware realization of the module.
Like any other System Generator model, these will generates code for Xilinx FPGA, which
can be downloaded to target systems. Through the GUI control user can configure the
communication controller baud rate (Ref. Fig. 4). Other communication controller parameters
such as start bit and end bits are chosen to be of 1 bit in the design. In order to ensure proper
transmission and reception of data bits in a packet minimum of 16 data samples are
considered for the data validation.

2.1.1 Interactive component GUI: A separate block parameter GUI has been provided along
with the component. It provides the flexibility for the user to select suitable baud rate to
establish communication with GPS receiver (Ref. Fig. 4). The selection of the component
itself will provide the first level information regarding component. Additional detailed
information is provided through GUI control and also from Simulink environment to enhance
the usage of the component (Ref. Fig. 5 & 6).
2.2 FPGA based interface model: The design consists of various modules for Configuration
of communication parameters, Baud and Data sampling clock generation, Transmission,
Reception and Protocol generation (Ref. Fig 2).
The Interface design module uses TSIP protocol for the communication with the GPS
receiver. So a serial communication controller, which supports RS-232 communication
requires configuration of various communication parameters. A reference clock is used as the
reference to generate the baud clock based on the baud rate selection. For the proper
transmission and reception of data packets further a data-sampling clock is derived from the
above clock. This clock will ensure sufficient number of samples for each data bit in a packet
both during transmission and reception.
The data to be transmitted are expected to store in core memory in prior. This transmission
module reads the parallel data from the memory and converts in to serial format. Further this
data is formulated with start and stop bit based on the communication parameters stored in
memory. In addition this module also caters the transmission of data bits at the data sampling
clock intervals through the Tx port of serial communication channel. This module receives
the data through the Rx port of serial communication channel. Further actual data is
segregated from the received data by considering start and stop bits. This also includes
conversion of serially received data to parallel format for further processing.
The bit oriented TSIP (Triple Standard Interface Protocol) Protocol follows a specific format
for the communication with the GPS receivers. Each packet includes an identification code
that identifies the meaning and format of the data that follows. Each packet begins and ends
with control characters. Specific data packets with different packet ids are sent between GPS
receiver and the data processor based on the requirement. In this interface module GPS
receiver is initially configured with mode of operation, I/O port specification, port
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Fig. 3: GPS interface library component in Simulink.

Fig. 5: Component help with GUI.

Fig. 4: GUI for the GPS interface component.

Fig. 6: Information from Simulink environment.

Fig. 4 shows the information provided through GUI control (Help button). Fig. 5. Shows the
documentation available for the component with the generic Simulink environment
Based on the control circuit signal initialization, GPS receiver is configured for TSIP protocol
format. Then periodically request packets are sent from the data processor by taking 1 PPS
signal received from the GPS receiver as the reference. The request packets include Health
Status request, Time request and UTC-GPS time offset [1] .In response to this request packets
GPS receiver sends respective report packets for Health status, Time, and UTC-GPS time
offset [1]. The communication controller module will be in the receiving mode based on the
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report reference signal. A time out facility is provided for the reception of report packets. In
case of failure in the reception of data packets in the time specified again request packets are
sent to the GPS receiver. The Time report packet provides the current GPS time of week and
the week number (10 data bytes). The data processor will utilize the offset report packet (43
bytes) [1] for the UTC time derivation. Received packets are extracted in the parallel format
by the communication controller module and relevant values are stored in the core memory.
These values will be read by the data processor for further computations.
.
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Hairpin Bandpass Filter with Wide Upper Stopband

Priyanka Mondal and Ajay Chakrabarty
Department of Electronics and Electrical Communication Engineering, Indian Institute of
Technology, Kharagpur, India, 721302, E.mail: pri.mondal@gmail.com,
bassein@ece.iitkgp.ernet.in

Abstract: In this paper, slot line hairpin resonators are used to design
bandpass filter and a T-shaped microstrip feed line is proposed for excitation
of the filter. This feeding structure produces frequency dependent external
coupling which is utilized to obtain wide upper stopband of the filter. A
fabricated three-pole filter having centre frequency (f0) of 900 MHz shows 30
dB upper stopband at least up to 6.6f0, while implementing area of the filter is
less than 0.65Ȝg × 0.31Ȝg, Ȝg being the guided wavelength at f0.

Fig. 7: TSIP implementation simulation results (Initialization, Transmission, and Reception packets)

The entire interface module has been implemented on a single Xinix FPGA chip, which
provides a lot of programmability and compatibility. This module is tested for timing and
logic and validated with simulation results by using ModelSim simulation software.
Simulation results are validated as per requirements of TSIP implementation. Fig. 7 shows
the complete simulation of the module consists of initialization of GPS receiver,
Transmission of request packets, and reception of report packets in ModelSim environment

Introduction: Bandpass filters (BPF) with good in-band as well as out-of-band performances
are highly desirable for wireless communication systems. There are several approaches
reported in literature to improve the out-of-band rejection performance. In [1], integration of
a bandstop filter was proposed to suppress the second harmonic. T-shaped microstrip feed
line was proposed to suppress harmonics of a shorted slotline resonator BPF [2]. Here, the
same feeding technique is used to widen upper stopband of a slot line hairpin (SLH)
resonator BPF.

4. Conclusion: This generic interface component in the Simulink environment can be
configured for any real time GPS receiver interface with out altering the programming level
aspects. Additionally this module can be utilized with variations in the configuration
parameters stored in core memory module in support of TSIP protocol. This configuration
process can be made independent of the platform of the external system with suitable device
drivers. But the configuration process expects the exact knowledge of parameter allocation
tables and its order of storage.
In the design implementation, proper care has been taken to avoid effects of propagation
delays by using separate concurrent processes for transmission and reception modules. In
addition this module uses the Intellectual Property (IP) core elements during implementation
phase to reduce the propagation delays. These customized cores deliver high levels of
performance and area efficiency. It resulted in the efficient implementation of the interface
logic by using less percentage of FPGA resources. The generic nature of the integrated design
makes it available for FPGA based real time applications.
References
[1] ACE II GPS System Design Manual, Trimble Navigation Limited, Part No. 39538-00.
[2] LG SK8MRS V1.1- 232. System Designer Reference Manual. Part No: 34149- 01.
[3] Radio Technical Commission for Maritime Services, “RTCM Recommended Standards
for Differential NAVSTAR GPS Service: RTCM, Washington, Jan-1990.
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Fig.1 Layout of the BPF: Black region represents the upper side metallization and grey region
represents the etched slot on the ground plane.
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Designing harmonic suppressed BPF: Fig.1 shows the proposed filter layout. The 50 ohm
microstrip feed line (T2) is modified by attaching a stub of length H3 and width T3. The feed
line is placed centrally relative to the SLH and hence only odd harmonics are excited. Even
harmonics are not excited due to their sinusoidal electric field distribution and that the feed
line crosses the SLH at the point of electric field minima. Now, the line length H3 is varied to
control the external coupling to the odd harmonics. It is seen that, when H3 § 0.19 Ȝg, Ȝg
being the guided wavelength at passband centre frequency (f0), coupling to the fifth resonant
mode is minimal. However, the third resonant mode is excited. If H3 is increased to 0.28 Ȝg,
coupling to the third resonant mode is minimized but it increases for the fifth resonant mode.
Finally, both the harmonics are suppressed when H3 § 0.25 Ȝg and a wide stopband is
obtained.
Conventional approach of coupled-line filter design [3] is used to design the BPF. The
filter has the following specifications: fractional bandwidth (FBW) = 17.3% at f0 = 900 MHz.
A three-pole Chebyshev lowpass prototype with passband ripple of 0.1 dB is chosen. So,
required external quality factors are Qe1 Qe 2 5.96 and mutual couplings
are M 2,1 M 3,2 0.16 . To compensate the loading effect due to feed line, H1 for the input and
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and minimum return loss is better than 11.8 dB. DC is completely blocked and 29 dB upper
stopband extends at least up to 6 GHz.
Conclusions: In this paper, a T-shaped microstrip feed line is proposed for harmonics
suppression of a slot line hairpin bandpass filter. Rectangular implementing area of the threepole filter is less than 0.65Ȝg × 0.31Ȝg. The proposed structure is easy to fabricate as no via
hole or air-bridge is required.

Reference:
[1] W.–H. Tu, and K. Chang, “Compact second harmonic-suppressed bandstop and bandpass
filters using open stubs”, IEEE Transaction on Microwave Theory and Technique, Vol.
54, No. 6, pp. 2497-2502, 2006.
[2] Priyanka Mondal and Ajay Chakrabarty, “Compact Wideband Bandpass Filters with
Wide Upper Stopband”, to be published in IEEE Microwave and Wireless Components
Letters.
[3] J.-S. Hong, and M.J. Lancaster, “Microstrip Filters for RF/ Microwave Applications”,
John Wiley, New York, 2001.

output resonators is shorter than the middle resonator. Qe is obtained adjusting D3 and T3.
Fabrication and Measurements: The filter is fabricated on the same FR4 substrate and
corresponding measured and simulated s-parameters are shown in Fig. 2. Measurements have
been done using a HP8510C® vector network analyzer. Measured 3 dB cut-off frequencies of
the filter are 824.6 and 983.2 MHz. Maximum passband insertion loss is less than 1.86 dB
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Fig.2 Measured (solid line) and simulated (dashed line) s-parameters of the filter.
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Who Was James Clerk Maxwell and What Is/Was His Electromagnetic Theory?

Tapan K. Sarkar
Department of Electrical Engineering, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York 132441240, USA, tksarkar@syr.edu

SUMMARY: First, a brief overview [1] will be presented of some of the interesting
developments in electricity, magnetism and optics till the time of Maxwell. This will create
the scenario in which Maxwell came in. Then we will do a review of the contributions of
Maxwell’s work.
Next, the contribution of one of the greatest scientist – James Clerk Maxwell –
will be presented as his name is synonymous with the development of modern physics. He
laid the basic foundation for electricity, magnetism, and optics. The theory on
electromagnetism is one of the few theories where the equations have not changed since its
original conception, whereas their interpretations have gone through revolutionary changes at
least twice. He introduced the terms “curl”, “convergence” and “gradient”. Nowadays, the
convergence is replaced by its negative, which is called “divergence”, and the other two are
still in the standard mathematical literature. The first revolution was by Hertz and Heaviside
and the second by Larmor. Maxwell’s work on electromagnetic theory was only a very small
part of his research. In his hands electricity first became a mathematically exact science and
the same might be said of other larger parts of Physics. In whatever area he worked, he
brought new innovation. He published five books and approximately 100 papers. Maxwell
can be considered as one of the world’s greatest scientists even if he had never worked on
electricity and magnetism. His influence is everywhere, which surprisingly is quite unknown
to most scientists and engineers! The talk will describe some of that research including for
example, the ophthalmoscope and the Maxwell’s yellow spot test for macular degeneration,
the three colors used in color television, as inventor of the concept of ensemble averaging and
the developer of the concept of entropy which was expounded by Leo Szilard and others as
information theory. He took the first color photograph, laid the basic foundation on the choice
of three primary colors in characterizing any color, and developed accessories for color blind
people, which are still used today, and I wonder how many people are aware of that? He
developed general laws of Optical instruments and even developed a theory on the
composition of Saturn’s rings. He created a standard for electrical resistance. He also wrote
the first paper on negative feed back which was the cornerstone of Norbert Wiener’s work on
cybernetics. He elevated the system of dimensional analysis to a science and surprisingly also
wrote the method of solving the loop currents as the ratio of determinants, to name a few. He
developed a coherent set of units of measurement of electricity and magnetism, which
became misleadingly known as the Gaussian system [1].
Even though Maxwell has influenced development in many areas of physical
sciences and had started a revolution in the way physicists look at the world, he is not very
well known, unfortunately, outside some selected scientific communities. The reasons for that
will also be described.
The worst part is even the electromagnetic practitioners who espouse on his
theory are seldom aware of his genius!
Reference:
[1] Tapan K. Sarkar, Robert J. Mailloux, Magdalena Salazar-Palma and Dipak L. Sengupta,
History of Wireless, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2006.
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ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE EUROPEAN NETWORK ACE
Per Ingvarson
Saab Ericsson Space AB, SE-40515 Gothenburg, Sweden
E-mail: per.ingvarson@space.se

Abstract: In order to improve the European research, the European commission has created a new tool in the 6th
framework program called Network of Excellence. ACE, Antenna Centre of Excellence, is such a network.
Starting 1 January 2004, it has a duration of 4 years and 51 participants from 17 European countries. 323
researchers and 130 PhD students are involved.
The activities focus on mm-wave and integrated antennas, wideband and multiband antennas, small and smart
antennas, active and passive planar and conformal arrays, software, testing, education and dissemination in the
antenna area.

BACKGROUND
The new antenna technologies:In the past, antennas have had simple coaxial or wave
connections to the radio equipment, with the excep
tion of large and very expensive military rada
The emerging technology contains:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

active antennas, i.e. array antennas with
amplifiers connected to each radiator
integrated antennas, i.e. the active circuits
are directly integrated in the radiator
adaptive antennas, i.e. ante
nnas that can change their
antenna pattern adaptively
diversity, i.e. the antenna can produ
ce two or more independent links
digital beamforming, i.e. the signals to/from
each element are digitised before combination
multiband and ultra-wideband antennas
interaction with close environment, e g human body

This increasing antenna capability is a necessary respon
se to the greater demands of the user and
increasing congestion of the frequency spectrum.
Whilst active microwave circuits and digit
hardware become cheaper and thus a smaller proporti
on of the equipment cost, the new, more cap
antennas are of increasing value, due to the factmore
that of the system performance is determined
the antenna.
European antenna research: European Universities produce ch
mu excellent antenna researc
However, the work is split between many relatively
small institutions with limited co-operation. Als
the collaboration with industry and the users is,many
in cases, inadequate, partly due to geograp
separation. The result is research duplication,lts
resu
without applications, and a less than optim
output.
The European Commissionis a major source for funding of European research. In order to inc
the efficiency of Europeanesearch,
r
the Commission has created
ithinw the European Communityth6
Framework Programme a new “tool” called “Network of Excellence”.
The creation of ACE: The “Antenna Centre of Excellence” (ACE) was proposed from membe
the European COST 284 action in antennas. (COST
andsstfor “European Cooperation in the field
Scientific and Technical Research”). It was awarde
d a first contract for 2004-5, and we have now
second contract for 2006-7.
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OBJECTIVES

VERTICAL ACTIVITIES

The main purpose of ACE is to increase the efficiency
and relevance of antenna research in Europ
is also an objective to increase
the inter-European cooperation, and to be a platform for g
cooperation.

MM-&sub-mm waves/Integrated antennas: Millimetre wave and Integrated antennas form tw
distinct topics, which nevertheless have some
common features. The millimetre wave band exte
from 30GHz to 300 GHz. Integrated antennas are those
in which some, or all, of the radio frequen
front end is integrated with the antenna or vicesa.
verThe work includes review
the state of the art in
millimetre wave and integrated antennas, as well as of software, test facilities, materia
manufacturing processes.

A careful preliminary investigation of the research structure has shown a number of app
oriented research areas that need to be restru
ctured. These are dealt with in the so-called
vertical
activities. For these, coupling to the applications is ensu
red by involvement of industry and institute
and also by involving universities with
relevant system activities.
ACE structuring approach
ACE also includes transversal horizontal
or
activities dealing with software and testing.
The main objective is the integration of
knowledge from different application areas,
thereby avoiding duplication. A
virtual centre ofexcellence(VCE) serves as a knowledge base a
communications centre. It is also an objectiveintegrate
to
the higher level education on antenna
Europe and to make dissemination more efficient.
ACE aims to bridge the gap between systems
and electromagnetic experts. This is done
incorporating the system aspects of MIMO and smart antennas, by including a strong group o
experts in the smart antenna systems activity.
SCOPE
ACE deals with the antenna function of radiostems.
sy
This includes the electromagnetic interf
from conductors to free space radiated waves,beam-forming
the
functions, whether they are analo
or digital, adaptive systems change
to
the beam pattern, and othe
r antenna-related signal processi
The radiative coupling to the close surroundings to
and
a scattering environment, are also included

Small terminals and smart antenna systems:The activity aims to structure research on antennas
mobile phones and their system integration, and
evaluate methods for characterization. Ma
activities include evaluation of fundamental limits small
for antennas, integration of antennas and
methods. A benchmarking campaign with a “golden device” has been performed.
Wideband and multiband antennas: The activity aims at structuring research on multiband
wideband radiators and reflectors. Specifically
, various wideband/multiband/UWB radiators a
studied, polarisation and frequency selective reflector
s and suitable software is investigated, an
common test facility for surface penetra
ting radar antennas has been created.
Planar and conformal arrays: The activity aims to structureesearch
r
on the architecture, syste
analysis, beamforming networks and conf
ormal application of array antennas.
Focus is on generic simulation of complete adva
nced active phased arrays, on reflectarrays and
conformal arrays.
Smart antenna systems:The activity aims to coordinate the research on smart antenna system
foster their development in next generation wire
less and mobile communication. Major study obje
are: reconfigurable multiple antenna transceivers,
econfigurable
r
multiple antenna terminals, sm
antenna system level strategies including crosslayer approaches, context aware MIMO netwo
optimisation and smart antenna deployment. MIMO
channel modelling, measurement methologies
smart antennas and array technologies for UWB systems and for laptops are also covered.
HORIZONTAL ACTIVITIES
Coordination with wireless applications: In order to certify the releva
nce of the research, the nee
are defined by dedicated meetings with users,
manufacturers and agencies, and from literature
conferences.
Antenna software initiative: Many universities produce good antenna software, which is only
within that university. The objective of ACE is to
make more software available. Major activiti
include: common data file formats (EDI), interf
aces for combining different codes, benchmark
structures, integration of software.
Antenna measurement techniques:The purpose is to facilitate the
consolidation n
ad expansion of
European expertise in research and development
of antenna measurements. Major activities a
mapping of available test facilities, comparison of selected test facilities with common ref
antennas, sharing of test facilities and best practice recommendations.
Virtual centre of excellence (VCE): An antenna Virtual Centre of Excellence (VCE) has b
created. It offers remote services inside theEAC
Network (private secti
on), by supporting network
activities, knowledge sharing, meetings, project manage
ment, contractual aspects, etc. It also off
services outside the Network (public section), by creating an ACE Community.
, which is linked, as part of the European Commiss
The VCE home page is www.antennasvce.org
.
Information Society Technology, to the ACE home page www.ist-ace.org

Scope of ACE. BAN, PAN, LAN, WAN and GAN stands for Body, Personal, Local, Wide and
Global Area Network
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Training and education: The objective is to
make much better use of the good educational
material and good teachers already available in
Europe. ACE has created a European School of
Antennas (ESoA), giving about 12 courses per
year, ACE also creates a virtual laboratory to
allow use of educational software on the web
(VALab).
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Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
(A vast system of systems providing global positioning, navigation &
timing information to scores of user community)
Dr. S Pal, Outstanding Scientist
Programme Director, Satellite Navigation Program
Chairman, GAGAN Project Management Board
Deputy Director, Digital & Communication Area
ISRO Satellite Centre, Bangalore-17

Dissemination
and
knowledge
transfer
management: The knowledge within ACE is
disseminated to the scientif
ic community, to users
and to industry. There are special ACE sessions
and invited papers at most of the major
conferences, and we create a new European
international antenna conference, EuCAP. The
first EuCAP took place in Nice in November
2006. The following ones, for 2007 and 2008, are
being planned.

ABSTRACT

ORGANIZATION
ACE has 51 participants from 17 European
countries. 323 researchers and 130 PhD students
are involved. Most of the participants are
universities, but many are companies and
institutes.

Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is a vast system of systems,
providing global positioning, navigation and timing information to scores of

The major decisions are taken by the Governingard,
Boin which each participant has one vote.
meets at least once a year and is chaired by the
twork
Ne Coordinator. The technical work is lead b
the Executive Board, chaired by the Technical Coor
dinator. The work is divided into 12 activities
Each activity has an activity leader, who is also
rt of
pathe Executive Board. The activities are divide
into work packages, with workackage
p
leaders. There are 35 work
packages in total. A Scientific
Council of outstanding internationalxperts
e
helps ACE to reach its goals.

users in oceans, land, air and even in space. The present talk traces the
history of navigation, evolution of navigation satellites, the three present
constellations and a world scenario in this direction. The talk also dwells
upon Indian efforts in the area of Navigation Satellites and its future plans.

CONTACTS
Contact points:Network Co-ordinator: Bruno Casali, IDS, b.casali@ids-spa.it
Technical Co-ordinator: Per Ingvarson, Saab Ericsson Space, per.ingvarson@space.se
Vice Technical Co-ordinator: Juan R Mosig, EPFL, Juan.Mosig@epfl.ch
Technical Secretary: Peter Balling, ASC, pballing@asc-consult.com
CONCLUSION
ACE will harmonize the antenna research in Europe.
rizontal
Ho activities will make reuse of tools an
technologies possible, and vertical activities will assu
re the relevance of the research. ACE will al
increase the interactions between the antenna research
ers and engineers within Europe, and it will be
contact point for international cooperation, thus
also giving increased possibilities for worldwid
interactions.
Antennas are the key elements in the new wirel
ess world. They will interact more with othe
components in the systems. ACE will combine
systems and electromagnetic knowledge, and fo
research to relevant areas.
ACE has been well received by the antenna
mmunity,
co
and given good marks by the Europe
Commission. ACE will continue after the funding by EC
by the creation of a European Association
Antennas and Propagation (EurAAP) and thus to have
a lasting impact on European antenna resea
EurAAP is open to global cooperation withher
ot organisations in the antenna field.
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About Solar Panels and Printed Antennas
Fred E. Gardiol(1), Stefano Vaccaro(2), and Juan R. Mosig(1)
(1) LEMA-EPFL Station 11, CH-1015, Lausanne, Switzerland,
E.mail: fred.gardiol@hispeed.ch, juan.mosig@epfl.ch, http://itopwww.epfl.ch/LEMA
(2) JAST Antenna Systems SA, PSE-EPFL, CH-1015, Lausanne, Switzerland
E.mail: stefano.vaccaro@jast.ch, http://www.jast.ch/

Abstract: By depositing photovoltaic solar cells on top of printed antennas
(patch or slot antennas), one can use the same surface twice. This hybrid
approach presents a particular interest for space applications, but can also
prove valuable for many other autonomous microwave systems. Original
developments made at the Laboratory of Electromagnetism and Acoustics
(LEMA) and at the JAST Company, with the sponsorship of the European
Space Agency (ESA) are reviewed.

Introduction: When microwave transmitters, receivers or relays are to be installed in remote
locations, providing the electrical power required for their operation may present some
difficulties. It may be difficult — when not downright impossible — to draw a power line,
generators need fuel and maintenance, dry cells must be replaced, and batteries have to be
recharged from time to time. The most interesting approach is then to use a renewable energy
source, such as solar energy collected by photovoltaic cells. In the remotest locations, in
particular in space, solar panels are currently being used to feed a variety of satellites.

The solar panels and the antennas of the satellite shown in the figure require
considerable surfaces, and must be deployed separately when the satellite reaches its orbit. It
would be very interesting, both in terms of reliability and weight, to regroup these elements
upon a single surface — using printed antennas arrays. One could simply place solar cells and
antennas next to one another, but it would be far better, if at all possible, to combine them, for
instance to deposit or glue the solar cells on top of the antennas, saving considerable “real
estate” [1, 2]. This approach was developed at LEMA, and several prototypes were built.
In 1999 ESA selected LEMA as prime contractor for the realization of an Advanced SOLar
ANTenna (ASOLANT). Within six years, the project met all the requirements of ESA, from
the feasibility study, through the first prototypes, all the way to the industrial realization, by
the society RUAG (formerly HTS) based in Zürich, Switzerland. The antenna was spacequalified and inserted into a small satellite, launched from Plesetsk on 27th of October, 2005.
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Some basic requirements must be satisfied when one wishes to combine an antenna
with solar panels. The solar cells must of course be placed on top, where they can collect the
sunlight (transparent antennas have not been designed as yet…). Antennas must more or less
be realized on flat surfaces, so that printed antennas are generally selected. Furthermore, the
antenna performance must not be dramatically perturbed by the presence of the solar cells on
top of them — this limits somewhat the choice and the organization of the assembly.
The first prototypes, called SOLANT (SOLar ANTennas) were realized with the
SSFIP structure originally developed by Mr. J.-F. Zürcher at LEMA [3]. This multilayer
structure provides broadband performance and is relatively insensitive to perturbations. The
near field in the vicinity of the antenna surface was visualized by the modulated scatterer
technique [4], which indicates where conductors may be placed without perturbing the
operation of the antenna. At the Microtechnique Institute of Neuchâtel University the group
of Professor Arvind Shah deposited amorphous silicon solar cells on patch antennas [1].

The SOLANT 4 prototype (front and back, 1999), shown here, is a a 4 2 linearly
polarized broadside subarray working at 4 GHz, with an MMIC amplifier integrated on the
back side — this is an autonomous design, because the electronics on the back side are
powered by the 9 solar cells, which provide 100 mW at 5 V. The gain is 13 dBi for the
passive antenna, and it reaches 30 dBi with the MMIC amplifier. A good antenna match and a
wide bandwidth were achieved, and the effects of the cells on the antenna were controlled by
a careful design: solar cells must not be placed too close to the radiating edges, because the
presence of the connecting conductors would perturb the radiation from the array. This
requirement limits the surface available for the panels, and thus the collected power, when
patch antennas are used. The overall thickness of the complete assembly is 8 mm.
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Further developments showed that solar cells could cover a much larger part of the
available surface when slot antennas are used, providing thus a more efficient operation [5].
In addition, solar cells can then be deposited or glued directly on the ground plane of the slot
antennas, which presents a definite advantage for their practical realization. On the minus
side, slot antennas have a somewhat narrower frequency bandwidth than SSFIP antennas, but
this does not significantly affect their usefulness. Several antennas were designed using this
approach, also using amorphous silicon cells. Measurements showed that the presence of the
cells did not significantly modify the radiation pattern of the antennas.
In space applications, the surfaces available are severely limited, so that the highest
possible efficiency is mandatory. For this reason, the more efficient GaAs cells replaced the
amorphous silicon cells, and commercial space-qualified devices were selected. The antennas
were then called “Advanced” SOLar ANTennas, i.e. ASOLANT.

The above figure shows the two sides (front and back) of the A-SOLANT-G-3 design,
which is a wideband (19%) circularly polarized transmit/receive antenna system, with
enhanced directivity. Four radiating cross-slots with an elaborate feed network provide the
circular polarization. The twelve standard GaAs solar cells modules deliver 4.29 watts.
Galileo Avionica in Italy performed the space-qualified integration of the cells, and the cost
of a single panel reached 35’000 euros (space is expensive!). To prevent back radiation from
the slots, a metallic reflector is placed at 3 cm from the back of the antenna.

In the present design, the microstrip circuit on the backside feeds all the patches with
the same amplitude and phase, so that the main lobe is pointed perpendicularly to the plane of
the antenna. To modify the antenna pattern, different line lengths would provide different
phases, while an unequal power distribution can be obtained with asymmetric power splitters.
With the help of electronically tunable phase shifters, one can also steer the main beam.
For optimal power collection, the solar cells should always face the sun, while the
antenna beam must be pointed towards the counter station in the communications link. The
two directions coincide only in some particular locations, and some compromises must be
made elsewhere. This is a drawback of solar antennas, which either reduces the performances
— for the solar cells and/or the antenna — or actually restricts their use to particular
geometrical conditions. Steering the beam in a phased array may somewhat improve the
situation. ESA announced the SOLANT concept at the Salon du Bourget in Paris, in 2001.
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An in-flight experiment to validate ASOLANT antennas in space is in progress. Two
different antennas were designed and manufactured (shown in the above figure), one for GPS
reception and the other one for S-Band beacon transmission. Both units use slot aperture
radiators embedded in identical mechanical structures. The GPS antenna generates an
omnidirectional radiation pattern with right-handed circular polarization, fulfilling NavStar
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specifications. The S-Band Beacon antenna is based on a four element circularly polarized
array providing 6 dBi of gain. Two identical solar panels form the upper layer of the antenna
structure, making use of GaAs solar cells arranged in two strings. The two panels provide a
peak power of 10 Watts each. The antennas were launched, fixed to a COSMOS payload
adapter, on the 27th of October, 2005 and are still in operation ten months later [7].
Back to earth: the concept of hybrid solar antennas is also of interest for terrestrial
applications, to design roof tiles for the simultaneous power generation and reception of
satellite TV, isolated base stations for mobile telephones, burglar alarms, sea buoys, and other
systems. Low cost devices can be realized, making use of flexible technologies — with the
antennas cut on solar cell foil. Recently developed is a circularly polarized 6 1 antenna
phased array with a 15° beam tilt, with an integrated MMIC amplifier. Six solar cell modules
deliver 821 mW (122 mA @ 7 V).
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Abstract: Dielectric resonator antennas (DRA’s) have recently emerged
as new alternative in wireless devices, with many advantages compared
to conventional metallic antennas. Considerable amount of research,
dealing with aspects such as analyzing their resonant modes, radiation
characteristics and various feeding schemes, has demonstrated that,
these “new” radiators could offer new and attractive features in antenna
design. In order to effectively make use of the advantages of these
radiators, it is essential to provide means for easy fabrication and
integration with new types of microwave circuitry. A brief review of the
topic is presented in this article. Also some novel designs and new
directions of reserach in this field are described.
I. Introduction
Pioneering investigations with dielectric resonator as a radiator date back to1983
[1]. Since then, several groups of researchers all over the world have been active in this
area of research and have made remarkable advances during last two decades. The main
goals have been to explore efficient feeding techniques, methods to obtain wide and ultra
wide impedance bandwidth, high gain, new geometrical shapes for improved features,
etc. Indeed, from the very beginning of the DRA research, it has been regarded as a
variant of the planar radiator like a microstrip patch, but compared to microstrip it is
more advantageous in many aspects and also there are some disadvantages too. Some
new efforts have also been made to integrate microstrip patches with a DRA to acheive
better performances. As has been demonstrated, DRAs offer a high degree of flexibility
and versatility over a wide frequency range, allowing for the designer to suit many
requirements. Many new elements and arrays with attractive characteristics for wireless
and other applications have been implemented, and a description of some of these are
included in the literature [2].
Even after so many new developments and achievements, practical design and
implementation of these DRAs are still challenging in many cases. In recent years, more
focus has been given to enhance antenna bandwidth and gain which are more relevant to
the requirement of modern wireless applications. Many new techniques have been
explored, most of them apply various composite and hybrid type structures [3]-[9].
Further, due to the mature technology of microwave integrated circuit (MIC) and
monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) on silicon, on-chip DRAs [10] have
received a great deal of attention because they can reduce the size, weight and cost of
many transmit and receive systems. All these aspects are discussed in the limited scope of
the article.
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Multiple DRAs:
One example of multiple DRA [4] is shown in Fig. 4, where a monopole type
radiation pattern is generated using a compact four-element cylindrical DRA. It has
been explored with HEM11G mode to radiate over nearly 30 % matching bandwidth as
demonstrated in Fig. 5.
0
Measured
Ansoft's HFSS

-10

Return Loss (dB)

II. Various Geometries of DRAs
One of the attracting features of a DRA is that it can assume any one of a number
of shapes. Moreover the mode of operation and performance of a DRA can be varied by
selecting a DR with desired structure. Hence a number of DRA geometries have been
experimented. The first systematic, theoretical and experimental study was made on
cylindrical disk DRA geometry. Later geometries [11-15] such as split cylinder, sectored
cylinder, cylindrical rings, metallised DRAs, triangular, rectangular, notched rectangular
DRA, chamfered DRA conical, elliptical, spherical, hemispherical, spherical cap,
tetrahedral, perforated DRA, stepped DRAs and hybrid DRAs have been reported (see
few such geometries shown in Fig. 1).
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Fig.4. Four-element composite
cylindrical DRA

Fig.5. Variation of S11 with frequency of
ultra-wide band four-element DRA
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Fig.1 Various shapes of DRAs explored (a) Basic shapes, (BW = 5-10%) (b) combination
of basic shapes, (BW = 15-20%) (c) arbitrary shapes, (BW = 30-40%)

III. Broadband DRAs for wireless communications
The important and most common methods adopted for the fabrication of wide band
DRAs can be broadly classified as (a) single element methods (b) multiple DRAs and (c)
hybrid antennas. Few examples of single element geometries developed to yield
broadband characteristics are shown in Fig. 1 (b) and Fig. 1 (c). Yet another novel
geometry (shaped DRA), which attracted recent attention is shown in Fig. 2. The
geometry is an inverted L-shaped cylindrical DRA, which is examined [9] for wireless
applications covering four wireless bands as labelled in Fig. 3. About 40 % impedance
bandwidth with 8 dBi peak gain is demonstrated.

Hybrid configurations:
Mainly two types of DRA based hybrid antenna structures are reported. They are (i)
DRA-loaded microstrip patch antennas and (ii) DRA-loaded monopole antennas. The
reports shows that, the bandwidth performance of microstrip antenna can be improved to
reach about 24% by loading with a DRA [16].
One of the recent technique developed to have an ultra wide band hybrid antenna
[6] is shown in Fig. 6. Here a dielectric ring resonator surrounds a monopole antenna.
Both are centered at the same axis and the monopole acts as a quarter-wave length
radiator as well as a feed for DRA. The DRA is designed to excite in the dominant TM01G
mode, which has a circular symmetric field distribution similar to that of monopole. An
ultra-wide bandwidth has been achieved with monopole-type radiation pattern over the
entire bandwidth. Here both the monopole and the DRA resonate along with an
intermediate resonance and cause the wide matching bandwidth (see Fig. 7).
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Fig.2. Shaped DRA: DCSWLAN bands
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Fig. 6. Cross-sectional view of
Monopole-fed hybrid DRA
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IV. High Gain Planar Antennas
An aperture-coupled dielectric resonator fed by a microstrip line as the feed system,
and a substrate-superstrate resonance geometry with H r 2 !! 1 has been investigated
recently [17] for high gain applications (see Figs. 8-11). By proper choice of the
parameters Hr1, Hr2, h1 and h2, the radiated power is maximized with negligible power
losses to the higher order surface wave modes and therefore resulting in a gain
enhancement and radiation efficiency improvement of the antenna. The gain has been
measured over a wide range of frequencies (Fig 10) and the value was found to be as high
as 18 dB. The radiation pattern of the antenna in the E-and H-planes are shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 8 Geometry of high gain planar DRA
Hrd = 10, Hr1 = 1, Hr2 = 25, h1= 8.57 mm, h2 =
0.85 mm, L3=L4=55mm, L1 = L2=85mm

Fig. 10 Simulated and measured gain
of DRA described in Fig. 8.

solution to reduce the source of some of the losses on conducting silicon since they are
devoid of any conductor loss and surface wave effects. Moreover, the high permittivity of
the DR forces the electromagnetic field to concentrate more on its surface and hence
reduces the extend of fields fringing towards the conducting silicon substrate. With this
view, recently we have designed [18] an integrated dielectric resonator antenna excited
using differential dipole launcher for 40 GHz applications. The reported antenna on high
resistance silicon (resistivity = 100 :-cm) has a gain of 2.4 dB and 77% radiation
efficiency. More recently, a new high gain on-chip dielectric resonator antenna for 60
GHz radio wireless systems was designed [19]. The DRA launcher is an open circuit coplanar waveguide fabricated on conductive silicon substrate. The growth of DR on the
silicon surface was performed by a novel, ultra-low temperature sol-gel composite
hydrothermal process. A rectangular integrated dielectric resonator antenna fabricated on
conductive silicon (resistivity = 10 :-cm) to operate in the fundamental TE11G mode has
an impedance bandwidth of 1897 MHz at 59.56 GHz and 3.2 dB gain with 54 % radiation
efficiency, whereas for the same antenna on high resistance silicon (resistivity = 100 :cm), the transmission gain increased to 5.3 dB and radiation efficiency reached 89%.
VI. Conclusions
In this article, some of the recent developments in the design and fabrication of
dielectric resonator antennas are decsribed. A brief review of the novel geometries, and
hybrid DRAs for ultra-wide band operations, planar DRAs for high gain operations and
on-chip DRAs on conductive silicon for millimeterwave applications are discussed. This
will open a scope for further investigations with some new results.

Fig. 9 Return loss plot of high
gain planar DRA

Fig. 11 Simulated and measured E
and H-plane radiation patterns of
DRA described in Fig. 8.

V. Integrated DRAs
Over the past few years, integrated antennas have received a great deal of attention
because they can reduce the size, weight and cost of many transmit and receive systems.
However, several performance factors of the antennas, such as gain, efficiency,
bandwidth, operational range etc. deteriorate due to the high permittivity, conductor
losses and surface wave effects generated by the substrate material. The integration of a
high permittivity dielectric resonator in place of the metallic antenna could be a possible
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Abstract: The European School of Antennas (ESoA) is a new model of
geographically distributed school with the objective to reinforce the European
training and research in wireless applications. ESoA feasibility has been
successfully proved in the FP6 Network of Excellence “ACE - Antenna
Centre of Excellence”, using a highly qualified integrated set of advanced
post-graduate courses, distributed in the most accredited European research
centres on antennas. The general objectives of the School are: 1. reinforcing
the European excellence in the systems air interface with emphasis on
antenna components; 2. creating an effective speciality formative offer to
complete individual PhD curricula of European students; 3. increasing the
ties in wireless research and development between Universities and
Industries on a European scale; 4. facilitating the interchange of ideas
among early stage researchers and trainers as well as among young
researchers, thus increasing the future mobility and synergy.
Introduction: In the last few years, Europe is loosing the leading role in the wireless systems and
antennas that was occupied some years ago thanks to the GSM success. One of the motivation is
probably due to the fact that the explosion of research and technology development has not been
accompanied by an equivalent increase of post graduated level educational activity. Many
Universities are changing their curricula in view of delivering new Bachelor-Master degrees at the
horizon 2006-2007, motivated by the wish to adapt to new European rules as codified by the Bologna
declaration. The countries which have already changed their University organization have
concentrated the resources on undergraduate level, without adequately restructuring the PhD. For lack
of financial resources, the PhD courses
organized by the various Universities are
often concerned with transverse subjects, in
order to group students of different
scientific formation. If on one side this can
enrich the interdisciplinary knowledge, it
also leads to a lack of specialized training
offer. We moreover assist to a diminishing
of the education background in the
electromagnetic area, mostly due to the
increasing teaching of communication
standards and computer languages. This
imposes to recover the basic educational
background at the PhD stage, resuming the
necessary advanced knowledge to do
research and enforcing the process of
training of the engineer specialized in
antennas.
The
previous
aspects,
accompanied by the demand of exchange of
research information and by the needs of
high-level scientific qualification, motivated
the constitution of the proposed model of a
geographically distributed European School
of Antennas (ESoA).

Table 1: Institutions belonging to ESoA
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The European School of Antennas, a new model of geographically distributes school: Th
European School of Antennas is a coordinated and integrated conglomerate of post-graduate courses
distributed in the most accredited European research centers on antennas and wireless systems. The
initiative started in 2004 from a group of institutions composed by Universities and industria
research centers of 12 different European countries belonging to a Network of Excellence of the sixth
framework program called “Antenna Center of Excellence” [1]. Presently the group has been enlarged
up to date to the 24 institutions listed in Table 1.
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Table 2 presents the courses done in the period Jan 2005/August 2006, with statistics of students and
teachers. The overall number of students registered to the courses was 407, with an average of 23
students per course. The major part of the students have followed one course; some students have
followed more than one up
to four courses. Due to the
economic facilities of the
institutions belonging to
ACE, about the 70% of the
students came from the ACE
institutions.
However,
European students external
to ACE have had exclusive
access to 5 grants for each
course to cover entirely their
mobility and fee expenses.
An average of 50% of the
students came from the host
country. Concerning with the
teachers we had 162 among
teachers and assistants, 50%
belonging to the institution
hosting the course. These
data
confirm
the
international character of the
school.
Content of the courses: an overall view of the ESoA courses, comprising courses will be given in
2007, is given in the diagram in Fig. 1, where the position of the courses is related to their content.
The diagram presents a vertical axis that ranges from analysis to the design and a horizontal axis
ranging from theory to wireless systems through application. Broadly speaking, the diagram could be
divided in two parts from a bisector diagonal from the upper-left to the lower-right corner. The
courses positioned in the lower part (analysis and theory) are more devoted to students interested in
basic research (like academic PhD students) and the ones in the upper part (design, application and
systems) are more appealing for industrial PhD students and post-graduate students oriented toward
the industrial applications. Small overlapping of topics can occur and serve to guarantee a uniform
continuity to this unitary framework. The courses of theory and analysis (lower/left part of the
diagram) have the main objective to give to the PhD students the advanced concept on the analysis
method for antenna and electromagnetic scattering problems and the basic and advanced knowledge
for developing software tools for antenna modeling. These courses synthesize all the modern
computational techniques based on integral equations (method of moments), and on differential
equations (finite difference time domain and finite element methods), as well as on the highfrequency and hybrid techniques based on asymptotic methods. The basic methodologies are
completed by a course about antenna synthesis and optimization and by two courses about
measurements techniques, which provide the techniques from microwave to submillimeter wave
frequencies. The courses in the upper/right part of the diagram are more concerned with antenna
design and wireless systems. These course provide to the students design methods inside the
application framework (upper/right corner) of radio wireless fixed and mobile communications, radar,
remote sensing, aeronautics and space, transport, security, with special emphasis on a) System for
mobile communications and propagation channels in urban environment b) MIMO systems c)
Cooperative communications d) Space systems of communications . The courses on antenna design
(upper/left corner) advanced issues on the classical antenna typologies like reflector antennas and
feed-horns, lens antennas, phased array antennas, planar and conformal antennas, traveling wave
antennas. Furthermore, they include the emerging antenna technology as a matter of research with
special emphasis on i) Active and integrated antennas, ii) Multibeam and adaptive antennas iii)
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Antenna with digital beamforming, iv) Ultrawideband antennas v) EBG and metamaterial antennas,
vi) Compact antennas vii) Fractal antennas.

Modeling of planar multilayered structures comprising finite dielectric bodies.

Format of the courses: Each course extends for one week; this format allows the students to organize
their mobility without sacrificing their research activity at home, and leaving open the possibility to
extend their stay in the host institution – assumed excellent in the specific area – to complete their
research training. The courses should be held during 5 days, with possible home-assignments for
extra-credits. The typical format of one course consists on 5 hours of lectures on the morning, and 3-4
hours of other activities in the afternoon These activities will be concerned with exercises, reading of
key papers on topical subjects, laboratory experiments (when available), panel discussions and student
presentations. The total structure thus consist on about 25 hours of lectures and 15-20 hours of other
activities. The lectures will be provided by people from the host Universities and from speakers from
the other team members. Participation of key-note speakers from industries and Universities external
to the group is also foreseen. All the speakers have been already identified and they are presented in
Appendix A. Each course, which foresees a written assessment test, provides to the students from 3 to
4 ECTS credits, depending on the quantity of additional home assignments.

Francisco J. Nuñez Calvo(1), Juan R. Mosig (2), and Anja K. Skrivervik(2)
(1) SPEAG, Zeughausstrasse 43, CH-8004 Zurich, Switzerland, E.mail: nunez@speag.com

WEB support: The school is supported by a dedicated WEB site [2], which is a special section of the
“Virtual Center of Excellence” (VCE) [3], the official WEB site of ACE. The relevant items are: a)
Centralizing and facilitating as much as possible the on line registration of the students; b) Organizing
and making publicity and dissemination actions; c) Collecting the electronic material to support the
school (namely: i - Electronic forms of the speaker presentations, ii- Homework, iii- Evaluation
forms, iv- Notes and reference to textbooks, v- Output of the exams); d) Collecting the progress report
ad final documentation e) Updating the list of the grants for the students; f) Showing the availability
of research positions in the EM research area within Europe; g) Creating and updating of the Virtual
Antenna Laboratory (VALab) with the purpose to render available the free-ware educational software
or software developed by the partners [4].
Concluding remarks: The European School of Antennas constitutes a new geographical distributed
post-graduate school model, successfully experimented in 2005 and 2006. The school will continue
till the end of 2009 under financial support of a Marie Curie Action project.
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Abstract: This paper presents a method to model finite dielectric bodies
embedded in multilayered media. The method used is based on the mixed
potentials integral equation technique, where the finite dielectric bodies are
represented by equivalent electric and magnetic currents. Examples of an
antenna and a dielectric resonator are presented .

Introduction
This paper presents a general model for the electromagnetic analysis of arbitrary shaped
conductors and dielectric bodies embedded in stratified media. The problem is set in term of
electric/magnetic field integral equations, which are translated into mixed potential integral
equations and solved using the Method of Moments. The dielectric bodies are modeled by
electric and magnetic surface currents, using the equivalence theorem.
The method presented here is based on the general theory clarifying the use of vector and
scalar potentials in multilayered structures including oblique current sources [1]. The so
called "C" formulation of this theory was extended to include dielectric bodies of finite
dimensions, by the means of the equivalence theorem [2].
Theory
The general problem we want to resolve is depicted in figure 1. It consists of a set of metallic
shapes and dielectric bodies embedded in a multilayered dielectric structure, and illuminated
by an incident electromagnetic field Ei, Hi.
The total field in this problem can be decomposed as :
in
Eiout  Eiin  Eout
s  Es



Etot

incident wave

scattered wave

; Htot

in
Hiout  Hiin  H out
s  Hs


incident wave

scattered wave

where Eiout and Ein
i are the incident electric field placed inside and outside any dielectric
body, and Eout
and Ein
s
s are the scattered fields generated in the external and internal volume
with respect to the dielectric bodies. The application of the principle of equivalence [2] to this
problem leads us to the substitution of the dielectric bodies by equivalent magnetic and
electric scattered currents, Ms and Js, that reproduce the external/internal scattered field in
our objects. We apply then the boundary conditions on the metallic surfaces and the surfaces
of the dielectric bodies, and we obtain, along the classical formulation of the conducting
surfaces the following mixed potential integral equation system on the surfaces of the
embedded dielectric bodies :
nˆ u ª«Eiout  Eiin º»
¬
¼
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¬
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where the dyads K in
, K in
are the magnetic and electric vector potentials, KI
F
A
w, in,out

and KI
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in figure 2, and its input impedance is shown in figure 3. Our results are compared to the
simulated and measured result of [4], and the agreement is very good. The small
discrepancies between the results of the two simulation methods and the measurement are
certainly due to the tolerances in the definition of the permittivity of the dielectric resonator.

are the electric and magnetic scalar potentials inside or outside the dielectric

,out
in
bodies. G in
EM and G HJ are the electric and magnetic field Green's functions for magnetic

respectively electric current sources. Se are the surfaces of the dielectric bodies

Figure 2: Dielectric resonator

Figure 1 : General structure (conductors omitted for the sake of clarity).

The Green's functions shown above have to obey following rules : K*in 0 when source and
observer are outside any dielectric object. K*out

0

when source and observer are inside any

dielectric object. If the observer is inside (resp. outside) a dielectric body while the source is
outside (resp. inside) this specific body, all the Green's functions are set to 0. If the source
and the observer are placed on the surface of a dielectric body, by continuity we use
K*in  K*out in the integrands of the integral equations.
These integral equations and the classical one defined on the conductors embedded in a
stratified medium are solved using a Method of Moments, where RWG basis functions and a
Galerkin testing scheme are used. It has to be noted that in order to obtain a solution which is
efficient in the point of view of computing time, an accurate and fast procedure to evaluate
the MoM matrix terms by the integration of the corresponding Green's functions was
introduced. It is based on a pre computation of all the relevant Green's functions, followed by
an efficient interpolation. This is performed by removing the quasi static terms of the Green's
function in the spectral domain [3], and then interpolating a continuous and smooth function
in the spatial domain.
Results
The first example is a high dielectric resonator coupled to a microstrip line via a slot. The
structure was proposed by J. Chen et al in 2001 [4]. The geometry of the structure is depicted
CREMA,CUSAT
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Figure 3 : Real and imaginary parts of the input impedance of the dielectric resonator of figure 2. Our method
compared to the simulations and measurements of [4].

The second example is a very broad band antenna called TAROS proposed by the Middle
East Technical University at Ankara [5], and is a good test for a simulation tool, as it is quite
complex to model : It includes curved conductive surfaces and finite dielectric bodies over a
microstrip structure. The antenna was built in our lab, and is depicted in figure 4. Its
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reflection coefficient is shown in figure 5. Again, we see a very good agreement between
simulation and measurement.

Advanced Substrate Technologies
for Millimetre-Wave Interconnections and Antennas
Charles Free
Advanced Technology Institute
University of Surrey
Guildford, Surrey GU2 7XH, UK
C.Free@surrey.ac.uk

Abstract: The paper will give an overview of the properties of modern
substrates that are available for millimetre-wave circuits and antennas.
Included are details of the fabrication processes, together with an
assessment of the fabrication errors associated with the different
processes, and their influence on practical circuits. Since precise
knowledge of substrate parameters is essential for accurate circuit
design at very high frequencies, the paper includes a discussion of the
characterization techniques that are available for millimetre-wave
frequencies.

Figure 4 : Photograph of realized TAROS antenna.

Introduction: The rapid expansion of commercial wireless communication systems into
the microwave spectrum has generated a need for low-cost circuit materials, giving good
high frequency performance. Associated with this is the need for manufacturing processes
that can combine low production costs with the relatively high circuit quality needed for
microwave applications. Circuits and processes based on ceramic substrate technology
have traditionally met the requirements of the microwave designer. However, whilst this
technology may offer very high performance, it tends to be expensive.

Figure 5 : Simulated (solid line) and measured (dashed line) reflection coefficient of the realized TAROS
antenna.
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A recent derivative of the traditional ceramic technology is LTCC (low temperature cofired ceramic). Whilst this technology has a relatively well developed infrastructure for
low frequency applications, it is still a relatively recent innovation for microwave work.
Recent studies [1,2] have shown that LTCC technology can offer the required materials
quality at frequencies up to 100GHz. An additional advantage of LTCC is that, because
it is essentially a multi-layer technology, it offers the circuit designer the opportunity to
design in three dimensions. So the designer can take advantage, for example, of broadwall coupling in filters and couplers, which leads to higher quality components. Also, a
multilayer approach enables the designer to achieve a high degree of circuit integrated,
with buried passives, and close coupling to integrated antennas.
A more recent development at millimetre-wave frequencies is the use of polymer
substrates. These substrates can be handled in a similar way to traditional PCB, with the
polymers coated with copper, and then photo-patterned using normal etching techniques.
The manufacturers of these materials also claim some success in laminating the polymers,
so as to form an alternative to LTCC.
Materials requirements: The key requirements for materials used for microwave and
millimetre-wave planar circuits are:
CONDUCTORS: low bulk resistance, good surface finish, fine line geometries
DIELECTRICS: small loss tangent, well defined and stable permittivity.
The general procedure for measuring the performance of the materials is to first
determine the loss tangent and dielectric constant (relative permittivity) of the dielectric,
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using a resonant cavity technique. Then dielectric is patterned with conductor, to form a
microstrip or coplanar transmission line, and from the transmission line measurements the
conductor loss can be deduced.
Loss tangent

Measured loss tangent data

Dielectric measurement:
The traditional method for measuring the microwave
properties of dielectrics is to use a waveguide resonant cavity. The resonant frequency, fO,
and Q-factor of the cavity are first measured with the cavity empty, and then re-measured
with a sample of the dielectric material in the cavity. From the changes in resonant
frequency and Q-factor, the properties of the dielectric can be deduced. One of the
problems encountered with this technique for modern dielectrics, is that the changes in fO
and Q are small, because the materials are low-loss, and significant errors can arise
because of the need to dismantle the cavity to insert the dielectric sample. A technique to
overcome this problem is to use a cavity with a slit, as shown schematically in figure 1.
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Figure 2 Data from circular cavity measurement technique
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Circular
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Figure 1 System for dielectric measurements at mm-wave frequencies
Using circular waveguide cavities enables to user to take advantage of the low loss
properties of the TE01 mode, giving high Q-factors and sensitive measurements. With
this type of measurement it is usually necessary to include a mode filter, such as a helical
waveguide section, to suppress the unwanted modes. It should be noted that a
circumferential slit will not interrupt the current flow of the TE01 mode. Figure 1 depicts
the situation in which the circular resonant cavity has a circumferential slit. The slit
enables the sample to be inserted into the cavity without the need for dismantling, and
providing the slit does not interrupt the current flow in the waveguide walls it will have
minimum effect on performance. The circular waveguide technique, with the slit for
inserting the sample has proved a reliable method, giving accurate, repeatable results up
to 40GHz; examples of results for typical modern substrate materials are given in Figure
2.
The data shown in Figure 2 provides a useful comparison of the potential of three
substrate technologies for millimetre-wave applications. As expected, alumina shows the
lowest loss, but printed dielectric and LTCC also provide very good values of loss
t
t
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Fabrication technologies: The microwave designer has a range of substrate technologies
to choose from:
(1) Alumina: using thin or thick film techniques for conductor patterning, alumina
provides a high quality substrate, with well established characteristics; it tends to be
expensive, but can provide very high performance, especially if the conductors are
photo-patterned
(2) Photoimageable thick-film: by including a UV-sensitive photo-vehicle within the
printed pastes, this technology combines the low-cost advantages of thick-film with
the high line/space resolution that can be obtained from photo-patterning
(3) LTCC: a well-established technology at lower frequencies, LTCC materials are now
available with excellent characteristics for use up to 100GHz; the technology offers
two particular advantages. These are: (i) the ability to make multilayer circuits, with
opportunities for 3-D microwave design, and close integration of the antenna into a
transceiver package, and (ii) low-cost, due to the parallel processing of the individual
layers, and the single firing stage.
(4) Polymer: recent advances in polymer technology have produces substrates with good
microwave performance, that can patterned easily with etchable copper conductors,
and which have the potential for lamination. Also, they provide flexibility in the
substrate, which can be an advantage when designing planar antennas.
Characterization of planar interconnections: The resonant ring structure is a well
known test pattern for characterising planar interconnections. However, it has three main
disadvantages for use at millimetre-wave frequencies: (i) it can only provide data at a
series of discrete and harmonically related frequencies; (ii) it is difficult to compensate
for the errors associated with the coupling gaps; (iii) it is difficult to produce in a coplanar
format, which is the preferred interconnection format for mm-wave application. An
alternative to the resonant ring is the ‘meander line’ structure, shown in Figure 3.
The essence of the meander line measurement is that the transmission characteristics of
two lines are different lengths are measured, and from this data the loss/mm and the
effective dielectric constant can be deduced [1]. The advantages of the method are that
there are no loading errors, and broadband measurements are possible.
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Requirements of Microwave Tubes and Future Trends
S.N. JOSHI
Central Electronics Engineering Research Institute, Pilani (Rajasthan)

Figure 3 Test structure for broadband measurements on coplanar lines
Reduction in surface losses: At millimetre-wave frequencies approaching 100GHz,
surface losses can become the dominant source of loss in planar interconnections. Recent
work [2] using the test structure shown in Figure 3 has shown that significant benefit can
accrue by flash-etching (or chemical polishing) the conductors as the final stage in the
production process. Typical results are shown in Figure 4.

Microwave Tubes still play an important role, in spite of competitive incursion
from solid-state devices. This is particularly true for devices in high power and high
frequency regime of the rf spectrum. These devices have significant applications in
strategic, communication, scientific, industrial and bio-medical sectors which includes
radar, electronic warfare (ECM and ECCM), missile guidance and tracking, remote
sensing, high power microwave weaponry, material processing and sintering, plasma
heating, particle accelerators, domestic heating including cooking industrial heating,
hypothermia etc. The ADSS programme of Department of Atomic Energy and India’s
participation in International ITER project for fusion application has further strengthened
the country’s requirement in respect of these devices. The ADSS programme requires
very high average power ( 1 MW) devices based on slow wave interaction at low
frequencies and ITER Project requires 1.0 MW CW rf power at very high frequencies
(120 to 170 GHz). The space sector in the country requires very efficient (> 65%), long
life (> 15 years) and reliable devices meeting the stringent environmental conditions. On
the other hand for electronic warfare devices, having extremely large band width (2-3
octave) are required. For plasma heating and particle accelerators, again large average
power is required.
The advancement in the area of Microwave Tubes for attaining very high power
up to very high frequencies has been possible due to availability of advanced CAD
tools, advent of new materials, high energy magnets, high current density cathodes etc.
New cooling concepts and growth in fabrication technology has further paved the way
for the advancements.

Figure 4 Effects of chemical polishing on interconnection loss
The results presented in figure 4 give a clear indication of the benefits of chemical
polishing, particularly at the higher mm-wave frequencies. Moreover, the technique is
simple and does not detract from the benefits of low cost fabrication processes, such as
thick-film and LTCC.
Conclusions:
Two useful techniques have been established through practical
measurements: (1) the use of the low loss TE01 mode in circular waveguide for mm-wave
dielectric measurements; (2) the use of chemical polishing to reduce surface losses at high
mm-wave frequencies.
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Recently an exercise has been undertaken in the country for assessing the
requirement of these devices for the coming 10 years and beyond that. For this, all
concerned agencies (developers, users, production and academic) were approached for
evolving a position paper in the area of Microwave Tubes. An overwhelming response
was received, indicating huge requirement of these devices in foreseeable future. The
list included space qualified and broadband Traveling-wave Tubes, high average and
pulse power klystrons, miniature klystrons, pulse power magnetrons, gyrotrons, high
power ( 1 MW) Tetrodes, Thyratrons etc.
Though the requirement of conventional (-based on slow wave phenomenon)
tubes would remain in the foreseeable future, however, efforts are being made in the
country for further enhancing their performance capabilities by adding new concepts.
These include devices like Gyrotrons and Gyro TWTs (-based on the fast-wave
phenomenon), Microwave Power Modules that are combination of vacuum and
semiconductor technologies, vacuum microelectronic devices based on fabrication of rf
structures using semiconductor technologies like MEMs and LIGA and developing field
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emitters. Multi-beam technology is another important area, which uses multi-beam
electron gun in place of a single electron gun. This improves the efficiency and lowers
the operating voltage. Technology has very important role in development of these
sophisticated devices particularly for attaining high average powers to a tune of 1 MW
or more. As regard very high frequency devices in THz range, it would be possible only
with the amalgamation of vacuum and semiconductor technologies taking advantage of
both of them.
As on today, only limited agencies are involved in the design and development of
these devices and Bharat Electronics in Bangalore is the only production agency.
Efforts are also being made by an agency in private sector named Pilani Electron Tubes
and Devices Private Limited, Sangrur. However, they are at present only developing
non-microwave Tubes. To meet the futuristic demands of the country, these Centers
would have to be strengthened both in manpower and infrastructure.
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Use of Computational Methods in Teaching
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Abstract: In this paper, we propose the use of computational
methods to make teaching and learning of electromagnetics as
a memorable experience. The source codes developed for the
purpose should help improve basic concepts, and analytical
capability. A few case studies are presented.

Introduction: The best way to learn a computer language is to start writing a computer
programme. Similarly, the best way to learn any subject is to start solving the related
problems. If the subject of electromagnetics is taught like this, it may be better understood.
The solution methods may be classified as analytical method or computational/ numerical
method. The analytical methods in electromagnetics include separation of variables, series
expansion, use of Green’s function, variational formulation, analysis in spectral domain, etc.
to meet the demands of various types of problems. These methods basically solve boundary
value problems and require knowledge of vector algebra, vector calculus, integrals,
derivatives, series, etc. The vector algebra and calculus are very unpopular with the students.
Additionally, a number of concepts like vector potentials, equivalent currents; electric and
magnetic polarizabilities, equivalence principle, reaction, etc are introduced to simplify the
analytical solution of the problem. The additional topics put a burden on the curriculum and
confuse a student in the absence of proper grasp. The device geometry is idealized in shape,
size and dielectric loading to arrive at the analytical solution, whereas most of the problems
of engineering interest are not confined to these limited configurations. One of the most
frustrating aspects of problem solving in electromagnetics is that analytical methods do not
lead to systematic and general approach to problem solving. For example, multilayered
dielectric configuration can best be handled in spectral domain.
The computational methods do not suffer from the limitations of analytical methods. The
popular computational methods are: finite difference method (FDM), finite difference time
domain (FDTD) method, finite element method (FEM), method of moments (MoM),
boundary integral method (BEM), mode matching, transmission line matrix (TLM) method,
etc. The computational methods are general in nature and not specific to a particular problem
because the methods have been developed for a particular type of differential or integral
equation. The differential equation for electromagnetic problems is of the type
 2M  k 2M g . It is an inhomogeneous wave equation. Setting k = 0 gives the Poisson’s
equation and g = 0 also gives Laplace’s equation. Maxwell’s equations are used as such in
FDTD. These differential equations should be put in vector form to make them more general.
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Finite Difference Simulations:
x Using FDM as the basis one may attempt a simple problem of potential distribution in
say a rectangular trough.
x Next, analytical solution of the above problem may be attempted. The importance of
the analytical technique may be emphasized here because the solution is a closedform solution and free from discretization errors of the FDM.
x Now make the geometry irregular shaped for which analytical solution cannot be
obtained. This example emphasizes the importance of computational methods or the
limitations of analytical technique.
x The trough may be partially filled with a dielectric and solved using FDM. This
problem again cannot be solved analytically in general.
x The other aspects which can be taught easily using FDM include: analysis of
microstrip line, etc for the capacitance per unit length and corresponding Z 0 and E .
Equi-potential contours about the strip of a microstrip line are plotted in Fig.2.

5
2
0.

10
0.4

Elements of Computational Methods: The analysis of a problem using computational
methods involves three major steps. These are shown as block schematics in Fig. 1. The first
step is to discretize the device geometry in terms of cells so that the dielectric material is
homogeneous in each cell and the cell size should be such that the unknown function
representing field or current may be assumed to be at most linearly varying in the cell. The
discretization of the geometry may be done employing an automatic mesh generator. The
governing matrix equations for each cell are now used to obtain the set of simultaneous
equations in the next step. The continuity of field components across the cell boundaries
eliminates the extra number of equations. The boundary conditions are applied at this stage to
remove some of the unknowns. The matrix equation is solved in the last step to obtain the
unknown function for the problem. This function may represent potential distribution or
charge density distribution for the electrostatic problem, or field distribution H z or Ez for
studying cut-off in a waveguide or current density distribution on a dipole antenna.

ready for the study of electromagnetics they have undergone a course on numerical solution
of partial differential equations in which they are taught about the finite difference method
(FDM). Therefore, the study of computational methods in electromagnetics may start with
FDM. We next present some case studies to put the above ideas in perspective.

0.2

The integral equations may be derived either from the differential forms or by using Green’s
function. In this general framework, the individual problems are addressed through the
geometry, boundary conditions and properties of dielectric medium. The analysis based on
computational methods therefore becomes general in nature and one can write general
software once the computational method has been selected. The use of software besides
taking care of hand calculations can address another important difficulty in electromagnetics.
This is the problem of visualization. The computed results may be plotted and displayed
using colour graphics to make it interesting. Visualization of fields and currents in the device
is very useful in developing and clarifying concepts. These softwares may also be used to
bridge the gap not covered by analytical methods. For example, the effect of inhomogeneous
dielectric loading of a device can only be answered using softwares developed for the
purpose.
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Fig.2: Equi-potential contours about the strip

Matrix equation solution

Fig.1: Basic structure of a computational method in electromagnetics
Before the computational methods are introduced, the students need to be assured that these
methods are simple, at least at the basic level. By the time the undergraduate students are
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FDTD Simulations: The propagation aspect is the basis of time varying signals for
communications, radar, power lines, etc. This phenomenon is best illustrated in time domain
although we have been using time harmonic analysis to convert the problem into frequency
domain. The study of propagation of signal in a circuit or transmission line is very instructive
and interesting also for the beginners. Therefore, time domain methods like FDTD and TLM
are very useful in teaching and learning electromagnetics. The FDTD method is a direct
implementation of Maxwell’s equations and it produces behaviour of signal as a function of
time and space. Fig. 3 shows the snap shot of sine wave in one-D FDTD mesh consisting
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Fig.3: The time snap shot of propagating sine wave at n 800't , f = 50 MHz.
of air on the left and lossy medium on the right side. One can identify separately the incident
wave, reflected+incident portion, and the transmitted portions. Some more simulation studies
in FDTD will be presented.
Method of Moments Simulations: The method of moment (MoM) is a useful computational
approach which is analytically intensive because it requires the knowledge of Green’s
function for the problem. Simulation results for a centre-fed dipole are plotted in Fig. 4. Some
more MoM simulations will be presented.
Current ditribution on a Center fed Dipole for various value of N
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Applying combinatorial methods offers the opportunity to accelerate the discovery of more efficient
microwave dielectrics. High throughput methods have the potential to investigate the effects of a
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Fig.4: Simulated current distribution on a centre-fed half-wave
dipole using pulse expansion and point matching
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The discovery of new dielectric materials, and the optimization of existing ceramic systems, is
limited by the time consuming process of producing and analyzing samples. This innovation cycle
can be greatly accelerated by the application of high-throughput combinatorial methods.
Combinatorial chemistry is the rapid synthesis and analysis of large numbers of molecules, through
many combinations of a relatively small number of starting compounds. This was initiated in the
1960’s for the solid-phase synthesis of peptides, by Robert Bruce Merrifield at Rockefeller
University 1, who later won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1984 for this work. However, it took until
the 1990’s for industry to adopt this technique, although it is now essential for the pharmaceutical
industry. Each year tens of thousands of new molecules are discovered through automated highthroughput combinatorial searches, in which both sample preparation and analysis is carried out by
robots.
Joseph Hanak proposed his ‘multiple sample concept’ in 1970, in the Journal of Materials Science,
as a way around the traditional, slow, manual, laboratory preparation procedures 2, but it took until
1995 for the first combinatorial searches in Materials Science to be carried out by Xiang, Schultz et
al 3, on luminescent materials obtained by co-deposition of elements on a silicon substrate. Since
then the interest in combinatorial materials science searches has increased greatly, to the extent
that there are now conferences on this specific field, and after only 10 years industry is already
heavily involved in the development of this technique and the development and automation of
measurements suitable for combinatorial searches. However, to date most high-throughput
Combinatorial Materials Science uses thin films. The work reported in this paper represents the
first attempts to develop a high-throughput combinatorial technique for the manufacture and
measurement of bulk ceramic samples.

0.02

0
-0.25

Abstract
Dielectric ceramics operating at microwave (GHz) frequencies are used throughout the
telecommunications industry, in filters, oscillators, antennas, resonators and other electronic
components. They have applications at all levels of the technology, from satellites and base
stations to mobile hand-held units, and in the future will be needed for on-board control, collision
avoidance and fee collection systems in automobiles. They also have applications in security
systems (millimetre wave scanners), sensors and biomedical nanotechnology.

3
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wide range of dopants on the dielectric properties, and to optimize existing systems, encouraging
the short innovation cycles that the communications technology industry requires. London South
Bank University (LSBU) is currently part of a consortium of London Universities exploring methods
of producing and measuring combinatorial libraries of microwave dielectric ceramics. These
include polycrystalline bulk ceramic libraries made by the LUSI robot at Queen Mary University
(QMU), as well as thin films produced by Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD, at LSBU), and a
hydrothermal method at QMU.
The Functional Oxides Discovery using Combinatorial Methods project (FOXD;
http://www.foxd.org) uses high-throughput combinatorial thick-film production and screening
techniques, with samples made using thick film technology. The project is a consortium between
four London Universities; London South Bank University (LSBU), Queen Mary, University of
London (QMUL), Imperial College (IC) and University College London (UCL). The samples are
made by the London University Search Instrument (LUSI 4), a fully automated, high-throughput
combinatorial robot that prints samples from oxide suspensions using ink-jet printers, and also
sinters the samples in a multi zone furnace at up to 1600 oC 5. LUSI has the potential capability to
produce thousands of different sintered bulk ceramic samples with varying composition in one day,
as combinatorial libraries on alumna substrates. The aim is to discover new ceramics with
ferroelectric, dielectric, electronic and ionic properties advantageous to industrial users. As LUSI is
unique in producing polycrystalline sintered bulk samples, this will allow us to examine bulk
properties, sintering, dopants, grain effects, diffusion coefficients, etc.

Left: Fig. 1, the printing bed of LUSI. This can hold 100 alumina substrates, each of which can
contain 30 or 40 printed dots (1-2 mm diameter), each of a different composition. The inkjet printer
can be seen on the right, and a robot arm moves the samples from printer to furnace to
measurement table, all under automation.
Right: Fig. 2, the 4-zone furnace, also part of the LUSI robot.

Left: Fig. 3, printed & sintered LUSI Ba1-xSrxTiO3 library. 11 pairs of dots (~2mm in diameter) with
varying composition from x = 0 - 1 in 0.1 steps.
Right: Fig. 4, SEM images of polished Ba1-xSrxTiO3 library, sintered at 1350 oC / 1hr.
In this presentation, the method of sample manufacture by the LUSI robot will be described, and
the synthesis of BaxSr1-xTiO3 (BST) libraries will be used as a proof of concept to demonstrate that
the robot works. The LUSI robot has been demonstrated to be able to automatically print and sinter
libraries of bulk ceramic Ba1-xSrxTiO3 (BST), for x = 0-1 in steps of 0.1. The samples were prepared
from inks consisting of suspensions of BaTiO3 and SrTiO3 nanopowders, stabilised with a
dispersant. The samples were printed as arrays of twenty two 2mm diameter dots, two of each
composition, on alumina substrates (fig. 3). These were then sintered at 1350 and 1400 oC / 1hr by
LUSI. SEM showed the samples to be well sintered, with a large 20 Pm grain size for pure BaTiO3
decreasing rapidly for increasing x values (fig. 4). EDXA and XRD confirmed the compositional
gradient throughout the libraries (figs. 5 & 6). The permittivity and Curie point values of these
libraries have been measured between 100Hz-1MHz, confirming the compositional and functional
gradient, and providing expected values for Tc and Hr in well sintered BST samples. Fig. 7 shows
permittivity measured at room temperature using the parallel plate capacitor technique at 100 Hz,
with the expected values being 300 for SrTiO3 and several thousand for BaTiO3. The non-linear
section around x = 0.3 - 0.4 is due to peaks and troughs around the phase transition at the Curie
point (Tc) for these samples, which is near room temperature for x = 0.4 (fig. 8). This also
demonstrates that such small samples can be measured – not a trivial matter, and developing
methods to rapidly analyse hundreds or thousands of samples is as important as their manufacture
in combinatorial synthesis. With this in mind, their microwave dielectric properties have been
assessed using an Evanescent Microwave Probe (EMP), a scanning microscope able to measure
dielectric loss (or Q), relative permittivity (Hr) and topography simultaneously over a 2D area.
Finally, other systems made by the LUSI robot will be looked at and their results discussed. These
include other dielectric perovskite systems, as well as ionic conductors for use as fuel cells, based
on lanthanum-strontium-manganese-cobalt perovskites investigated at IC. I will also briefly talk
about the AI search and predictive software that has been developed at UCL for use with the LUSI
robot. For a useful large-scale combinatorial search, a database must e created which records all
data generated throughout the project. In addition to building a useful reference library, 'data
mining' techniques are being used to discover new and interesting materials for analysis. Once
possible search areas have been determined, LUSI can be 'steered' to produce materials in the
search area. These materials can then analysed and the cycle repeated to discover materials with
optimal properties.

4
5

See http://www.materials.qmul.ac.uk/research/facilities/lusi/index.php for details of the LUSI robot.
J. R. G.Evans, M. J. Edirisinghe, P. V. Coveney and J. Eames, “Combinatorial searches of inorganic materials
using the ink-jet printer; science, philosophy and technology”, Journal of the European Ceramic Society 21
(2001) 2291-2299.
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Left: Fig. 5, Atomic% values for Ti, Ba and Sr with x from EDXA of an uncoated Ba1-xSrxTiO3 array.
The x = 0.5 sample was missing from this library.
Right: Fig. 6, plot of variation in XRD 100% peak position vs. x for Ba1-xSrxTiO3 array (both x = 0.1
and 1 were missing from this library).
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Left: Fig. 7, change in permittivity with composition for Ag/Ti deposited samples fired to 1350 oC,
and Ag paste coated samples fired to 1400 oC. Each library has two sets of samples, A and B.
Lines represent linear fit of the data.
Right: Fig. 8, plot of Tc against temperature for BST library.
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Part 2:
Part 3:
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The adoption of smart antenna techniques in wireless communication
systems is expected to have a significant impact on efficient use of the spectrum,
the minimization of the cost of establishing new wireless networks, the
optimization of service quality, and realization of transparent operation across
multi technology wireless networks. The smart antenna features need to be
considered early in the design phase of future systems (top-down compatibility),
second, a realistic performance evaluation of smart antenna technique needs to be
performed according to the critical parameters associated with future system
requirements (bottom up feasibility).
Smart antenna systems consist of multiple antenna elements at the
transmitting and / or receiving side of the communication link, whose signals are
processed adaptively in order to exploit the spatial dimension of the mobile radio
channel. Depending on whether the processing is performed at the transmitter,
receiver, or both ends of the communication link, the smart antenna technique is
defined as
-

multiple input single output (MISO)
single input multiple output (SIMO)
or
multiple input multiple output (MIMO)

Exploitation of the spatial dimension can increase the capacity of wireless
network by improving link quality through the mitigation of a number of
impairments of mobile communications, such as multi path fading and co-channel
interference and by increasing the data rate through the simultaneous transmission
of multiple streams by different antennas.

What is High-Throughput Combinatorial Materials Science?
Manufacture of Combinatorial samples by the LUSI robot
Characterisation and properties of BST libraries
Other samples from LUSI and Data Mining
Final Summary and Acknowledgements
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Critical Issues --x

Diversity gain is obtained by receiving independent replicas of the
signal through independently fading signal components.

The design and development of advanced smart antenna processing
algorithms that allow adoption to varying propagation and network
conditions and robustness against network impairments.

x

The design and development of innovative smart antenna strategies
for optimization of performance at the system level and transparent
operation across different wireless systems and platforms.

x

Realistic performance evaluation of the proposed algorithms and
strategies based on the formulation of accurate channel and
interference models, and the introduction of suitable performance
metrics and simulation methodologies.

x

Analysis of the implementation, complexity and cost efficiency
issues involved in realization of the proposed smart antenna
techniques for future generation wireless systems.

Multipath Propagation, defined as the creation of multipath signal paths
between the transmitter and receiver due to the reflection of the transmitted signal
by physical obstacles is one of the major problems of mobile communications.
The delay spread and resulting intersymbol interference due to multiple
signal paths arriving at the receiver at different times have a critical impact an
communication link quality.
Co-channel interference is a major limiting factor on the capacity of the
wireless systems, resulting from the reuse of the available network resources (eg.
Frequency, time) by a number of users.
Benefits of Smart Antennas --(1)

(2)

(3)

Increased range / coverage – The array or beam forming gain is the
average increase in signal power at the receiver due to coherent
combination of the signals received at all antenna elements. It is
proportional to the number of receive antennas and also allows for lower
battery life.
Lower power requirements and cost reduction – optimizing
transmission toward the wanted user (transmit beam forming gain)
achieves lower power consumption and amplifier costs.
Improved Link quality / reliability:-
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(4)

Increased spectral efficiency – Precise control of the transmitted and
received power and exploitation of the knowledge of training sequence
and / or other properties of the received signal (eg. constant envelope,
finite alphabet, cyclostationarity) allows for interference reduction /
mitigation and increased number of users sharing the same available
resources (eg. time, frequency codes) and / or reuse of these resources
by users served by the same base station / access point.

Increased data rate and therefore increased spectral efficiency can be
achieved by exploiting the spatial multiplexing gain, that is the possibility to
simultaneously transmit multiple data streams, exploiting the multiple independent
dimensions, the so called spatial signatures or MIMO channel eigenmodes.
Tradionally, smart antenna systems have been designed focusing on
maximization of one of the above mentioned gains (beam forming, diversity, and
multiplexing gains).
In the multi user case, where the base station communicates with multiple
users who share the available resources (frequency, time, codes etc.) the design of
smart antenna transceivers is more challenging, as it aims to optimize the impact
of interference and heavily depends on the specifics of the multiple access scheme
employed.
Performance metrics for the characterization of smart antenna transceivers
are the mean square error, SINR, bit error rate, achievable throughout, required
transmitter power and channel capacity. Transmission schemes & receivers are
designed to optimize one of these criteria.
Next generation wireless systems require signal processing techniques
capable of operating in a wide variety of scenarios with respect to propagation,
traffic, interference, user mobility, antenna configuration, radio access technology
an channel state information (CSI) reliability.
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Overview of the European Research structure within the EC frameworks
B.Casali(1)
(1) IDS Ingegneria dei Sistemi, 1019 Via Livornese, 56010 Pisa, Italy, E-mail: b.casali@ids-spa.it
$EVWUDFW7KH(XURSHDQ5HVHDUFK$UHD (5$ LVWKHILQDOREMHFWLYHRI WKH
SROLWLFDO YLHZV RQ UHVHDUFK LQ (XURSH 7KH )UDPHZRUN 3URJUDPPHV )3V 
DUHWKHRSHUDWLRQDOVWUXFWXUHVWKDWVXSSRUWWKHLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRI(5$VLQFH

7KHFXUUHQW)3DQGWKHIXWXUH)3DUHUHYLHZHGWRJHWKHUZLWKWKHIXQGLQJ
LQVWUXPHQWV DYDLODEOH )3V PHFKDQLVPV IRU LQWHUQDWLRQDO FROODERUDWLRQ DUH
SUHVHQWHG

I. The European Research Area
The European Research Area (ERA) is a strategic objective of the European Union that
combines three complementary concepts:
• a restructuring of the European research fabric, in particular by improved coordination
of national research activities and policies;
• the creation of an "internal market" in research, an area of free movement of
knowledge, researchers and technology;
• the development of a European research policy, at national and EU levels.
By ERA, the European research will be as familiar as those of the single market or the single
currency are today.

Fig. 1 Activities to promote the European Research Area
In order to create the European Research Area, the EU stimulates and supports programme
coordination and joint activities conducted at national or regional level, as well as among
European organisations, and thus helps to develop the common knowledge base necessary for
the coherent development of policies.
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II. The EU Framework Programmes
The Framework Programmes (FPs), represent the infrastructure created to implement the
ERA. Since1984, the Framework Programmes have been strategically planned and
coordinated within four multiannual frames, the purpose of which is to set out the priority
areas to be covered during the life of the programme.
Following the grouping of Community research activities under the First Framework
Programme (1984-87), the main aim of the Second Framework Programme (1987-91) was to
develop the technologies of the future, in particular in the area of information technology and
electronics, and materials and industrial technologies.
Whilst the Third Framework Programme (1990-94) broadly followed the same lines as its
predecessors, an increased emphasis was placed on activities relating to the dissemination of
research findings, life sciences and technologies and the training and mobility of researchers.
For the period 1994-1998, all Community RTD activities were covered under the Fourth
Framework Programme, largely influenced by the RTD provisions introduced by the
Maastricht Treaty.
The Fifth Framework Programme (FP5) sets out the priorities for the European Union's RTD
activities for the period 1998-2002. Like its predecessor, FP5 covers research, technological
development and demonstration activities.

FP7

EU Framework Programmes
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and
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Transport
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Socioeconomic
sciences

Space
and
Security
Research

FP2

FP2

1980

esearch
hemes

FP3

FP3

FP1

FP7 will be fully operational as of 1 January 2007 and will expire in 2013. It has been
structured in Research Themes and Objective Categories, as detailed in the following figure.

FP5

FP5

With a budget of 17.5 billion euros for the years 2002 – 2006, FP6 represents about 4 to 5
percent of the overall expenditure on RTD in EU Member States.

IV. The Seventh Framework Programme (FP7)

FP6

FP6

Fig. 3 The Sixth Framework programme
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Fig. 2 EU Framework Programmes since 1984
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Cooperation

The Framework Programmes are proposed by the European Commission and adopted by
Council and the European Parliament following a co-decision procedure.

Ideas
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III. The Sixth Framework Programme (FP6)
Cooperation

The current FP is the Sixth Framework programme (FP6), which started in 2002 and will be
running up to the end of 2006. In FP6, a number of thematic priorities (and selected topics
within the overall priorities) have been identified, as detailed in the following figure.

4XDQWLWDWLYHDQGTXDOLWDWLYHVWUHQJWKHQLQJRIKXPDQUHVRXUFHVLQ UHVHDUFKDQG
WHFKQRORJ\LQ(XURSH 0DULH&XULH$FWLRQV
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6XSSRUWUHVHDUFKLQIUDVWUXFWXUHVDQGUHVHDUFKIRUWKHEHQHILWRI 60(V
)RVWHUUHVHDUFKSRWHQWLDORI(XURSHDQUHJLRQV 5HJLRQVRI.QRZOHGJH 

Fig. 4 The Seventh Framework Programme
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ACE 2 Activities on Small antennas

With a budget of 50.5 billion euros for the years 2007 - 2013 it will double the budget per
year available for EU funded research in the next 6 years.

Marta Martínez-Vázquez (1), Raquel Serrano(2), Jan Carlsson(3), Anja K. Skrivervik(4)
(1)
IMST GmbH, Carl-Friedrich-Gauß-Str. 2, D-47475 Kamp-Lintfort, Germany, martinez@imst.de
Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya, Jordi Gerona 31, Barcelona, Spain, raquel.serrano@tsc.upc.edu
(3)
Chalmers Tekniska Högskola AB,Horsalvägen 11, S-41296 Gothenburg, jan.carlsson@sp.se
(4)
LEMA, Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Station 11, CH-1015 Lausanne, anja.skrivervik@epfl.ch

V. The Funding Instruments

(2)

In EU FPs, the distribution of the funding is implemented by the following instruments:

Abstract:
This paper presents the work carried out in the ACE Network
of Excellence regarding small antennas. Three aspects are
covered in three projects : Small antenna technologies, small
terminal antenna technologies and benchmarking of small
terminal antennas measurement facilities. The aim is to identify
the newest trends in antenna design and measurement for
personal communications devices, and suggest novel solutions
and design methodologies for various applications.

Fig. 5 The FPs Funding Instruments
where:
• Integrated Projects are instruments to support objective-driven research, where the
primary deliverable is knowledge.
• Networks of Excellence are instrument for strengthening excellence by tackling the
fragmentation of European research.
• Specific Targeted Research Projects are shared-cost RTD projects.
• Coordination Actions are actions to concertate research across Europe.
• Specific projects for SMEs are specific support for Small Medium Enterprises.
• Marie Curie actions fund the Improving Human Resources.
• Specific Support Actions are accompanying funding for big projects.
As an example, the Antenna Centre of Excellence (ACE) is a FP6 NoE focused on the
antenna research for radio systems and sensors.
ACE is a pan-European effort involving 51 top level European Organisations (323
researchers and 130 PhD) for a 4 years duration (2004-2007) and with a total budget of 10.5
MEuro. ACE has links with outstanding international experts worldwide, in USA, Japan, etc.

VI. Conclusions
The EU Framework Programmes are the organizational and financial pillars for the creation
of the European Research Area, since 1984.
The recent political agreements and the resulted boost in the EU Framework Programmes
budgets open new horizons for the international collaboration and create new synergies
among European centers and towards worldwide research.
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Introduction
The Networks of Excellence were introduced in the 6th Framework Program of the European
Union as a new instrument to integrate and structure research activities around Europe, to
increase the relevance of their results by avoiding overlapping [1]. Among them, the Antenna
Centre of Excellence (ACE, 2004-2005) was created, complementing the activities of the
COST 284 action: "Innovative Antennas for Emerging Terrestrial & Space-based
Applications" [2]. ACE 2 (2006-2007) follows up the work started in ACE, to try to achieve a
durable structuring.
This paper gives an overview of the activities carried out within the ACE 2 (Antenna Centre
of Excellence) Network of Excellence, regarding antenna technologies for small terminals
and their applications. The aim is to carry on with the work initiated in the first ACE, where
new applications had already been identified. The work is subdivides into three work
packages : Small antenna technologies, small terminal antenna technologies and
benchmarking of small terminal antennas measurement facilities.
Small antenna technologies : future trends
The growth in the number of wireless systems over the past decade has been coupled with the
ever-decreasing size of the RF systems. A modern mobile terminal is not only physically
small but also required to operate well across a large number of wireless standards. The
evolution of an important number of communication applications which require mobility
such as RFID and sensing systems enforces the use of devices with an energy efficiency that
allows reducing costs and size. All these new applications imply new requirements on the
device that connects the terminal to free-space; namely the antenna. No longer can large,
single-band, externally mounted antennas be considered. The future, therefore, lies in small,
internally mounted, antennas that are able to work well across a large bandwidth. Neither the
radiation mechanism nor the design of small antennas in modern applications such as Ultra
Wide Band, MIMO systems and sensor networks, can be understood with traditional
radiation theories for small antennas. New antenna requirements entail new modeling tools
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and new design technologies. Since the compactness of the RF transmitter and receiver is
increasing, the effects of integrating the antennas with the active element are studied. The
newest trends in compact small antenna design have to be rapidly detected. The aim of our
work is to optimize the existing design methodologies, and make use of the possibilities
offered by new methodologies applied to small antennas.
A large number of downsizing solutions for small antennas can be found in literature. Some
of the techniques applied to reduce antenna size are folding configurations, surface etching,
shorting walls or pins, or utilizing high dielectric constant materials. However, there is
difficulty in obtaining good electrical performance (bandwidth, efficiency, gain) when
reducing size. And each of these miniaturization techniques will affect differently the
performances. These techniques and their effects are well known and have been summarized
in different publications [4, 5].
x The use of parasitic resonators to obtain a double resonant behavior
x Slit etching as a way of increasing the electrical path while maintaining physical size.
x Short-circuiting walls to utilize the half-size reduction factor.
x Dielectric loading, especially in packaged applications, for further size reduction at
the cost of lower efficiency.
These downsizing solutions are however not sufficient when the new applications (UWB,
MIMO, RF-ID) are considered, as the quality of these devices require additional criteria :
UWB systems for instance asks from antennas a very large frequency band, but also a very
short impulse response, a phase centre which remains fixed over the entire frequency band
and a high radiation efficiency. An important indicator of the quality of a MIMO system is
the channel capacity. This capacity depends on many factors, namely the number of transmit
antennas and their spacing, the number of receive antennas and their spacing and the
multipath environment and, in particular the spread of direction of arrival angles. As result
the antenna is getting more and more interrelated with the system parameters (RF active
parameters and channel parameters) what leads to the recommendation of considering the
antenna as a central part of the system, designing its parameters in the context of the full
system optimization. All these solutions put in distress the actual analytical modeling
techniques, basically formulated for a single port quasi-resonant stand-alone antenna. A deep
approach to the requirements, modeling and design techniques for the future small antennas
must be carried out, which implies an special effort. An intense ongoing research work is
being done in this direction.
Small terminal antenna technologies
The first focus of this activity is to keep on with the identification of the emerging needs,
trends and standards that may be deployed in the near future. This will be accompanied by a
follow-up of the review of novel applications, technologies and materials. On-going research
lines concerning mobile communications terminals will be analyzed and evaluated, to
ascertain if they are leading to relevant results with possible application to future terminals.
The problem of the integration of the antenna into the terminal will also be addressed, to gain
new insight on the coupling mechanisms between the radiating element and the surrounding
devices. Indeed, the assessment of the integration of small antennas into the terminal has to
be done as a whole, that means taking into account other components, such as PCB, battery,
plastic case, etc. This will include, for example, a study of the integration of receive/transmit
amplifiers within the antenna, for direct optimization of the noise temperature on receive
mode, and of the radiated power efficiency on transmit mode. This should enable much better
receiver sensitivity and longer battery life. The aim is to produce a set of recommendations
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for the integration of small antennas into user terminals, which could help enhance the
efficiency of the antennas when combined with the communications devices. This is
especially important in applications such as HAC (Hearing aid Compatible) phones, as nearfield effects must be taken into account.
To be able to accurately assess the problem of the integration of small antennas into user
terminals, the latest technologies and design methodologies will be reviewed, in order to
optimize them. This includes traditional antenna design methodologies, but also new trends
such as the analysis of the characteristic modes on the chassis of the handset.
Antenna design is very much connected with antenna analysis tools both in the frequency
domain and in the time domain. The design and development of antennas for mobile
terminals relies mostly on the expertise and know-how of the designers. Although important
efforts have been focused on developing automated design procedures, either based on
genetic algorithms or other random optimizers, in-depth knowledge of the physics involved
on radiation mechanisms is always necessary to provide a reliable solution. Therefore, the
integration of the right analysis procedures and design tools is also a key issue in this activity.
Thus, as analysis of new tools for antenna design will be carried out, and their performance
will be tested with a comparison of simulation results obtained with different simulation
tools. A judicious combination of both semi-analytical optimization methods based on the
radiating modes of the antenna and random optimization procedures can also lead to new
design strategies and tools.
Benchmarking of small terminal antennas measurement facilities
Benchmarking of test facilities is a work package included in the small terminals and smart
antennas activity within ACE – Antenna Centre of Excellence [1]. Among the main
objectives of the work package are the definition of test cases for the characterization of
terminal antennas and the comparison of results from measurements performed at different
antenna test facilities around Europe.
Usually, antennas are characterized by their radiation patterns. This is useful when the lobes
are narrow and there is line of sight between the two sides. For the case of terminal antennas,
e.g. mobile phone and PDA antennas, the environment varies with time and is complex with
several scatterers, so it can only be described statistically. A better way to describe the
radiation characteristics of terminal antennas is to use the total radiation efficiency. This
includes contributions from losses in the antenna itself, losses in the near-in environment of
the antenna and impedance mismatch. When the impedance mismatch is not included, we call
the remaining factor the radiation efficiency. The total radiation efficiency is a correct
measure of the quality of antennas that are designed for use in a so called uniform multi-path
environment, where there is no “line of sight” to the base station and reflected and scattered
waves come in with equal probability from all directions in space. Total radiation efficiency
can be measured using many different methods, e.g. by measuring the 3D radiation pattern
and integrating, using a reverberation chamber [5] or a Wheeler cap [6]. Therefore, a test case
that should be used for benchmarking of different test facilities must be constructed so that it
can be used in different set-ups and at the same time be configurable so that several test cases
can be defined. It is also an advantage if the test case is simple enough to allow numerical
simulations with good accuracy for enabling additional comparisons. The developed test
fixture fulfils these requirements and can be used for both efficiency and diversity gain
measurements.
For the active devices total radiated power (TRP) and total isotropic receiving sensitivity
(TIS) are measured. TRP is measured for two test cases: a GSM phone with special software
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allowing it to radiate at a constant power level, and a specially developed 1.875 GHz device.
Sensitivity is measured for a standard GSM phone, and therefore a base station emulator is
needed for these measurements. Both the TRP and the TIS measurements for the GSM
phones are done with the phone both in a free space position and in a talk position close to a
head phantom. TRP for the 1.785 GHz device is only measured for free space conditions. An
overview of the different test cases can be seen in figure 1.
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Abstract: This paper aims at giving an overview of what is going on in the

field of structuring antenna software at a European level. In other words, at
the end of this paper, the reader should have a good overall idea about what
is being done already, who is doing what in this field, and what remains to be
done. The paper consists of several sections, where specific aspects of this
structuring are briefly described

Figure 1 : Benchmarking test antennas

As an example of results that came out of the comparison of the different testing equipment,
the total radiation efficiency for a 5.2GHz slota antenna measured at ten facilities is shown in
Fig.2. The maximum divaition from mean is of 2.7 dB.

Figure 2 :Benchmark antenna and benchmarking results
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Introduction: ACE is a Network of Excellence (NoE) within the 6th framework of the European
Union (EU). A NoE provides the means to establish integrated European research communities.
ACE stands for ‘Antenna Center of Excellence’.
One of the efforts being performed within ACE is the Antenna Software Initiative (ASI). The
reason for this is the observation that although for a long time already there has been a strong
coordination in fundamental antenna modeling problems in Europe, concerning the actual software
itself, the European effort is still scattered. In answer to this problem, within the ACE network in a
first step an inventory was made of the software available among all partners of ACE, describing
the possibilities and limitations (capabilities to handle complex structures, environments, feeds,
active components,...). This was the basis for all further work within the ASI. The result of this
inventory can be consulted at the ACE website [1].
Two high level activities have been performed after the inventory phase: 1. benchmarking of
existing software codes, and 2. laying the foundations for a European software library.
The pillars on which this library will be built are the following:
1. The Electromagnetic Data Interface (EDI). This activity consists of defining a standardized way
of storing electromagnetic data (currents, fields, ...) in files (the so-called Data Dictionaries), and of
developing the software routines to do this automatically through a simple routine call [2].
2. A better understanding of the problems encountered during the integration of actual software
already available at this moment at a European level [3].
3. Development of modular and hybrid techniques at a European level. The idea is to work out
procedures to develop these approaches in a “European” group rather than at the research group
level, taking into account different views and the various constraints.
These activities will be explained in more detail in this paper. They have been performed by the
partners within the framework of the ASI structure, a structure set up in a democratic way to cope
with the most important bottle necks encountered.
ASI structure: The goal of the software integration activity within ACE is by no means to conceive
the ultimate all-integrating software package for antenna design. This is not feasible at all, and even
questionable. The main idea is to initiate a long-term process for antenna software integration
within the European antenna community, to take the first steps in the direction of a European
Antenna Software Library. Two major tasks have been performed:
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1. A few illustrative cases of antenna software integration have been completed, chosen in such a
way that they open possibilities for the European antenna industry. They can be seen a sort of test
for a larger scale integration, discovering difficulties and possible solutions.
2. The start of the implementation of the so-called EDI (the Electromagnetic Data Interface). The
EDI is the combination of a possible standard for electromagnetic data file formats (consisting of
so-called Data Dictionaries for electromagnetic quantities), and corresponding software routines in
order to create these formats in a very user-friendly way. The EDI is absolutely necessary for a
long-term further efficient integration. It solves a long lasting problem in the antenna community
once and for all: the exchange of data.
One of the first tasks was to set up a more dedicated structure. The resulting structure is given in
Fig. 1 below. It is set up in view of covering both ACE 1 (2004-2005) and ACE 2 (2006-2007). The
structure consists of the WP (Work Package) group on benchmarking, the Working Groups (WGs)
and the Special Interest Groups (SIGs). The leading partner is mentioned in between brackets.
- There are 4 working groups covering 4 different basic topologies of industrially important antenna
structures (WGs on planar arrays, composite horns, radome structures, conformal structures). Their
job is to structure modeling for their specific type of antennas. The working group on planar arrays
has been most active. It has delivered most integration activities and the Data Dictionary for meshes
and currents. The WG on composite horns has generated the Data Dictionary for Modes.
- The WG on time domain modeling, responsible to structure modeling tools in the time domain,
has been mainly focusing on the definition of the Data Dictionary for near fields.
- The SIG on GFs focuses on the concept of the use and exchange of Green’s functions, typically
used within the Method of Moments. They have been responsible for the definition of the Data
Dictionary for Green’s functions.
The data dictionaries on far fields and S-parameters have been defined in cooperation with the
measurement activity of ACE.
The SIG on the EDI coordinates all ACE activities performed within the framework of the EDI.
Towards a European antenna software library: The ASI was organized around three questions:
1. Exactly what software tools do we have available within Europe?
2. What is the quality of the tools we have?
3. How can we boost the capabilities of the tools by restructuring the European effort?
The first question is answered. A catalogue is available describing the ASI software tools.
Question two is being tackled within the benchmarking WP of ACE, see further in this paper.
The last question is a very strategic one. Boosting the capabilities of software obviously can be
done through developing new modelling techniques. However, this is fundamental research, not
restructuring, and thus not the task of a NoE. It can also be done through integration of existing
software. In our view restructuring of research on antenna software does not mean trying to develop
the “ultimate” monolithic software package. There are many reasons for this: 1. Such an effort is
not the task of a NoE. Efforts like that are more in line with the strategy of commercial software
companies. 2. A monolithic tool is bound to be not very flexible. 3. Such an effort would require
much larger investments. 4. It would take a huge continuous effort to manage such a software tool.
Instead, the brainstorming process within ACE 1 has worked out a very specific view on
integration. This view involves five pillars.
1. An integrated library of software routines. Each routine performs part of the analysis. The
routines are available with the ASI partners, but at this moment they are not integrated.
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2. The integration of the library is performed through the development of a common “language”,
the Electromagnetic Data Interface (EDI), which enables the routines to communicate. In a first
phase, file formats are defined for all the important physical quantities, for example: currents, fields,
waveguide modes, etc.. The result is a “data dictionary”. In a second phase, an Electromagnetic
Data Interface library is developed, a set of new routines that writes / reads the physical quantities
in a standardized way, according to the data dictionary, to / from files.
3. The exploration of emerging new software capabilities by explicitly using the possibility to
combine existing routines from different ASI partners. Within ACE 1, the first integration activities
have been implemented. They did not use the EDI yet. Within ACE 2, one of the major tasks will be
the implementation of the full EDI in the software codes of all partners.
4. The study of further modelling strategies, now based on the EDI. To that goal the Special Interest
Group on Structures and Structuring, the so-called SIG-SaS will have to interact with the group
defining and implementing the EDI. It has to ensure that the EDI is developed in line with future
needs of the whole antenna modelling community.
5. The dissemination of the existence and capabilities of the EDI to the (European) antenna
community. This will be done by presenting it at conferences and in workshops and by organizing
courses on it within the European School on Antennas, a result of ACE 1.
The benchmarking working package:
Antenna design definitively relies on the availability of user-friendly and powerful antenna
software. The assessment of these software tools is essential for antenna designers. CAD tools must
be seen as heavy investments. Only experienced engineers can extract the best performances that
these software tools can yield. Even when a freeware CAD tool can be downloaded instantaneously
from the web, it is not acceptable to waste a couple of weeks before discovering that it cannot
correctly handle the antenna structure to be studied!
Unfortunately, the assessment process is not an easy task due to several factors. First, there are
many software packages, both commercial and home-made, with very different features and
performances. Even if we limit the investigations to a single analysis method (FDTD for instance),
many different tools can be found whose differences could sometimes appear to be very subtle for
non-specialists. Indeed, there is no real overview anywhere concerning the actual capabilities of all
these codes. None of them can of course be regarded as the universal solution for antenna
simulation. When different codes yield different results, there is no way of determining which one
has to be preferred. Moreover, it is very likely that the optimal CAD tool for a given job depends on
the specific antenna topology under consideration. The recent emergence of new types of
algorithms (wavelet-based compression techniques and other fast solvers) has sometimes
significantly extended the performances of classical methods. This makes the global vision even
more difficult as the traditional references have changed. In most cases, only the people who have
developed the software know precisely its actual capabilities. There is another reason why the
assessment of software is complex. The needs of the users themselves can vary. Some of them are
only interested in the accuracy of results while others are also considering computer requirements
(CPU time and memory storage), user-friendly GUI or any other secondary features.
The main objective of this benchmarking work-package is to define a set of benchmarking
structures in order to assess the antenna software. As a result, it provides standards for the
evaluation of existing and future antenna software. It also improves communication between
software developers and antenna designers, by clarifying the actual challenges in antenna modelling
(from both the expressed needs and the expected scientific capabilities). Finally, it facilitates the
convergence to future research programs in antenna modelling by concentrating the effort on a set
of agreed problems.
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Conclusion: This paper focuses on the software activities performed within ACE. The main goal is
to structure the scattered, very labor intensive efforts that are being spent in this field. It is shown
that part of the path that has been chosen has already been finished within ACE 1, but a lot of work
still has to be done. A major milestone in the whole integration effort will be the implementation of
the EDI in the software of the partners. This will open up a huge range of new possibilities. Only
accomplishing this can already be considered as a real success.
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Introduction: Many recent studies have presented significant research progress on
reconfigurable antennas, with switchable radiation characteristics. Various topologies have
been proposed with different types of switched components [1-2]. This type of antenna has
tremendous potential to improve the performance of future-generation wireless systems
developed for dense multipath applications
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Our reconfigurable antenna is based on the switched parasitic concept [3]. The
antenna system comprises a central patch connected to the receiver, and two adjacent
switchable parasitic elements strongly coupled to the central patch (Fig.1). The different
switch settings result in different far-field patterns and polarizations invoking different fading
in the corresponding channels. The advantage of the system is that it is a simpler and more
compact configuration than that of conventional antenna diversity where one receiver is
connected to each element or channel. To date, few attempts have been made to characterize
switchable antennas in terms of diversity gain in indoor environments and to evaluate the real
performance improvement over conventional passive single-port (nondiversity) antennas. To
fully characterize the reconfigurable antena, a dedicated measurement setup has been
developed to determine the diversity gain (DG) in the specific multipath environment of a lab
room. Cumulative distribution functions are calculated for all channels and general
conclusions are drawn on the minimum number of channels required for an optimal DG.
Antenna Design: The antenna operating at 5.8 GHz is depicted in Fig.1. The prototype is a
three-element parasitic antenna array where aperture-coupled square patch antennas are used
as radiating elements. The central patch antenna is printed on top of a 5880 Duroid substrate.
It can be excited by one of the two orthogonal crossed slots and feedlines etched on a top and
bottom sides of an AR 1000 substrate. DC-bias circuit and slot geometries are depicted on
Fig.2. The slot selection results either in an E-plane or H-plane coupling with the adjacent
parasitic patches. The selected slot also enforces one of the two linear orthogonal
polarizations. The slot selection is performed with a SPDT, consisting of two beam-lead pin
diodes metelics MBP-1030 (d1 and d4 on Fig.2), directly connected to the feeding microstrip
line below the ground plane. By switching ON a diode while the other is OFF, the antenna
can switch between horizontal or vertical polarization states with a single feeding port.

Fig. 1. The ASI structure.
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Abstract: A switchable patch antenna is designed to provide polarization
and pattern diversities. The performance of the device is predicted using a
commercial simulator including a pin diode modelling and an optimisation
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Measurements of the correlation factor and the diversity gain in an indoor
environment are performed using a dedicated platform..
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Each of the slot pairs in the parasitic patches is loaded by a switchable stub (pure
reactance) through a SPDT (d3-d6 and d2-d5). The stub lengths are adjusted by pin diodes
(d7 and d8). The SPDT role is to select a slot parallel to the slot of the central patch to keep
the same polarization in the three patches. To keep the same diversity patterns for both
polarisations, the gap between adjacent patches is adjusted so that similar E-plane and Hplane couplings are obtained.

gathered throughout the measurement campaigns indicate that this scenario represents a
typical indoor propagation environment with a short-term fading respecting a Rayleigh
distribution for each diversity branch. The reconfigurable antenna under test (RAUT) is fixed
1.8 m above the ground at the end of a 1.5 m-long plastic arm. The other end of the arm is
connected to a computer-controlled stepper motor which allows the rotation of the antenna
around a 3m-diameter circle. The biasing of the SPDTs and switchable stubs is electronically
controlled by the computer.

The values of the switchable stub lengths must provide a set of patterns with a proper
antenna matching for each pattern. To determine these lengths, it is necessary to use the
procedure described in [3] based on the equivalent flow graph of the antenna. The Sparameters of the structure and the active element patterns of each radiating patch are first
extracted from an electromagnetic simulation (HFSS). The active radiation pattern of an
element is defined as the radiation pattern of one radiating element when the other elements
of the array are terminated by a reference load [3]. These data are then exported in a
dedicated software (Matlab) to calculate the return loss and radiation pattern of the antenna
array for any loading reactance. An optimization procedure is finally developed to select the
reactive loads (or stub lengths) for the best trade-off between beam direction and return loss.
The gap width between the patches is a crucial parameter to reach this trade-off.

The signal is amplified (LNA 28 dB), fed into a spectrum analyser, analog-to-digital
converted and transferred to the computer for post-processing. The receiving measurement
setup is placed on a trolley which is wheeled around its initial position, usually by 10 to 30
cm only to keep sample values which statistically remain relatively constant . This allows to
increase the number of data files and improve the statistical convergence. A 0.5° angular step
is small enough to provide a large number of samples (720) for an entire rotation and large
enough to avoid redundant information. The operation is repeated until 7000 samples are
collected. The RAUT is tested by measuring all eight channels (4 patterns times 2
polarizations) for each arm position. The correlation factor between the channels and the
various diversity gains are extracted from the measured data.

All simulations include the effects of the DC-bias circuit and limited ground plane. The
diodes states are modelled by electrical equivalent circuits extracted from the S-parameters
provided by the manufacturer at 6 GHz (ON state: forward bias current IF=10 mA OFF state:
reverse voltage VR=-10 volts).
1A

1B

Antenna measurement: Measurements of the eight switched patterns (eight channels) are
presented in Fig.2 with four switched patterns for each polarization. The patterns are labelled
from b1 to b8 in accordance with the diode states indicated in Table 1. L1=2.6mm is the stub
length when the diode stub (d7 or d8) is OFF. It results in a -30: reactance at the reference
axis position (Fig .1). L2=8.05mm is the stub length when the stub diode (d7 or d8) is ON
which results in a 250: reactance at the reference axis position. If Z1 and Z2 are the
impedances for each stub, symmetrical reactive loads (Z1, Z2) on the parasitic elements give
rise to symmetrical patterns. When Z1 =Z2=250: , a maximum gain is observed at broadside
while Z1=Z2=-30: yields a minimum in the same direction. When Z1=250: and Z2=-30:
and inversely, the beam angles are directed toward +/- 45°. Reasonable bandwidths and cross
polarization levels are observed for all 8 patterns.
b1
b2
b3
b4
b5
b6
b7
b8
ON
d1,d2,d3
d1,d2,d3,d7 d1,d2,d3,d8 d1,d2,d3,d7,d8 d4,d5,d6 d4,d5,d6,d7 d4,d5,d6,d8 d4,d5,d6,d7,d8
state
OFF d4,d5,d6,d7,d8 d4,d5,d6,d8 d4,d5,d6,d7
d4,d5,d6
d1,d2,d3, d1,d2,d3,d8 d1,d2,d3,d7
d1,d2,d3
state
d7,d8
Table 1:Diode combinations for all 8 channels

Fig.1A. Antenna layers: (a) Radiating element (b) Coupling elements (c) Active and passive circuit
components. Antenna dimensions: Ld = 90 mm, Wd = 55mm, Lp = 12.7mm,  = 0.07 O0 with f0 = 5.8
GHz.
Fig.1B. Details of the feeding layer and the biasing layer. Slots: LS = 9mm, WS = 1.2mm, D = 3mm.
Tuning stub: TS = 2.5 mm. Line width: Lw = 0.750 mm for Z0 = 50 .

Measurement platform: The diversity characteristics are evaluated with a dedicated
measurement platform. The transmitter consists of a vertically polarized monopole antenna.
The immediate vicinity of the transmitting monopole is a rich scattering environment (metal
furniture, laboratory tables, measurement equipment) yielding homogenous radiating
directions and polarizations. The large dimensions of the room (120 m2) allows to separate
the transmitter and receiver by a distance of approximately 10 meters. Experimental data
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Fig.2. Measured switched patterns for the horizontal (E-plane coupling) and vertical polarization
(H-plane coupling)
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gathered throughout the measurement campaigns indicate that this scenario represents a
typical indoor propagation environment with a short-term fading respecting a Rayleigh
distribution for each diversity branch. The reconfigurable antenna under test (RAUT) is fixed
1.8 m above the ground at the end of a 1.5 m-long plastic arm. The other end of the arm is
connected to a computer-controlled stepper motor which allows the rotation of the antenna
around a 3m-diameter circle. The biasing of the SPDTs and switchable stubs is electronically
controlled by the computer.
The signal is amplified (LNA 28 dB), fed into a spectrum analyser, analog-to-digital
converted and transferred to the computer for post-processing. The receiving measurement
setup is placed on a trolley which is wheeled around its initial position, usually by 10 to 30
cm only to keep sample values which statistically remain relatively constant . This allows to
increase the number of data files and improve the statistical convergence. A 0.5° angular step
is small enough to provide a large number of samples (720) for an entire rotation and large
enough to avoid redundant information. The operation is repeated until 7000 samples are
collected. The RAUT is tested by measuring all eight channels (4 patterns times 2
polarizations) for each arm position. The correlation factor between the channels and the
various diversity gains are extracted from the measured data.
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Diversity measurements: In all measurements, the antenna position was vertical, i.e., the yaxis in Fig.1 was directed toward the ceiling. The diversity gain is defined for a 1% outage
probability in the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the received signal. The CDFs
are given in Fig. 3 for all eight channels. Table 2 summarizes the DG performance for several
channel combinations When two channels are used, for instance polarization diversity only
and pattern diversity only with T=r45°, measured DGs are DG=7dB and DG=6.7dB
respectively.
The 2dB Cross-Polarization Discrimination Ratio (XPR) observed in the room
explains that the optimal 10 dB DG is not reached for two channels when polarization
diversity is used. In a selection combining scheme and a two-branch configuration, a 10 dB
value can only be obtained with an ideal power balance and uncorrelated branches. It can be
noticed that a combination of two patterns (T=r45°) and two polarizations allows a 10 dB
DG that is to say a 3 dB improvement compared to the two-channel diversity. Only a slight
improvement is observed when the channels corresponding to the broadside patterns are
added (10.2dB) while 10.6 dB corresponds to the case including all 8 channels as seen in
Fig.3. It must be recall that in a space diversity configuration with two-monopoles separated
by a half wavelength, similar performance were reached at the cost of larger overall
dimensions.

Antenna measurement: Measurements of the eight switched patterns (eight channels) are
presented in Fig.2 with four switched patterns for each polarization. The patterns are labelled
from b1 to b8 in accordance with the diode states indicated in Table 1. L1=2.6mm is the stub
length when the diode stub (d7 or d8) is OFF. It results in a -30: reactance at the reference
axis position (Fig .1). L2=8.05mm is the stub length when the stub diode (d7 or d8) is ON
which results in a 250: reactance at the reference axis position. If Z1 and Z2 are the
impedances for each stub, symmetrical reactive loads (Z1, Z2) on the parasitic elements give
rise to symmetrical patterns. When Z1 =Z2=250: , a maximum gain is observed at broadside
while Z1=Z2=-30: yields a minimum in the same direction. When Z1=250: and Z2=-30:
and inversely, the beam angles are directed toward +/- 45°. Reasonable bandwidths and cross
polarization levels are observed for all 8 patterns.
b1
b2
b3
b4
b5
b6
b7
b8
ON
d1,d2,d3
d1,d2,d3,d7 d1,d2,d3,d8 d1,d2,d3,d7,d8 d4,d5,d6 d4,d5,d6,d7 d4,d5,d6,d8 d4,d5,d6,d7,d8
state
OFF d4,d5,d6,d7,d8 d4,d5,d6,d8 d4,d5,d6,d7
d4,d5,d6
d1,d2,d3, d1,d2,d3,d8 d1,d2,d3,d7
d1,d2,d3
state
d7,d8

Fig.3. Cumulative distribution function for the 8
channels

NUMBER OF
DIVERSITY GAIN
CHANNELS
2
6.7 dB
Pattern diversity with
T=r45°
2
7dB
Polarization diversity
only
4
10 dB
Polarization diversity
and pattern diversity
with T=r45°
10.2 dB
6
Polarization diversity
and pattern diversity
with T=r45° and
Table 2 Diversity gain as a function of the
T=0°
number of channels

Table 1:Diode combinations for all 8 channels

Fig.2. Measured switched patterns for the horizontal (E-plane coupling) and vertical polarization
(H-plane coupling)
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